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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries No plays 
were given in several different types of entertainment, of which 
the most important were Sarugaku and Dengaku. The "basis of No 
drama as it is known today was established by two Sarugaku play
ers, Kanze Kan-ami Kiyotsugu (1333-138lj.) and his son Zeami Moto- 
kiyo (1363-11̂ 3), and their most important innovation was the 
absorption into Sarugaku of the music and songs of Kusemai, one 
of the many minor entertainment forms of the period.

The following pages give an account of the parts 
played by these three entertainments in the development of No by 
describing various aspects of Sarugaku and Dengaku and, after 
establishing the original form of independent Kusemai songs, by 
showing the effect these had on the music and texts of Sarugaku 
No. The sources used in this were the articles on No written by 
Zeami and his son Motoyoshi supplemented, wherever possible, by 
other contemporary material..

The object of the thesis is twofold; to give a 
coherent account, for its own sake, of the most interesting and 
important period in the history of No; and, by so doing, to pro
vide a background against which other related subjects, such as 
ZeamiT s artistic theories, may legitimately be considered.
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notes to indicate the articles written by, or connected 
with, Zeami and contained in Kawase1 s (Tochu) Zeami ni- 
iusambushu. For convenience, page references have gener 
ally been given only for this single-volume work, but 
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volume Zeami lurokubushu hyoshaku is assumed throughout
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CHAPTER I

Introduction: Relevant Song. Dance And 
Drama Forms Before 1500*

The word No as it is now used is an abbreviation 
of Sarugaku No and signifies a performance of No plays, songs and 
dances by Sarugaku players. In the Kamakura (1192-1336) and Muro- 
machi (1337-1602) periods, performances of No were given in 
several different types of entertainment and it was usual, there
fore, to distinguish them by describing them as Ennen No, Dengaku 
No etc. But, during the Muromachi period, the No performed by 
Sarugaku groups achieved such overwhelming superiority and popul
arity that its rival forms gradually disappeared and it became 
less and less necessary to specify No performances as those of 
Sarugaku. Although important modifications have gradually occurred 
both to the music and to the style of performance since the 
fifteenth century, No was given what was, in all essentials, the 
form in which we know it today by two Sarugaku players, usually 
known as Kan-ami and Z-eami, who may conveniently be regarded as 
having worked in the hundred years from 1350 to 1A50* Both were 
of outstanding ability in all touches of No, with Kan-ami perhaps 
the more creative of the two and Zeami ideally equipped for the 
task of improving and refining his father1 s work and systematizing 
the whole artistic theory of the art. Great as they were, however, 
it would have been impossible for them to bring No to its place



as the first great peak of Japanese drama if they had not had 
adequate material with which to work. Even by the time of Kan-ami 
the No play had reached such an advanced stage of development 
that, clearly, it was itself based on earlier, more or less drama
tic presentations.

For an adequate account of these it is necessary to 
go back briefly to at least the Nara period (710-793), when various 
entertainments brought into Japan from the mainland were flourish* 
ing together. The period of two hundred years or so from the tip 
of Prince Shotolcu (572“621) was one of enthusiastic adoption of 
many aspects of continental culture, prominent among which were 
music and dancing. Musicians and some dances are known to have * 
come from Aorea as early as the fifth century and, by the eighth, 
the three main forms of foreign entertainment, Gigaku, Bugaku,and 
Sarugaku, were well established in Japan and enjoying great 
popularity among all classes* All three were patronised by the 
Court and all had been given official recognition by the establis] 
merit, under the authority of the Imperial Department of Music, of 
special schools known as gaku-ko, 'music houses1, which taught— 1 frrniTrvn * •• —•■■■■ ✓ ***¥

one or other of the entertain .ents and supplied players when 
required.

G-igaku is said to have been brought over to Japan 
in 612 by a man called Mimashi, a native of Kudara in the Korean 
peninsula. The question of where G-igaku first arose is still



unsettled: the large number of masks which survive bear
witness to exotic elements other than Chinese;, but such alter
native names for Gigaku as liure no Gaku and Kure no Uta-mai 
indicate that, in Japan at least, it was associated particularly 
with the state of Wu in central China* Gigaku no longer exists 
and what little is known about it comes in the main from the 
Kyokunsho, a work on music which was completed in 1233. It 
appears to have consisted of nine or ten items and to have
begun with a procession to the music of flutes, drums and cymbals,
The main part of the entertainment consisted of masked players 
performing dances and farcical pantomime pieces, some of which 
satirised religious personages in a crude or, by present-day 
standards, obscene way® It was, nevertheless, regularly given 
among the entertainments which formed part of, or followed, 
ceremonies at Buddhist temples. In the year 752, for example, it 
formed part of the great celebrations held at the dedication of 
the Daibutsu at' the fodai-ji in Nara. More than sixty Gigaku 
players appeared on that occasion, but less than sixty years 
later there were only two attached to the Department of Music.
This rapid decline, doubtless due in large measure, to a preference
for Bugaku and Sarugaku which had also formed part of the Daibutsu
entertainments, has resulted in more than two hundred and twenty 
masks being safely preserved in the Shoso’in, the HoVyu-ji and the 
Todai-jij but It has also meant that there is very little material 
from which to gain an idea of what Gigaku was like. Judged from



their names, some of the Gigaku items may have had connect ions 
with dances found in Bugaku and, although it is not possible to 
produce documentary proof of Gigaku having exerted a direct 
influence on Sarugaku, such a relationship seems not unlikely. 
There are similarities in the masks used in Gigaku and later 
Sarugaku and, in the Heian period (792-1191)? Sarugaku is found 
with the same sort of comic play as was described above. One 
thing directly traceable to Gigaku is the Shishi-mai or 'lion 
dance*. This has flourished in Japan ever since and is still 
to be seen in No plays and Kabuki, as well as at shrine festivals 
and in the performances of street-entertainers* Were it not for 
this, Gigaku would have disappeared without leaving any clear 
trace.

Bugaku, on the other hand, is still performed to-day. 
The name is now used to mean any dance performed to classical 
Court music (Gagaku) and it therefore Includes pure Japanese 
dances such as the Yamato-mai, ICume-mai and Azuma-asobi* The 
main body of Bugaku dances, however, derives from areas covering 
the whole stretch of the mainland of Asia, from Korea to India*
The diversity of origin, which seems to have been ignored in the 
treatment of items in Gigaku, was recognised in Bugaku. Even 
now, the dances are divided into two general categories, the 1 
Dapnes of the Right, which are those deriving from Korea, and 
the Dances of the Left, which are those originating in China,
S.E.Asia or India. In the Nara and early Heian periods still



xiar rowerdlstinetions were made. Those dances, for example, 
which came from the three Korean states of Qhix^agi^Kudara and 
Korai in the fifth and sixth centuries were distinguished one 
from anothe3?; and it Yfas only during the Heian period, after 
dances from the small state of Bokkai in modern Manchuria had 
also been adopted, that the term Korai-gaku (or Koma-gaku) was 
applied to all four groups of dances from that area* There were, 
in addition, the dances of Tora-gaku which arrived in Japan 
during the early part of the eighth century, perhaps from India 
via S.E.Asiaj the dances of Rin-yu-gaku, which are said to have 
been brought over from Axmarn in 736 by two Buddhist priests, one 
Indian and the other Armamese; and the dances of TT ang China, 
known as To-gaku, whose adoption went on during the whole of the 
eighth century. Tox*a~gaku has disappeared entirely, however, 
and the dances that remain have not been preserved unchanged. 
Since considerable modifications were made to imported pieces 
and entirely new pieces were composed, Bugaku as it is known 
today must be regarded as very largely Japanese in character*

The dances are generally symbolic representations 
of just one part, the most interesting part, of a whole story* 
Knowing the story, the watcher can see in the dance a meaning 
which would otherwise escape him. ^here were close connections 
in the Kara period between these dances, Sarugaku and Gigaku, 
which was itself a type of Bugaku, and in Kara, the hoijie of the 
present schools of Ho, Bugaku has been performed side by side
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with. Sarugaku ever since. Its influence on Sarugaku may, therefore 
have "been more profound than obvious. There are two things in 
No, however, which may "be pointed out with some certainty as "being 
due to such an influence. One is the dance called gaku. This 
was "based directly on the style of Bugaku and when it occurs in 
the No play Tsurukame, for example, it is described as such in 
the text. The other is the theory of No play construction known 
as .io~ha-kyu> roughly equivalent to 'introduction, development and 
climax'. Bugaku dances were based on this principle and at some 
time - exactly when i& not known, but it was before the time of 
Zeami - it was adopted for use in No.

Sarugaku, or Sangaku as it was called until about 
the middle of the Heian period, was brought to Japan in the 
eighth century from China where it had had a long history 
following its rise in Central Asia. The term seems to have been 
a general name for all manner of popular entertainments in 
contrast to the aristocratic Gagaku. It was enjoyed by all ranks], 
from members of the Imperial Court downwards, and was encouraged 
by the establishment of official schools. There were three main 
elements in early Sarugaku: amusing songs and dances; acrobatics 
and tumbling; and Juggling, conjuring, and magic. Native Japanese 
entertainments, especially in the form of songs and dances, were 
added to those imported from the continent, and the old Japan
ese name for these, waza-ogi. gradually dropped out of use as 
the things it had signified came to be included in the term
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Sarugaku. Peformances were given as additional entertainment 
on such Court occasions as the yearly Sumo festival, and after 
religious festivals and the like where the common people also 
attended. in the year 732 the schools which had been set up 
to teach Sargaku were abolished. As a resxilt of this, a few of 
those who had belonged to the schools continued with official 
status as before by becoming junior officials in the Imperial 
Department of Music and the remainder became free men. But the 
latter found that, as free men, they were subject to taxation and 
labour service, and to avoid this imposition many of them either 
became attached to one or other of the great temples or shaved 
their heads and became a kind of lay priest. As they continued 
to earn their living by playing Sargaku, these men were known as 
1Sarugaku hoshi’» Sarugaku priests. Thus, in the Heian period, 
the division into aristocratic and popular Sargaku becomes clearly 
matked but, as is usually the case in the development of drarna, 
it was the activity among the common people that brought the 
next step forward, I'his seems to have been the introduction of 
simple comic plays into Sarugaku. Two or three works written 
during the second half of the eleventh century list various 
items of entertainment which came under the general name of 
Sarugaku. These include;

Dengaku, which will be mentioned below;
Puppets;
Juggling with balls and knives;
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Triclcs with a diabolo]
Walking on a type of stilt consisting of a single 

with a crosspiece on which the performer stood]
Tight-rope walking] 

and the names of a number of humorous pieces such as
’The Tricks of A Lad From The Capital’ ;
’A Man From The Fast Makes His First Visit To The 

Capital’]
’The Holy Man Fuku-ko Searches For His Stole’] and
’The Hun Myoko Seeks Baby’s Swaddling Clothes’* 

Unfortunately, there is no description of the plays themselves 
and we are left with only the names from which to gain some idea 
of their content* The last two titles mentioned are taken to 
imply a distinctly Bocaccian view of the morals of the clergy 
of the time, hut of rather more interest from the point of view 
of Japanese drama are the plays about people from the provinces 
going up to the capital and the activities of the inhabitants 
there® The country bumpkin on his first visit to the tom and 
the sharp characters there who trick him are still stock figures 
in Kyogen, and it is these comedies which preserved the comic 
element characteristic of early Sarugaku when that entertainment 
turnes its attention to the serious pursuit of No* Some of 
these humorous plays, simple as they doubtless were, obviously 
required two or more actors and they may therefore have had, 
by the interplay between these actors, some degree of dramatic 
content* It is unlikely, however, that much thought was given
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at the time to the form of presentation as such* The aim was 
merely to amuse, and this would he done sometimes by two or more
actors appearing together in a more or less dramatic form and
sometimes by a single person doing comic miming*

Meanwhile, there had been an interesting 
development in the Sarugaku of the temples, Just as in England 
in the fourteenth century miracle plays were given to illustrate 
parts of the biblical story so that these would be understood and 
remembered by the simple people, so in Japan a similar thing 
happened when temple priests known as Shushi, who carried out 
esoteric rites at such ceremonies as the Shushoe in the first 

moon and the Shnnigatsue in the second, tided to make the 
significance of the rites clear to the onlooker by means of
simple performances which included songs and dances* If, for
example, spells designed to drive away devils had been recited, a 
piece might later be performed showing such evil figures being 
overcome by priests armed with the teachings of the Buddha* 
Gradually the name Shushi Sarugaku begins to appear in connection 
with these performances because, in time, the priests passed the 
task of giving the plays to the professional Sarugaku players 
who had joined the temples after the dissolution of the official 
schools* Being given at ceremonies held to ensure the welfare 
of the country and the success of the crops, and depicting 

Buddhist teachings and legends, the performances were, unlike 
popular Sarugaku, serious in intent® The players were dressed 
in magnificent robes, as befitted the importance of the ceremonies



.in which they took part, and their performances included songs 
and dances given to the accompaniment of drums, bells and flutes* 
As the pieces became more and more of an attraction they were 
imitated by the players*of ordinary secular Sarugaku, who were al
ways looking for ways to increase their popularity* Thus, they 
came to be given at times other than at Buddhist festivals and the 
didactic element grew less and less* An example of the close 
connection between Shushi and Sarugaku is still to be seen today 
in the Takigi No given yearly in March at the Kasuga shrine. In 
this, the set of songs and dances known as Okina, which has by 
no means lost its religious significance even today, is still 
called ’Shushi Okina ’ as it was when the performances formed 
part of the Shunigatsue ceremonies, of the nearby Kofuku-ji 
temple, although it is now performed by Sarugaku or, as they are 
how called, No players.

Pieces based on those in Shushi Sarugaku were 
also used, in Ennen which, from the twelfth century on into the 
fifteenth, was the general name for the various types of perform
ance given in Buddhist temples after festivals and ceremonies 
and during visits by important guests. Ennen declined because 
the temple authorities came to prefer to employ professional 
Sarugaku and Dengaku groups on such occasions, but it did not do 
so before making a tremendous contribution to the development of 
No. In order to widen the scope of these temple entertainments 
all kinds of popular songs and dances such as roei and rambyosĥ i
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were given, as well as classical ones such as those of Bugaku, 
These various songs and dances v/ere not performed independently 
one after the other, however, and it is this point which gives 
Ennen its importance. There was a conscious attempt to bring some 
degree of unity into the performance by fitting the songs and 
dances into integrated pieces. In the types of Ennen known as 
Dai-furyu and Sho-furyus for example, the performers would use a 
passage of dialogue which established some i^artlcular setting 
for the piece as an introduction for the main items of, respect
ively, a Bugaku dance and a popularised form of,such a dance. 
Another important type of Ennen called Tsurane went a stage 
further and fitted popular songs and dances into’ pieces which 
had spoken passages both before and after the main items. The 
performers were sometimes ten or more in number and the temples, 
being wealthier than most organisers of similar performances, 
were not only able to dress them as characters mentioned in the 
texts but were also able to provide them with splendid and, 
sometimes, lavish properties.

Among the miscellaneous entertainments mentioned 
above as having been contained in the Sarugaku of the Heian 
period was one called Dengaku. Originally Dengaku, or the earlier 
Japanese name.Ta-mai, meant the songs and dances given by county 
people to relieve the drudgery of work in the fields at planting 
time and, by entertaining the gods, to ensure their help in 
raising good crops. These songs and dances were taken into early
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Sarugaku for their entertainment value alone, and their popularity
spread beyond the countryside, much as in modern times Negro
spirituals have become far removed from their original setting,

*

The Sarugaku players who performed these rustic songs and dances 
became pseudo-priests like the others but were known as Dengaku 
hoshi • Thus, in the Heian period there were two types of Dengaku: 
the pure form as given by the peasants in the villages, and that 
given by the Dengaku hoshi. Remnants of the first type, the 
truly agricultural Dengaku, are still to be found in many parts 
of Japan today but, while some of them preserve very ancient 
forms, all have inevitably undergone some degree of change in the 
course of time. One of the causes of this was the Dengaku hoshi 
themselves. Since they were professional iDlayers their perform
ances were more skilled than those of the farmers, and this led
in many cases to their being employed from time to time to play
Dengaku at village ceremonies instead of the villagers doing it 
themselves. Their perfoxmiance was constantly developing, and 
innovations in the form of instruments, costumes or content were 
often adopted by the villagers as part of their own entertainments

Towards the end of the Heian period Dengaku became 
an independent form distinct from the Sarugaku of which it had
formed a part. It took with it many of the tricks such as
juggling, pole-riding and acrobatics which had also formed part 
of Sarugaku, and these became the traditional Dengaku entertain
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ments. Since about the beginning of the Tokugawa period( 3.603 - 
3.868) this liiae of 1 non-rustic* Dengaku has all but disappeared, 
only remnants surviving in Bara and one ox4 two other places.
From early times the various types of performers had of necessity 
worked in groups, but a continual increase in the number of 
these groups, combined with the limited number of shrine and 
temple ceremonies at which profitable performances could be given, 
led to ever fiercer competition. The difficulty was eventually 
solved by the establishment of groups or guilds known as za.
These za were attached in hearly all cases to a powerful shrine or 
temple which granted the group the monopoly of performances wirthin 
the area under its control. In return, performances were given 
without payment at certain of the local religious festivals. 
Beeords show that Dengaku za were in existence by the middle 
of the twelfth century in Shirakawa, just east of Kyoto, and in 
Bara. These were known as the Honza, the ’Original Group1, and 
the Shinza, the 'New Group’, respectively. In time many shrines 
and temples came to maintain their own groups, but the Honza and 
Shinza remained the best known and the most important.

The establishment of Sarugaku za appears to have 
taken place rather later than in the case of Dengaku. The reason 
for this was probably that it was only after the decline of 
Shushi, or temple, Sarugaku in the early Kamakura period that 
there was any opportunity for independent Sarugaku groups to 
win patronage of temples. In the Bun—ei period (126lp-1274)
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there are mentions of a Honza. in Tarnba* and a Shinza and a 
Hosho-gi group in Settsu province. Before long a number of other 
groups were established in other provinces* including some in 
Yarnato which were to outlive all others and continue to the 
present day.

The change in the status of Dengaku and Sarugaku
groups was matched by a notable development in their performance.
This was the emergence of No, Ho is best considered as a serious
entertainment form containing three main elements - those of
mimicry* song and dance. All three of these were to be found
separately in the Sarugaku of the Heian period and the later
part of that period* the twelfth century* saw a tremendous vogue
among all classes for popular songs such as imayo and for dances
such as those of the Shirabyoshi, Sarugaku and other comparable
forms continually enriched themselves by adopting such songs and
dances and by modifying them to suit their own requirements. But
mimici*y, and any incidental dramatic element which arose from it*
was kept apart from song and dance until the Kamakura period when
the three combined into one form to produce Ho * As this
combination was a gradual process and existing records are in

an
any case fur from complete* it is impossible to give/exact date 
for the beginning of No* but a document describing a piece played 
in Ennen after a ceremony at the Kofuku-ji shows that a form 
containing these three elements was in existence by the middle of 
the thirteenth century.



Tims, by the end of that century* Dengaku and 
Sarugaku* the most important entertainment forms of the day, were 
developing side by side with each other and with the Ennen and 
the declining Shushi of the temples* All were, too, in close 
contact with a host of lesser song and dance; forms ranging from 
the classical Bugaku dances to the chanting of war tales by 
blind beggars* The following pages attempt to show something 
of Sarugaku and Dengaku as they existed during the next crucial 
century and a half, and to explain how they were vitally affected 
by one of these popular song and dance forms called kusemai 
which, though unimportant in itself, was unrivalled in the effect 
it had on the development of Ho.



CHAPTER II.
Sarugaku andDengaku:

(1) The Groups and Their Organization,
'  ff »— III iim ii ll 11 *11 >1—<11 ■  I ■ ' I II I I'  I HI |V  m iT " III Hill II ll III T  111 j  if TT T1TTP TITT̂B

By the end of* the Kamakura period (1192-di36), 
professional Dengaku and Sarugaku groups existed in many parts 
of Japan* References to groups of players in outlying parts

d)are still to he found , hut most of the extant written records 
of the time deal with affairs in the provinces around Kyoto and 
Nara and it is therefore ahout groups in this area that most is 
known.

It has already heen mentioned that in the Heian
period (79U— ) when professional groups were formed, Dengaku
players were to he found in a number of places in these home
provinces* Some temples in this area- kept resident Dengaku
players even into the fourteenth century* The liKryu-at Kara,
for example, employed Sarugaku players for the ceremonies held
during the sixth moon only from 1320, when the trips into other
provinces that its Dengaku players had come to make during the(2)
summer months made them unavailable * But, from the fourteenth 
century onwards, Dengaku in this part of Japan was represented 
almost exclusively hy two famous groups* These were the Honza

(3)from Shirakaw&in Kyoto, and the Shinza, from Nara*

Professional Sarugaku groups, which began to he 
established during the Kamakura period, were much more numerous* 
Some of the more important are listed hy Zeami in the earliest
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(k)of the articles which he wrote* the *Kadensho1 ;

c/?The four Sarugaku groups at tenting the ceremonies 
to the gods at Kasuga in Yamato province;
Tobi* Yusaki, Sakato* lmman-i«

The three Sarugaku groups attending the ceremonies 
to the gods at Hie in Omi province;
Yama shi na * Bhimo saka * Hie*

Xses two Shushi groups*
The three Sarugaku groups serving at the Hew Year masses 

at the Hosho^ni;
(5)Shinza^ ( Enami} resident in Kawachi )p Honza

(Yataj. Tamba) 9 Hosho-ji (Shuku; Settsu) *
These three groups also attended the ceremonies 
to the gods at Kamo and Sumiyoshi.1

There were many other groups of varying importance*
some of them in provinces not included in the above list and
others in the areas mentioned there* The Ko« Morigiku* Fujimatsu(6)
and Umematsu groups flourished in Uji 9 for example* and Tamba
had* in addition to the Honza* such groups as the Umewaka, Tamba

(7)Hie and Dai-hoshi e But the most important Sarugaku groups 
were the main ones in Omi and Yamato provinces*

* In Omi/f"SarugakuJ7the Mirnaji group has the 
longest history* In the case of Yamashina* a samurai of low 
rank living in the place of that name* married the daughter of 
Mima;Ji and* becoming interested in Sarugaku* went into the



shrine at Yamashina and prayed to the god* the god of Kasuga,
for guidance as to the course to take* A raven then dropped
something.-above the hall of the shrine and* when he saw that it
was an Okina mask* he became a Sarugaku player without more ado*
He kept his eldest son at Yamashina,put the second at Shimosaka
and the third at Hie, From them stemmed three groups. Since
Yamashina is the senior one, however, this group alone plays
Okina at the religious ceremonies given at Hie from the first
to the seventh day of the year. The mask used is the aforemention
ed one,.*... (Mimaki, Omori, Sakodot the Lower Three Groups).1^
This quotation from the ’Sarugaku dangi’, a work complied by
Zeami’s son Motoyoshi in 1I4.3O, shows that* of the six main
groups in Omi , three were together known as the Lower Three
Groups (shlmp sanza) and the others, presumably, as the Upper
Three Groups (kami sanza). These names were not indicative of
any distinction in importance or seniority but arose* as Hose 

(9)has shown , from the geographical positions of the places 
from which the groups originated, ’upper1 referring to the

(10)
northern part of Omi province and ’lower’ to the southern . 
According to tradition, Omi Sarugaku could boast a history 
second only to that of Yamato Sarugaku* It was said to derive

(11)
from one Ki no Kami , who lived in the time of the emperor
Murakami (reigned 9̂ *7̂ 967) und is described as the brother-in^(1 2)
law of Hata no Ujiyasu , a „ historical figure known to have 
been a palace official specializing in music.



It was from an ancestor of Ujiyasu that Yamato
Sarugaku* in the form of the Emman’ i or Komparu group, claimed

(13)descent , He was called Hata no Kokatsu and seems to have lived
du)in the second half of the sixth century. The ’Kadensho* gives 

the following account of his appearance in Japan;

* In Japan* when the river Iiatsuse was in flood in
the time of the emperor Kimmai* a pot floated down from the upper
reaches of the river, A court official picked it up near the cedar
torii at Miwa, Inside it was a child* sweet-faced and gem-like.
As the child had come down from heaven* the official reported the
matter to the Gourt, That night* the emperor had a dream in which
the child said to him* "I am the reincarnation of the emperor
Shih Huang of the great land of GhT in* Having an affinity with
Japan* I now reveal myself here*’1 Struck with wonderment at this*
the emperor summoned the child to the palace. As he grew up* his
wisdom and ability became outstanding so that* when he was in his
fifteenth year* he attained the rank of Minister and had bestowed
on him the family name of Shin, Since the character for * Shin’ is
the one for ’Hata’* it is he who is known as Hata no Kokatsu*’
Zeami goes on to describe how Prince Shotoku had Kokatsu perform
sixty-six pieces of miming* which were the beginning of Sarugaku*
and how these were later passed on to Hata no Ujiyasu, He then

(15)says* ’From Hata no Ujiyasu to Mitsutaro Komparu stretches a
long line of twenty-nine generations® This is the Epnan-i group

(16)of Yamato province®1



Although the accuracy of most of the points in this
traditional account of the origin of the Emman-i group is very 

(17)
doubtful , it is clear that the group was the oldest of thhse
in Yamato and that it already had a long history in the time of
Eeami• It is infact to he found described, at least in its own
records, as the ! Original Group* (Honza) in contrast to the other(18)
three main Yamato groups • More commonly, it was called
Emman~i, then Take da and, finally, Komparu, the name by which it

(19)is still known at the present day * Although there is some
uncertainty about how the name Emman-i (or such variant forms as
Emraai, Emman-in and Emman-ji) arose, it seems likely that it was
a corrupt form of the name of a temple called the Ernman-ji or
Emmau-in which was located; near the Yakushi-ji not far from llara
and to which the Sarugaku group was probably at one time attached.
The name Takeda was not used very extensively. It is given as the(20)
name of a group in the * Sarugaku dangi* and, in the * Emmai-za
hoshikx*, a record of the Komparu house, it is prefixed to the 
name of Bishao Gon-no-kami. Presumably, therefore, Bashao was the 
head of a groxzp that was sometimes known by the name of the place 
where it was located at the time, an assumption which is borne 
out by evidence that a place of that name in Yamato once had 
connections with Sarugaku and has near it a temple called the 
ShingaJpa-ji which, from its name, was clearly associated with 
the musical Hata family. The traditional name Eraman-i or Emmai, 
however, continued to be used of the group until, well into the



fifteenth century, it gradually gave way to the name Komparu.
This has been found as the name of individual players in records
written as early as 1385? und the account of the succession to
the headship of the group given in an appendix to the * Bmmai-za(21)
hoshikl’ is quoted by Japanese writers to explain how it
came to be applied to the group as a whole. According to the(22)
usual interpretation of the passage , Bishao Gon-no-kami had
three sons, the eldest of whom was Mitsutaro^ the second Sentoku,
and the youngest Komparu Gon-no-kami; the succession passed from
Mitsutaro to his son Bishao Jiro, but then went from him to the
son of the youngest brother, that is, to Komparu Gon-no-lcarni! s
son Komparu Yasaburo. On the face of it, this account should be
reliable but, in fact, the interpretation of the passage in
Japanese is by no means as straightforward as might be thought*
In the first place, the description of Bishao Gon-no-kami as of
the twenty-sixth generation and of Yasaburo as of the twenty-
seventh generation ignores the headships of Mitsutaro* and Bishao 

J23)diro . . These figures are also at variance with the *Kadenshof
statement that Mitsutaro was of the twenty-ninth generation.
Furthermore, the account does not explain how Mitsutaro" could have
come to be called Mitsutaro Komparu, as he is in the ?Kadensho**

(210
Kawase gives a different genealogy , which he presumably 
derives from a different interpretation of the passage in quest
ion® He regards Bishao" Gon-no-kami and Mitsutaro as one and the 
same person, and his three sons as Bishao" Jiro, Sentoku, and
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Komparu (Jon-no—kami» There seems to he no good reason why the 
text should not he taken to refer to a player named Bishao1 Ckm-

_( 25)no-kami Mitsutaro , hut there must he some doubt about taking 
the following * second son* Sentoku;, third son, Komparu Gon-no- 
kamif to mean that they were the sons of Mitsutaro"* If this were 
so, it would follow that, when Mitsutaro passed the leadership of 
the house over to Yasaburo, he was handing it over to his grand
son* It is unlikely that a grandchild would have reached an age 
at which he could he given this responsibility during the life
time of Mitsutaro’, and the solution may he that, when Komparu

*

Zenchiku wrote the ’Bmmai-za hoshiki1, he had Mitsutaro himself 
in mind as the eldest son so that, in going on to give the names 
of the younger brothers, he described them as the second and third 
sons* On this basis, Bishao Gon-no-kami Mitsutaro, Sentoku, and 
Komparu G-on-no-kami were brothers, and Mitsutaro, the twenty-sixth

J26)
head, was succeeded by his nephew, Komparu Yasaburo e Whatever 
the true explanation of this problem of the succession to the 
leadership of the house and the origin of the name Komparu may 
be, however, it does appear that a Sarugaku group located at 
Takeda. in Yamato and claiming a long descent from a line of the 
Hata family was connected with the Emman-ji; and that, probably 
through the local Shingaku-ji, which was a subsidiary of the great 
Kofuku-ji, it was then connected with that temple and its assocjat- 
ed shrine of Kasuga on a more permanent basis,

(27)The *Sarugaku dangi* account of the origins of
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the schools of Yamato Sarugaku states, * In Yamato* there was much
(28)

interchange between the Takeda za, B.eai za, and Ho she za. Take da
has masks and the like from the founder Kokatsu which have been
handed down, for many generations# The Deai za. was formerly Yamada

(29)
Sarugaku* The son of one Suginomoto of Hattori in Iga province
(the Taira family) was adopted by a man called'Ota-no*»naka and
had a natural , son by a woman in the capital* This child was
adopted by Yamada Ko-mino Tayu and himself had three children: *
Ho* sho Tayu (eldest), Ki - i eh i (mi ddl e) , and Kanz a (younge s t) we re

(30)
the three offspring of this man* This Tayu of Yamada met an 
early death* *

This makes it clear that the father of Kan-ami and
his brothers was adopted by the head of a Sarugaku group in a
place called Yamada and that their grandfather had been b o m  in.
the village of Hattori in Iga province. The key to any more
detailed account of the early life of the three brothers is the
location of the village of Yamada* Unfortunately, there is some
evidence to suggest that it was in Yamato and some that it was
in Iga, and in neither case it it conclusive. Its location in 

(31)Yamato is indicated first of all by the fact that no province
is specified when Yamada is mentioned in the TSarugaku dangi*#
Place-names are often preceded in the Writings by a reference to

(32)
a particular province and, since the Kanze school must have 
been established in Yamato for more than sixty years when the 
*Sarugaku dangi* was compiled, the absence of any such mention is
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taken as strong grounds for supposing that the writer took for
granted the identification of Yamada with the local village in
Yamato* This view is supported hy the traditions of the Ki-ichi
house* .Although the family line has been broken more than once
since" the time of Kan-ami1 s brother, tradition has it that the
founder was born in Yamato and that the first four generations

(33)of the family were buried at a temple there «

On the other hand, the traditions of the Kanze house
agree that Kan-ami was born in Iga and was brought to Yamato as
a child when his parents went on a pilgrimage to the Hase-dera

(3k)
to pray to Kannon there • Although the stories about the early
life of Kan-ami grew more elaborate with the passing of time and

(35)some parts can easily be shown to be untrue , the same applies
to some of the traditions of the Ki-ichi house; and Kan-ami1s

(36)
establishment of his Sarugaku group at Obata in Iga seems 
more understandable if this were the province of his birth and, 
hence, the home of his ancestors1 Yamada Sarugaku group* The 
particular village of Yamada in Iga province which is in question ! 
can, moreover, be shown to have had connections with Dengaku and 
Sarugaku as far back as the second half of the thirteenth cen-

(37)tury ® But, on balance, such points as the proximity of the 
Yamato villages of Yamada, Deai, and Tobi, where the Hosho gx̂ oup 
was located, now make it widely thought that the village of Yama
da with the Sarugaku group in which Kan-ami and his brothers must 
have received their early training was in the province of Yamat 8*.
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Assuming this to be so, Kan-ami* s eldest brother
joined the nearby Sarugaku group at Tobi from the family group,

(39)the Deal or, as it was formerly called, the Yamada za » It is 
thought that the second son, Ki-ichi, would therefore have become 
its head but, since nothing more is heard of the group, it prob
ably came to an early end* Very little is known either about the 
early period of the group at Tobi, which was also called the

_  _  (Uo)Hosho group, probably after a nearby temple of that iaame *
Indeed, its very existence before the time of Kan-ami * s brother 
can only be deduced from the statement q,uoted above, that there 
had been much intercourse between it and the old Takeda za and 
Deai za* Genealogical tables of the Hosho house, for example, are

|KU9»Mf ^  r  d - Jr

either clearly unreliable in their information about the early
(W)

generations or begin only with Ren-ami, who died in II4.68 • All
that can be said with any certainty about the Hosho group at this 
period is that it was located in the village of Tobi in Yamato 
and that Kan-ami*s eldest brother, who came to be called Hosho 
Tayu, was its i£irst known leader*

It has already been mentioned that the youngest of 
the three brothers, referred to as Kanze but better known as 
Kan-ami, established a Sarugaku group at Obata in, Iga* Two quest
ions arise from this; first, why he did this rather than continue 
the family group at Deai when, as seems to have been the case, 
his brother Ki-iehi proved unable to do this for very long; and, 
second, why he did not start his group in Yamato® As was shown
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earlier by the 'Kadensho* list of Sarugaku groups in various 
provinces^ the later group of which he was head, the Yusaki za, 
was in Yamato* G?his gives rise to another questions why, having 
started a group in Iga, did he move back to Yamato ? In the ab
sence of any information on these points - the field is clear for(U2)
theories like those put forward by No garni , who suggests that 
Kan-ami organized a group in Iga, where he may still have had 
family connections, because there was little scope for him at 
the time in Yamato, but that,, when the chance came, he returned 
to that province' for a variety of reasons£ because service at the 
great shrines and temples there offered greater opportunities 
than were to be found anywhere else; because it enabled him to 
rejoin his immediate family in the place where he and his brothers 
had been trained; and, possibly, because: service at certain 
temples in Yamato dedicated to Kannon would be an expression of
his devotion and gratitude to the goddess there with whom he had
always been closely associated * Nothing definite is known 
either about the dates when Kan-ami made these moves but, since 
a seven-day performance which he gave at the Daigo-ji, a temple 
to the south-east of Kyoto, can be shown to have taken place in

(hk)
the two or three years before Mffk , his move from iga to 
Yamato was probably somewhat earlier than this,

fhe group which he led in Yamato showed the same 
gradual process of change in the names by which it was known as 
the three other main groups of that province* References to them



by such names as Yusaki and Smman-i in the 'Kadensho* and *Saru-(45)
gaku dangi* show that, until well into the fifteenth century,
the official and traditional names of the Yamato groups were
those of the places from which they came. But the last quarter
of the previous century sa,w the beginnings of more popular names
which were derived from particular actors and their family lines.
These personal names gradually superseded the older ones and,
finally, replaced them altogether. In the case of the Yusaki
group, the popular name was Kanze and was derived from the Chinese
readings of the characters used for the main part of Kan-ami ?s

(46)
child-name Miyo-maru » The name Kanze was used even during the 
lifetime of Kan-ami, and it was possibly by this name that the(47)shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu referred to him . A diary entry
recording Kan-ami ' s death in 1384 refers to him clearly enough 

J48)
as Kanze Tayu , and there is therefore no foundation fop the 
idea which was in circuit ion by the eighteenth century, if not(49)
before , that the name Kanze did not come into being until 
the time of On-ami (1398-1467)§ traditionally the third head of 
the group, when it was formed by taking the first characters 
from the Buddhist names of his two predecessors, Kan-ami and 
Zeami* When the title Kanze Tayu was used of Kan-ami, it may 
well have been as a personal name meaning ' the chief player 
(called) Kanze* rather than as a genex*al one equivalent to 'the 
Kanze head', that is, 'the head of the Kanze group'. But when 
'Kanze Tayu' or just 'Kanze* continued to be used after his
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(50)

death to refer to his successors , the name must by then have 
come to signify the line or group of which Kan-ami had “been the 
head* instead of only .Kan-ami himself*

The fourth and last of the Yamato Sarugaku groups
given in the fKadensho1 list was the Bakato* which later came to
he known, as the Kongo group* In its comments on various groups 
, (51)

onplayers* the ’Sarugaku dangi1 did no more than indentify
Kongo with two men who* having no family name * were known only
as Matsu and Take* and who came originally from Kamakura* Their
exact connection with the Kongo group is not made clear and no
date is mentioned* But* in view of a following note that
enquiries should he made and more information added* it may he
thought that the matter was not regarded as belonging to the dis™
tant past when the ’ Saxmgaku dangi’ was compiled in 1h30e
Records show* however* that a Sarugaku group belonging to Sakato,
a place just west of the Horyu-ji* was taking part in ceremonies

(52)
connected with that temple at least as early as 1317 9 an&
that a group \̂ hich* though not named* was in all probability the 
oxie from Sakato* was doing the same by the middle of the previous

(53)century * As it is clear from this that the S aka to za was 
established in Yamato from an early date* it seems that the 
reference in the ’Sarugaku dangi1 to the origins of Kongo was 
strictly to the line of that name and not to the Sarugaku group 
with which it was associated* In other words* it is likely 
that the man or men from whoijs the Konger line sprang joined the



well-established Sakato za in Yamato and that later* when the 
leadership of the group passed to a descendant who had the name 
of Kongo* this name of the head came to be used for the group as 
a whole* just as it did in the other three groups* The first 
head of the Sakato za known by name is Kesa Tayu who* in 1320* 
was appointed gakuto’ or ’ entertainment head* in charge of

J-  ■*«* ferttji. m fu m i  ..........  my ' —

Sarugaku at the ceremonies held at the Iloryu-ji in the sixth
?5*+)moon . Sixteen years later he was succeeded in this office

_ (55)by his nephew Iroishi Tayu * The earliest known reference 
to Kongo in connection with Sarugaku dates grom 1386, when a
player of that name performed in the Taikigl No at the Xiofuku-ji 
Since Iroishi Tayu was old enough to have been appointed gakuto 
fifty years before this* it was probably a player of the next 
generation* or even of the next but one* who was called Kongo* 
Exactly who he was is not known* but he may well have been the

(51.player referred to as Kongo G-on-no-Kami in the ’Sarugaku dangi’ 
as he was roughly contemporary with Kan-ami who died comparatively 
young in 139U®

Sarugaku and Dengaku groups such as those mentioned
above* to which most players in the Muromachi period belonged*
were known as za* This word, however* was capable of having more
than one meaning even when used only in connection with these

(58)
groups in mediaeval Japan » It still had its basic meaning 
of ’seat* or ’place* in such words as ichlzagniza etc** which 
originally referred to the places taken at shrine meetings in
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order of precedence and* from this, came to indicate the {degree
(59)

of seniority itself * Used alone* za could also mean the
’ places* occupied at a shrine meeting in general and, by slight
extensions of this meaning, it came to he applied to the whole
’group® occupying such places - its main meaning in the period
under discussion™ and to the village or district particularly

( 60)
associated with such a group * There was a variety of groups 
inferred to as za hut, since those which were concerned with 
such entertainment forms as Dengaku and Sarugaku outlived all 
others, the terfo came to he associated with these alone, and it 
is from this that za has come into general use in Japan as a suf
fix indicating a place of entertainment.

When za was used to mean a group as a whole, it
indicated an association not unlike a guild in mediaeval Europe.
It was used in the first place of village groups which, as they
served their local shrines hy helloing them to carry out their
festivals, have in recent times heen distinguished hy the name

( 61)
miya-zs 'shrine associations' . Although they were established
primarily for religious piirposes, some of these groups appear
to have acted also asalocal administrative authority in places

( 62),
where there was a need for this . Miya-za were in existence

nirii' >T-TL*iitf»teri

as early as the middle of the Heian period and, hy the end of 
that period, there were also za which were not established 

in connection with any religious festival hut were concerned 
essentially with particular crafts or articles of commerce in
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the daily life of the locality* These commercial and artisan 
groups, which are now the best-known kind, were followed hy the 
establishment of similar groups whose members were entertainers 
of various kinds* The most important za of this type were those 
concerned with the performance of Sarugaku and Dengaku©

Entertainment za of professional players resembled
■Am V

mlya-*za in that they were responsible for certain parts of festi
vals and ceremonies at shrines and temples, but they were much 
closer in character to the commercial and artisan za in having 
their relations with these religious institutions on a business
like q.uid“pro-q.uo basis* Most of them must have had their origin 
in particular villages or districts whose inhabitants gave some
special type of performance at the festivals of the local shrine*

(63)
in some cases doubtless as recognized miya-za of the shrine *
This practice of parishioners taking part in a religious festival
by doing some particular thing according to the area in which they
live is still to be found in many parts of Japan, and many shrines
in other parts of the country are still surrounded by villages
with such names as Shishi-mura, Seino-mura, Hoko-no-mura, and
Dengaku-mura to bear witness to the part they once played in 

(61+)
festivals * The establishment of za other than miya-za had as 
its object the protection of its members against the activities 
of outsiders* This protection, which was given in a few cases by 
the Court or a family of the nobility but most often by a powerful 
shrine or temple, took the form of granting the za monopolies in
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their respective lines within the area of influence of the author
ity concerned* In return for this monopoly* the commercial and 
artisan za gave either money* goods or labour* and the entertain
ment jga gave certain agreed performances without payment* The 
existence of these za thus presupposes competitors in sufficient 
numbers to make some form of protection necessary and* in the 
case of Dengaku and Sarugaku* this means that there must have been 
a good number of players active* at least in certain areas* from 
the first halves of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries respect
ively*

These za offered their members privileged rights of 
performance within certain areas and* to maintain the value of 
what they offered* restricted their own membership* This was done 
quite simply by limiting the number of those belonging to a group 
but* even ?/hen a vacancy occurred* a prospective member was liable 
to have to undergo a test of his professional skill and* finally* 
to pay a joining fee of some siz.e*

Dengaku groups appear traditionally to have had
(65)

thirteen members* One of the accounts in the ’Sarugaku dangi’
of how Dengaku arose says that thirteen servants of the Shoren-in.
in Kyoto learned it after one of their number had seen it performed
while on his way to that temple from Mt* Hiei* As a Dengaku group

(66) '
of thirteen players is mentioned in a temple record of 1330 *
it is not surprising that* by the time the ’Sarugaku dangi’ was 
written a hundred years later* this number should have been
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associated with Dengaku long enough for it to he included in 
stories of how the entertainment "began* Other examples of thir
teen or* when two groups are concerned* twenty-six Dengaku 
players working together are to "be found in later periods right(67)
up to the present day 5. and* although the groups in question, 
are most often the Honza and Shinza which were active around 
Kyoto and Nara* the existence of such groups in other parts of 
Japan* including Tokyo, shows that the connection was as exten
sive in space as in time, There are* of course* many records 
which show that the players associated with a certain group or
taking part in a particular performance were not thirteen in (68)
number hut those which do mention this figure are so numer
ous and so widespread that the only possible explanation is that 
a Dengaku za was traditionally of this size* Hothing comparable 
is found with Sarugaku groups and it seems that* although each 
group kept to a certain total membership* the number varied a 
good deal with different groups. Among those performing at the 
Sumiyoshi shrine at the end of the Kamakura period* for example* 
were apparently two groups with ten players each* two with fifteen

(69)
each* and one with thirty , The records of the Kanze and Kom
paru houses* however* show something of the internal organization, 
of Sarugaku groups as represented by these two from Yamato, From

(70)
the rules contained in these records * it is possible to piece 
together a group organization consisting of two parties of adult 
players, an upper group (kaml-za) and a middle group (naka-no-za),



and a third of hoys. The upper group consisted of six players, all
J71)of whom were likely to he referi’ed to as tayu ; the middle • 

group a number unspecified and unknown; and the junior group, from
which hoys graduated when they reached their fifteenth calendar
year, a number unspecified and prohahly unfixed, since its members
were doubtless the male children of the adult players. At the
head of the upper group was the leader of the za, known usually 
as the osa, and his second-in-command, who had the title gon-no- 
kami; the others below them were distinguished when necessary by 
being described as the’ third za*, ’fourth za* etc., according to 
seniority. The leader of the middle group was known as ‘the ichiro. 
There were also persons called shikiji or shikiii-yaku, but this 
term indicated not a rank but an appointment held by one ox* more 
players of the adult groups for a certain period - Kanze Motoyosh

î

the compiler of the *Sarugaku dangi’, was not sure how long it
was but, in the Komparu school, three players were appointed 

(72)
annually * The duties seem to have beenlhose of general assist
ant to the head of the za, and the shlki.ii took precedence after

II      ■ * »

him, at least in sharing the rewards for performance at To-ne-
(73) mine .

Although the general organization may thus be clears 
a number of points remain obscure. One of these is how seniority 
was decided. It is generally said that rank within a group went

ilk)
according to length of service in that group , the system 
usually followed in other types of za. This means that a player
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such as Kan-ami who established a new group presumably became
the senior member or * elder1 of that grou& however his true age

(75)compared with that of other members , But? since succession
to the leadership of a group was hereditary? heirs must
frequently have superseded members of long standing? especially
when? like geami? they took over a group at an early age* t̂
therefore seems that there must have been some dual ..system of
rank* As the player called the osa always received the greatest
share of the rewards, he was presumably the hereditary leader of
the group* It may be? then? that he and his second-in-command,
the gon-no-kami, came from the chief family of the group and that
it was only the ordinary players below them who took precedence

. (76)
according to their length of service * Anothex" problem is
the composition of the middle group* This group seems to have
formed a separate unit within the za as a whole and it may be? as

(77)
some Japanese writers suggest ? that its members were the 
musicians or Kyogen players who certainly formed an integral 
part of Samigaku and Dengaku groups at this time; but nothing 
is known for certain on this point*

j

It was customary for Dengaku groups in the four
teenth century to test a new member’s skill before admitting
him and? when there was competition for a vacancy, to decide

(78)
who should join hy choosing the most skilful * Any new
appointment, however, haa to he recognised hy the temples at

(79)which performances were given because valuable gifts of
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money and costumes were often given to players who took part in
them* Recognition took the form of a document, rather like a
pass, from the temple authorities to the player concerned, and
there is no reason to think that they ever attempted to challenge
the choice made hy the group* There are cases, however, of the
secular authorities interfering in this ways, Hojo* Takatoki and
Ashikaga Takauji, the two greatest patrons of Dengaku, are hoth
known to have demanded of the authorities of the Todai-ji that
Dengaku players who were favouxuties of theirs should he
recognised hy that temple and allowed to take part in performances(80)
at its festivals , Although Sarugaku groups must also have
assured themselves of the abilities of would-be entrants before
accepting them, no record is known which specifically states
this* Conversely, while it can only he assumed that new members
of Dengaku groups had to pay a joining fee, it is known for(81)sure that this was so in Sarugaku* ThefSarugaku dangi*
states that this fee should go to the head of the za but that,
if the newcomer went into the middle group, his joining fee
should be shared hy the head of the za and the ichiro of that
group* The amount that had to he paid is not mentioned but if
the three priestesses who joined the rniko-za at the Kasuga
shrine in late and early 13U9 had to pay a sum equivalent
in value to more than two hundred bushels of rice, as Rose(82)
estimates , the fee paid to join a Sarugaku za may well have 
been as high or even higher*
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Eelations between a za and the shrine or temple
H tn $ a n

protecting it depended on an official known as the o-to or
tonin ! head*. He was responsible for the activities of the
particular group to which, or from which, he was appointed,
and who, together with the other tonin, thus had charge of the
non-religious arrangements for festivals and ceremonies in which
the groups took part. In the case of commercial and artisan za,
the usual procedure was apparently for the tonin to he appointed
hy the shrine or temple in question and for the appointment to

(83)he ratified subsequently hy the secular authorities * In the 
case of tonin dealing with entertainment groups, who were

(84)usually known as gakuto, literally 'music heads' , tne
procedure was similar hut the office was somewhat more exacting 
than usual in that there were technical and artictic points 
about the performances to he considered as well as the usual 
matters of administration. This is perhaps why a leading 
professional player, normally the head of the za concerned,

(85)was appointed gakuto in most places * Only very exception
ally when the employment of certain groups of players involved 
considerable financial responsibility, was a priest appointed 
to deal with the players. This happened, for example, when the 
two Dengaku groups attended the Kasuga Walcamiya festival. Being 
independent of the Kofuku~ji, which had charge of the festival, 
the players were given large sums of money and valuable 
costumes, in addition to their normal daily provisions, and to
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meet these expenses the gakuto had to raise contributions from
the numerous religious institutions and settlements which came(86)
under the authority of the temple .

The za established in the provinces: around the
capital grew in importance by acquiring the right to perform
at various shrines and temples in the area, a right usually
bringing with it the office of gakuto for their leader* The
duties of this office and the conditions under which it was
held varied a good deal from place to place® At the Kofuku-ji,
where temple priests were designated to deal with the Dengaku(8?)
groups, appointments were made yearly , but in some places
the office was apparently held indefinitely by the same
professional player who, subject to the permission of the
religious authorities, would sell, buy it back, and even(88)
pledge it as security for a loan • Leaving aside the 
comparatively rare cases where he was a priest, a gakuto who 
was concerned with Sarugaku, for example, was entirely 
responsible for the arrangements relating to the Sarugaku 
performances and, unless these were being done as the obligation 
of a za to its patron, was allowed a certain sum of money for 
this purpose. If, for any reason, the usual group could not 
attend, it was his duty to ensure that another was engaged to 
perform instead. As the terms on which an outside group came 
were decided by agreement between him and its head, it was 
unlikely that the gakuto1 lost financially "by the change(89)
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The shrine or temple which sppointed a gakuto nationally retained
authority to dismiss him if he or his players, for whom he was
held responsible, gave sufficient cause. But physical violence
was a much greater risk than legal action in mediaeval Japan,
even in ecclesiastical circles, and on a number of occasions
gakuto were, struck - in at least one case, with fatal ,results-
because of some misdemeanour or the failure of players to attend 

(90)
when required »

Because of this, and to ensure the general 
efficiency of a za which* for entertainment za , meant very

v  M iw v fw i * i in m g n q  ¥ ’■*

largely the attendance of members for certain specified perform
ances, it was necessary for each group to have rules and the
means of enforcing them. The Kanze group - and the other three

•

groups of Yamato Sarugaku must have had very similar arrangements 
required its members to assemble for what might be called duty 
performances on only three occasions a year, once each at the

(9bKofuku-ji, the Kasuga shrine and To-no-mine * Those who
attended and then became ill, who were in mourning and, there
fore, unclean, or who were travelling in distant provinces, were 
not penalized for failing to take part in the performances, but 
attendance was otherwise required from all who were in a wide
area covered by the pi’ovince of Yarnato, Iga,Ise,Yamashiro, Qrni,

(92)
Izumi, Kawachi, Kii and Settsu * The punishment for failure 
to fulfil obligations on any of the three occasions varied from

the witholding of payment or the imposition of fines to expulsion



from the group fox'* a long period , Apart from these duty per
formances,, for which players received little more than their 
subsistence,, members of a group were free to take part in other 
performances of the group for which payment was made - and which* 
therefore* did not have to be safeguarded by a system of punish
ments for non-attendance - or to go their own way until they 
were again required to assemble as a group•

A particular group would often perform at a number
of shrines and temples* usually with its leader holding the
office of gakutc) there, in addition to the one to which it was “ (94)
attached as a za » It might have been formally recognised as 
a za by several shrines or temples at different periods* &s time 
went on* however, it would gravitate to the shelter of the most 
powerful of these* In the list of shrines and Sarugaku groups 
quoted at the beginning of this chapter* for example* it is the 
main shrine or temple served by the various groups that is men
tioned and only the names of the groups show* in some cases, their 
places of origin* Once a group was protected as a za of a power
ful shrine, it was no longer necessary to maintain this relation
ship with a lesser shrine* Unless this was a subsidiary of the 
new patron shrine and the continuation of duty performances there 
was made a condition of recognition by the main shrine, it could 
be left to take another group of players as one of its za or, if 
it was sufficiently wealthy, performances could be given by the 
original group for payment instead of as a due* Thus, when the
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four groups of Yamato Sarugahu are described as being attached 
to the Kasuga Shrines this means that they were protected hy 
that shrine (or* more precisely* hy the Kofulm™ji5 with which the 
Kasuga Shrine was virtually identified) as a recognised za and 
were committed, in return* to give performances each year at 
certain religious festivals.
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Notes To Chapter II.1-1 -------------  —  ir ■ (f,- Tn̂ rn prirnm nn-riinir^m ian mi ■ m m i t'Wi ........... .

1, See, for example, Morisue, . Ghusei no shani to geinutsu 131- 
2203 on Dengaku in Chikugo and Chikuzen in Kyushuj and 
the Kammon gyoki, qtd. NS 100-1, for mention of a Sarugaku

■nsr'i*!!■■ t■ nt-Tnjn3-n-s-i-*inli“rf pi.J'■ ■ /o • ■** wriviv *r ***

group from the west of Japan,
t*-*a « > a  “ ■*■» fc^M2* Horyu-rji Odai nenlu gyoji, gtd* KG- 1504*W  V  | | 1 '-TV r— I iJ-.tr  F **- ^

Although the distance between the locations of these groups 
makes it seem strange that the Shinza should have been so 
named to distinguish it from the earlier group, there can 
be little doubt that this is what happened* There is* for 
example, no record of a Honza in Yamato or of a Shinza iax 
Kyoto to account for the names given to the known groups, 
and it is known that the same names, Honz.a and Shinza, were 
used to distinguish Sarugaku groups belonging to different,

' provinces* (See below, for example, concerning the groups 
which attended ceremonies at the Hosho-3i*)

J!±fi TgH - S e e  Ghap® III n,62 below for a list of &eamifs
articles which, with the !Sarugaku dangi1, are henceforth 
referred to collectively as the Writings,

5® Two of the texts of this part of the *Kadensho* used by Kawase 
in his TZN, the Matsunoya-bon and the Komparu text in 
fteami1s own hand, have notes giving, respectively, the 
names of the villages and provinces to which these groups 
' belonged. The history of these groups which, in spite of 
their diverse origins* have come to be known collectively
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as Tamba Sarugaku, presents a number of problems, one of

which is the location of the Shinza. The difficulty arises 
from the fact that, while the only place in the |n?°vinces 
around the capital known to have been called Enami was in 
Settsu, the gx*oup is located, in Kawachi by Zeami in his 
note to the ?Kadensho1 list, by his son Motoyoshi in the 
1 SD'f (TZH 341 & 354) 9 and by the text accompanying a por
trait of Kanze Kojiro Nobiirnitsu (cU 1516)* q.td. Ng 324*
Mori sue (̂ Tamba Sarugaku-ko *, R ek i sh 1 ch i r i 1935 vol. 66 
no. 3$ 42-3) states that the Shinza was located at Enami in 
Settsu an^d follows Yoshida (Zeaml jurokubushu intro. 2k) 
in suggesting that Zeami1 s references to Enami in connect
ion with Kawachi were dme to his mistaken idea, of its 
situation® Ho garni (Sarugaku dangi 105 n.6l) and Kawase 
(*Kadensho*, TZH 36 n.3)* taking the texts at their face 
value, refer to TKawachi no Enami* (although elsewhere 
(*SD*$ TZH 319 n.31) Kawase also talks of * Settsu no 
Enami *.) In his NGr (339-40) Nose follows Mori sue (op.cit) 
in stating that the Shinza was located at Enami in Settsu 
province and, in the ZJH (vol£? 578), quotes an entry in. 
the Kammon gyoki fox1 1420 to support this. But he also 
cites the text accompanying the portrait of Kojiro as proof 
that the phrase 5province of Kawachi* which is put against 
the Honsa in the Sosetsu-bon text of the * Kadensho* should 
have been applied to the Shinza (NG-. 323-4) and, in discuss
ing the reference to Kawachi in the * SB*, tentatively



suggests the possibility of the Sarugaku group which had 
been established at Enami in Settsu having moved into 

. Kawachi (ZJH vol.2, 578). This is surely the most likely 
explanatioxu Yoshida* s suggestion that Zeami did not know 
where Enami was is only a flimsy supposition and may be 
disregarded altogether in view of the personal contacts 
both Kan-ami and Zeami had with members of the Enami group 
(see * SD’, TZN 279 & 287)* Similarly, although the Kamrnon' w ^  r v  r teE<Mijpw ti . 1 <ej- n imaa

gyoki. was right historically in describing Enami as Settsu 
Sarugaku* Zeami and Motoyoshi were unlikely continually to 
make the same mistake about the location of the group at 
the time they were writing. Zeami*s relevant copy of the 
’Kadensho’ being ascribed to the 1420’s and the *SD’ being 
dated 1430, it can be said that the Enami group seems to
have moved from Settsu into Kawachi by the 1420* s. It may
have been because of this that, in the above list in the 
*Kadexisho*, Zeami put against the Shinza the note ’resident 
in Kawachi* instead of just the name of the province as he 
did with the other two groups.

6® See NO 880-918 and.Morisue, Ghusei no shaji to geijutsu 3-106 
on IT ji Sarugaku.

7. Sea NG 956-96 and Mori sue, ’Tamba Sarugaku-ko*, Relci shi__. chlri 
1935 vol.66 no.3 on these and other groups in Tamba.

8e ’ SD’ , TZN 340-1'. Hose, ZJH vol. 2, 582, points out that Okima
masks also figure in legends about the establishment of 
other schools of Sarugaku.
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9. m  921-3#
10# Of* the terms kami-gakari and shimo-gakar 1 used of the

present-day No groups® These are sometimes explained as 
having arisen "because the Kanz.e and Hosho groups (the 
kami-galcari) "became established in the capital and the
r II i r ' “ "In III I I    i irr"TiilirmiPT"ni"iniiu *

Komparu and Kong’o remained centred on Nam.
11. ' SD*, TZN 339. From the 'Kadensho', TZN 36, he also seems

to have "been. known as Ki no Gon-no-kami.
12. 'Kadensho1, TZN 36.* m—■■kMtfroaH

13. ibid. 37, a^d. "below, ana 'SD', TZN 339.
11).. TZN 3h-5. Nonomura, KJ intro. 1, quotes a slightly different

fU i^n o R z o ) ^  v

version of the story®
15® Probably the eldest brother of Zenchiku* s grandfather? Korn- 

paru Ckm-no-kami ® He would thus have been more or less 
contemporary with Kan-ami* See pp®21—2 below9 however, 
on the Komparu genealogy®

16® fKadensho1, TZN 37#
17® There is no proof, for example, that Ujiyasur s lineage

derived from Kokatsu and not from one of the many other 
lines of the Hata family; and the chronology which made 
Mitsutaro the 29th® (or, according to the ’ EH!, KJ 116, 
the 26thu or 27th®) in line from Ujiyasu is clearly wrong, 
as it gives an average of only abflrnt 14* years per gener
ation® If the line is taken as starting with Kokatsu (say, 
about the year 550), however, the result is an average of
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nearly 30 years per generation® This, and the slight 
strangeness of the following sentence in the ’ Kadensho 
which states that masks from the time of Prince Shotoku,
who has just been shown, to have been contemporary with
Kokatsu, had been handed down from Ujiyasu, make it poss
ible that Kokatsu was meant in each case, and not Ujiyasu® 

18® ’M \  KJ 114. & 115#
19# See NG- 308—14* and QBG 74*™6 for accounts of the origins and 

uses of these names*
20# TZN 339®
21* KJ 116 and gtd* NG 315#
22* See, for example, KJ 8-9? NO 315 and NK 111® These presum

ably follow the genealogical table of the Komparu house
known as the Takeda Koirrparu-ke ryakkei (qtd® KJ 502-15) 
which was compiled in the late Tokugawa period; but this, 
as Nose shows (NO 317)? is itself highly unreliable®

23# To allow for them, NG 315? NK 111 etc* amend 27 to 29 in
«  n u n f tn l i  n r t tw t f  *

the text, but there are no grounds for this*
24*« TZN 37 n.7 & 279 n®35®
25® The text qtd. by Nose (NG 315) has c.hoshl 'eldest son’ as a

note against the name Mitsixtaro, and that qtd* by Kobaya^ai 
(NK 11 i) gives choshi in the main text preceding the name®
But Nonomura’s text (KJ 116) has no such description and
the reference to Mitsutaro as the eldest son clearly 
seems to have been a later and, perhaps, mistaken addition.
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26® Yasaburo would thus be the 2?th. head, as the record states®
A difficulty remains, however, in the phrase ’Mitsutaro,
chakushi Bishao Jiro mune to shite.® . This would norm-I 1 n ~  i i T ~  i T T '  l i T  r ' i i n  i ■  11 i i ' - - 1 n ~  m l '  )i i f '  n  P i n  m  i u  u  i i ill 11 i ‘ i ii H u  i f  i i ■  m i   . . .  i h i  i m i  I n i l  * i  *  i' i i'i 11 111 i i ii i n  iii n u n

ally he taken to mean that Jiro was made the head, but the 
sentence goes on to state that Mitsutaro handed over to 
Yasaluiro and this is corroborated by the numbers given for 
the generations® There are several possible explanations: 
it could be that chakushi Bishao Jiro is a parenthetical 
addition, giving the meaning ’Mitsutaro, whose eldest son 
was Bishao1 Jiro, being head of the group....1; that the 
phrase mune to shite did not necessarily mean that Jiro 
became’the official head of the group; or that he became 
the head but, being succeeded by Yasaburo who was of the 
same generation, was not counted separately - that is to 
say, the numbers given refer -to true family generations 
and only one head of the group was recognized in each. If
there were such a practice, it would also explain why
Motomasa has been ignored as head of the Kanze group in 
the records of that house in favour of On-ami (see Ghap. 
Ill 83 below)®

27# TZN 339-40.
28. Until the appearance of an article by Iii rota in the period

ical Kanze in Jan. 1935? was thought that the name of 
this group was the Ai za, that is, a Sarugaku group in a 
place called Ai which was identified by various writers
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with different villages in Iga and Settsu. Since then, how— 
ever, it has been universally accepted that the Writings 
refer throughout to Deal and that this was a village in 
Yamato*

29® This name is given as Suginoki in texts of the ’ SDl, but it
is very likely that this is a mistake for Suginomoto (see
m  644)®

30. This is usually taken to refer to Yamada Ko-mino Tayu, but
it is possible that it was meant to refer, as some writers
assume (e.g., Nogami, Kan-ami Kiyotsugu 10), to his adopted

w w iriiwvn i »il> mi) n * i»~i i ii .■ .  » Hi1.* ,mit m.nMn.a i miit

son who would probably have succeeded him as head of Yamada 
Sarugaku. On the other hand, if it had been this adopted 
son who died young, one would have expected him to be 
succeeded by his eldest son (who, being known as Hosho 
Tayu, clearly became the head of the Hosho group) instead 
of by his second son Ki-ichi as is generally supposed.

31® The most likely place of this name is in the present Abe- 
mura, Shiki-gun.

32. Nor example, 1Iga Obata' (’SD*, TZN 337)•
33* See NG 639-41 for quotations from the writings of Sakamoto

and Nonomura on this point* Yamada Sarugaku seems to have 
moved from Yamada to Deai in the time of Ki-ichi or his 
father, but this hardly casts doubt on the tradition that 
the first four generations of the Ki-ichi line were buried 
in Yamada as the two villages are very near®
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34# See Nonomura. Nogaku kokonki 3-5# Even as late as 1866 Iga
was given as his native province by the head of the Kanse 
school in a report to the authorities (see Nogami, Kan-ami 
Kiyotsugu 51 n, 1),

35® For example, the story that his parents were led to make 
their pilgrimage after the premature death of Kan-amif s 
two elder brothers, (See Nonomgra, Npen_nisshp 17-8 on 
this point,)

36, ’SB*, TZN 337®
37® Performances there in that period ai»e mentiomed in a docu

ment of 15971 see NCj 639®
38® This is now the general view but Kobayashi (NK 117-9)? for 

example, was stftongly in favour of Iga,
39® ’SD* , TZN 339®

SSfi 81 •
hi a Nonomura (*Hosho genryu-ko*, Noen nissho 15-22) points out 

the sudden absence of any mention of Hosho in records 
covering the 20 years before 1^50 and plausibly suggests 
that the Hosho line was then broken and was revived by 
Ren-atni, who is therefore given as the founder of the line 
in the usual genealogical tables, Nose (NO 650-3)? however, 
indicates the weakness of this and other theories put 
forward by Nonomura®

I4.2, - Kan-ami Kiyotsugu 11-5®
U3# See p®2i|# above, and also Chap.Ill 63 below on the name 

given him as a child.
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iJj-e Nose* gG; 697-9p limits the period to this extent by a com«- 
parison of various records®

45. TZN 379 345* 349 etc®
h6* This is given as his child-name in a number of records of

the Kanze house* Bee Nonomura, Nogaku kokonki 10*“8. for a‘* *~ n  "i t ran— r—  r~"— r̂ -'u--

full account of the origin of the name Kanze, including 
quotations from these records®

47* !Kanzef is to be found in an entry of 1378 in the Go-gumaikia
qtd* HS 9 etc. The !SD% TZN 341* quotes Yoshimitsu as
talking of 'Kanze* 9 but one cannot be sure that this was 
in fact the form of address used by him® 

lj.8 ® Jogakki. qtd. IS 11®
49* It is found in the Shinkyoku seimei hi gen (wr. 1760% qtd®

* ^  irtui n 11 r-mi i—r~i—vri ~tT T~ r »■—p, n■ r rtfr " t i n ^  “  m

Nonomura, Nogaku kokonki 14#
50® Lay records often referred to them as *Kanz.e Tayu! (see$

e*g*s Manzai Jugo nilcki* qtd* NS 70 & 71 concerning Moto- 
masa* and 104 concerning On-ami; and see OhapeIII 75-8 
below on uncertainty in identiftying the person referred 
to as !Kanze Tayu* in the 111.20* s)® The Writings use this 
title of Mot omasa (*30% TZN 345% and MCanze* of Zearni 
(ibid® 342? 343 etc.)*

51* TZN 340. *
52® According to OBG 76.
53* Bee NG 288-91*
54*® Qdal nen.ju gyo3.i..» qtd. NG 288-9* See pp.37^9 on the office 

of gakuto*
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55® ibid®
5‘6* Dainoln-kl„ qtd* Ng 590« See Chap* Vi 163-6. belov/ on the 

Taktp;i Ho. The occurrence of such names as Kanse and 
Kongo in temple records at early dates led Takano,. Nihon 
kayoshi 480-1. to associate them with the later Sarugaku 
groups of those names and to suggest that 1hey derived 
originally from Gigaku. But Hose;, HO 450-5? and Nagashima, 
QBGr 7 6 “9? have shown that similarity of name alone is 
meaningless.

57® TZN 330-1 etc. Bee Ohap.XI 340-7 below for some account of 
this player.

58. See Hiraizumi, Ohusei ni okeru shaii to shakai to no kankei
*  m T7fv.TiTrTrtr”'»*!-tiim-itn.tijiiiiii«. .m r  -Tfr.uT—*— T— Tŵ -irtmiin* niirni m \ n* i ■ * ' n' ■ >i>inii.»fiin»n n  ■ n i ttt, hii i m « i 11 i i i m   .......... m il it ii< i m  m rrrnrn

247-50, and Hi go, Mxya-za no kenkyu 18-9 & 27*»31? for 
discussion of the meanings of ,zatand other references.

59o See p.34.
60* Such place-names still exist in many parts:; e.gc, Zaimoku- 

za in Kamakura.
61. See Hi&*o. Mi.va-za no kenkyu: Inoue* Kyoto no koshushii andw  # ni»— — ‘■~T-— M >r*w^-i»Tirtii ri>ninauiilift-...i • 9  m i nil- mu '■nwi m j j ' n*jn i .njnrm ,i"inn 'nir-*n il**r fn*iw

Tsuiimoto* Washu saireiki* (The last two, however, have
”  .  n m ■ 1 ^unapMJit. m »  -u ju * *  *

i

not been available to me8)
62e See Hayashkya, Kabuki izen 57^8®
63o Hayashiya, ibid. 60-2, and Higo, op.cit. 578-7? see miya-za 

as the origin of later entertainment groups such as those 
of Sarugaku* Apart from the inherent likelihood of this 
being so, there is the evidence of place-names, as men«i 
tioned below. To the extent that entertainment za continued
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to take part in shrine festivals, they could he regarded 
as a type of mi$a-za, hut it seems hest to treat them as 
a distinct class because, as professional groups, they 
participated piifcarily for profit and not simply as a form 
of religious devotion® Interesting examples of something 
very similar to non-professional Sarugaku miya-za are to 
he found at the present day in Kurokawa, Yamagata prefect
ure, where the local people maintain two groups known as 
the Katni-za and Shimo-za which give performances of No in 
the local Kasuga Shrine at festival times® (See Nogaku 
gaho 1936 vol*3i no.11; Honda, No oyobi kyogen ko 188-203; 
and Matsudaira, Matsuri 367*^02, on Kurokawa No.)

» i i i i t i - i v i t  11 T»' m m !■.» » i + t

6Lj,® See Hayashiya, Kahuki izen 60-1, for examples of shrines of 
this kind, The spectacular fire festival which now takes 
place about the middle of April in the small town of Omi
Hachiraan in Shiga iDrefecture is an example of a festival
where the particular way in which people participate varies 
according to where they live.

65* TZN 3^3-4.b u s u K l r a l  • %W* •

66a Qtd. NO 1501.
67# See, for example, various records qtd. NS 221, NO 1JL4.819 and 

Takano, Kabu ongyoku kosetsu 86-7 * 126, 132 & 137-8; see
* ril 'III l-< I ' I f -| r—I If ff ~*M ‘'-■—---I* ...... ■ _ .. , » j *

also Matsudaira, Matsuri. 1x6-7®
68. For examole, the Bun-an Dengaku No-ki (cntnd. in Ounsho

ruiju series 1, vol.J179 hk.363 and crid. in part by Takano, 
op.cit. 73m7) gives the names of 1U adult players and ij-
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children (one of whom was apparently not permanently 
connected v/ith the group) who took part in a performance 
in 1446. (Takano describes the group as having 17 players* 
but as each of the three children attached to the group
was the son of one of the adult players* they are probably
best regarded as supernumeraries*)

6%  Sumiyoshl dai.jlngu sho-shin;]i shidal, qtd. NG 1514* Since 
the two with ten players each were* strictly speaking* 
Shushi groups* the basic unit in a true Sarugaku group 
appears from this record to have been 15* but no veri
fication of this from other sources is known.

70. 1 SD1 , TZN 549 et.seq. and !EHf * KJ 113®
71« This title could be used with a variety of meanings. It was

frequently used to mean specifically the head of a group, 
as in ' Kanz.e TayuT etc.; but it could also mean the ordin
ary run of players, as opposed to the head of a group and
his assistant (see TSD!? TZN 349) ° ^ 9 more commonly, any
adult player or musician of a group (e.g., the Kyogen 
player Tsuchi Tayu).

72. TZN 352, and !BHt, KJ 113.
73. ’SD1, TZN 349.
74. ^ov example, ZJH vol.2, 506, and TZN 322 n.29«
75. Since Kan-ami is said to have set a precedent in 1374 by

performing Okina himself, as head of the group, instead of 
having the senior member (shukuro) daixce the piece (TSD!, 
TZN 321), it appears that he was not, in fact, regarded
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ab the senior member* But the explanation of this point is
probably that shukuro did not mean the senior player in
terns of length of service, as is sometimes assumed, but 
simply the eldest by age* As the character Okina is a 
symbol of longevity, moreover, the earlier custom would 
have had some significance if it required him to be por- 
trayed by the oldest player*

76* Hose suggest this in his NG- 1185® but in his later ZJH vol.
2, 5065 he explains the organization as depending solely 
on length of service, equating the leader of the group 
with the senior member.

77* . For example, Kawase, TZN 350 n.2.
78* See a Todai-ji document of 1330, qtd. NG; 1502-3*
79s See Takano, Kabx cngyoku kosetsu 122-3$ for an entry in a

document of the Kasuga Shrine setting this out, and for an. 
example of a document recognizing the appointment of a 
new Dengaku player.

80* See two records of the temple, qtd. NG 1502-3*
81. TZN 251-2. Nose*s interpretation of the key-word iri-zeni

« k w m k h .T».,» L- _l 1 r

as meaning * entrance money*, that is, * joining fee* (ZJH 
vol.2, 622), is preferable to Kawase* s * income* (TZN 351 
n. 1), particularly in view of Motoyoshi* s comment a little 
later (TZN 352) that he must find out more about the matter. 

82* M. 1187-8. See App.2,39U-5 on these priestesses.
83* Hayashiya, Kabukt tzen 61|*.
8lu Although Bugaku and other forms of musical entertainment
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were also included in some festivals, the tern 
in the Kamakura and Muromachi periods almost invariably 
referred to Dengaku or Sarugaku; that is, it was used as 
an abbreviated form of or Sarugakuto.

85* See Kammon gyoki 9 qtd. NS 40; Manzai Jugp nikki , qtd, NS
Ui»ii-|̂ iniTT̂ lV>*TTTTi3afWrt,̂ rf|»^>j»»T»B^aJTU« *  *  HBSnKU <T ■'-I * -----------p   |-—TT»—nr.-IT I l l  . .1 ITjlll'tM ̂  *“  |  4 >.]M II I

64p 69 etc*
86* For the importance of the gakufo*s work in collecting these

contributions, see especially the Dai 3*0 in tj i sha zatsuj i-ki 
and Wakamiya-matsuri Dengakuto-k 19 qtd, NS 176-205® Priests, 
sometimes three in number, were also appointed for the 
attendance of the Yamato Sarugaku schools at To’-no-mine 
(see !SDT, TZN 349).

87® See the Dai .jo in j i sha gatsuji-kl 9 qtd. NS 233- 294, 306 etc.
88, See entries in the Kammon gyoki describing the office held

by Aio Tayu of Yata Sarugaku at Go-ko no Miya, qtd. NS 
50, 56, 120 & 129®

89® According to Nose, NO 1184, Instances of outside players
being employed occurred at Go~ko no Miya in 1417 & 1421 
(see Kammon gyoki3 qtd. NS 43 & 50)0

90* See KaiTMon gyoki. & Mangai Jugo nikkia qtd. NS 52, 63? 64 etce
91® *SD% TZN 351. See Chap * V1 163 -71 on these performances.
92* * SDf , ibid.
93® i M d c 3.50-1*
94® See Manual Jugo nikki 0 qtd. NS 69, concerning a yearly per

formance of this kind at Dai go by the Kan&e gxaoupa



CHAPTER III

Sarugaku And Dengakut 
(2) Their Popularity® Patrons And Players*

Until the last quarter of the fourteenth century 
Dengaku enjoyed greater fame and popularity than any other enter
tainment of the time* By the first decade of that century it was

(Dgiving an advanced type of performance, Based mainly on Bo plays ,
and enjoying great popularity as a result* The performances were,
for the most part, still given in shrines and temples, hut their
purpose was hy no means always religious® The audiences there
included retired emperors, princes of the hlood and many other
rich and influential nohles who, in the manner of their time, had
‘become priests; and these people often took advantage of the
arrival of players for religious festivals to arrange private(2)
performances in their own residences *

The strength of the appeal of Dengaku in this period(3)
is indicated hy a diary entry of 1311 which records a visit of 
the retired emperor G-o-Fushirni to Kitayama to attend a performance 
there and then adds, ’Recently this entertainment has hedorne popu
lar everywhere to the exclusion of alj. others* It is truly remark
able** Only a week later the same writer was moved to exclaim, ’An

(k)epidemic is raging* People call it Dengaku illness*1 The most
_ (5)famous players of this period were Toren and lioren of the Honaa 

and the ever-increasing popularity of Dengaku must have heen due 
in large measure to their skill. Hews of the Dengaku cra&e in the
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western part of Japan spread to Kamakura* the seat of Ho30 rule*
and it was from the regent Hojo Takatoki* who was in power from
1316 to 1337? that Dengaku received its most lavish patronage,(6)
^ixe- 'l̂ ^aiki tells of the immoderate pleasure he took in its

* At this time Dengaku was very popular as an enter
tainment in the capital* high and low alike "becoming addicted to

**■&*> **4tu ait. Hearing about this* Sagami Nyudo /j* e.* Takatoki/ summoned 
the players of the Shinza and Iionza Dengaku from the capital and 
gave himself up to the enjoyment of it morning* noon and night 
to the exclusion of all else. Carried away by the pleasure he 
found in it* he assigned a Dengaku player to each of the import
ant dairnyo and had them deck them out in fine clothes. In this 
way* one player would be known as the Dengaku of such-and-such 
a lord and another as the Dengaku of some other lord* so that 
the players had money and valuables lavished 011 them and dressed 
in rich and gorgeous robes. When they sang a piece at a banquet * 
the members of the hoxise and the dairnyo there* each determined
not to be outdone by the others* would all follow Sagami Hyudo(7) _ (8)in taking off their hltatare and oguchl and throwing them 
to the performers. When these were piled up they made a veritable 
mountain of clothes. How many tens of thousands they cost is 
past all knowingo *

Takatoki’s addiction to Dengaku, and dog-fighting 
have earned him the condemnation of writers ever since, the
defection of the eastern provinces and the downfall of the Hojo



line having "been attributed forthwith to ’dogs and Dengaku’(1 0)
and even to Dengaku alone hy writers of the time® The first 
Ashikaga shogun Takauji, however* was hy no means inclined to 
eschew Dengaku. If his enthusiasm for it was somewhat less 
extreme than Takatoki1s had been* it was keen enough for it to 
he known even today that he attended at least three performances

d oin the same year * and for him to have insisted, as alx*eady 
mentioned, that the Todai-g'i should admit a favourite of his as 
one of its Dengaku players.

Takauji died In 1358 and, like Takatoki, must
often have seen performances hy Itchu, also of the Honza, the(12)
most famous player of his day 0 Some idea of his skill and
standing is to he had from the fact that the three greatest
players of the next generation - Kan-ami of Yaraato Sarugaku,
Inuo of Omi Sarugaku, and Kiarni of the Honsa Dengaku - all

(13)learned from him * It is impossible to say exactly what the 
relationship between Itchu and these Sarugaku players was® It is 
sometimes suggested that Kan-ami* s description of the Dengaku 
master as the teacher from whom he learned hie style probably 
meant only that he had been influenced hy Itchu1s own style 
of performance. While this may he so, the remark that Inuo 
’was also a pupil (deshi) of Itchu 1 which follows Kan-ami1s 
statement makes a more formal teacher^-pupil relationship seem 
rather more likely® The best-known event in which Itchu was 
concerned was the great subscription (kanjin) performance of
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Dengaku at Shijo-gawara in Kyoto in 13̂ *9 at which the stands
(1U)collapsed , On that occasion, he led the players of the 

Eonaa in a combined performance with those of the Shinsia, who
(15)were led by a player called Hana-yasha •

He, however, was not in the same class as the 
Honza mastery and, in the same way, after the death of Itchu 
there was no one in the Shins a who could compare with Ki ami *
He was classed, even by Sarugaku players, with Itchu, Kan-ami and

J 16)Inuo as one of the great ones in the history of Ho , although
his position, it seems, was due almost entirely to an outstanding
musical skill which earned him the description of the father of 

(17)Ho music 0 Kiami was his Buddhist name and was made up of
the first character of his earlier lay name of Kame-yasha and(18)
the ending -ami (or, in its full form, -amidabutsu) which
was used in the names of priests belonging to a sub-sect of Jodo

_  ('19)Buddhism known as the Ji-shu * fhis sect had Amidabutsu as 
its main deity, but Buddhist names with this ending were used, 
at least from the time of Ashikaga Yoshimitsu (1358-95) onwards, 
by many who can hardly be regarded as genuine priests* In most 
cases they were men of humble origin who, being connected with 
the arts as painters, musicians, actors, masters of the tea- 
ceremony and flower arrangement, and so on, went through the
■Aformalities of entering the priesthood in order to escape irom 

their class and be able to take a place in the literary and 
artistic coteries which were maintained by the highest personages
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( 2 0 )

in the land a Kiami was apparently one of those who enjoyed
the patronage of Yoshimitsu* and his advice to 2earn! when the
latter was preparing to appear before the shogun shows that he(21)was no stranger to such occasions * His lifetime probably
spanned the second half of the fourteenth century and* in 137^?
the boy who was later to be known as Zearni was able to see him(22)
perform in Hara in his prime* before his voice began to fade ®

The twenty years that followed form the most crucial
period in the history of Ho, Yo shimi tsu continued to patronise
Dengaku and its players* favouring especially one named Zoami who*

(23)while still a child* had performed a lioxx dance before him o
Roughly contemporary with Z.eami* this player belonged to the
Shin&a® He proved to be the only one of that group and* indeed*
the last Dengaku player of any kind* who was fit to rank with the
earlier olayers of the Hoxiza, Although his musical skill was due

(2k)
to some extent to Kiami * he differed from him in being a most
versatile player who did not even confine himself to the usual

(25)Dengaku style of performance „ The subtle skill of his per-(26)
formances* which made them moving even to other players * is 
embodied in the masks he made* for they are the most beautiful 
of any found in 1)1 o’* with a gentle* indefinable expression which

(27)
makes others of the kind seem coarse in comparison , It was 
Zoami who carried the Shinza through the series of public sub
scription performances which were given annually for ten years

/ pD )
from 1413 * and it is known that*- in llj.23* he received rich



(29)
gifts from admirers among the nobility , Taken together with 
Zeami’s high opinion of him* these points make it clear that, 
until the 11l20? s, if not later, he enjoyed the acclaim of people 
hoth inside and outside his profession*

Meanwhile, however, there had been developments in
Sarugaku which were to have far-reaching results* In 137ks the
year in which the young Sarugaku hoy watched Kiami, he himself
appeared with his father before Ashikaga Yo shimi tsu at Ima-grnnano
in Kyoto to give the first Sarugaku performance that ruler had 

(30)
ever seen* The shogun’s attendance there may well have been 
arranged hy one Nan-ami, a skilful composer patronized hy Yoshi
mi tsu, who was certainly anxious that the head of the Kanze group

(31)should he noticed hy the shogun * However that may he, the 
sixteen-year old Yo shimi tsu ?/as greatly impressed hy the skill 
of Kanze Kiyotsugu and hy his eleven-year old son Fujiwaka - hy 
the two, that is, who later became known as Kan-ami and Zearni*
He thereafter extended his patronage to hoth of them and, although 
Kiyotsugu only lived to enjoy it for another ten years, the 
younger Kanze spent a great deal of time in the company of the 
shogun and his associates, and was able to grow up with an under
standing of the aesthetic tastes and standards of the class for 
which his own art was to cater more and more* For over fifty 
years there had been precedents for the nobility to consort with 
performers like Z.eami, hut the more conservative elements of 
society had always looked askance at such behaviour, regarding



members of the theatrical profession as no more respectable than
did their opposite numbers in Victorian England* Ho*jo Takatoki
had been i»oundly condemned for his indulgence in Dengaku and,
in1378j> the sight of Fujiwaka with Yoshimitsu at the G-ion Festival
earned a complaint in a diary about the shogun1s love for the
boy and the way in which they sat togethex1 and passed dishes to
each other* ’This Sarugaku is the.trade of beggars’, the writer 

(32) 
added *

It was, it seems, the boy’s background rather 
than the shogun1s relations with him which excited the writer’s 
indignation* Homosexuality between males, which was no doubt 
fostered by the Buddhist injunctions against relations with women, 
was particularly common in the Muromachi period and there can 
be no doubt that the physical attractions of Zeami and, perhaps, 
Zoami were largely instrumental in gaining the patronage of the 
young ruler* But the favours of the shogun and, hence, of many 
of the great lords, had their real importance, not in the 
relations they imply with any particular player, but in the 
effect they had indirectly on the development of Sarugaku* 1'he 
rewards that came from the patronage of the great meant that 
players were less dependent on popular appeal for their liveli
hood* It is not known if this led to any change in Dengaku 
performances in the time of Hojo Takatoki, but it seems unlikely 
that the players would have felt any need to make their perform
ances more artistic and refined in the raw, essentially military
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atmosphere of Kamakura* The Ashikaga rulers, on the other hand, 
partook more and more of the standards and tastes of the nobility 
in Kyoto which, under them, was once more the seat of government, 
and players who received their patronage had an Incentive to 
reflect these standards and tastes in their performances* Among 
those players it was Kan-ami and, in particular, Zeami who were 
most successful in improving the Quality and style of their 
performances* Their good fortune in gaining patronage and their 
abilit3>* to put it to use diverted the stream of fame and favour 
to Sarugaku and, except for an occasional eddy, left Dengaku to 
wither away*

The first head of the Kanze or Yusaki Sarugaku 
group, who is now invariably known by his Buddhist name of Kan- 
ami, had the child-name of Miyo-maru (or, when the main charact
ers were given their Chinese readings, Kanze), in honour of the

(33)goddess Kanzeon « In addition to Kanze, which was used as
a familiar name for him, he was called Saburo Kiyotsugu as an
adult* He was born in 1333 9 the year, appropriately
of Ho jo Takatokif s death, and although he lived until 13^ ,
he can only have had Kan-ami as -a name for less than ten years,
from the time vfhen he joined Yo shimi t su1 s coterie as a priest

(35)
after their meeting in 137 -̂ until, at some time before his

(36)
death, he returned to lay life * Until he was over forty, 
Kan-ami depended for his success mainly on his popularity among 
the ordinary, uneducated people of the time and the interest
of the nobility came to him too late in life to have any

enough
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furdammtal effect on his own character or on that of his work* 
Although his qualities as a musician, writer and actor will 'be 
considered in later chapters, it must he said here that he was 
highly skilled in all branches of his art and outstandingly 
brilliant in many* The No plays he wrote, though more restrained 
in character than some by his contemporaries, tend to be rather 
dramatic, with elements of humour and lively dialogue to carry 
them along and with few of the literary intricacies that appeared 
in so many later plays, including most of Sjeami’So The Writings 
of his son show that, as an actor, he was alone in his ability to 
carry his audiences away,whether this required him to represent 
the very acme of artistic beauty, according to the standards of

(37)his day, or, at the other extreme, to 1 mingle with the dust* « 
If his versatility as an actor enabled him to delight any 
audience, his musical skill must have established his reputation 
still more firmly, for it was remarkable, even in comparison with 
his own other abilities* * He had a miraculous gift for putting a

(38)
thing into music, no matter what it was,’ It was in the field
of music that he made his greatest contribution to the development 
of No* The following chapters will describe how a popular song 
form, known as Kusemai, was flourishing in the time of Kan-ami, 
and how his adoption of some of these songs into Sarugaku led to 
a complete change in the structure of No plays and eventually 
produced a blend of musical styles which became characteristic 
of the Yamato Sarugaku groups and, hence, of No itself* But 
some mention must be made here of Kan-ami*s study and adoption
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of Kusemai because of their bearing on the question of the 
patronage and popularity of the Kanze group* in particular* 
and because they give some indication of the character of a man 
about whom all too little is known*,

In the absence of any definite evidence as to when
Kan-ami first performed Kusemai in Sarugaku* it can only be said
that it was perhaps this innovation which resulted in his fame
spreading to the capital after his seven-day performance at the

(39)Daigo-;ji * It may* therefore* have been Kusemai which first 
brought his group into prominence and led to the all-important 
patronage of Yoshirnitsu. Kusemai music was so unlike that of 
Sarugaku that it says much for Kan-ami1s enterprise and indeed* 
courage* that he should have first studied the style from a 
woman performer and then introduced it into Sarugaku. Kusemai 
performers were only one of many types of popular entertainers*

(ho)
all very low in the social scale* and it has been suggested 
that* for a man in Kan-amifs position to be willing to learn from 
a performer of this kind - especially a woman - showed great 
humility anddevotion to his art* Kan-ami himself* however* had 
no especial dignify to maintain before he won the recognition of 
Yoshimitsu: he was only a humble Sarugaku player and* as such* 
may have come under the authority of the same class of low-ranking 
temple official (ehomonji) in Kara as the Kusemai players them
selves* at least until the support of a more powerful authority

(m) „was obtained 8 His greatness in connection wiuh Kusemai
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lay rather in the inspiration which prompted him to present this 
form of entertainment as part of Sarugaku* The content of Saru
gaku performances being a good deal more varied in the Muromachi 
period than Ho performances are today* the presentation of 
independent song and dance forms was not uncommon; but the intro
duction of Kusemai** which were so markedly different from any
thing previously known in Sarugkku, and the resolve* after the 
initial success* to bring about a closer association of the two 
forms* were the bold strokes of a man who had complete confidence 
in himself as master of all aspects of his own art* Shadowy 
though the picture of Kan-ami remains, all the indications are 
that he was essentially a practical man who developed his great 
gifts as writer, actor and musician in the workaday world of 
the Sarugaku groups as they struggled to improve their lot by 
pleasing any and every audience* whether composed of simple 
country people seeking colour and excitement or members of temple 
hierarchies with perhaps the most mature tastes of their day. It 
was fortunate that, although not much over fifty when he died, 
Kan-ami was able to teach and guide his son for more than twenty 
years, thus giving him a sound basis, the quintessence of his 
own experience, on which Zeami, with his different background, 
was able to build the structure of theory and philosophy about 
his art which survives in his written works.

It is hard to avoid the feeling that Kan-ami did 
not fit very easily into the elegant, aesthetic circle which 
centred on Yoshirnitsu* Hie death in Suruga shows that his rise



to high favour in the capital did not prevent him from going off
on a long tour to perform in local shrines and such places. The

(k2)
death of his mentor Nan-ami in 138*1 perhaps made his life in 
Kyoto a little less easy and enjoyable than it had been. Kan-ami 
was* in any case, not so enamoured of the shogun* s favour that 
he attempted to keep it for himself and his son for* it appears, 
he was the means of its being extended to his contemporary, Inuo

(to)of the Hie group of Omi Sarugaku.

Inuo so found favour with Yo shimi tsu that, when he 
took a Buddhist name* he was granted the use of the first char
acter of Yoshimitsu* s own Buddhist name Dogi and became known, as

_  (hk)Do ami . His ability was such that, like his friend Kan-ami, he
developed his own individual style on the basis of what he had 
learned from Itchu and came to rank, with Kan-ami, as one of the 
two great Sarugaku players of the time. He died in 11413-, at an(to)age of over seventy , but the proudest moment of his long
career must have been only five years earlier when, in the third
moon, he was the main player in a Sarugaku performance at Kita-
yama before the emperor G-o-Komatsu and his grandmother, the
retired empress Shuken Mon-in, together with AbMkaga Yoshimitsu,(Lf.6)
then a monk, and his favourite second son Yoshitsugu • It was 
a worthy climax, to his career, but he must often have been sadden
ed in this period of his life at the thought that, while Dengaku 
had Zoami and Yamato Sarugaku had Ye ami, there was no one of 
similar stature in any of the groups of Omi Sarugaku who could
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fill his place* It seems, in fact, that after his death his own 
Hie group was hardly able to continue,, for the priests of the 
Enryalcu^ji on Mt« Iiiei issued a directive that Iwado* Tayu, the 
head of the Shimosaka za of Omi Sarugaku, should relinquish the

(W)use of the name Shimosaka and take instead the name Hie* Iwado
appears to have had little merit, either as a player or a man,

( M )Although he is known to have performed in Kyoto , he does not 
figure prominently in lay records of the time and his perform- 
ance.is compared unfavourably with that of Inuo* in the ’Sarugaku

(49)dangi' « This work describes his adoption of the name Hie as
(50)

'a regrettable affair' and there was obviously no liking for
the man among the Kanze players:: his ostentatious behaviour at
a subscription performance given by Zoami is contrasted with the !

(51)
quiet dignity of Zeami and even some masks which Iwado passed !

_ _ (52) !on to Zeami Y/ere handed on by him to the Hosho group * As j
|

Kobayashi pointed out, Inuo was probably very close to Zearni, the |
i

eldest son of his lifelong friend, and an edge may well have been.!
given to Zearni’s natural dislike of Iwado by the thought that,
though it was the Omi player who had taken over the name made
famous by Inucu he himself was the true artistic heir of that

(53)great player »

Ill-feeling of this kind, or even unfriendliness, 
among Sarugaku and Dengaku players seems to have been very rare® 
Groups belonging to the same province - Yamato, for example - 
were, in any case, likely to be closely linked by marriage and
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adoption, "but the Writ in# s make clear how much friendly inter
course there was between Sarugaku and Dengaku players of different 
groups and pi*ovinces, All were giving basically the same type of 
performance and, although the Sarugaku groups were free from 
competition within their own areas* all were contending for the 
patronage of the nobility* But the great players who figure in 
the Writings — Itchu, Kan-ami, Inuo, Kiami, Zeami and Zo’ami - were 
clearly on the most cordial terms, learning from one another, 
watching each other*s performances, and comparing notes on styles 
and techniques® There are, of course, instances of dissension 
between different groups and, even, within .a single group but, 
with very few exceptions, they were due to the ordinary strains
and stresses which arise in any society and not to professional

(54) rivalry .
(55)

Zeami lived from 1363 to 1 14,1+3: and had a favour
able start to his long life, both artistically and economically,
The fourteen years or more of serious training in Sarugaku which

(56)
he was able to receive from his father must have equipped him 
with all the essentials of his profession and much of his father* & 
artistry; and, for nearly thirty years after Kan-ami!s death, he 
had an experienced and benevolent adviser in Inuo, Meanwhile, the 
favour of the shogun had given him both security and an opportunity 
to develop his taste and learning. It says much for Zeami*s own 
character and for the attitude of mind imbued in him by his father 
that patronage in no way lessened the zeal with which he pursued 
the study of his art* From the i»ecommendations about training
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(57)given in the f Kadensho* , it seems that Zeami probably began
his when he was six or seven* So far as is known, his first public
performance took place at the Daigo-ji during the seven^-day per-

(58)
formance for which Kan-arai won such acclaim « Zeami is said
to have won as much praise on that occasion as his father although
as the performance took place in the few years before 137^? he
may have been less than ten ad; the time* Then in 137^b as already
mentioned, he appeared before Yoshimitsu for the first time and*
no doubt having gone to Bara with his father to take part in the
Kasuga Wakamiya Festival towards the end of the year* saw Kiarni
play in the traditional Dengaku performance on the night before

(59)
the festival, when the players were presented with costumes * 
There are few other accounts of his activities as a boy, but his 
performance of a Kusemai with words by the exiled Rins-ami, which
led to Rin~ami!s readmission to the favour of the shogun, is
known to have taken place at some time during this period of his 

(SO)
life. The record of Zeami !s attendance at the Grion Festival
with Yoshimitsu in the sixth moon of 1378 shows that, at that
time, he had still not taken adult status and would, therefore,
still have been known as Fujiwaka* It must have been very soon
after this, however, that he went through the eoming-of-age

- , (60ceremony and took the adult names of Saburo Motokiyo «

If the next period of Zeami !s life is taken to 
extend from about the death of Kan-ami in 138̂ 4 to 1h08, when 
Yoshimitsu died, it is mainly noteworthy for two things; the



■beginning of the series of articles in which Zeami, by expounding
the various aspects of Ho, attempted to codify his art for his (62)
successors ; and a performance by Zeami which brought him his 
highest honour as an actore The only writings of Zeami known to 
belong to this period are the seven sections which make up the 
work known as the T Kadensho? e ill though written between about 1h00 
and 1^02, that is, sixteen to eighteen years after Kan-ami1 s 
death, it is described more than once by Zeami as consisting of 
the teachings of his father which had been passed on to him

(63)
during his training 0 Like most of Zeami* s other writings, it
was intended as a secret document to be passed on only to a
worthy successor* At the end of the last section of the !Kadenr* A 

(6k) • . ;
sho1 , for example, Zeami explicitly states that that section
was to be highly treasured in his house and was only to be passed ,
on to one person in each generation* and that even an only son. ;
should not be given it if he was lacking in ability* Though not
uncommon in artistic schools of various kinds in Japan attais
time, such an attitude probably played a large part in the mis-(65)
fortune which befell Zeami later in life • Records of per
formances by him are not as numerous as might be expected but, : 
in 139̂ .5 the year which closed with Yoshimitsu passing on the j 
office of shogun to his nine-year old son Yoshimochi, Zearni !
accompanied Yoshimitsu to the Kofuku-ji at Nara and appeared in(66) i
a, Sarugaku performance which had been organized there * in 
1339 he was the main player in a great thr-ee-day subscription 
performance in Kyoto which was attended by many of the highes g



nobility, including the young shogun , Then, in the third 
moon of. Zeami performed at Kitayama before the reigning
emperor Go-Komatsu, Yoshimitsu, Yoshimochi, and other importantJ68)
personages a week /before the similar performance by Inuo . It 
was the first time the samper or had ever seen Sarugaku and his 
presence menat that Sarugaku had come a long way in the thirty 
years since It was described as the trade of beggars* For Zeami, 
being chosen for such an honour meant that, his fortunes were at 
their highest. But this was not so for longs the performance 
must also have been the last occasion on which Yoshimitsu saw 
Zeami play for, in less than two months, the powerful protector 
of the Kanze leader was dead.

During the next twenty years, under the rule of
(69)

Yoshimochi and, for two years of the time, his son Yoshikazu , 
Zeami did not enjoy the marked favour he had known previously and 
yet does not seem to have been positively oppressed in any way, 
Yoshimochi appeal*s to hav& been sufficiently well disposed to
wards Zeami and his son in 1U27 to make a special payment to

(70)
Motomasa for performances at Kiyotaki no Miya at Daigo , but 
he seems generally to have preferred Dengaku to the Sarugaku of 
his father’s favourites, The year of Inuo*s death, which must 
itself have been keenly felt by Zeami, saw the first of the ten 
annual subscription performances by the Dengaku Shinza, most, if 
not all, of which were attended by the shogun. Although Yoshi
mochi also watched Sarugaku in Kyoto on numerous occasions, Zeami 
is not known to have taken part in any of these performances,
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which were given for the most part by groups other than those of 
Yarnato Sarugaku; and, on the one occasion when the shogun visited 
Kara and saw the four Yamato Sarugaku groups per*form, he did not 
fail to see some Dengaku, with Zoami as the chief player, before

(71)returning to the capital * Zeami was only in his forties v/hen
Yoshimitsu died, and his absence from noteworthy performances
thereafter should perhaps be taken as an indication of his
estrangement from the shogun and his circle. The reason for this,
if it did take place, is not known but the uneasy relations
between Yoshimachi and his father point to the possibility of
there having been a reaction against one who had been fondly

(72)
patronized by Yoshimitau. As Nonomura poiilts out , Yoshimochi’£ 
ill-feeling towards his father arose from jealousy of his step
brother, Yoshimitsu’s second son, Yoshitsugus while Yoshimitsu 
was alivej, his undisguised preference for Yoshitsugu must have 
been a constant provocation to Yoshimochi and, after his death, 
Yoshitsugu*s threat to the shogun*s position was such that 
finally, in 1hl8, Yoshimochi had him killed, or caused him to 
kill himself, in the Sokoku-ji - a tenrple. which., had".been .built, 
ironically enough, by their father* In these circumstances, it 
would have been only natural for Yoshimochi to have little 
liking for anyone who had been associated with his father - and, 
hence, with Yoshitsugu - as closely as the Kanze player* Zeami 
seems to have devoted his time after 11p08 to training his sons,

(730Motomasa and Motoyoshi , and to the complementary task of 
writing down his teachings on No. Most-of his articles data
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from this period* including the ’Kosakusho1 * written for Moto- 
yoshi in 1i+23, and the *hakyof* written for Mot omasa in the

(7k)following year •

These two sons of Zeami'are the only ones about 
whom anything definite is known* and records of the Kanze house 
clearly state that Zeami had two sons* JuVo Motomasa and the 
younger Shi chi ro Jiro* and one daughter® Since Komparu Zenehiku 
is known to have been his son-in-law* there is no doubt about 
his having had a daughter* and it may also be that he had only 
the two sons who are now known® There are* however* one or two 
points which make this far from certain® In the first place* if

_ - (76)Shichiro Jiro is taken’in be the same person as Motoyoshi * the
Mototsugu for whom Zeami made a copy of the last oart of the

(77)
’Kadensho* in 1 hi8 remains to be identified® The name Moto
tsugu was made up of parts of the ordinary personal names Moto- 
kiyo and Kiyotsugu belonging to Zeami and JKan-ami respectively, 
and this, together with the fact that Mototsugu was being en
trusted with a copy of the artiple at all* leave no doubt that he 
was someone very close to Zeami* The obvious person would seem
to be his eldest son and* perhaps because of this* it has been

(78)
suggested that Mototsugu was an early name for Motomasa ® But 
it is hard to see how Motomasa could have come to give up the 
honour of such a name* and it seems at least equally likely that 
Mototsugu was the eldest of Zeami1s three - or more - sons® An
other point* the use of the name Saburo in the first few gener
ations of the Kanze house* lends some weight to this possibility®
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Kan-ami9 "being the third son? had Saburo as one of his names and 
the fame he achieved led naturally to his eldest son Zeami taking 
the same name and to his second son being called Shiro® The nor
mal practice would then have been for Zeami* s eldest son to have 
had Saburo as one of his names* and for Shir o’* s eldest to have 
had Shiro as one of his. But the only people in the next gener
ation of this group who have been found with the name Saburo" are,

(79)
doubtfully, Motoyoshi and* without doubt, Shiro1s eldest son, 
Saburo Motoshige, better known by his latex* name of On-ami. Even 
if the possibility that Zeami had an eldest son called Sabuiv) 
(and, perhaps, Mototsugu) is ignored, doubts about whether 
recoi*ds written in the 11+20* s meant Zeami, On-ami or even Moto
yoshi by their references to Kanse Saburo, and whether they meant 
Zeami, Motomasa or On-ami by their references to Kanze Tayu, are 
liable to confuse the exact coxirse of events during that period®

The problem can be illustrated by considering 
four of the relevant records: one of 1Z+22, telling of a perform
ance at the Kiyotaki no Miya at Dai go by Kanze Goro and KanzeJ80)
Saburo ; two of 1 1+21+9 describing the appointment as gakuto
at the same place of someone called Kanze Tayu in one record(81)and Kanz.e Saburo in the other ; and one of llj.27, telling of
a subscription performance by Kanze Saburo arranged by the priest 

(82)
Gien , who later succeeded Yoshimochi as shogun and then took 
the name Yoshinori® The Saburo in the 11+22 record is not Zeami,
who is mentioned in it as the lay moxak (nyudo) Kanze, and is

e (83)therefore generally talien to be On-ami e Zeami* s priesthood,
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( 814.)which is confirmed in the * Sarugaku dangi1 as having "begun
"by 11̂ 22 when Zeami was nearly sixty, is likewise generally taken
as evidence that he had already retired from the front of the
scene and had handed over the leadership of the Kanze group to 

(85)Motomasa « As for the record of 'Uf.27, the enthusiastic patron
age On-atni received from Yoshinori leaves no room for doubt that, 
here too, he was the player referred to as Saburo* The 142U 
records*.describing the same person as Kanze Tayu and Kanae Saburo, 
however, are not easy to reconcile, either with each other or 
with the above references to On-ami as Saburo* The first reaction, 
to the record mentioning Kanze Tayu is to fake it as meaning 
Motomasa, but he is not known to have been chi led Saburo* More
over, the record which uses that name goes on to talk of flaree 
sens who are as skilled as their father and., as Japanese writers 
assume from this that it is the father who is called Saburo, Moto
masa is, in any case, ruled out by his age at the time, and they(86)
are driven to conclude that the writer meant Zeami, Nose , 
therefore, understands the new gakuto to have been Zeami, despite 
his having handed ovei* the headship of the group to Motomasa; and

(87)Kobayasbi and others are of the opinion that, although
Saburo was intended to mean Zeami, the hearsay nature of the
diary entry led to inaccuracy and that, in fact, the gakuto was
Motomasa® It is generally agreed that the reference to the three
children of Zeami was an understandable mistake, caused by the
writer thinking that the young On-ami, who may well have appeared

*

constantly with Motomasa and Motoyoshi, was likewise a son® It
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seems Y/rong? however ? to read the entry to mean that Saburo was 
the father of the three sons* The fact that Zeami is described 
in the same entry as f the father ? the lay priest Kanze Zeami * 
must be taken as showing that the previously mentioned Saburo 
is an entirely different person? and the entry should surely be 
understood to mean;*Kanze Saburo of Yamato Sarugaku has been 
made the new gakuto» The three sons /of whom Saburo is on©7 are 
all no less skilled than their father0 Their father? the lay 
priest Kanze Zeami? still goes with them to instruct** Which of 
the sons? then? was Saburo? The only possibilities seem to be 
Motoyoshi and Motoshige (On-ami), but there are good grounds for 
thinking that it could not have been either of them* For one 
thing? there is nothing to suggest that either of them was Kanze 
Tayu at the time in question® There is also a good deal of doubt 
about Motoyoshi having been called Saburo? and his own statement

(M)
in the 'Sarugaku dangi1 that Motomasa was Kanze Tayu in 1/429
makes it virtually certain that he himself cojild not have been
leader of the group five years earlier® In the case of his cousin?
the diary mentioning Kanze Tayu? the Mangai Jugo nikki9 refers
to Motoshige as Kanze Saburo so consistently elsewhere? in the
1422 and II427 entries mentioned above and at later dates? that
the writer appears to have deliberately avoided calling him Kanze
0?ayu until Hfter the death of Motomasa in 1)432 left him in un~

(89)disputed occupation of that office a Finally? Motoshige could 
not have been made gakuto at Kiyotaki no Miya in 1h2ii* because it 
was only through the influence of Yoshinori that he performed
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(90)
there independently in 1^30 * With such compelling reasons
for eliminating Zeami, Motoyoshi and Motoshige, only Motomasa 
remains. The sole reason for doubting that it was he who was 
appointed gakuto is the reference to him as Saburo-, and all the 
other evidence points to this having been a mistake; a mistake, 
moreover, for which a reasonable explanation can be suggested: 
hearing that one of the young Kan&e players had been appointed 
gakuto* and knowing that one of themthree f eons* had the same 
name, Saburo, as Zeami himself, the writer of the diary in 
question assumed that he was Zeami*s successor and the one who 
had, therefore, been given the post.

The general picture in the early 1U20! s is, thus,
of Zeami having handed over the leadership of the Kan&e group tp
Motomasa by iU22? and of him having treated On-ami like one of
his own sons, with whom he seems to have frequently appeared. In
11*27, however, On-ami was the main player in the subscription
performance inspired by G-ien, then a priest in the Shoren-in, It
was, so far as is known, his first independent performance and
the first sign of a patronage of formidable power. The beginning
of the next year saw G-ien, oil Yoshinori as he came to be called,

(91)
the ruler of Japan following the death of Yoshimochi e That
same summer On-ami , now about thirty, performed in the palace

J92)
of his patron suppo3?ted by Juni-goro , a venerable Yamatoj
Sarugaku player of seventy-five or so who, having good reason to 
be grateful to Zeami for both his professional advice and



personal kindness, felt it necessary to have a letter written
to 2eami explaining that his unwillingness to perform with On-ami

(93)had finally proved of no avail * Despite its guarded language, 
this letter and Jimi-goro’s concern to explain his action - he 
called unsuccessfully to see Zeami twice before sending the 
letter - show that there was already a deep rift between Zeami 
and On-ami. Exactly how this came abou,t is not known, but the 
cause was clearly connected with the sudden rise in On-amif s 
fortunes* Worse was to follow® In the second week of 1^29 On-ami

(9U)performed before the retired emperor in his residence * In the
fifth moon there was a performance in which Motomasa and On-ami

(95)played the leading roles in the same play , but just how 
superficial this co-operation was can be seen from another 
record of the same performance which talks of * the two groups of

-  (9fi)the ZtwpT* Kans.© Tayu? * This provides proof of what might
have been assumed from On-arni*s independent performances, namely,
that by the beginning of 1/429 On-arni wad already at the head of
a group of his own, distinct from the main Kan£e group led by
Motomasa® Within a fortnight of this performance the shogun had
directed that Motomasa and Zeami were no longer to perform Saru-

(97)gaku in the residence of the retired emperor who, as do-Komatsu, 
had: first seen Zeami at Kitayama more than twenty years before and 
who had since grown, very fond of Sarugaku. The following year 
brought further encroachments by On-ami. In the first and sixth 
moons he again performed before the retired emperor, not, we are 
told, because the latter enjoyed his Sarugaku, but because the
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p e r formanees had "been arranged by Yoshinori, who was also present
at them 0 In the second moon he played in Nara after the

— « (99) .religious Takip;i No at the Koftiku-ji and, in the fourth, again
hecause of the power of Yoshinori,he gave the annual performances
at Daigo-.; instead of Motomasa who had "been appointed gakuto* there

(iOO)
six years earlier

Yoshinori? s policy of attrition against Zeami and 
Motomasa is explainable on purely personal grounds: since he had 
had no more liking than his predecessor for Yoshimitsu* s favour
ite son Yoshitsugu, he probably felt some antipathy towards the 
Kanse pair team the beginning; and, when this was allied to a love 
for Motoshige, who was not in the direct line of succession to 
the leadership of the Kanz& giaoup, his behaviour after he unex
pectedly came to power seems understandable enough. It is possible, 
however, that Yoshinori also had some political reasons for his
harsh treatment of Zeami and Motomasa. Nonornura has plausibly(101)
suggested that Motomasa may have been involved in the in
trigues about the Imperial succession that were current at the 
time* The widespread feeling aroused when Yoshimitsu* s successors 
disregarded the agreement by which he had united the factions 
supporting the two rival Courts in 1392 led to numerous plots and 
uprisings, and if Motomasa was suspected of any connection with 
the discontents, it would have provided another reason for, in 
particular, denying him access to the retired emperor.

It cannot now be proved that there was such a reason
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for the shogun’s measure, hut the reaction in the Kanze house 
seems to indicate a fear that one would not expect to arise solely 
from a struggle against a rival Sax̂ uga'ku group, however powerful 
its support might he. It is thought that, following his dis
placement at faigo by Motoshige, Motomasa .abandoned the struggle
in Kyoto and retired with his group and, perhaps, Zeami, to Ochi(102)
in Yamato * Then, in the eleventh moon of the same year,

(103)1430, Motoyoshi decided to enter the priesthood and compiled
the ’Sarugaku dangi* from everything he had heard and learned from
Zeami so that the information should not be lost® When the
document was completed he handed it on to someone, presumably
Motomasa, with directions that he should burn it after reading in

(10J1)
order to preserve the secrecy of its contents

Time had thus brought a great change in Zeami’s
fortunes. His group had been reduced from the most celebrated
in the land to a comparatively obscure country one which was met
at every turn by the power of official displeasure, and one of his
two sons had left Sarugaku altogether* Zeami himself, however,

(105)had said in his earliest work, the ’Kadensho* t ’Even if
there should come a time when, through some irresistable twist 
of fate, a player who has won general recognition is set aside to 
some extent, it does not mean the end of his art provided that 
he does not lose the acclaim of country districts and far-off 
provinces; and so long as his art does not come to an end, it may 
yet again meet with general acclaim*’ If this philosophy survived 
the years, he must have been sustained in his misfortune by his
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faith in Motomasa*s many talents,,

Only two years later* in 1lk32* however* carae the 
hardest 'blow of all* the death of Motomasa. There was no one 
ready to succeed him* and to Zeami * now nearly seventy*, it 
seemed the end of all he had lived for* Iiis feelings at the 
death of his son were expressed in the following poem:

* Never* in this world ¥/here I*
Like a "buried tree* remain*
Bid I think to see 
Such a flower (106)
Nall in its prime.*

(107)
At the beginning of the ’Koraika* he set out more factaally
what the loss meant to him:

’The innermost secrets of our art* from the time 
when I received the teachings of my late father until the time 
of my son Motomasa in this my old age* had one and all been 
handed on* and I* Zeami* awaited only the last great event of 
my life; when., all unforeseen* the early death of Motomasa 
brought our line to an end and the whole of our group to its 
present ruin. His son is still a boy and* with none to receive 
this double bequest of our art ,/iGe* - the teachings of Kan-ami 
and Zeami himself J\ it only obsesses this old man beyond all 
bearing and stands between him and his great release. If a 
worthy man existed* I would entrust to him at least my part of 
the bequest* even though he were a stranger - but no such person 
is to be found in our art.*
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On-ami, though highly skilled as a perfomer, had 
apparently been disowned entirely; and ZeamiTs son-in-law,
mps.ru Zenchiku, though an artist of promise, had not yet(108)

attained the stature which Zeami required in a successor
On-ami was thus left unchallenged in his position as Kanze Tayu

(.109)
and it is from him that the present Kanze line derives * 
Motomasa1 s reputation now depends on a small number of fine plays 
which he wrote, and his ten years as leader of the Kanze group 
have come to he ignored, for, in the genealogical tables of the 
Kanze house, he is passed over and On-ami is given as the third 
Kanze Tayu,

Old as he was, Zeami had still to face one final 
humiliation* In the summer of 1 l\ok he was exiled to the island

(110)
of Sado * There is a record which states that he defied
Yoshinori by his preference for Zenchiku .rather than * hi s own(1 1 1)
son’ (which can only have meant On-ami) , and the way in
which he showed this was probably by refusing to recognise On-
ami as Kanze Tayu and by witholding from him the secret writings
of the Kanze group0 A letter which Zeami wrote to Zenchiku

(112.)
during his exile shows that the young Komparu Tayu gave
what help he could at this time by sending Zeami money and

(113)sheltering his old wife , Zeami was pardoned after perhaps
(IM4 )three or four years through the intervention, it is said,

of the famous priest Ikkyu-Osho and the emperor G-o-Hanazono • 
It is assumed that, until his death in 1l|43s he stayed either 
with his grandson, Motomasa1 s heir, or, a more widely held view,
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with Kompara Zenchiku®

After the death of Motomasa the two greatest
figures in Saxugaku were Kanze On-aini and Komparu Zenchiku, each
the head of his group. Their abilities ensured that, after
Zoami of the Dengaku Shinza disappeared from the scene, Sarugaku
was never again seriously challenged by Dengaku® With no famous
player to attract general popularity or the patronage of those in
high places, this latter form wasted away until, in the Tokugawa

(1 i 6)
period (1603 1868), it virtually disappeared «, Similarly,
the skill and prestige of the four main groups of Yaraato Sarugaku 
was so outstanding that, in the course of the Muromachi period, 
the other Sarugaku groups in the provinces around the capital 
either disappeared altogether or, like the Urnewaka group from 
Tamba, gained admission to one of the Yamato groups. In this 
way, these four gi’oups came to stand alone on the field of Ho®

The greatest players of the early Muromachi period 
who are known by name and who have been mentioned above lived 
and worked with many lesser performers who were, for the most 
part, coarse and illiterate, and whose main concern, like 
others of their class, was to ensure a living for themselves in 
a cruel, uncertain and often hungry world* The patronage of 
the rich and powerful was attracted to Dengaku and Sarugaku 
groups by the exceptional players, and the effect it had on No 
and later Japanese drama through these players will be mentioned 
elsewhere. All that need be said of it here is that whereas, 
in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, patronage meant



the difference 'between extinction and survival for Dengaku and 
Sarugaku groups, in the century and a half before 1/4.50 it meant, 
to the great majority of players, the opportunity to share in 
fame and lavish rewards, and only by the exceptional few was 
it seen primarily as both the incentive and the means to improve 
the standards of their performances. In either case, there 
could have been few who gave thought to the possible disadvantages 
and even dangers of patronage. Those who took their art 
seriously sometimes found their artistic and personal freedom 
limited by the demands made on them, and all who enjoyed favours 
based to some degree on the personal affection of the great ran 
the risk of suffering from their association when the wheel 
began to turn*
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Notes To Ghapter III.

1 „ See Ohap*VII 212-8 "below*
20' See Chap* VI below*
3* Entalrekig gtd* NG 371® 

ibid*
5e ‘SD*, T2N 3M-W
6® Bk . 3 * Sagami Nyudo Dengaku o moteasobu* P Yuhodo Bunko ed«, 

volo28p 1214.
7® A type of square-necked robe, through, the sleeves of which 

were threaded cords originally intended to tighten them 
at the wrist.

80 A type of hakama.j which resembled very wide trousers or a 
long divided skirt.

9® Such a quip in 1335 is qtd. NG 15^4 etc0 For Takatoki* s love
of dog-fighting, see Taiheiki bk.5* Yuhodo bunko ed., vol.
28, 126-7.

10, Taiheiki ’blc.27; see translation, Ghap.VII 190 below.
11’. Kenshun So jo guchu-reki nikkl 9 qtd. NG 152̂ 4*
12. Itchu* s dates are unknown, but as he was the-teacher of Kan-

ami, who was born in 1333s and yet Zeami, who was born in.
1363, never saw him, he probably died between about 1355 
and 1370. In any event, he was probably at his height 
during the second quarter of the li+th. century.

13® *KadenshofP TZN I4O and !SD, |Z| 270. No record is known which 
states that Kiami learned from Itchu and his musical style



was said to be modelled on that of Ushikuma of Omi Saru
gaku (*SB!* TZd 270)G But* since ha and Itchu belonged 
to the same group* it is inconceivable that he did not 
learn from Itchu* especially as the latter was great 
enough to attract Sarugaku players to him* Kawase* s read
ing of a sentence in the *SB% TZN 3579 would entail 
Itchu1 s having taught Zoami (of the Shinza) also; but as 
he was contemporary with Zeami* this is impossible (see 
ZJH 701*2* 6399 for a more acceptable reading of the textX 

1U, !SD% M  286-7® See Ohap.VII 190-3 below on this perform- 
anc e a

15® 1 SB1 * ibid, Yokoi* Zeami no shogai 25* gives Ako as another
name for Itchu* but presumably only on the grounds of the 
Taiheiki1 s reference to Ako as the leading sasara player 
of the Honza, Similarly* if the Boa he gives as another 
player at this same performance is taken as a slip for 
Kia* the statement that he also took part could be correct 
as Kiami was probably in his teens in 13U9* tmt nothing 
is known which mentions his participation*

160 1 SB1 * TZN 270a
17o ibid,
18* !SD!* TZN 3U1® Thus * Kiami was at first written 'ill P5 91 ,

-jb- o _

19* but it came to be more commonly written ul~ I'j *
19« These groups were known as doboshin see Hayashiya* Kabnki 

izen 136-Ul on them*
20* See Yoshikawa* J i j c ^ d an no kenkyu fox* a full study
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of the religious groups concerned*
21 e * SB1 , T m  306e
22„ ibid* 271«
23, ibid* 3 5 k*

2̂ .* ibid* 357-8 shows that some of the faults in his singing
were acquired from Kiarai e 

25e ibid® 272*
26a ibid*
27e Representing young women, the best-known type is called

Zo-onna* See Katayama, Kan ze^ke deixrai nomenshu 18 etc*
28* See records qtd* under these years in HS 37-58* Four of theas

mention either the Shinza or Zeami himself and, since none 
mentions the Honza, it seems that they were annual per
formances by the Shinza alone*

25® Kaei sandaikl, qrf;d* NS 62*
30* f SDf , S M  321 <fe 335q
31* He persuaded Kan-ami to dance the lead in Ok in,a so that he 

should appear first (fSD% TZH 321)* Little is known 
about Nan-ami, but he seems to have been a good friend to
the Kanze players* Bee GhapeV, 130 and n* 12, on him*

32* Go-gumaiki» atd* HS 9®
33. See Kan-shi sedai ryakkei, qtd® Nonomura, Hpgaku kokqihci 3®
3li* His dates were at one time uncertain, but it is now clear

from records that he died on the 19th„ day of the 5th* 
moon of 138I4. (Jogakki, qtd® ITS 11) in his 52nd® calendar

* % ih in m m V K r-m r—mf- 5 *r*sai£a

year (* Kadensho * « TZN 9)o



35® In addition to the inherent likelihood of Kan-ami1s use of 
the name being due to his Joining the doboshu, he is des
cribed by this term in the genealogical tables of the 
Hosho houses qtd0 NGr 647®

36. TZN 341® If, as Hose says (ZJH vol.2, 580), sosei
means not * ea,rly death* but 1 death forthwith1 in the 
relevant sentence, Kan-ami only abandoned his status as a 
priest a short while before he died.

37® * SD!, TZH 276.
38. ibid. 277®
39® Bee the Ryugen Sp.ip nikki, qtd. HQ 697* on this performance,

and Ghap.V 12-9-30 "below on the date of his adoption of
Kusemai*

40® For example, by Kobayashi, HK 59®
41. See Ghap*IV 110 on shomonli* Since the records showing 

that Sarugaku players, like those of Kusemai, came under 
the shomon.1ii all belong to the 15th* century, the situation 
earlier may have been different.

42* Jogakki, qtd. HS 10.
43® This is the assumption usually made from the friendship

between the two since their youth and from Inuo*s devoted
monthly observance of the day of Kan-amifs death out of
gratitude for his success in life (’SD*, TZH 335)® This 
assumption is almost certainly correct, but see n.44 below 
concerning an unsatisfactory development from it*

44® *31)*, TZH 341« Since Yoshimitsu did not take the tonsure
■ * »  ■ a iB w u m a  —
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until 1-395? however, the bestowal of part of his Buddhist 
name on Inuo presumably took place after this® If, as 
mentioned above*, Itchu was introduced to Yoshimitsu* s 
patronage by Kan-ami, who died in 1384? one would have 
expected him to take a Buddhist name and join the dpbpshu 
during the lifetime of Kan-ami, (Although there may have 
been some among Yoshimitsu’s doVoshu who did not take the 
tonsure, it is most unlikely that a lowly Sarugaku player 
like Inuo could have mixed with members of this group for 
eleven years or more without doing so®) Since there is no 
indication that the Buddhist name Doami replaced an earlier 
one used by Inuo, it seems possible that a connection be
tween the names Dogi and Doami was mistakenly assumed at 
some later date*

45« His death is recorded in the Jogakki and Mans;ai Jupfo nikki, 
qtda HS 37? in terms almost of reverence (see HK 99-100). 
His exact age then is unknown, but he would have been 80 
at his death if he had been b o m  in the same year as Kan- 
ami 0

46 0 Kyogen-kyp-ki g qt&* NK 107®
U7o ’SD* 5 TgN 340-1.
48® ibid® 325-6,
49s ibid.
50® ibid® 341®
51• ibid® 346®
32* ibid® 338®
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93® MC 108* See also Chap* XI 34-0 concerning Inuo*s artistic 
influence on Zeami.

54*® fhe conflict between Zeami and On-ami outlined below was
essentially a dispute over succession and not a matter of 
rivalry between players* Almost the only *professional! 
dispute known to have taken, place in the period under con
sideration arose from rivalry among the Yamato Sarugaku 
groups for the honour of performing the first 1 god-piece*
(waki-no) at ceremonies in Napa (see Chap, VI 176̂ -7 below) a 

35® Although these dates are now well established* they are not 
in accord with the traditions of the Kanze house* The 
latter* however* are clearly wrong; see* for example* NIC 
125“6*

56* The * Ka&ensho* * TZH 2* recommends that training should begin 
from about the 7ths calendar year*

37® TZN 2-9® For translations of this and the other parts of 
the !Kadensho\ see Whitehouse and Shi debar a* Monumenta 
Hipponica 194-1 vol04- and 194-2 vol*5£ ^nd Beni.* Seami ..Mo to- 
kiyo und der G-eist des Ho-8chauspiels 25-93.

53* Ryugen So'jo' n,ikkis qtd. NOr 697®

59® Bee Chap.VI 173̂ 4- below*
60o fSD% TZN 296.
61. Judging* for example* from the practice of transferring boys

of the Koroparu group info the adult groups of the za when,
they reached their 15th* calendar year* In a chronological 
table of-Zeami1s life* Yokoi enters his gempuku under 1377



(Zeami no shogai 282) but he himself quotes the above
* —S*1*t friT 1'WWWa.TOftJtfcJT iHI]TjVI *

record of 1378 which shows that Zeami had not gone through, 
the ceremony even then* See Ghap.V 130 concerning the 
relevance of Zeami* s £emuiilmu to the date of the adoption 
of Kusemai *

Because they were sixteen in number when they first came to 
light in 1909? these articles were called the * Zeami j*u~ 
rokubushu8 (or* according to the pronunciation current 
at the time* the fSeami jtirokubushu8 ) * and it is by this 
name that they are still usually known even though their 
number has no?/ grown to over twenty* Their names* in 
chronological order so far as this is knov/n* are as follom
(1) 8Fushi ka&en8 (usually known as the 8Kadensho8)* in

7 sections? 8Henrai keiko jo^o* ; kvlonomane jojo! ?
8Mon&o 3o3o8 ; 8 Jingi8 ; 8Ogi8 ;‘Kashu8 ; and 8Besshi 
kuden8 « 14.00-2,

(2) 8 No no J o-ha-kyu no koto8* 14*18,
(3) 80ngyoku kowadashi kuden8 * 14-19®
(4*) 80ngyoku goi8 9 14-20,
(5) 8Shikado8* 1420.
(6) 8Nikyoku santai ezu8 * 1421«
(7) 8Nosakusho8* 14-23®
(8) 8Kakyo8 * 1424* (an early draft of this* called the

8Kashu8* had been written as early as 14-18) *
(9) 8Kyoku-ziike no shidai8.
(10) 8 Fukyokushu8 *
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(11) 8 Go-ongyoku jo^S8 .
(12) 8Go-on*.
(13) 8Ongyoku no uchi ni mutsu no daiji8®
(14) 1 Yugaku shudo fuken8 0
(15) 8 Yugaku geifu go i8 ®
(16) 8 Kyui1 (or 8 Kyui shidai8).
(,17) 8 Rikugi8 * 1428 „
(18) 8 Shugyoku tokka8 * 1428, (Before the discovery of a

Tokugawa-period copy which indicates that the 
original had a colophon with this date* followed 
by Zeami8 s seal* this work was generally attrib
uted to Zenchiku* and the question ofthe author
ship is still not finally settled,)

(19) T Shudosho8 * 1430•
(20) 8Zeshi rokuju igo Sarugaku dangi8 (usually con

tracted to 8 Sarugaku dangi8)* 1430, (This work
was not written by Zeami * but consists of his
teachings as recorded by his son Motoyoshi.)

(21) 8Museki isshi8 * 1432®
(22) 8Koraika1 (also known as the 8 Zeshi shichiiu igo

kuden8)* 1433®
(23) 8Kintosho8 * 1436*

For accounts of these articles* see Kobayashi*
Zeami 181-236; HG 733*47 and ZJH passim; TZH intro®1-62 etc 

63 a 8Kadensho8 * TZN 33 & 44-5 f and 8 Kakyo8 * TZH 1610 
64, TZN 68.
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63 s See Komiya® ’No to hi den’ « Nogaku zensho vol., 15 and Basho"- 
Zeami-hi den-kan: and Hose, * Ghusei ni hi den leaden no 
umareta no wa naze ka’, Koteubungaku; kaishaku to kansho 
1952 no08  ̂ on the custom of secret writings and their 
transmission® See Nishios ’Zeami no shogai to Sado’y 
Ghusei-teki na mono, for a good account of Zeami*s rise
iiTirii i|-,-j-tf Mt,~,1,TTT‘*,'M-**—tT — —Tm -rrrj ( i . r r f r j T - r - 'i—r 1—i in a w im r, F l-.J

and fall®
66e ICanenohu-kyo-ki and Kasuga gyokei-ki, qtd® Kobayashi» Zeami

35-6s HK 133. and NS 2k.
*  t t M G U i k  * * «  *

67« GeiyoHki3 q,td. ibid, 37, 13k <& 32 respectively.
68a Kjftayama. gyoko ~ki and !SD!, qtd. ibid® U8-9* 1 kO and 3k™5 

respectively®
69« Yoshikazu was appointed shogun in 1U23? hut on his death

two years later the office was again taken over hy Yoshi-
mo chi and held hy him until his death on the 18th. da5>* of
the 1st. moon of II4.28*

70® Manzai Jugo* nikki<, qtd. NS 69 and NO 721®
71 g ibid. 5 gtd« NS U3 and ijiie
72fl Noen nissho 6-7®
73® See Ryugen Sojo nikki® gtd* NO 719 and Kobayashi* Zeami 6I4.®

This record presents problems concerning the identity of
its ’Kanze Saburo* and ’three sons’ (see pp. 75-8 ) 9

but these do not affect its reference to Zeami’s occupation
with teaching®

7ko See TZN 125 and intro.29 respectively.
75o Kan-shi kafu® gtd. NO 7U8, and genealogical tables qtd.

Nonomura, Nogaku shiwa. 253 etc. 1’  III | l|| Hi 1.1 HIT IT lj> 1» ■ > !■ > nn| |l|.|Ml .11 1 ||> ■■■!>■ IIP if "  T>
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76. There is at present no good reason for not following Bono- 
mura (Bogaku lcokonki h2)etc* in this, on the "basis of the> j fH »  . ititeA ' Iii*ri —    L. I > r 0

Kanz.e genealogical tables. Kobayashi (Zeami 68-9) , however, 
suggests that a Kanse Goro mentioned in a record of 1k22 
may have been Motoyoshi*

77* See TEH 68.
78» For, example, by K&wase, TZB 68 n*5*
79* Saburo is shown as one of Motoyoshi’s names in genealogical 

tables given by Bonomura, Bogaku shiwa 253 and in the 
Geino iiten 688; but since the authority for this is not 
known and Kobayashi (Zeami &k) 9 for example, was unaware 
of it, it can only be accepted with hesitation*

80 * Manzai Jugonikki, gtd* BS 57 $ HO 718, and Kobayashi, Zeami
WMjgiaa-gii ijm >■. nfr«wrt.an*frwi* *   ̂ vwuimn * v *  “  *  frrrgH-T.vi—r—

68 s
81 * Man^ i  jDugQ nikki and Ijyugen Sp’ip nikki respectively, <£td*

BG 719-20 and Kobayashi, Zeami 6!.uI IJL̂I I IIP IJ r

82„ Manzai Jugonikki, qtd0 BS 70, BG 722, and Kobayashi, Zeami
71 e

83s By Bose, BG 718; Kobayashi, Zeami 69 etc*
w fcih i>i-»*ir| &  r fc*w*z>~w*4ii=*«rreT> w j

8tu m  3I+3.
85o By Hose, MG- 719; Yolcoi, Z.eatn± no shogai 133 etc. The same

passage in the ? SDf also suggests thia by making it clear 
that, at the time, there was more than one player who 
might be referred to simply asfKanz.ef0 

86* BG 720a
87* Zeami 6)4-6, followed by Yokoi, Zeami no shogai 135.

ifc-fc 0 i« i f " u r > i f - f f —miTi—rwrnrtttxunfiii-rm-iiiMiT—~ ' i f  i~r*‘nBfrTF"*
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88. TZN 31+5.
89• As mentioned below, his reference to the ! two za of the Kanze 

Tayu* in 11+29 (qtd* NGr 721+ and NS 76) apparently meant 
. the groups of Motomasa and. Motoshige - in which case it 
is not strictly true to say, like Yokoi (Zeami no shogai
152), that the title is first found applied to On-ami in
11+33 w "but Manzai Jugo* did not refer to Motoshige alone 
as Kanze Tayu while Motomasa wa.s alive* As head of the 
Daigo-ji, Manzai Jugo could not have heen unconcerned at 
the appointment of a new gakut'6, and it is understandable 
that, as the cousin of Yoshimitsu, he should have looked, 
askance at the rise of Motoshige and lamented the exclusion 
of Zeami and Motomasa from performances before the retired 
emperor (see below)•

90s Manzai Jugo nikki, q/bch H8 81+ and NG 726 fl
91® It was not until the 3rd* moon of 11+29* however, that he was

officially appointed shogun*
92® Manzai Jugo* nikki, gtd* ITS 71 “"2 and NO 72l+®
93o ! SD? 5 TZN 333-1+ a Juni-goro was also known as Juni G-on-no- 

kami, *̂3-hlxoUgjb. illiterate, he was skilled as a player, 
especially in devil roles® Zeami had recommended such roles; 
to him, written suitable plays for him and, in 11+08, arr*- | 
anged for him to share the honour of performing before the j 
emperor at Kitayama®

i

91+« Manzai Jugo nikki, and Sakkai-kl, qtd* HG 726 and 727«
i

95« Kexmai-ki 9 qtde NG 721+“5«
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96* Manzai Jugo nikki , qtd* NG Y2l\. and NS J60

97, ibid,, qtd, Mg 725 and NS 76-7.
98, ibid,s q.td. NG 727 and NS 80-1 and 85~6»
99» Records of the Kasuga Shrine, qtde NG J26e
iOOo Manzai Jugo nikki, Qtdo NG 726 and NS 8Li and 85*
101a Npgaku, shiwa. 40-5*
102» This is 'the general view, 'but Nose (NO 755^8) thinks that 

the Ochi Kanze group only began wi th Motomasa* s sonB One 
reason for his view is that, in 1102, Zeami and Motomasa 
performed in the shogun* s palace at the same time as the 
private Sarugeku group of the Hosokawa house. Nose sees 
this as an indication that, with support from some of the 
great lords, the Kanze pair may have continued to spend 
at least part of their time in the capital as instructors 
to such groups®

103®. His intention to do this is indicated by the last lines of
the *80*, and the fact that he did so is shown by his own 
reference to his priesthood in the !Shiki shugen* (qtcL, 
Nonomura, Nogaku shiwa. 56-7)» He may, however, have re
turned to.lay life and joined the Ochi group with his son 
as a taiko player (see NG 756-7 and Tanaka, Yoza yakusha

^  11 y I'jjiiu ,■ m  .i ^  v  '  «u ^ j.i+hW w  n 1̂ rnTf ' p I ' ■nrf 1 4 1 iibi- 1 i i' it T~~m~t

mokuroku 18k~5)°
10k, TZN 353.
105, TEN lt4.
106, *Museki issM's TZN 252,
107, TZN 253o
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109,

110o 

111; o

1 1 2,

113.
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ibid.
This led to later Kan&e records seeking to give a moral 
'basis to On-ami’s succession by suggesting that the head
ship of the group came to him only after Zeami * s relations 
with Zenchiku had led* first* to Motomasa1 s withdrawal to 
Ochi and* later* Zeami! s exile (see below). The stox*y is* 
howevers pure invention ( see Nonomura* Nogaku kokorifci 
*̂5"6; Kobayashi* Zeami 93 etc,), Motoyoshi refers to a 
disagreement involving Zenchiku in the TShiki shugen*
(qtdo NO 729 and Nonomura, Nogaku shiwa 36-7 Q*vB on this' t rTT^ r* *  !■*>■»      f I'|.

question)* but its cause and the other person concerned 
are uneertain0

See Yoga yakusha mokuroku and Kan-shi kafu9 qtd, NO 729 
etc*,? and the beginning of the !Kintosho! * TZN 237«

See Tanaka, Yoza yakusha mokuroku 29 and qtn* NO 729. Later 
records* probably following a varian.t text of the Moku-*• «  -f* guilt

roku (see Tanaka* ibid, n03i)9 took the writer to be 
referring to Motomasa and inserted his name in the text ~ 
but* in fact* he had died two years before,

Qtd, Kobayashi* Zeami 95**”6; Kawase* Zeami jihitsu denshoshu 
15*4--51 and Yokoi* Zeami no six,pgal 16 3 -bo 

The person referred to as Juchin in the letter was presum
ably Zeami1 s wife ox1* at least* some other close depend
ant, For discussion of Zeami’s movements while in Sado* 
see Nonomura* Nogaku kokonki 71-84* ahd Nishio, *Zeami no
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115.

116*

■-99

shogai to SadoT9 Qhuset-teki na mono 176-9®
The date of his return from Sado is not known, hut as the 

1 Kintosho* is dated the 2nd* moon of 1436? it was later 
than that® Kaw.&se, Zeami„„ jihi.tsu denshoshu intro®22* thinks 
that the colophon of a copy of the 1Kakyo* indicates that 
Zeami was still on Sado in 1437* hut this is not yet gen
erally accepted®

Yoza yakusha mokuroku and Kan-shi kafus qtd® Honomura*
Nogaku kokonki 5 2 -3 *

The statement in the Bun~an Bengaku Ho-ki (cntnd« in Gunsho 
ruiju series 1, vol®19 bk0363) ? written in 111J4.64 that 
1 Recently the Shinza has been flourishing and the Honza 
in decline® •«f shows that the Honza was in a feeble state 
by the middle of the 15the century* Although superficiality 
stronger* the Shirr?.a produced no great artist after Zoarai 
and was probably still benefitting from the momentum of 
his prestige and popularity ®_



CHAPTER IV

Kusemai.

The characters with which the word Kusemai
came to be normally written were used of at least three different 
forms of entertainment which flourished at different times in

(DJapan * The earliest use was in connection with some of the 
Bugaku dances which originated in China* Then, in the fourteenth 
and early fifteenth centuries, the characters indicated one of 
the many popular song forms which was found particularly around 
Kyoto and Hara. Finally, in the sixteenth century, they came to 
be used of the performances commonly known as Kowaka-mai*

The most important of these, in final effect if 
not in itself, was the second, for it was this form which Kan-arni 
studied and adopted into Ho with far-reaching results. It is thus 
only this second type that will be considered here. The sources 
of information about it are very restricted. Any traces of Kuse
mai as an independent entertainment have long since vanished 
and there are almost no detailed records extant. The information 
that is to be had must be pieced together from the accounts 
Zeami gave in his Writings, the forms of Kusemai remaining in Ho, 
passing references in a handful of diaries and the like, and a 
comparison with what is known about Shirabyoshi performances* 
with which Kusemai were closely connected.

It is not known exactly when Kusemai arose, but
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the absence of any mention of the name in a list of other similar(2)
entertainments in a work of the period- 1293-8 is sometimes
taken to indicate that this had not happened by the end of the
thirteenth century. An entry in a record of 1349 mentions Kusemai

(3)as having been given at a Buddhist celebration in 1318 . The
inclusion of Kusemai in a performance at that date may be an 
anachronism, but it does at least show that, when the entry was 
made in 1349* they must already have lost any tinge of novelty

(u)and may, therefore, have been in existence for a decade or more •
There is also a record which, in addition to mentioning Kusemai
under the year 1330, had in 1343 referred to something simply as (5)‘ mai * dance1 . As this word is not infrequently found elsewhere 
to mean Kusemai, it may well have been used in the same meaning 
there. In any case, the performances may be said, from the evi
dence available, to have arisen in the first half - perhaps in 
the first quarter - of the fourteenth century. The popularity 
which they won in the second half of that century, when perform
ances were given by at least five different schools of players 
in the area around Kyoto and Hara, was not enduring enough to
carry many true Kusemai players in that region through the first(6;
half of the nexts Zeami* s statement in the 'G-o-on* that only 
one of the five groups still existed means that, by about 1430, 
traditional Kusemai players must largely have disappeared from

(7)
the provinces round the capital*

The name Kusemai implies dances (mai) which were
^8)peculiar and unconventional (kuse) . The peculiarity of the
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performance lay not so much in the dance itself as in the music,
and when the character kyoku became the one most commonly

(9)
used to v/rite the first part of the name Kusemai , there was
no doubt full appreciation of the play on the meanings of this
character for, as well as ’crooked*, *bent*, it can also signify
* melody* • The unconventional nature of the music of Kusemai and
the punnings use of the first of the two characters with which
Zeami wrote the name are evident from his ’Ongyoku kowa-dashi (1 0)
kuden* ; ’Since Kusemai evolved from their own particular
line, there are points in which they are strikingly different
from plain music (tada-ongyoku). Thus it was that, even in the
name, “dance" (mai) was added to ** music” (kyoku/kuse)• Although
they come under the general name of music, it will be realised
from the fact that their name is written "music-dance" that they
have a distinct musical style....... Because the beat is the
main element in Kusemai, the word "dance" (mai) was added to
"music" (kyoku/kuse) . They were therefore called.JCusemai*.
Other references indicate that the novelty of Kusemai music was
sufficient to earn for the entertainment its rather disparaging
name. Zeami mildly observed that Kusemai ’have a musical style

(11) _ _  (12) that is different from the normal one * , but the G-o-hokoin-ki
was more emphatic in saying ’The beat in the dance defies 
description, being strange in the extreme’; and Imperial dis
approval is recorded in the following words; ’The retired Emperor 
Go-Komatsu suramoned a Kusemai dancer called Yohachi and had her 
dance before him. Having listened to her three or four times, he
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summoned her no more, saying that it was the music of an age of
(13turmoil. Later, sure enough, there came the Akamatsu troubles.’

If the music of Kusemai was considered unusual when 
it first arose, one of the most universally accepted forms of 
musical entertainment at the time was that known as Shirabyoshi. 
Yet the close similarities that existed between Shirabyoshi and 
Kusemai, and the fact that they are often mentioned together in 
works of the Muromachi period, leave little doubt that the one 
stemmed directly from the other. Because of their closeness, what 
is known about ^hii*abyoshi provides a useful background a 
which to set the detailed references to the later Kusemai

In view of the unconventional nature of Kusemai in
comparison with Shirabyoshi dances, it is interesting to find
that the latter had also suffered criticism from some quarters on
a similar score. Bkijiwara Moronaga, a twelfth-century noble, is 

(15)
quoted as saying; ’It is ever the way in the houses of China 
to learn the state of the country by watching the dances and 
listening to the songs. Now there are dances here called Shira
byoshi. One listens to the music and finds that, of the five, 
it is in the key of sho. This is the key of a nation in ruins.
One looks at the dances and finds that they consist of a dancer 
turning round with head held up to the sky. Such a sight is 
very painful. They are unpleasing dances, in both music and 
movement.’ But the years brought respectability to Shirabyoshi,

gainst
Uk)
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tlie above remarks having been made in the early part of their 
long history*

Ivloronaga lived from 1137 to 1192; and other records
enable the beginning of Shirabyoshi to be put back to about the
middle of the twelfth century* Two kindred works which were(16)
written about the end of that century- the Heike monogatari

17)and the Oempei seisuiki , state that the dances were first
performed by tv/o women called Shima no Ghitose and Waka no Mae
in the time of the retired Emperor Toba, who died in 1156, The

(18)
statement in a work of the third quarter of the twelfth century
that Fujiwara Michinori, who died in 1139? concerned himself
with the dances of dancing girls goes to corroborate the account

(19)
in the Tsure-zure-gusa that it was Michinori who originated 
Shirabyoshi by teaching a woman called Iso no Zenji some Bugaku 
dances which particulai*ly appealed to him* Thus, although the 
stories vary, the period given is the same in all cases.

The name Shirabyoshi, literally * white beat*,
was used equally of the dancers and of the dances themselves, and
although it has been explained in a number of ways, the most(20)
likely derivation is the one given, for example, by Takano ,
He suggested that the name arose because the accompaniment to(21)
the dances used used a * plain , ordinary beat* like that 
callejl shirabyoshi in Buddhist chanting (shomyo) and tada-byoshi 
in Bugaku, and that it came to be used also of the dances given 
to such a beat, abd of the people who gave them. But an early



explanation of the name was prompted by the characteristic white
dress of the dancers. The Heike monogatari. for example, follows
its mention of how Shirabyoshi arose by saying, * In the beginning

(22) (233 
the dancers wore suikan , upright eboshi and. at the waist. 

(2k)
a short sword decorated with silver; because of this, the 
dances were called men’s dances. Later, the eboshi and sword were 
discarded and only the suikan used. Thus it was that they came to 
be called Shirabyoshi.* The G-empei seisui~ki gives much the same

(25)account but states that the main garment was a hitatare at
<f26)

first and that this was replaced by suikan and hakama after
■fc*16 eboshi and short sword fell into disuse* The Tsure-zure-gusa
also describes the dress of the dancers as being white suikan.
short sword and eboshi. It makes no mention of the last two
being dispensed with, however, and although an illustration in

(27)the Shichinuichiban shokunin uta-awase , a much later work of 
the period 1504-21, does in fact show a Shirabyoshi dancer with
out headgear of any kind, it seems doubtful if the eboshi was 
simply abandoned once and for all at some time before the Heike 
monogatari was written. Evidence against this includes the fact 
that Kusemai performers wore eboshi and presumably followed 
Shirabyoshi in this as they did in the rest of their costume.
And, in Ho plays such as Funa-Behkei and Do.i'o-ni. eboshi are not 
only worn by the players representing Shirabyoshi but are also 
mentioned in the texts as part of their dress. It is hardly to 
be believed that eboshi were used, discarded, brought back into 
use and discarded yet again, as the records would indicate if
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taken chronologically and at their face value, and it may be that,
in omitting the eboshi, the sixteenth-century illustration was
following some very much earlier one or was, perhaps, influenced
by the accounts in such works as the Heike monogatari. In any
case, the main point is that Shirabyoshi dancers, who were so
overwhelmingly women that the name was used to mean a dancing-
girl, dressed as men for their performances and thereby provoked
the same strange pleasure that has been felt at this masquerade
by the audiences of entertainments ranging from women’s Kabuki
and Takarasuka-style revue in Japan to pantomime in England. In
the case of Shirabyoshi, there was probably at first a further
novel attraction in that the performers danced as well as sang,(28)
whereas women entertainers had previously only sung •

The early sixteenth-century illustration mentioned 
above shows the Shirabyoshi dancer sitting with a fan in her hand 
and a drum by her side. Other records amply bear out the obvious 
conclusions from this, namely, that the performer carried a fan 
while dancing and that the drum was the main instrument. The 
importance of the drum also suggests that it was the beat or 
rhythm rather than the melody that was the essential element in 
the accompaniment to the dance. This is supported by mentions 
of Shirabyoshi stamping during their dances and by the fact that, 
more often than not, performances are described as being ’counted’ 
instead of ’danced’.

Although Shirabyoshi performances naturally under-



went changes in the course of four hundred years or so, their
basic characteristics seem to have remained the same. Among the
descriptions of comparatively early performances, one text of

(29) ■
the Heike monogatari states that, when Hotoke Gozen performed

J30)
before Kiyomori, she first sang an imayo three or four times.
Then, to the accompaniment of a drum, she performed a dance for
him, towards the end of which she sang a waka as she moved around
stamping time. Another passage in the same work tells how Sen^u,

_ (31)another Shirabyoshi dancer, also sang roei . The accounts in 
the G-empei seisui-ki are much the same, but they use, in connect
ion with Shirabyoshi, the words seme, a term still found in Ho,(32)
for example, to indicate quick tempo, and issei , a short

(33)
introductory song form also used in Ho; and one text of the work , 
referring to Hotoke’s dance before Kiyomori, states that the

(34) lasted about two h&urs. The impression that the
dances were in two parts, the second being the faster, is con-

_ _ _ J35)firmed in other works. The Futsu shodoshu , written in the
late thirteenth century, states: ’Shirabyoshi - at first, when
the dancer .. enters, her impressive appearance delights the eye.
Later, when she moves around stamping her feet, the wonderful
sound of her voice amazes the ear. ’ Then, too, the Akizuki mono- 

(36)
gatari , a. story of the middle Muromachi period (c.1ij.75;»
tells how the second and quicker part lasted about one hour.
Although late for Kusemai performances, this period still number*

(37)
ed Shirabyoshi among its entertainers and other works dating 
fro in then provide further information about them. The Gikei-ki
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and the Kowaka dance Shizuka, for example, show that the instru
ments used then were drums, cymbals and flute, that all kinds of 
songs were used in addition to imayo and roei. and that the first
and last songs were usually ga no uta, ’auspicious songs’ .
The use of cymbals as well as drums can be taken back to at least 
the late thirteenth century, as they were mentioned then in the

recommended by him for use in Ho was fairly complete but lacked 
the diversity of songs known to have been present later, He said 
that players representing Shirabyoshi should sing a waka, an

rhythm, after which they should tread a fast, urgent dance (seme) 
until leaving the stage.

wore men’s costume in the form of suikan, hakama and, at least 
in certain periods, eboshi. The beat being the most important 
element in the dances, the usual instrument was the drum, accom
panied subsequently by cymbals. Only later, probably not before 
the middle of the fifteenth century, was the flute used to pro
vide melody* The performance consisted at first of an introductory 
song followed by other songs of various types accompanying a 
dance. This was sometimes a lengthy affair lasting an hour or 
more and was in tv/o parts, the second of them in a quick tempo 
marked by stamping. At some later date it became usual for the 
introductory and concluding songs to be auspicious, congratulatory

(38)

Azuma kagami . The very brief accou; 
ances given by Zeami in the ’Hosakusho

• The very brief account of ^hirabyoshi perform*
i in the ’Hosakusho’ shows that the form

f(A0)

issei* and then a song in the third key

To sum up, Shirabyoshi dancers carried fans and
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ones. The complete performance can therefore "be said to have 
followed the sequence of introduction, development and climax 
(no-ha-kvu) in having an introductory song, a two-part dance as 
the development section, and then a final song.

Although they were popular entertainers, Shirabyoshi 
dancers often performed for the nobility and won their patronage. 
A number of women dancers became the consoi»ts of men of high rank,

04particularly in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries .
The retired emperor G-o-Toba, for example, was married to a former
Shirabyoshi, and the rich estates he bestowed on another are said

causes of the j
to have been one of the/disturbances in 1221. Some members of |
the Fujiwara family likewise had Shirabyoshi as wives or mis
tresses, and among the liaisons between these women and members 
of great warrior families, the most famous is certainly that of 
Shizuka G-ozen and Minamoto Yoshitsune. In brief, a woman Shira
byoshi dancer was both entertainer and courtesan, the geisha of 
her day.

■ It is difficult to discover the exact social stand
ing of Kusemai players, but the little evidence there is suggests 
that it was low. After the popularity of Shii*abyoshi declined 
from the heights it had reached in the early Kamakura period and 
the patronage of the nobility became rarer, the dancers themselves 
became just one of many different types of popular entertainer, 
and there is no reason to suppose that those who gave a kindred 
fo'rm of entertainment like Kusemai would have enjoyed any higher
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social position. Also, in the fifteenth century, some, if not all,
(43)Kusemai performers came under the authority of shomonj1 , low-

class lay priests whose traditional line was divination hut who
also engaged in such quasi-religiOus ceremony as the recitation
of sutra at certain popular festivals and* from the early 1̂ 00*s,

(Mi,)\ fcTT / _ |Ll
in the performance of Kusemai • Shomonji were no more than 
lowly sei»vants of temples, though the authority they derived from 
their connection with them seems to have enabled them to maintain 
some control over the other various entertainers living in the 
locality* But their control was probably tenuous, especially over 
Shirabyoshi and Kusemai performers^ who were not usually organised

(45)into 2a dependent on a particular temple , and the patronage 
of persons of rank would have been sufficient to supersede it 
altogether. Kusemai dancers often performed before members of the 
nobility and sometimes won such patronage, though not so frequently 
as Shirabyoshi had done in their heyday. In 1^09, for example,
Higo Shigemitsu, a relative of the shogun Yoshimitsu, took with 
him on a visit to the Kurama-dera a number of his friends and two 
women Kusemai dancers of the Kaga group and gave the latter pre-

(46)
sents of clothes and money . But Kusemai and Shirabyoshi did 
not occupy a fixed position on & .clearly marked social scale. As 
professional entertainers they stood very largely outside the 
normal relationships, and the chances of high favour which their 
work brought them meant that their conditions of life varied from 
the very humblest to ones of ease and wealth in which they mixed 
with people of the highest rank on familiar, if not equal, terms.
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Apart from shomon.i i groups, Kusemai were perpetuated 
by lines of players which, to judge from Shirabyoshi, Sarugaku 
and the like, were no doubt family lines in the main* In the

(w)’Go-on’ Zeami states: 1Irue Kusemai consists of Kami©do,
(W) ,Shimo-do, Hishi-no-take, Tenjiku and the Kaga women • (Otozuru.

My late father learned from this line.) Kaga, in Nara, is said
(k9)

the have come down from the Hyakuman1 women’s Fushi-Kusemai .
Kusemai dancers have now all disappeared, leaving none but the
followers of Kaga of women’s Kusemai. It is this house /which
performs/'’ Kusemai on the floats at the Gion Festival.’ But if,
by about 1̂ -30, the. five groups of traditional Kusemai players
known to Zeami had dwindled to only one, Kusemai or modified
forms of them continued to be given by Barugaku players and
shomon.ii. and by tx*ue Kusemai players in areas away from the
capital where the dances no doubt had less competition from other
entertainments. In 1U27, for example, shomon.ii and young boys

. (50)from the province of Settsu performed Kusemai in Kyoto , and
as late as 11*66 an admirable performance is said to have been

(51)given there by players from the province of Mino . This group,
about a dozen in number, consisted of men, women and boys, and
the fact that Zeami referred to oply one of the five groups he
named as ’women’s Kusemai’ also indicates that, even among true
Kusemai players, women were not as predominant as they were among
Shirabyoshi. The Shichi.juichiban shokunin uta-awase. moreover,

(52)
represents a typical Kusemai dancer by a drawing of a man • It 
therefore seems that, although the existence of women players is



now somewhat better known - probably because one of them, Hyaku
man, is represented in the No play of that name, and another was 
I£an-ami1 s teacher - the Kaga line to which these two players 
belonged was unusual in consisting, solely of women. But this may 
have been a factor in the survival of this line, for performances 
by women were probably much more popular than those by men. This 
certainly seems to have been the case in II4.66, for on that occas
ion the women and boys carried out the main part of the programme 
while the men merely gave the opening piece.

One of the reasons for the lesser popularity of 
the men must have been that, when they wore the characteristic 
dress of Kusemai dancers, it did not have the appeal it did when 
worn by women and, to a lesser extent, by boys* That is, it was 
men’s dress and essentially the same for all Kusemai players, 
irrespective of sex or age* The record of the performance in \ .

(53) _ (54)II4.27 states that the boys wore suikan, oguchi and upright 
eboshi. and the men hitatare and oguchi. the same costume as 
that worn with an eboshi in the Uta-awase illustration. The cost
ume of women dancers is also known to have been suikan and _ (55)oguchi * The use of eboshi by women Kusemai performers may 
also be assumed from their use among other Kusemai players and 
Shirabyoshi and in performances of Kusemai in such No plays as 
Hyakuman and Utaura. The Uta-awase drawings show the Kusemai 
dancer carrying the same type of fan and having the same kind of 
drum by his side as the Shirabyoshi. The continued importance of



the drum in-Kusemai is easily understandable from what is known
(56)of the music , and the unfailing use* .of a fan by Kusemai per

formers is mirrored even now in Ho plays, viiiere the dancer always 
carries a fan during the kuse section. /

Kusemai performances must have consisted mostly of 
minor public ones on the varied occasions when a worthwhile audi
ence could be found* Kusemai were i*egularly performed on floats 
forming part of the procession in G-ion ceremonies in Kybto and(57)
other places , but such performances were seldom recorded,
being usually of no particular importance and an accepted part of
the scene. Like Sarugaltu and Dengaku, Kusemai were also given in
the private mansions of the nobility and at big subscription per-

(58)
formances open to all classes on payment of fixed entrance-fees •
On occasions, Kusemai subscription performances were on a scale
to match those of Sarugaku and Dengaku. One, in is on record
as having been performed for seven consecutive days before audi-

(59)ences of four or five thousand people • But mentions of this
type of performance are rare, and it seems clear that this was
because Kusemai were too limited in scope and lacked sufficient
richness and variety of content. It was probably in an attempt
to overcome this that combined Kusemai were sometimes given by(60)
two, oh perhaps more, players • To judge from such combined 
dances in Ho, these performances did not lead to any division of 
song or dance between the participants but consisted simply of 
the players singing and dancing the same piece in unison. This is 
also what the story of the Ho Mai-gumma would lead one to expect.
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In this, play a man and woman, estranged by her parents, meet again, 
by chance while performing a combined ICusemai at a Gion ceremony 
in the province of Totomi •

The combination of song and dance found in Shira
byoshi also existed in Kusemai where the fusion was pex’haps more(61)
complete . But there can be no doubt that, in Kusemai at least, 
the song was more important than the dance, and the music of the 
song more important than the words. The music was, in fact, the 
most distinctive part of a Kusemai performance. Some mention has 
already been made of its novel musical style and of its dubious 
reception in some quarters, and Zeami was at pains to point out 
in his Writings that it was quite different from the traditional 
musical style of Sarugaku. This Sarugaku style was known as ko-uta- 
bushi, being based on the songs known as Ko-uta, or, more express
ively, as tada-utai ’plain song’, 'true song' and tada-ongyoku(62)
'plain music*. The ’Ongyoku kowadashi kuden' contains a good
account of the musical characteristics of Kusemai and of the way 
in which these differed from the Sarugaku style:

'The difference between Kusemai and plain music is 
that, since Kusemai are sung with the beat as the main consider
ation, the words are carried along by the beat and, like the ; 
passage from one line to the next, count for very little. The fact 
that they are caught up in the beat, moreover, leads to conniption 
of the sound here and there. In spite of this, however, the style 
sounds consistent and is very attractive to hear. Because of the
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attractive quality of the beat, even the parts where the words 
are slightly corrupted sound as if they are in the same consist
ent style* This is how the Kusemai style sounds* Plain song has 
no adornment from the beat and is sung in a completely straight
forward way. The sound of the words, therefore, is quite unobr* 
scured. Thus, the framework of the music is revealed and from 
the sashi-goto and tada-kotoba through each line to the end, 
attention is held and minds made easy as singer and audience are 
of one heart, in keeping with the feeling of the piece. This is 
true feeling.*

The last part of this quotation suggests that Zeami 
is rather on the defensive in setting out the qualities of the 
traditional Sarugaku Ko-uta style, but his x*emarks on its char
acteristics are useful as indications of what the Kusemai style

(63)
lacked. Prom the ’Sarugaku dangi' we leaxm that ’Plain song 
has melody as its basis’, and that ’Plain music is, in its beauty, 
the acme of perfection in the way it fits the song.’ But Kusemai, 
far from putting the music to the words in a similar way, forced 
the words into the musical framework marked out by the beat.

(64)There is also reference in the ’Sarugaku dangi’ to the effect
this had on performance: ’In Shigehira the setting of ’’Kokô jso

(65)Embu no Nara-zaka ni” is unsuitable for a Kusemai . It is 
Ko-uta melody. Since it is a Kusemai, the sound should be carried 
along and altered. When the word Kakurete from the passage ”Ashi 
no hawake no tsuki no kage, kakurete sumeru Koya no ike” in the 
Kusemai Salkoku-kudari was sung with the feeling which inspires



the lines, Han-a said "Alter the sound still more, if it is a
Kusemai tune11, and so the present setting came ah out,' It appears(66)
from the 'Kyoku-zuke no shidaiT that, at least on some occas
ions, this alteration of the sound took the form of syllables 
being omitted altogether? 'Again, there is what is called a 
fffading voice" which consists of omitting the syllable which 
comes at the end of a sentence or line and passing on to the next 
line. In this the breath is deliberately allowed to escape in the 
middle of a syllable. This means that with the next breath a 
syllable is lost. It is a style found in Kusemai, for example,' 
That this very marked beat and weakness in melody sometimes led

(67)to monotony is revealed elsewhere in the Writings; t fOne feels
that the Kusemai Togoku-kudari is perhaps a poor piece. It has
too much in the same style. Nan-amidabutsu was skilful at melody
but with too much repetition of the tune it is said nowadays that(68)
it is women's Kusemai . ’ With its novel emphasis on rhythm at
the expense of melody and the great changes which this was to
bring to some of the traditional styles of music, Kusemai has

(69)been aptly described as the jazz of its day . The importance 
of the beat can hardly be overemphasized for, in addition to

t
Zeami1s statements, the irregular, prose-like texts of Kusemai 
also indicate that the 'singing' was probably little more than 
recitative, the words being chanted in a way similar, perhaps, 
to that of the Heike reciters.

What is known about the titles and texts of pure 
Kusemai pieces is best discussed in connection with the use of



Kusemai in Sarugaku* But it can "be said here that, so far as
can be seen, many of the early Kusemai had religious subject-
matter* Taishi* for example, dealt with Shotoku '̂aishi, the great
early champion of Buddhism in Japan, and the existence of other
pieces about him is shown by Zeami1 s description of it: ’Music
by my late father* This is one of the old Fushi-Kusemai telling

(70)
the story of Taishi* The author is unknown.’ Jigoku, another 

(71)
early Kusemai , was also Buddhist in content, and Shirahige, 
the first Kusemai written and set to music by Kan-ami, told the 
. story of the Shirahige Shrine. Although a preponderance of religi
ous material did not, in any case, long survive the stablishment 
of a connection with Sarugaku, Shirabyoshi songs are known to
have included long, prose-like pieces on such subjects as shrines,

(72)
temples and gods , and it may well imve been these that influ
enced early Kusemai. The structure of Kusemai is mentioned by

(73)Zeami in several places in his Writings* In the ’Hosakusho’, for
example, he states that the second of the two parts of a Kusemai

(7k)should be in a quick, urgent tempo, and in the ’Sarugaku dangi’
sgcys that a Kusemai should be in two parts and should begin and

J75)end with a shidai* a type of short song still used in Ho . The
structure, therefore, closely resembled that of the Shirabyoshi
performance in having short sung pieces before and after the
main dance section which was itself iii two parts, the second in

(76)
quick tempo . Indeed, the only obvious difference between the 
two was probably the character of the music.



A less obvious difference concerned the types of 
song to which the performers danced. Ffhereas, in the main, Shira
byoshi danced to various kinds of short popular songs, Kusemai 
players presented a more sustained and unified narrative piece. 
This may possibly have led to Kusemai developing a slightly 
different style of dancing from that of Shirabyoshi, one which 
had moved away from pure dance to embrace more descriptive move
ment. Ho evidence has been found for this, however, and the truth 
is that next to nothing is known about the kind of dance that 
was performed. In his explanations of Kusemai, Zeami dealt almost 
entirely with the musical side of the entertainment and never 
gave details aboyt the dance as such. When he did mention the 
dance, it was always in relation to the music, especially the
beat, and all we are told is that ’Since one stands and dances

(77)
Kusemai, the beat forms their basis’ ; and that ’The reason.
why the beat plays the most important part in Kusemai Is because

(73)
the performance consists of dance and song.’ Although, in the
beginning, the dance was presumably important enough to give the 
performance its name and the music its characteristic of very 
marked rhythm, to Zeami it was no more than a minor element in 
comparison with the music. It is true that the verb most often 
used with Kusemai in the Writings is mau ’dance’, but this does 
not necessarily mean that the danced part was the predominant 
element in the performance* Given the name Kusemai, the most 
natural verb to use in connection with it would be mau. What is 
of greater significance, therefore, is the fact that on a number
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of occasions Zeami goes out of his way to use instead the verb
utau ’ sing’. This^ together with Zeami’s laboui*ed explanations of
how the name Kusemai arose, has even led to the conclusion that

(79)the performances contained no dance at all . The above remarks(80)
by Zeami and obher mentions of a dance in contempoi’ary writings 
show clearly enough that there was some kind of action by the 
performer which could best be described as ’ dancing’. But, in 
the absence of any detailed comment,in the Writings, there is 
no reason to think that the dance consisted of anything very 
elaborate. It is likely that it was akin to the seme dance found 
in Shirabyoshi performances and that, with the stamping and turn
ing done in time to the music, its main function was in practice 
to accentuate the rhythm which provided the main attraction in
the performance. This would explain, perhaps, why Zeami described(81)
Kusemai in one place as being ’ something which one stands 
to sing. It is music which arises from one’s actions.’
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Notes To Chapter IV,

1* For literary evidence of these various uses, see Toda, *Kuse- 
mai no kehiqru1, Bngekishi kenkyu vol.2, 20-1.

2. Futsu -shodoshu. gtd. Nose, *No no sehko geijutsu1, Nogaku
gensho vol.2, 60.

3. See NO 705.
4. Nose, NO 706-7, sought to verify the 1318 date by working

hack M. time along a line of Kusemai performers, hut the 
number of them concerned is unknown and there is no reliable 
evidence to he had from this.

5. Diary kept by priests of the Oion Shrine, gtd. Iwahashi, Nihon
geino-shi 53.

6* l^N 217. Although the date of this work is uncertain, it is 
thought to have been written in the late 1420*3.

7. Kusemai continued to be given by other performers and in 
other areas, however. (See below.)

8* This use of kuse, either as a separate word or as a prefix, 
is to be found in works written as early as the beginning 
of the 11th. century (see Toda, op.cit. 20-1), and was not 
uhcommon as a prefix in the Muromachi period, being used in. 
No plays and in the Writings themselves. It is there most 
commonly found in the expressions kuse-mono (see S’anemori. 
Tori-oi-bune and TZN 224 and 271) and kuse-goto (see Toei. 
Aisome-gawa. Adachigahara and TZN 331) •gpftiiiiiniii ii»ii»..mi i i hi. v ■ ii in.   in t/ hIhJmi.j i nj utii— i—    v

9. See Iwahashi, op.cit. 45? for various other ways in which the
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word was written. When he did not use Icana, Zeami always
used the character $  to write the word guse, hut as the
Manzai Jugo nikki spelt it phonetically with Chinese char
acters in an entry for 11+27 (qtd. NS 70), there was evi
dently no universally accepted way of writing Kusemai at 
any rate hy the first half of the 15th. century.

10. TZN 72-3.
11. T Kyoku-zuke no shidai* , TZN 17̂4-.
12. Qtd. NS 289.
13* Toyashu kikigaki. qtd. Toda, op.cit. 32.
1l+. For good accounts of Shirahyoshi which include most of the

literary references given helo?/, see Toda, op.cit. 25-32; 
Ogata, Ocho engei-shi 292-31+6; and Iwahashi, op.cit. 36-1+1+. 

5̂* Zoku ko.iidan vol.2, given in Gudsho rui.iu series 1, vol.27 
hk.l+87, 651-2.

16. Bk.1 ’ G-iot, Yuhodo hunko ed., vol.25, 11-2.
17. Bk.17. ’Gio, Ginyo, Hotoke no Mae no koto*, Yuhodo hunko ed.,

vol.26, 551.
^8* Bunkidan hk.2, qtd. Toda, op.cit. 26.
19. Sec. 225* See Ogata, op.cit. 293-306, for discussion on the

origins of Shirahyoshi in which he suggests that the char
acteristic pieces prohahly derived from such B.ugaku dances 
as Manshuraku and Goshoraku.

20. Nihon kayo-shi 278-9* Bee also Ogata, op.cit. 298-9*
21. Cf. the use of the term shirapcoe in connection with the chant

ing of the Heike monogatari where it means a 1 natural into
nation* more or less as in speech; that is, with no musical
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tune superimposed.
22. A high-necked over-garment, usually white in colour; a type 

of kari-scinu.
23# Kboshi was the general term for variou^bypes of ceremonial

caps worn "by men of rank.
Sayaraaki; this had no handguard, hut the scahhard was hound 
r&und with cord. The ends of the cord were tied round the
thigh to prevent the-scahhard lifting when the sword was
drawn.

25* An over-garment similar to a suikan except that, instead of 
buttoning up to the neck, it crossed at the front to give 
an open, V-shaped neckline.

26. A garanent like wide trousers or long, divided skirt.
27. Contained in the Gunsho ruinu series 1, vol.30 bk.563>

The illustration in question, however, is reproduced in 
a number of places, including Nihon bungaku daiiiten vol.l+ 
126, and Toda, op.cit. 21+.

28. According to Nose, *No no sehko geijutsu1, Nogaku zensho vol
2, 1+6-7*

29. Bk.1 *Gio ga koto1, the Takano text qtd. Toda, op.cit. 27-8.
30. A type of popular song which arose about the middle of the

Heian period (791+-1191) and lasted on into the 16th. cent
ury. See Ogata, op.cit. 216-91, and Iwahashi, op.cit.19-36 

31* Bk.10 !Senju!, Yuhodo bunko ed., vol.25, 1+79-80. Roei were
poems written in Chinese which were set to music; see 
Iwahashi, op.cit. 10-9.
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!
32. The term is also used in the song given beside the illustrat-j

ion of a Shirahyoshi in the Tsurugaoka hojo-e shokunin uta- 
awase. qtd. Iwahashi, op.cit. 1+1. For uses of seme and 
issei in the Gernpei sexsui-ki. see Yuhodo bunko ed., vol.
26, 556, and vol.27, l+79> respectively.

33. Nanto-bon, qtd. Toda, op.cit. 30.
3l+. Thought to derive originally from Bugaku, this dance seems

to have been closely associated with shirabyoshi, at least 
in the early Muromachi period: it is often connected in 
No plays with roles representing Shirahyoshi, and Kan-ami 
is said to have been taught the ramb.voshi formerly danced 
in the No Higaki by the spirit of a famous Shirahyoshi 
dancer (dikkansho, qtd. Nonomura, Nogaku kokonki 12-3)*
To 3udge from the form still found in No’, the dance con
sisted m&inly of slight movements of the feet in time to 
drum-beats at long intervals. Because of its difficulty, 
it is now found only in the play Do.io-.ii. but it used to 
be performed also in Iligaki. Soshi-arai Komachi and Sumi- 
yoshi-mo’de (see Kobayashi, 1 No no buyo1 , Nogaku zensho 
vol.l+, 53-h).

35* Qtd. Toda, op.cit. 28.
36. ibid. 30*
37* It is not certain when Shirahyoshi disappeared, but Iwahashi, 

op.cit. 1+3, thinks that it was probably at the beginning 
of the Bdo period.

38. Toda, op.cit. 29-30. Although the flute was no doubt used
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in the Muromachi period, the Azuma kagami makes no mention 
of this instrument in describing the same performance by 
Shizuka as the Gdkei-ki. See Ogata, op.cit. 299.

39* Ogata, ibid.
1+0. TZN 1 1 5 .

1+1. According to Toda, op.cit. 53 n.22., it is not altogether
certain that the phrase san.iu no seikyoku refers to a song 
at a certain musical pitch; but see ZJH vol.2, 619-20.

i+2. See Iwahashi, op.cit. 36f7*
1+3* See, for example, Iwahashi, op.cit. 62, and Nose, TNo* no

senko geijutsu*, Nogaku zensho vol.2, 61. But no evidence 
has been found for such a relationship before the 15th. 
century and it may be that control of Kusemai performances 

shomonji arose only after they began to be given by 
sh.omon.1i themselves and that their control did not extend 
to true Kusemai players. On shomon.ii. see OBG 118-21+; and 
Mori sue, * Chusei jiin-nai ni okeru shomonji no kenkyu, Nihon 
shukyo-shi kenkyu. which was, however, unavailable to me.

1+1+. QBG- 118-20 and Hayashiya, Kabuki izen 1 ii+-8.
1+5. In the 15th. century there were za of shomon.ii who special

ized in Kusemai, but they were temple dependants who took 
over the performances and not true Kusemai players in origin,

1+6. Kyogen-kyo-ki. qtd. iwahashi, op.cit. 5l+. See below on the 
Kaga group.

1+7. TZN 217-8.
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48. From what follows and from the reference to the Kaga Kusemai 
dancers given above, it seems that, when Zeami was writing, 
Kaga was the general name for a line of players rather 
than the name of a particular person, otherwise Known as 
Otosuru, as has been generally assumed* It is interesting 
to note in this connection the existence of Shirabyoshi 
with the name of Kaga (see Iwahashi, op.cit* 44). 1^ view 
of there being two priestesses called Kaga and Otozuxui at 
the Kasuga Shrine in 13*4*9 (see App.2,385 )> it is also
tempting to seek some connection between them and the
Kusemai players. While such a connection is not altogether
impossible, the difference in status between the two groups 
makes it unlikely without further evidence.

1*9. The traditional style of Kusemai as opposed to the later, 
modified kind.

50. Manzai J u r o  nikki. qtd* NS 70.
51. Go-hokoin-ki, qtd. NS 289-90.
52. The figure has generally been taken by Japanese writers to

be that of a woman, but Toda (op.cit. 33) assumed it to 
be male and a comparison with the drawing of the woman 
Shirabyoshi dancer accompanying it shows that this is so.

53. Manzai Juro nikki, qtd. NS 70.
54. A longs stiffened divided skirt; a type of hakama. ’
55. Zoku-shigusho, qtd. Toda, op.cit. 33.
56. See below, pp. 114-6
57. See ’Go-on1, TZN 217-8 and the Paigeki shikaki. qtd. NS 5;
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and the No Mai-guruma. The text of this play, which is not 
in the present No repertoires, is given in the Yokyoku 
hyoshaku vol.5, and in a short article in the periodical 
Kanze 1956, vol.23 no.5.

58. The Manzai Jugo nikki (qtd. NS 70), for example, tells of 
a private performance in the Myohoin in 1427 and of a
kanjin performance at the Kiyomizu-dera two years earlier.

59* Go-hokoin-ki. qtd. NS 289.
60. ibid.
61. According to Nose, ’No no sehko gei^utsu’, Nogaku zensho

vol.2, 61.
62. TZN 74.
63. TZN 294 and 291.
64. TZN 294-5.
65. Shigehira iS. thought to be connected with the discarded

Pia^ Nasa sotoba. the line quoted being found in the Kuse
section of that play.

66. TZN 175.
67. ’ SD’ , M  358.
68. This description of the piece probably signified that it

was more in the traditional Kusemai style than v/as usual 
at the time. As has been seen, the Kaga house of women 
performers was the last traditional Kusemai group in the 
Nara area.

69. NK 64.
70. ’Go-on’, TZN 215.
71. In the ’Go-on’, TZN 218, Zearni stated that Jigoku was used
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in the No Hyakuman* But the line quoted does not occur in 
the present text of the play nor in the No Uta-ura which 
contains Jigoku as its kuse section. Bee Ghap.V below 011 
the kuse in No plays.

72. The Tsure-zure-gusa. sec. 225, says that Shirabyoshi *sang 
of the lives of the gods and Buddhas*. .See also Iwahashi, 
op.cit. 41*

73- TZN 115.
74. TZN 295.
75. It consists of two lines of 7 and 5 syllables which are then

repeated and followed by two more lines, usually of 7 and
4 syllables. So far as can be seen now, however, the second 
shidai in a Kusemai did not repeat the first couplet. The 
question of whether the term shidai as used by Zeami meant j

i
the same as it does in No today is discussed below, Ghap.V,; 
138-40 .

76. The scale and internal structure of the pieces to which this
framework was applied remain a problem, however. See Ghap,
V, 138 , below.

77. T SD*, TZN 294.
78. *Kyoku^zuke no shidai*, TZN 174.
79. YSK 22. Kobayashi did not repeat this, however, in his acccunt

of Kusemai in his later NK 59-64.
80. See, for example, the quotation from the Go-hokoin-ki on p.

102 above*

81* * Ongyoku kowadashi kuden*, TZN 73*



CHAPTER V

ICusemai And Sarugaku* 1

Kan-ami , the head of the Kame school of Barugaku, 
took the trouble to leara the Kusemai style of music and intro
duced it into his own performances* Zeami told how !In earlier 
times Kusemai were a distinct line of their own and were not 
widely sung. But as they have been sung in more recent times in 
a softened form, with a mixture of Ko-uta style, they have a- very 
great appeal indeed. Because it sounds so attractive, the,style 
of Kusemai has now become all the rage. This music is now enjoyed
everywhere because my late father sang Kusemai in Sarugaku No. The(0first was the music of the Kusemai Shirahigej Zeami*s state
ment that his father learned Kusemai from one Otozuru, a member
of the Kaga women" s group in Naea, has already been mentioned but(2)
it is corroborated by the remark in the 1 Sarugaku dangi* that 
*Kan-a was skilled at Betting pieces to music* His style was that 
of Otozuru.* One reason that has been suggested for Kan-ami* s 
choice of teacher is that, if the style of women Kusemai perform
ers was less harsh than others, he may have had the foresight to

(3)acquire mastery of one of the less extreme styles of Kusemai . 
While this may be. so, it seems equally possible, since the Kaga 
group was located in Nara, that Otozuru was the most convenient 
teacher for Kan-ami and may, in any case, have been well known, to 
him personally*

There is no direct reference in the Writings to the



date of Kan-ami*s study and adoption of Kusemai, but the period 
during which they took place can be narrowed down to some extent.

(4)
In the Qo-on* Zeami lists five Kusemai played in Sarugaku and 
then says, *The above are the Kusemai dating from the Oan era 
/j\ 368-74„Z to the Shitoku era Z3 384-67*1 Since Shirahige was the 
earliest Kusemai presented in Sarugaku and is one of the five in 
the list, it is clear that, unless Pan no koro yori is given the 
unlikely interpretation of * from but not including Oan*. the ad-

(5)option took place between 1368 and 1374* Some writers , however, 
have thought that, since Kan-ami would have had more leisure for 
the study of other forms of entertainment after he won the patron
age of Yoshimitsu in 1374> Zeami meant only the last full year
of Oan, that is, ’137k, by his reference to that period. As Nose 

( 6‘)
points out , that would be rather strange, and the reputation 
Kan-ami had already acquired before 1374 was perhaps itself 
largely due to his successful use of Kusemai. Furthermore, it 
would have been quite possible for Kan-ami to have studied under 
a local teacher in Nara at any stage in his career when he was 
living in Yamato and, inasmuch as the interest of the shogun must 
have led. Kan-ami to spend some of his time with him in Kyoto, it 
would, if anything, have made such study more difficult than 
before. The date of the beginning of Yoshimitsu* s patronage, there
fore, adds to, rather than detracts from, the possibility of 
Kan-ami*s interest in Kusemai having shown itself first during 
the years 1368-74. In any case, it can be shown that, although 
Kan-ami died in 1384 at the comparatively early age of fifty or
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fifty-one, it was not in tlie closing years of his life that this
(7)happened# In the first place, Han-ami set to music Kusemai

^8) o (9)written after Shirahige and he died in the third moon of 130*1 *
Also, the story told in the *Sarugaku dangi* about the writing
of Togoku-kudari 1 The Journey Down To The Eastern Provinces1
enables the latest possible date for the adoption of Kusemai to(10)
be taken back still more to about 1378. It says of Rin-ami , 
the writer of the Kusemai in question: 1 Having displeased Rokuon-
(11)in , he ^Journeyed down to the eastern provinces and, after

some time had passed, wrote the Kusemai of that name* During the
time that Zeami was called Fujiwaka, he was made to sing it*
Thereupon, the shogun asked who the author was and he was re- (12)
called.f How Fudiwaka was Zeami1 s child-name which would have 
been used of him only before he went through the coming-of-age

iceremony. If it is assumed that he had done this by the end of
. (13)

1378, his sixteenth calendar year , it follows that Rin-ami 
had written Togoku-kudari before then and that Kan-ami1 s work on 
Kusemai had begun still earlier. In short, his first presentation 
of Kusemai in Sarugaku probably took place between 1368 and 137^» 
and was certainly not later than 1378.

Having mastered the Kusemai style, Kan-ami wrote 
the piece called Shirahi&e and gave it during a Sarugaku per-

(1̂ )formance . It was common then, as it is still, for Sarugaku 
players to add variety to their performances by giving short 
songs and dances as well as the main items of Ho and Kyogen



(15)plays , and this was no doubt Kan-amifs only object in perform
ing Kusemai at all. There is nothing to show that he had any far- 
reaching plans for giving Kusemai a permanent place in the Saru
gaku repertoire or for effecting a merger between the two styles 
of music. Indeed, the two styles were at first kept quite separata* 
Zeami explained that ’Sarugaku was wholly in the Ko-uta style, 
with Kusemai quite distinct. But ever since Kan-a sang the Kusemai 
Shirahige in Sarugaku, both styles have been sung. Since it con
sists only of a rising and falling /of the voice, our̂ T" is not a

(16)
thorough-going Kusemai style, for it has been softened down.’
As might be expected, the earlier pieces were nearer in style to
original Kusemai than were those written later, although the
modification to which Zeami referred in the above quotation
appears to have been present, at least to a slight extent, from

(17)
an ealy date. In the ’G-o-on’ he says, ’Thus, although Shira-
hige, Yura no minato and Jigoku are within Sarugaku, they are(18)
just like true Kusemai’, but adds in a note to Yura no minato 
which, judging from its position in the list, was only Kan-ami1 s 
second venture at writing Kusemai, that it was the first piece 
to be set to Kusemai music with an atmosphere of elegant beauty. 
The modification of Kusemai music within Sarugaku continued, and 
Togoku-kudarl and Saikoku-kudari» which were written by Rin-ami 
and set to music by Kan-ami and Kan-ami respectively, were unequi
vocally described as being in a softer musical style than true 

(19)Kusemai • Kusemai intended for performance as separate items 
continued to be written by Sarugaku players until well into the



(20)
fifteenth century , and these later pieces were no doubt given |
musical settings that were less and less like the early, true
Kusemai style. The traditional type of Sarugaku music was also
changing at the same time: ’How, when the Kusemai style of singing
is softened and approaches that of the Ko-uta, people are not
aware of the gradual change in the music. The dances themselves
have a mixture of Ko-uta music, and the Ko-uta have something of(21)
the Kusemai style.’ Thus, within Sarugaku, both types of 
music were continually changing by the partial assimilation of a 
new element, the Kusemai style on the one hand and the Ko-uta on 
the other. The result was a variety of styles within each, depend
ing on how much emphasis had been put on the one side or the other.(22) |
Zeami’s warning in the ’Sarugaku dangi’ that ’Kusemai should j
be sung as Kusemai and various forms distinguished even within
Ko-uta’ shows that the two always had for him distinct musical
characters of their own* There were some people who were less j

(23) 'discerning, however, for in the ’Go-on* he laments that ’With ,
all and sundry merely amusing themselves with music, there is no 
one who even knows the difference between the cxuality of voice 
used for Kusemai and that for plain song.’ But this did not pre
vent him from approving of the definite blend of the two forms 
which came to be known as ’Ko-uta-bushi Kusemai’, Ko-uta-style 
Kusemai: ’Nowadays there are often heard Ko-uta-style Kusemai,
which are Kusemai in the style of plain song. This is a style of(21+)
graceful and elegant "beauty.'
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What of the reactions of the Kusemai players to this
extensive use of their art ?. It is likely that, at first, they
sought to profit from it by using the material written by Sarugaku

(25)
players* When, in the’Go-on* , Zeami mentioned Rin-ami *s
Togoku-kudari and Saikoku-kudari immediately after the three
earlier Kusemai and said of these two pieces that they were not
given by players of true Kuesmai, he thereby implied that the
other three were* There is, indeed, no reason to suppose that
they were not, for it would have been natural for players of the
minor entertainment to take advantage of the wider popularity
their art was enjoying by usingpleces written by outsiders,
especially when the music was in their own traditional style.
When it was not, as In the 'case of Rin-ami*s two works, they
held aloof until the necessary compromise seemed to offer the
only chance of avoiding complete extinction. That is, at least,
once conclusion that could be drawn from an apparent contradiction
in the Writings s namely, that although the * Go-on’ , as mentioned
above, stated that Togoku-kudari and Saikoku-kudari were not(26)
performed by true Kusemai players, the *Sarugaku dangi* 
recorded that the latter piece had been taken over and performed 
by them. It therefore seems that the uncompromising attitude of 
the numerous Kusemai groups mentioned by Zearai played some part 
in their gradual disappearance until, at some time after about 
1100, their remnants had no choice but to offer their audiences 
the style of music that was proving so popular in Sarugaku.
Even that could not make good the decline, but, all unknown to
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them, their art had had a far more profound and lasting effect 
by its adoption into Sarugaku than it could ever have had as 
an independent form.

The names of more than a dosen Kusemai written 
for use as independent items in Sarugaku performances are 
known from the Writings, hut perhaps no more than three of them 
can claim to have survived without having heen preserved in

- - (27)some form within No plays. These are Togoku-kudari ,
(2 8 7  ™"  .....

Saikoku-kudari and, possibly, Taishi . Almost without
exception, the Kusemai current in Sarugaku were absorbed into,
or in many cases, made into, Ho plays. In their present form,
some of Kan-ami1s plays contain Kusemai or, as they have come to

_ (29)
be called when occurring with Ho plays, kuse . But in view

(30)
of the frequency with which plays were amended , it is
impossible to say with certainty whether they were put there
by him or, what comes to almost the same thing, whether Kusemai
were ever used in No plays during his lifetime. But the

(31)
quotation in the 'G-o-on1 of a line from a piece called
Ri ffujin, which was set to music by Kan-ami, proves to be the 
same as the beginning of the sashi preceding the kuse in Zeami! s 
play Hana-gatami. Ri ffu.jin is not described in the TGo-on1 as 
a Kusemai, and if it were a No play, like most of the pther 
pieces quoted there that are not so described, this would be 
some indication that Zeami used in his own play the kuse section 

Ri Runin and, therefore, that kuse were used in plays 
before the death of Kan-ami. Rrom the time of Zeami, at any
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rate, they came to "be used so extensively in No plays that, of
the two hundred and forty or so in the present repertoires, only

(32)
seventy do not have a section of this kind • Some kuse 
sections - the one common to the plays Jinen ko;)i and Toei, for 
example - are quite unconnected in content with the plays of 
which they form part and are therefore thought to he closely 

hased on Kusemai current at the time the plays were written.
In most cases, hoy/ever, the kuse contain the main account of the 
story of the play itself, so that either they must have heen 
written specially for the plays like the othei* sections in them,

(33)
or the plays were huilt around original Kusemai , In addition
to the kuse sections in No plays, all the present-day schools of
No have a..number of short songs,which, being of especial musical
merit, are used as solo pieces and known as Kusemai ar Rankyoku,

(3U)according to the school. There are a number of collections of
these pieces dating from the first half of the seventeenth cent- 

(35)ury onwards , but since they consist almost entirely of kuse
sections taken from plays, they are seldom of use on the question
of the original form of Kusemai and are sometimes positively

(36) 
misleading •

It is not to be expected that Kusemai should have 
been used in No plays without their original form being frequent
ly modified* But among the approximately one hundred and seventy 
kuse in the plays of the present No repertoires, to say nothing 
of those in plays no longer performed, there must clearly be some

i

which preserve very closely the original form of the independent,



Kusemai from which they derived. In deciding which these are, the 

two or three Kusemai thought to he extant in their original form 
and Z.eami* s statement that Kusemai began and ended with a shidai 
and were in two parts (ni-da'n) should provide useful evidence. On 
examination, however, the problem is far from straightforward.

In the first place, kuse vary very widely in their
(37)

structure . The most complete form of the whole kuse section
(38)

consists of shidai. lcuri, sashi , the kuse proper (a longish 
song by the chorus, in the course of which the shite interpolates 
two short lines known as the ageha) ,and, finally, the first shidai
repeated. This form with two ageha is known as a two-dan kuse, 
but no more than four plays have it in its complete form; another 
has it complete except that it contains only a one-dan kuse (that 
is, there is only one ageha); and five have the two-dan kuse it
self but are deficient in some respect in the other forms.
More than ninety-five, or well over half, of the kuse in Ho’ have 
no shidai and consist only of kuri, sashi and one-dan kuse. The 
remainder have kuse sections in even more abbreviated forms. 
Secondly, two of the three Kusemai thought to exist still in their 
original form have structures different from anything found 
elsewhere and from what Zeami described: Togoku-kudari consists 
of kuri, sashi,kuse with two ageha, sashi and kuse with four 
ageha; and Saikoku-kudari consists of sashi,kuse with three ageha, 
sashi and another section with three ag-ehh. Finally, Zeami *s 
descriptions of the structure of Kusemai are open to several
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interpretations. It is not always certain, for example, what
type of Kusemai he had in mind, since he applied the same name
to the independent form, both within and without Sarugaku, and
to kuse within No plays* Talking of the construction of No(UO)
plays in the ’Nosakusho’ , for example, he recommended certain 
numbers of lines for Kusemai1, that is, kuse, consisting of kuri* 
sashi and a one-dan kuse* Then, immediately after a reference

( W  )
Hyakuman and Yamauba in the same work ,he mentioned that

Kusemai should have two parts (ni-dan), the second of which
should he a quick tempo, and again made it clear that he meant
the form within a No play. He presumably also meant this when,(K2)
in the ’Sarugaku dangi1 , he said the same thing and added 
that a Kusemai should begin and end with a shidai * But, on the 
face of it, the above references are contradictory. Hyakuman and 
Yamauba do not have kuse sections consisting only of kuri * sashi 
and a one-dan kuse; and shidai forming part of a kuse section 
are to be found in only a handful of No plays and in none of

(U3)
those with texts still existing in Zeamif s own hand . ibid if 
it is said that Hyakuman and Yamauba are special cases in that 
their kuse sections are intended as representations of actual

Kusemai performances and that their use of shidai to begin and 
end their kuse sections therefore indicates that this was the 
structure of true Kusemai, one is immediately faced with the 
difficulty that none of the three extant ’reliable’ Kusemai has 
shidai at all* further difficulties arise from doubts about 
the meaning of terms used by Zeami. His statement that Kusemai
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began and ended with shidai and had two dan is more often quoted 
than discussed, but Toda,who is one of the very few writers to 
consider the question of the structure of Kusemai in any detail,

(44)
raised the question of what exactly he meant by shidai and dan. 
Shidai, he suggests, may not have had the limited sense it has 
in No today, but may have meant some musical form or a kind of 
introductory song of no fixed length, ibid ni-dan* he points put, 
has at least three possible interpretations: it may have meant 
a kuse with two ageha. the same, that is, as what is now known 
as a ni-dan kuse; or the sections before and after one ageha, in 
what is now known as an ichi-dan kuse; or two large-scale sections 
forming one long piece as in Togoku-kudari and Saikoku-kudari. In 
view of the range of possibilities which these doubts open up and 
the wide variation among the forms of Kusemai as now known, Toda 
concluded that a decision about the original structure of Kusemai

(k5)
would have to await new evidence.

While it is true that no conclusion on this point 
can as yet be wholly certain, a reasonable decision does seem 
possible on the available evidence provided that allowance is 
made for some exceptional cases whose existence is inevitable 
because Kusemai are now usully found only in mutilated forms. 
First, however, some of the outstanding points mentioned above 
must be resolved. The most important of these concerns Zeami* s 
accounts of the structure of what he described as Kusemai. What 
exactly he meant by the term ni-dan is not easily determined, but 
it can be said that he used the word shidai to mean the same short
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song of three couplets that is found in No today under that name.
(i+6>)

The lines he quotes under the heading shidai in the Writings>  f J l J i  M l l . f  II ■  ■ ■  II I ■ ! ! > ■ ! >  I » I J ^ l l l  ■ > !  w(U7)
and in M s  own handwritten Ho texts leave no doixbt of this. 
Then there is the "broader question of Zeami1 s accounts themselves. 
He uses the name 1 Kusemai* of the items given by the traditional 
Kusemai players, of the pieces given as separate entertainments 
within Saruga&u, and of the derived section within a Ho play now 
called the kuse. Since there would have "been no object in his 
describing the composition of a form completely outside Sarugaku, 
he must, strictly speaking, have had either Sarugaku Kusemai or 
kuse in mind when he was describing the Kusemai structure; but 
the former can confidently be taken as identical with true Kuse
mai, for it would have been pointless for Sarugaku players to 
modify the usual Kusemai structure in pieces intended to be given
independently. Examination of the Ho texts extant in Zeami’ s own 

IkS)
hand shows that not one of those with a kuse has a shidai 
as part of that section, and it can therefore be safely assumed 
that he did not intend the full Kusemai structure to be applied 
to the ordinary run of kuse in Ho, and that he disposed of this 
section of a Ho play by his account of the kuri, sashi, and one-:— —ms)dan kuse form in the earlier part of the ’Hosakusho* . Hyakuman
and Yamauba. which are mentioned just before the later ’Hosakusho’

(50)
account of the structure of Kusemai to which they conform , can 
therefore be looked on as exceptional cases in that it was intend
ed to represent true Kusemai within those plays. This, moreover, 
is hardly invalidated by the absence of shidai in ’reliable*
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Kusemai since Togoku-kudari and Saikoku-kudari were, I suggest,
not Kusemai at all in their written form* Their length alone sets
them apart from any other known Kusemai or kuse and, even allowing
for the doubt about the meaning of ni-dan as used by Zeami, they
vary from his account of the Kusemai structure by having no shidai

(51) _either at the beginning or end * Togoku-kudari was written 
while Rin-ami was in the eastern part of Japan, and was put to 
music by Nan-ami in the capital* These circumstances add greatly 
to the likelihood that what Rin-ami wrote merely as a poetic 
description of his journey was put to music by his friend in a 
Kusemai style* Because the venture was successful, the sister 
piece written later was set to music by Kan-ami in a similar way* 
The composers of the music could provide kuri, sashi and kuse 
sections from the texts as these were distinguished by different 
styles of music and singing, but the shidai * which consisted of 
a definite metrical arrangement, had necessarily to be omitted. 
Although Zeami refers to these two pieces elsewhere in the Writ
ings by the term Kusemai, the way in which he talks of them in

(52)
the ’Go-on* lends weight to the view that Hiey were character
istic of Kusemai only in their musical setting. Unlike the other 
three pieces making up the five he lists there as the Kusemai 
written between the Oan and Shitoku eras, the two in question do 
not have ’Kusemai* or *Fushi-Kusemai* as part of their titles.
Jmd when Zeami went on to say that the two pieces *. * * tada Rin-a
sakusho to shite. Han-a Kanze no fushi-zuke nari*, he surely

(53)intended the otherwise puzzling * tada* to give the meaning
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that they were ’just writings /T* e., not real KusemaiJ?’ by Rin-
ami which were set to music by Kan-ami and Kan-ami.! Finally, the
alternation of lines of seven and five syllables in these two
pieces, with only occasional variation, is by no means usual in

(5h)kuse9 which are notoriously irregular , a further indication 
that they were not intended in the first place as Kusemai.

Having eliminated the stumbling-block of the two 
pieces by Rin-ami and established that, according to Zeami, Kuse
mai contained the known form of the shidai. it is possible to 
gather together three-groups of pieces, each of which should con
tain some with forms close to that of original Kusemai. The first 
group consists of kuse with shidai at the beginning and end, as 
Zeami laid down, or, allowing for some shortening when the Kusemai 
form was used in plays, with one shidai only. The second consists 
°£ kuse which can be shown to have been based on Kusemai mentioned 
in the Writings and which are therefore likely to be closer to 
the original form of Kusemai than passages written only as kuse
sections for Ho. And the third consists of kuse which were intendec

(55)to represent performances of Kusemai within the plays themselves * 
If there are pieces which qualify for inclusion in more than one 
group and these show some uniformity of structure, the form they 
present can reasonably be taken as the nearest it is possible to 
get at present to the original form of independent Kusemai. The 
three groups contain the following pieces:-



; No plays with kuse containing shidai.

Hyakuman - shidai * kuri* sashi9 2-dan kuse* shidai
Kakitsubata - it 9 it 9 tt 9 ti 9 t i

Utaura tt 9 tt 9 tt 9 II 9 tt

Yamauba - $ II 9 II 9 tt 9 t i

Togan ko.ii it 9 tt 9 t t 9 1-dan kuse. it

Gen j i kuyo tt 9 it 9 If 9 2-dan kuse.
(56)

Oki-no-in - it 5 ft * ti
3

tt •
T J 5 7 )No Gio It 9 It 9 II 9 tt «
Hagoromo - tt 9 It 9 it 9 1-dan kuse*'
Sakura-gawa ~ II 9 tt 9 tt 9 it *
Tenko - tt 4 it !B tt

3
tt *~ IfIT Tffi>*i~̂i'nnW'inT'l ^

Yokihi tt 9 It 9 tt 9 it •
Kamo monogurui - tt 9 sashi* 2-dan kuse.

(58)
Group II: No plays with kuse derived from Kusemai*
> ii •* l i r f  ii > H i ^W Tii* i am «■■!*» <*+ v  t i in i i ipwnpi* 11

(59),
l' f Hyakuman } — (see Group I above}*(60)

lit aura (Jigoku ) — ( ,f 11 11 11 )•
(61)

Yamauba (Yamauba ) -. ( 11 H ” ,r ).
. _ (62)Kashiwagaki (Zenko-ii ) *» kuri * sashi * 2-dan kuse

(63)Yura inonoHumi (Yura no minato )— " , " ,  "
(6 U ) '  ’

Awa.ii (Awa.ii ) - " . " . 1-dan kuse
»ra*Wtatrr-ll IlllflW lfl, Itf '  * | nip W j. __ t  r +>■"*»» ■'!(65)
Fuji-san (Fuji-san ) - 1f f 11 9 H

(66)JggH Taj shi (Taishi ) - " , " , "
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_ (67) Koya monogurui (.Koya )
ou tShirahige (Shirahige )

/ - ( 9 KYoro-boshi (Yoro-boshi )
_  -  f70)

Hana-gatami (Ri Fulin • )

~ kuri, sashi, 1-dan kuse.
„  it

tt

” sashi, 2-dan kuse.

; No plays in which kuse represent Kusemai.

(71)
Hyakuman
fmrlhWrwfr i

Kakitsubata
Utaura
Yamauba

Genii kuyomm.Ti.ij ■■ m INf t-P i' m fifr'iHi i ■*

T \ l 7 2 7RoGio
Kamo monogurui 
Gao

(75)

(73)

(76)

Shima-meguri
Kagetsu 

78
Soei

(77)

(а) Bi.iin soroe'  v . a— i t W i w > a 3 t w i l ii. **

(б) Tsumado

see Group I above).
u ft ).

u
it

).
).
).
).
).
).

“ kuri * sashi * 1-dan kuse.
„ tt it tt

9 9

sashi, 2-dan kuse. 
11 , 1 -dan kuse.

A comparison of the plays in these groups shov/s that 
Hyakuman. Utaura and Yamauba are included in all three and that 
all these plays have their kuse sections in the form of shidai, 
kuri, sashi» and a two-dan kuse ending with some form of the first
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shidai. Genii kuyo, Kakitsubata. Kamo monogurui, Ro Gio and T^gan 
koji were all included in Group I and, as their kuse were not 
specifically described as Kusemai in the texts of the plays, some
what less certainly in Group IIlf and these five plays, too, prove 
to have kuse sections with structures very close to the one common 
to the other three. The one furthest from it is the kuse in Kamo 
monogurui ? and even that has a shidai. sashi. and a two-dan kuse. 
As the way in which the three groups were composed meant that the 
problem of the original Kusemai structure was being approached 
from three different directions, there seems little doubt that 
the form of the kuse in the plays found in all three groups rep
resents the regular and complete form of independent Kusemai. 
Especially does this seem so when the supporting evidence of the ! 
five plays found in two of the groups is taken into account. It 
follows from this that, when Zeami talked of Kusemai having two 
dan, he meant the same as is indicated by the present-day term 
ni-dan kuse. and that what is now known as a shin-no-kuse 1 true 
kuse* is, indeed, the original Kusemai form. This can be verified
by an explanation Zeami gave in connection with the music of Kuse-

(79)mai e He said, *As the music at the end of the second dan goes 
on to a higher pitch, there is a melody rising in pitch before 
this*, and went on to quote lines from the Kusemai Yura no minato. 
Hyakuman and Jigoku to illustrate what he meant. With all these■ ■■■■fniii.i ii ip     > > jWwwP—aa<

lines preceding the second ageha in the kuse sections of the Ho 
plays in which th^ey were used, it is cleai? that then, as now, 
the number of ageha in a kuse determined the number of dan, and
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that the ageha were regarded as coming at the end of, hut forming 
part of, each dan.

The fact that this full form is now to he found in
so few No merely means that it must have proved too long to fit
easily into the framework of a play and that a shortened form was
therefore used* A good example of this development was the No(80)
Tsuchi-gumma. The ’ Sarugaku dangi' tells how Zeami made usefi n *ii ii  in^ i ^ M a M a M yn<iT  w i  i npnn.u„iijji,«gO *>mi'

of the kuse from his own play Tsuchi-guruma to improve Kashiwa- 
zaki, which was hy another author. The present kuse in Kashi1wazaki 
is hased on Keami’s Kusemai Zenko-.ii hut is quite different from 
the kuse now found in Tsuchi-guruma* Bxamination of the text of 
this play reveals that the original two-dan kuse, which is still 
part of Kashiwazaki, has been replaced hy a shorter, different 
one which is., however, still preceded hy a reference to the temple 
of Zehko'-ji* In a similar way, the long quotation from the Kuse
mai Taishi in the 1 Go-on* which corresponds to the entire kuse 
section of the No Jogu Taishi represents, in all likelihood, the 
modified piece as used in the No rather then the original Kusemai 
in its full form,;- unless this too was a Kusemai only in its music*

Some idea of the importance of the part which Kuse
mai have played in No ever since their adoption may he had from 
the position and function of kuse within the plays and from the 
effect of Kusemai on No music* Kuse generally narrate the main 
story of a No play on which the whole piece is hased, and are 
almost always found at the most important point in a play, in
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(81)
the third part of the development section (ha no sandan) * It
was in .accordance with Zeami!s teaching that kuse were put in this (82) .
* main place* , so that, from the "beginning, whenever a Kusemai
or a specially written kuse has "been used in a No play, it has
normally "been made the kernel of the whole piece. .

As far as the music of No is concerned, it is hard 
to exaggerate the importance,;,both direct and indirect, of Kusemai. 
Kan-ami*s performance of Kusemai in Sarugaku must have been a bold 
innovation at the time, for the harsh, rather vulgar character of 
its strong and catchy rhythm was very different from the softer, 
melodic Ko-uta style which audiences were accustomed to hear at

o

No performances. Although the experiment was successful, it was 
very soon felt that a somewhat modified style would be more accept
able to Sarugaku audiences or, at least, to that section among the 
audiences that Kan-ami and Zeami were most concerned to please. 
They also felt, perhaps, that while the use of Kusemai music gave 
a welcome vitality and variety to Sarugaku music, the elevation 
of the art of No at which both were aiming would best be served 
by excluding the more extreme characteristics of the music. The 
modification of the Kusemai style and its fusion with that of the 
Ko-uta continued throughout the lifetime of Zeami, and although, 
for him, the two styles never completely merged, by as early as
about \U>20 there were very few who were aware of what was happen- i

(83) !
ing and could distinguish between them . The process of fusion i
was insidious and constant and has produced, at the present day, 

a style of No music in which the elements of Ko-uta and Kusemai I
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(814.)
are virtually indistinguishable . The new element of Kusemai
proved a great attraction in Sarugaku and, together with continued
patronage for certain players and a succession of fine performers,
helped to give Yamato Sarugaku a tremendous advantage over other
groups* No players other than those of the four main Yamato schools
do no(t seem to have followed Kan-ami!s lead in using Kusemai music

(85)
to any appreciable extent » So characteristic of these four
groups did the Kusemai style become that it was given the name

(86)
'Yamato music' . With music being so important in No that Zeami

_ (87)could describe it as 'the very basis of No' , the popularity(88)
of the new style which followed the use of Kusemai by Kan-ami 
must have been a major factor in the victory of the Yamato schools 
over their Dengaku and Sarugaku rivals and their survival to the 
present day9

Thus, the importance of the role which kuse came to 
assume within No plays and the new life and colour brought to No 
music by Kusemai make Kan-ami1 s adoption of Kusemai the greatest 
event in the development of No drama* Vi/hat followed from his 
action also means that the influence of Kusemai has been immeasur
ably greater than that of any other form, including Dengaku, for, 
so far as can be seen, Dengaku made no great step forward hut 
only set a good standard in the type of performance it shared 
with Sarugaku until the time of Kan-ami*
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Notes To Chapter V.

1. 'Ongyoku kowadashi kuden*, TZN 73*
2. TZN 296*
3* See NK 59.
4. TZN 218.
5. For'example, Kobayashi, YSK 280
6* NG 7°9. It could also be that the friendship that apparently

existed between Kan-ami and Nan-ami before 1374 arose from 
their common interest in Kusemai.

7* Little is known about this person, who died in 1381 (Jogakki
Qtd. NS 10), but he seems to have been one of the artistic 
coterie which Yoshimitsu gathered about him. The Writings 
show that he must have had considerable musical skill and 
was a good counsellor to Kan-ami and his son. (See also 
n.6 above and n012 below.)

8. See 2 Go-on1, TZN 218.
9. Jogakki. qtd. NS 10.
10. Also known as Tama-rin. In his TTama-rin ko*, Muromachi

nogaklci. Kobayashi points out that Tama-rin was probably 
only a nickname descriptive of the first character ^  of 
his name Rin-ami, used to distinguish him from a contempor 
ary who had the same name written with a different first 
character.

11. The shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu.
12. * SD15 TZN 296. Kobayashi, ibid., suggests very plausibly
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that Nan-ami engineered the whole episode of Rin-ami’s 
return to favour by setting the piece to music himself 
and having, the young Zeami, Yoshimitsu1 s favourite, sing 
it before the shogun.

13* There was never any fixed age for gembuku and, since the Go-
gumai-ki. qtd. NS 9, refers to Zeami as a child, it appears

. that he had still not assumed adult stafcus by the 6th.
moon of 1378, the date of the entry. But it was unusual
for the ceremony to be later 1han the 15th. or 16th. years 
and as boys in the Komparu group took adult status on 
reaching their fifteenth calendar year ('EH1, KJ 113), it 
cannot have been long after the summer of 1378 before 
Zeami did the same.

14. ’ Go-on’, TZN 217 and 218.
15* See below, Ohap.VII 206-8 •
16. *SD!, TZN 292.
17. TZN 217.
18. TZN 218.
19. 1 Go-on’, TZN 217.
20. This is clear from the Writings, in that they contain dis

cussions about such pieces and record such compositions by 
Zeami and his son Motomasa, who died in 1432 (see, for 
example, ’Go-on’, TZN 213 and 219).

21. ’Ongyoku kowadashi kuden1 , TZN 73*
22. TZN 292.
23. TZN 197.
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2l+. 1 Kyoku-zuke no shidai’, TZN 17U.
25* TZN 218-9.
26. TZN 295.
27. Although Sanari (Yokyoku taikan vol.7? 62) states that there

for inclusion in a No play intact (the Kokon yokyoku kai- 
dal remarks that Osaka monogurui is * an extraordinarily 
long piece’), the fact that Saikoku-kudari. to which it 
is very similar, has not been so used, and Zeami’s quota
tion of the first lines of these pieces (’Go-on1, TZN 
21.8)? leave no doubt that the present Rankyoku texts are 
the original ones and not, as so many are, extracts from 
No plays.

28. The long quotation in the ’Go-on1, TZN 215? which is headed 
’Taishi, Kusemai’ and described as one of the Fushi-Kusemai 
telling the story of Prince Shotoku, corresponds to the 
whole kuse section - kuri» sashi. and kuse proper - of

tion, that Z.eami was perhaps quoting the whole of the 
Kusemai and not part of the No, is therefore rather doubt 
ful (see p. 1U5)♦ (The No is not now performed, but the 
text is given in the Yokyoku sosho vol.2, and Yokyoku

is no No containing this Kusemai, the
dai 1+82 and Nonomura (’ Genkb. kakuryu rankyoku-ko *, ifoen 
nlssho 108) both give Osaka monogurul as such a play. The 
text of this play was not available to me, but the self- 
contained nature of Toproku-kudari. its unsuitable length

the No i. The impression given by the descrip'
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sambyakugo luban-shu ♦ Nikon meicho zenshu ed. vol.29* The 
present Rankyoku Jogcu Taishi omits the line which forms 
'fc*10 kuri in the play and is the beginning of the sashi 
according to Zeami.)

29* Hereafter, the term Kusemai is used to mean only the inde
pendent pieces and kuse the forms found in No plays.

30. See below, Chap.IX 300-2 •
31. TZN 216.
32. Nogami, Kan-ami Kiyotsugu 13̂4*- There and in the following

pages he also gives figures on the use of kuse in each of
the five traditional groups of No plays.

33. This was the view of the writer of the Sarugaku denki (wr.
early 18th. cent.; given in Nnseki iisshu vol.1) who stated 
that the 66 pieces performed by Hata no Kokatsu for Prince i  

Shotoku were Kusemai and that they were made into No by 
the addition of other sung parts at the beginning and end. ! 
Although this view of the constxmction of No has often been 
dismissed , it is undoubtedly what happened to many Kuseraaj.

3*4-. The Kanze, Hosho and Komparu schools use the name 1 Rankyoku'
for their pieces, and the Kongo and Kita schools !KusemaiT. 
Strictly speaking, Rahkyoku is a wider term, since it 
means Advanced, developed musical pieces1; but as nearly 
all the pieces chosen for their musical quality and ability 
to stand alone are the kuse sections of plays, Rankyoku 
and Kusemai are almost synonymous as used in present-day 
No.
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See Takano, Nihon engekl no kenkyu vol.2, 156.
As mentioned above, the Rankyoku Jo’gu Taishi. for example, 

omits part of the introduction to the kuse proper. It is, 
therefore, always preferable to refer to the full text 
of the play when one is known to exist.

For details of the numbers of No having various types of 
kuse. see To da, ’Kusemai no kenkyu’, Engekishi kenkyu 
vol.2, h1-2. (Togan ko.ii, however, which he gives as 
having the most complete type of kuse. has, in fact, an 
ichi-dan kuse.) For the various types of kuse and the 
names given to them, see also Nonomura’ s introduction to

.9 Nihon meicho zenshu ed. vol.
29, ii-6-7 etc.
hurl and eashi are of no fixed length and are sung out 

of time with the musical accompaniment, unlike the kuse 
itself. The sashi is not so much sung as delivered as a 
chant or recitative.

Except where otherwise stated, the plays referred to in 
this chapter are those in the present repertoires.

Tm  113.
TZH 115*
TZN 295*
That is, the texts of the seven plays given by Kawase in 
his Zeami nihitsu densho-shu . Five of these have kuse 
but all are ichi-dan kuse with no shidai. (Strictly speak
ing, one of the five plays in question, a version of Yoro-
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hoshi, is not in Zeamifs own hand but is a copy made in 
1711 of a text written by him.)

44* op.cit. 42-4.
45* ibid. 44*
46. ’Go-on’, TZN 202 and 214.
47. See, for example, Kawase, Zeami .jihitsu densho-shu 159 & 223.!
48. Given by Kawase, op.cit. :

i

TZN 113* • j
50. TZN 115.
51. See App.1 for translations of the Rankyoku Togoku-kudari and

part of the No Hyakuman, given to illustrate the differ
ences between Rin-ami1 s pieces and what can be shown to 
be a more regular Kusemai structure*

52. TZN 218-9*
53* Nose (ZJH vol.2, 236) sought to read into tada the impli

cation that the pieces were unconnected with Sarugaku.
i''

54* See Nogami, Kan-ami Kiyotsugu 126-9? on this point.
55® In most cases these kuse are described in the texts of the 

plays as ’Kusemai’ or ’Ivlai* and, in some, the character 
concerned represents some kind of performer of Kusemai.

56. The text of this discarded play is available in a number of 
collections. Some of these (e.g., Yokyoku hyoshaku vol.5 
and Yokyoku sambyakugo,iuban-shu) give the kuse as a long 
2-dan kuse. but others (e.g., Yokyoku sosho vol.1 and 
Yokyoku senshu, Kokumin bunko kanko-kai ed. vol.2) divide 
it into two parts. It is true that the phrasing of the
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first sliidai is repeated at the end of the first part, hut 
the division into two parts probably only derives from the 
existence in the Kanze school of two Rankyoku corresponding 
to the two parts of the kuse. In content it is one connect
ed piece and is so given as a Kusemai in the Kita school. 
Of. Yura no minato. 11,63 below.

57* This play Is no longer in the No repertoires, but the text 
is given in Yokyoku sambyakugo,iuhan-shu.

58. The names of the Kusemai are given in brackets after the
names of the No plays in which the derived kuse are found. 
Two other Kusemai are mentioned in the Writings, Seisui-rii 
('SD', TZN 357) and Yoshino-yama (’Go-on1, TZN 201-2); but 
the first cannot be identified with any known kuse, and the 
lines the second has in common with the No Yoshino-goto 
are not used in a kuse section.

59. ’Go-on’, TZN 219 and ’SD’, TZN 296.
60. *Go-on’, TZN 218. The ’SD1, TZN 295? quotes another line,

also to be found in the kuse in Utaura. to illustrate a 
point about the music of Kusemai.

61. ’SD’, TZN 296.
62. * Go-on’, TZN 219. P.145 concerning the sometime use of

this Kusemai in the No Tsuchi-gurutna.
63. ’Go-on’, TZN 218. As Zeami quoted a line from this piece (now

to be found in the Rankyoku Yura monogurui) in the ’SD* to 
illustrate a point about Kusemai, Yura no minato almost 
certainly had the standard form (beginning and ending with
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a shldai and being in two dsn) which he described there. 
Unfortunately, the text of the No in which it was used is 
not extant to show for certain that it contained shidai. 
but the line quoted in the’Go-on1 is shown as a kuri and 
the present Rankyoku text of Yura monogurui shows that 
there followed a sashi and a two-dan kuse. This Rankyoku 
should be regarded as one continuous piece, as it is in 
the Kita school^ the Kanze division into two parts is 
purely ai*bitrary. (Gf. Qki-no-in, n.56 above.)

64* ’Go-on’, TZN 199-200.
65. ibid. 200*
66. ibid. 215* The text of this play, which is not now performed,

is given in Yokyoku sosho vol.2 and Yok.volcu sambvakugo.iu-
— i .mi  ii ii. 11     n l i u n w a m a i  I m ■ iii. . iniWiij > i .  iii i b i* Iiii . w  iiib ii ■n,*n i i | r i m  in  ■ V  iA ii iM T firfrrm

ban-shu.
67* * Go-on’, TZN 213*
68* ibid. 218.
69* ibid. 212. As the lines quoted in the ’Go-on’ are the same 

as fcuFi* sashi, and the beginning of the kuse in the
present-day play Yoro-boshi (this alternative form of the 
name Yoro-boshi. used in the play itself, has been current 
since the time of Zeami and is the more common now), it 
is clear that Motomasa, the writer of that play, used some 
form of Zeami’s Kusemai when writing the No. But Z*eami 
used this same Kusemai in his own play Yoro-boshi (see 
Kawase, Zeami ,1 ihitsu densho-shu 259-60) which was in 
existence by 1429; and since Motomasa did not die until
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1432, he may have taken over the kuse section from Zeami* s 
instead of direct from the Kusemai. Any modifications 
Zeami made to the original Kusemai in using it in his No 
play would, in that case, have been repeated by M&tomasa. 
It appears from the ’SD*, TZN 295? that such modifications 
were made for, immediately before the statement that Kuse
mai should begin and end with a shidai and should have two 
dan, it says, ’The Kusemai Yoro-boshi is essentially Kuse
mai in character.’ Thus, originally it was probably a 
model of its kind and much closer to Zeami’s regular form 
than can be shown now.

70. ’Go-on*, TZN 216. This piece is not described in the ’Go-on’ 
as a Kusemai but, unless it was itself a No, it is more 
likely to have been a Kusemai than any other kind of inde
pendent sung piece, as the quotation in the iGo-on’ intro
duces the kuse in Hana-gatami.

71* The section in question is not described as a Kusemai in
the text of the play but, since a character representing 
a woman dresses in man’s clothing and then performs;.what 
is a kuse section in the No, it seems very likely that it 
was intended as such.

72. Although the type of dance performed is not specified in the
No, the donning of an eboshi and a comparison with the
PlaY Gi? show that it was probably intended as a Kusemai.

73# Nor the same reasons as those given for Kakitsubata9 n.71
above, it is likely that the kuse section was intended to 
represent a Kusemai.
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74. To have the Shirabyoshi G-io and Hotoke dancing a Kusemai
together, as this play does, was probably an anachronism, 
but it may indicate that. Kusemai were performed by Shira- 
byoshi in the Muromachi period.

75. As both this play and Toel have the same sashi and kuse,
telling of the alleged invention of the boat by one Huo 
Ti, and as this story is unconnected with the subject- 
matter of either piece, Iwahashi (Nihon geino-shi 48-9) 
has suggested that it was probably a Kusemai current at 
the time the plays were written. In neither play, however, 
is it described as a Kusemai.

76. Although this play is not in the present repertoires, it has
two sections, described in the text as Kusemai, which are
still used as the Rankyoku Bin in so roe and Tsumado. The
full text of the is given in the Yokyoku hyoshaku vol.5? 
but as this is unreliable in its marking of the parts of 
'̂°LG sections (in neither case, for example, does it
mark the sashi). comparison should be made with the Ran
kyoku texts.

77. This play is not in the repertoires, but the full text is
given in the Shin, yokyoku hyakuban and the kuse. described
in the play as a Kusemai, is used as a Rankyoku.

78. See n.75 above.
79. ’SD’, TgN 295.
80. TZN 319.
81. See Ohap. IX 291-3 below for an account of the theory of

;j o-ha-kyu.
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82. ’Nosakusho’, TZN 115* See also ibid. 110.
83* In the ’Ongyoku kowadashi kuden’ ( TZN 73-4)? which was v/ritto:

in 1419? Zeami laments the disappearance of these experts.
S4* Kuse remain the most important sung parts of the plays and

the beat is 11 looked on as being more important in them
than the melody, unlike most of the parts sung by indi
vidual actors (see Yoshida, Kuse to rongci no utai-kata 
18-9). But No garni (Kan-ami Ki y o t sua'u  124) admits that, 
although some parts of a No text may have marked character
istics in the form of language or metre, it is no longer 
possible to distinguish one part from another by the music 
alone.

85* It would be convenient to be able to say that other players, 
especially those of Dengaku, did not sing Kusemai a tall#
It is true that the ’SD’, TZN 296, states ’Kiami did not 
perform Kusemai*, His was Ko-uta style only.’ But a later 
reference (TZN 357) to his rendition of the Kusemai Sei- 
sui-.ii shows that, in fact, he tried to give Kusemai but 
we*s unable to do so because he had no mastery of the style. 
(Nose (ZJH vol.2, 641-2) appears to have accepted that 
Kiami did not perform Kusemai at all and, from this, to 
read the passage dealing with Seisui-,ii as if some sections 
of this Kusemai were intended to be sung in a Ko-\xta style; 
but the passage has no coherent meaning unless it is under
stood to say that such variations came from Kiami’s poor I 
attempts at the Kusemai style.) While the distinction
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may seem slight, the fact that Dengaku players did not 
avoid altogether pieces in a Kusemai style has some bearing 
on the problem arising later of the existence in Dengaku 
of plays containing kuse.

86. ’Ongyoku kowadashi kuden*, TZN 73*
87. * SD’ , TZN 291.
88. ’Ongyoku kowadashi kuden’, TZN 73*



CHAPTER VI

Sarugaku And Dengaku Performances £
(1) Religious And Private Performances.

Performances of Sarugaku and Dengaku were given 
under many different conditions as the occasion required, but 
there were three main types of performance which, although they 
came to exist together, arose at different times. The earliest of 
the three was the performance given under the auspices of a shrine 
or temple with an audience of local people* Later, when Dengaku 
and then Sarugaku won the support of important members of the 
ruling warrior class, the entertainments came to be given also 
in private residences for the benefit of particular lords and 
their guests. Finally, the popular appeal and influential backing 
to which these earlier forms bore witness combined to make poss
ible big public performances which were usually given in specially 
built arenas and lasted for several days. The story of these 
three places of performance thus illustrates the development of 
Dengaku and Sarugaku from little-known forms of entertainment 
given in outlying districts to the most important and magnificent 
theatrical spectacles of the day, popular among all classes.

It has been shown already that some shrines and 
temples had arrangements with certain groups of players whereby 
the latter performed at some of their religious ceremonies. Such 
arrangements made these religious centres the earliest regular 
places of performance, but they would, in any case, have been the
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most natural places to choose, for the shrines and temples of 
mediaeval Japan were far from being merely places of worship.
They were the centres round which the whole life of the times 
revolved. They provided the sites for markets at which much of 
the business was done by members of the various guilds which came 
under their protection. The bigger and richer of them, in parti
cular, created much of the local trade by their continual need 
for food, materials and labour. Townships grew up outside their 
gates, just as txqjr did later outside the castles, and a ’man 
living before the gate* has been preserved in No plays as repre
senting the ordinary lay person of the time, the Muromachi period- 
equivalent of our ’man in the street’. The precincts held a motley 
collection of traders, travellers, minstrels, preachers, and 
ordinary local people who gathered there to carry on the business 
of everyday life. A troupe of entertainers visiting some outlying 
place would naturally have gone there too; and it must often have 
been the case with touring Sarugaku players, that they took with 
them letters from the shrine or temple with which they were conn
ected recommending them to the good offices of the local priests.

In the Muromachi period, troupes of players were 
to be found in almost all parts of Japan, either attached to 
shrines and temples or in the service of some local lord. Of them 
all, those belonging to the provinces around the capital were the 
most impox^tant from a historical point of view, because some 
among them developed higher artistic standards than the rest to



meet the requirements of the more cultured audiences in and
around Kyoto, and "because it is from them that the present schools
of No derive. Players from these groups were by no means confined
to their own localities. There are many records of players from
one province performing at shrines or residences in an other, and
members of the Kanze group from Yamato were likely to perform in
the provinces of Iga, Ise, Yamashiro, Oral, Izumi, Kawachi, Kii,
^ettsu and even farther afield, as well as throughout their home 

(1) (2) province * Kan-ami, for example, died in Suruga after per-
(3)forming at a shrine in what is now the town of Shizuoka , nearly 

two hundred miles from Nara. There is also a record of a troupe 
of women who came up from the western provinces and performed

(MSarugaku in the capital. , but the novelty of seeing such a 
performance given by women, which drew comment from the diarist 
himself, doubtless formed a large part of the attraction on that 
occasion, and it is unlikely that players from outlying parts 
often had the opportunity to perform in the capital. Unless there 
was something remarkable about them, however, performances fre
quently went unrecorded. Even when they formed part of regular 
annual religious ceremonies, the participation of the players 
was often taken as a matter of course and no mention made of it 
in documents relating to the ceremonies.

Performances at annual religious ceremonies, usually 
at the particular shrines or temples on whose protection the group 
depended, were the main, and in most cases the only, fixed events 
in the calendars of the Sarugaku players. In the case of the four



Yamato schools, there was an obligation to perform at the Takigi
No at the Kofuku-ji, at the Kasuga Shrine Wakamiya Festival, known

(5)as the On-mat suri. and . also at the Hokke hakko-e at To-no-mine • 
Although these ceremonies were on a grander sclae than most of 
those in which the Yamato and other schools participated, it is 
interesting to consider them in some detail to see the part played 
by Sarugaku on such occasions.

The performances at the Kofuku-ji, which were 
generally known as the Takigi No or ’firelight No1’, were part of
the Shunigatsu-e ceremonies held in the first half of the second

“  (6) 
moon of each year . It is possible that the name Takigi No
arose, not because the No was given by the light of bonfires, but 
because the performances were connected with the gathering of wood 
for use in the Shunigatsu-e. These ceremonies, which are said to 
have been first given at the Kofuku-ji in 869, at one time in
cluded dramatic representations of Buddhist teachings given by 
the priests themselves, but these were later performed by Saru
gaku players instead. This led generally to a gradual weakening 
of the didactic element in such performances until, by about the 
end of the thirteenth century, they were probably based on the 
usual repertoire of the Sarugaku players. The earliest clear 
reference to Takigi Sarugaku which has so far been found datesi ii.ifT ma n » »  ■ 1 ji w

from 1255? for it is recorded that in that year one of the attend
ants of the Sarugaku players urinated beside the stage and was 
obliged to give a robe, a sword, and a sum of money to have a 
priest cleanse the defilement by a special ceremony.
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The first site of the Shuiiigatsu-e ceremonies at ;
i

the Kofuku-ji was the Western Kondo, but they and the accompanying' 
dramatic representations were also performed in the Eastern Hondo" 
from the first part of the eleventh century. Then, at the latest 
by 1301, Takigi Sarugaku came to be given also before the Great 
South Gate of the temple, the site with which it is most closely 
associated. This development is usually held to be explained by 
a record in which an official of the temple states that the 
authorities decided to have the Sarugaku performed in front of the 
Great South Gate in order to stop disputes which arose,presumably 
over the performances, between the priests of the East and West 
Kondo. Although such an entry is unlikely to have been altogether 
without foundation, a disagreement between the two Kondo may well 
have been only a convenient pretext for the temple constabulary, 
whose power was ever increasing at the time, to win themselves a 

major share of the entertainments. The extent to which they did 
in fact come to assume control of the performances is well 
illustrated by their occupation of the centre block of seats with 
members of the two Kondo flanking them, one group on each side, 
whenever Sarugaku was performed in front of the Great South Gate.

J7)An old document dealing with the Western Kondo states that 1 In 
the Meitoku era 1  1390-1393j  Takigi No was given at the Great 
South Gate for seven days, regardless of whether or not the 
Shunigatsu-e ceremonies were being held.1 Thus, the constabulary 
may never have stopped the performances in the Kondo entirely: 
these may have continued to be given there, albeit on a very
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restricted scale, whenever they could form part of the religious
ceremonies. The’Sarugaku dangi’, compiled in 1U30, mentions
performances in the two Kondo and at the Kasuga Shrine as part

(8)
of the Takigi ceremonies » Zenchiku* s ’Emmai-za hoshiki’, 
which is thought to have been written about 1^67, still explains 
that the Sarugaku began in the Western Kondo on the evening of 
the second day of the second moon, and continued in the Eastern

(9)Kondo on the evening of the next day • This work goes on to 
say that the rest of the performances consisted of the leaders 
of the four Yamato schools playing Shiki Sambanbefore the 
Kasuga Shrine on the fifth; of Sarugaku at the G-reat South Gate 
for the constabulary on the sixth: and, finally, a performance 
at the residence of one or other of the two Kofuku-ji monzeki. 
This was no doubt the official programme in the third quarter 
of the fifteenth century, but records of the Kofuku-ji and 
Kasuga Shrine show that, later, the constabulary again enjoyed 
a greater share of the performances. According to Nose, an 
examination of these reveals that later in the Muromachi period 
the full course of the Takigi No performances was made up of 
ceremonial dances by the four leaders at the Kasuga Main Shrine 
on the fifth; Sarugaku at the Great South Gate by the four 
Yamato schools on the sixth and seventh, and by three of them 
from the eighth to the eleventh; performances before the Kasuga 
Wakamiya on these four days by each school in turn, in the order 
Komparu, Kong*o, Kanze and Hosho; and finally, on the last day, 
performances by all four again at the Great South Gate. Thus,
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(10)
the total period was about a week, as Zenchiku stated , but 
when bad weather ox* some such cause made it necessary, they could 
be spread over a maximum period of fourteen days. Members of the 
Kanze group were, therefore, required by their rules to attend

(11)for the duration of the ceremonies • Around the middle of the 
fourteenth century, in particular, the Shunigatsu-e was sometimes 
postponed until the ninth or even the tenth moon, or abandoned 
altogether. Documents of the time show that this was often due 
to lack of funds, when the lands belonging to the temple were 
ravaged by the continual warfare of the period and produced no 
tithe. Postponement made attendance very difficult for the Saru
gaku players, who must have been committed to other performances
and itineraries later in the year and could not afford to wait(12)
in Kara indefixxtely. The ’Sarugaku dangi’ states that in
earlier days the time of the Takigi ceremonies was not fixed and 
that sometimes they took place in the summer. It goes on to tell 
how Kan-ami was once summoned to explain why no Sarugaku players 
had attended and how, since that time, the players’ obligation 
to perform had been limited to times when the ceremonies were 
held in the second moon.

The record describing the Kasuga Wakamiya Festival
of 1349 shows that it was likewise impossible for professional
players to wait very long in Kara for the second of the three
ceremonies in which the Yamato Sarugaku groups were expected to

(13)take pax*t, the On-matsuri of the Kasuga Wakamiyav , This is



SMosacte why, when the festival did finally take place on that 
occasion, the Sarugaku and Dengaku entertainments were performed 
"by priests and priestesses of the shrine* The Wakamiya was first 
dedicated in the year 1135 and the On-matsuri held for the first 
time in the following year* Perhaps in that year, and certainly 
in the year after that, both Sarugaku and Dengaku players were 
included in the procession which still forms the major part of

(14)the proceedings on the first day of the festival * Profess
ional Dengaku groups were already in existence by then and 
there is little doubt that both the Sarugaku and Dengaku at this 
shrine were normally given by professional players* When, after
making a reference to T two Dengaku groups1, a record of the

(15)festival of 1162 points out that, in that particular year, 
Sarugaku in the procession was represented by priestesses, it 
would appear to show that this was not the normal procedure*
Like the Kasuga Shrine itself, the Wakamiya and its On-matsuriI CT6)
were very closely associated with the neighbouring Kofuku-ji 9
and participation in this festival no doubt formed part of the
duties of the Yamato schools as soon as they were organized as

(17)official za of that temple . Although there were inevitably
tM lM X U  ^

some years when the festival was either cancelled of postponed,
from its inauguration until well into the Muromachi period
(1337-1602) it usually began on the seventeenth day of the ninth

(18)
moon * Even during the early years of the period, however, 
it was sometimes intended to hold the festival on the twenty- 
seventh day of the eleventh moon* The festival of 13̂4*S should



(19)have begun in that moon, though still on the seventeenth day ,(20)
and that of 1396 did take place in that moon and on that day .
These may have been isolated instances, but it certainly seems
that by the middle of the fifteenth century at the latest, it(21)
had become the usual practice to hold it then . Although, 
nowadays, the ceremony which marks the beginning of the prepara
tions for the festival takes place on the first of October, and 
there are other preliminary ceremonies on the fifteenth and
sixteenth of December, the ceremony proper takes place on the(22)
seventeenth of that month • The first main item in the day* s
proceedings is a long procession of the kind described in the
13i+9 document. This procession normally makes its way by a
roundabout x’oute to the Q-tabi-sho, a site to the west of the
main Kasuga Shrine and near the Great South G-ate of the Kofuku-
ji to which the god of the Wakamiya has been transferred for the
duration of the Festival* In the course of the procession the
various groups of performers taking part give in turn, .very short
musical pieces in fx*ont of a sacred tree beside the second
torii on the road up to the main shrine. This tree is a great
pine known as Fiko no matsu and is regarded as the original of
the pine-tree painted on the boarding at the back of a llo stage 

(23)today . Following the arrival of the procession at the Q-tabi- | 
sho, many forms of music, songs, and dancing are given before 
the temporary shrine, including some by Dengaku and Sarugaku 
players. When these performances end, early in the morning, the 
god returns in procession to the permanent Wakamiya and the 
ceremony proper is brought to a close; but, on the following day
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the eighteenth, a performance: of No is given at the Q-tabi-sho . 
Unlike the songs and dances of the previous night, the No is 
given with the temporary shrine at the players1 hacks, since the 
god is no longer there. The performance thus has no religious

(2U)significance hut is purely an . entertainment fnr the onlookers.
It was the custom to hold this form of after-celebration from a
very early date. An old document shows that in iiSi Dengaku was .

(25)already heing given on the day following the Wakamiya Festival ,
No such mention of Sarugaku heing performed then is known, hut
this may he because its status at the festival was different(26)
from that of Dengaku ; and since, hy 118% it had heen given 
on the day of the festival proper for more than forty years, 
it may already have formed part of the next day* s entertainment. 
In any event, it dotihtless did so as soon as the standard of 
its performance recommended it sufficiently to the local priests.

The third of the religious performances under
consideration, those at To-no-mine, or Tan-no-mine as it was
called in Zeami*s day, appear to have heen remarkable for their
realism. In 11+29, for example, the shogun* s palace was the scene
of a performance, described as heing like those at To-no-mine,

(27)
in which live horses and real armour and swords were used .
In the play Ichi-no-tani sen.iin given then, Kanze Motomasa played

• —  “  (28)
the part of Yoshitsune and made his entrance on a horse . The
To’-no-mine performances were recognized to he in a distinct style
of their own, hut as military accoutrements are the only things
mentioned as heing real in records describing performances of
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(29)this kind , it looks as if the characteristic for which they 
were noted was not so much realistic production in general as 
realistic treatment of plays featuring v/arriors. Such plays were 
made as spectacular as possible so that, in the words of a phrase 
much used to describe performances in the Muromachi period, they 
did indeed 1arnase the eyes and ears' of the audience. To-no-mine 
is in Yamato and the ceremony which the Sarugaku schools of that 
province were required to attend there was the Hokke hakko-e, the 
Eight headings of the Lotus Sutra, held annually in the tenth 
moon. Not all the four schools attended every year, however. Two 
schools served there each year and when, in iJLj.63P the performances 
were given by the Komparu and Kongo schools, it may have been the

(30)
first time they had fulfilled this duty for thirty years . This 
ceremony of reading the Lotus Sutra usually consists of the eight 
books of the sutra being read in turn, one each night and morning, 
so that the eight readings last four days. Thus, when the 'Saru
gaku dangi* refers to the To-no-mine ceremony as Shiko, 'The 
Four Readings', commentators have sought to explain it by saying 
that it was given this name because the Sarugaku players attended

(3.1)for four days . The explanation is unconvincing in itself and 
there are other points which, taken together, throw doubt on its 
accuracy. The strongest evidence is that of an entry in a fif-

(3?-)teenth century record which states that the Sarugaku began 
on the thirteenth day of the tenth moon and ended on the follow
ing day. The 'Sarugaku dangi' also mentions two days in connect-

(33)ion with the performances and, referring to the period of
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attendance demanded of members of the Kanae group, states, 'Kara 
no On-matsuri, Tan-no-mine wa sengo yokka no aida', literally, 
'The Nara On-matsuri /and7 Tan-no-mine. from first to last a

~ (3U)space of four days.' This is capable of two interpretations^
either that the players were required to assemble for the Wale a- 
miya Festival and the To-no-mine ceremony for four days on each 
occasion, or that attendance at the two together amounted to 
four days. In view of the other points mentioned, the second 
meaning seems more likely to be correct and, since Sarugaku was 
normally given at the On-matsuri on only two consecutive days, 
even the first interpretation would entail the conclusion that 
two extra days were being allowed for assembly, preparation, and 
dispersal. In either case, the evidence appears to shov/ that, 
although the ceremony of the sutra readings was usually spread 
over four days, at To-no-mine the performances by a particular 
Sarugaku group, if not the ceremony itself, lasted only two days.

Like Sarugaku, Dengaku was connected from early
times with religious ceremonies. Indeed, insofar as Dengaku 
originated in songs and dances performed in the fields to encour
age the gods to provide bountiful harvests, it had such a connect 
ion from the very beginning. The pleasure it gave to the people 
who saw and heard it would, In any case, soon have led to its 
being used to entertain the gods in religious ceremonies else
where in the same way as G-igaku, Bugaku, and early Sarugaku, of
which it came to form a part.



The earliest known records which clearly speak of 
.Dengaku "being given as an independent entertainment at religious 
ceremonies date from about the same time as the first mentions of 
professional ^engaku players and Dengaku 2a; that is to say, there 
are hardly any earlier than the second quarter of the twelfth(35)century * In the Kyoto area, Dengaku is known to have been 
given at the G-ion Festival from 1127* and at the Kamo and Shin-Hie 
shrines, in the Ml-toshiro Festival in the sixth moon and the 
Ko-satsulci-e in the fifth moon respectively, from the fiÊ st half 
of the thirteenth century® There are fewer records of such per
formances around Kara but there are mentions of Dengaku at the 
Todai-ji in 1102 and in the Kasuga Wakamiya Festival from 1137 
onwards®

Sarugaku players also participated in the Wakamiya 
Festival from this date, but a comparison of records giving details 
of the procession shows that the precedence enjoyed by Dengaku 
in the early years was later lost to Sarugaku® Until at least 
1168 Sarugaku came after Dengaku in the procession, but by 1190

(36)
the order was reversed and has remained so ever since. The 
reason for this is not clear but is probably to be found in the 
different conditions under which Dengaku and Sarugaku players 
took part in the festival® The differences are thus relevant to 
this question, as well as being interesting in themselves®

The first of them concerns the office of gakuto, 
the person appointed to organise the entertainment at any parti
cular festival® While records make no mention of anyone belonging
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to the Kofuku-ji being appointed gakuto to deal with the Sarugaku
players who performed there, from as early as 11:50 thex̂ e are
frequent mentions of the yearly appointment of priests as Dengaku-

(37)jto, 1 heads of Dengaku’. Usually two in number, these priests
were charged with the duty of looking after either the Dengaku 

s (38)Iionza or ^hinza group . Nor was this duty regarded as an unim
portant one, to be allotted to junior priests. Although, in years 
when there were two gakuto. those appointed were not of the high
est rank, on one or two occasions when there seems have been

-  (39)only one gakuto, the office was held by no less than a so jo • 
Furthermore, valuable costumes formed part of the rewards to the 
Dengaku players and were presented to them at a special gathering 
distinct from the festival itself. The custom of presenting robes 
or lengths of cloth to singers and dancers as a mark of appreci
ation was common as early as the Iieian period, and when first 
Dengaku and then Sarugaku became popular in the Kamakura and 
Ivluromachi periods, such gifts regularly formed part of the per- 
quisites enjoyed by the players . The robes were used in 
performances and this, together with the tradition of lavish 
presentation found in such religious entertainments as Dnaen and 
Shushi, has led to the magnificence of No costume today. Although
the practice of making such gifts often led to wild extravagance,

(ki)followed by orders forbidding it altogether , it always began 
again before long. Since the end of the Heian period it had been 
common for robes to be presented to entertainers, not after a 
performance to express appreciation, but before it began, so that
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they might he worn in the performance itself. Certainly, at the
Wakamiya Festival, the costumes were presented to the Dengaku

(42)
players on the evening before the day of the festival , and

(43)the players, in return, performed No before the assembled priests. 
Sarugaku players, however, were not given presents of robes at

(UI+)the festival - at any rate, not until the time of Zenchiku -
and were probably provided with little more than victuals for the

J45)duration of their stay, as at the Takigi No Q

The appointment of high-ranking priests as Dengakuto
for the festival was doubtless a result of the responsibilities
of the office in having to raise funds with which to pay the
players and provide them with gifts. Whereas the Dengaku players
were not formally bound to the temple and had to be fully rewarded
the obligation of the Yamato schools to attend the festival meant
that there was no need to pay them. When this apparently #iore
generous treatment of the Dengaku groups is considered beside
the precedence allowed Sarugaku in the festival procession, it
seems possible that the change in the order of the procession
which apparently took place by 1190 niay have been due to the
establishment of some formal connection between the Kofuku-ji(46)
an d a group or groups of Sarugaku players . Once such a group 
became officially attached to the temple, it would be natural 
for it to take precedence over similar but independent groups - 
in this case, the Dengalcu za - although it wpuld not receive 
immediate, material rewards as they did.
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Among the Sarugaku and Dengaku players of the Muro- 
maehi period were some who had scant regard for the religious 
significance and importance of their performances at shrines and 
temples. Zeami complained that !Some /players/ put religious 
ceremonies aside because they are travelling in other districts, 
and either come late or miss the ceremonies at the Kasuga Shrine 
altogether;.....Even when asked to perform such pieces as Qkina 
at religious ceremonies, they do it in a slipshod way. They just

(1*7)dance a little- and collect their hundred mon.1 Where there
was a formal connection between & temple and the players, the
priests had the means to check any extensive neglect of their

(48)
duties by the players . But something has been shown above of 
the eagerness of various groups of priests and temple officials 
to win for themselves a major share of the performances given 
during festivals and ceremonies and to arrange other non-religious 
performances of No, and this may give rise to doubts about the 
motives of the clerics themselves in providing entertainments of 
this kind for the enjoyment of the gods.

It would, however, be wrong to ascribe anything less 
than complete sincerity to the great majority of those concerned 
in these performances. The pleasure which Dengaku and Sarugaku 
undoubtedly gave the priests can only have served to make them 
appear all the more essential in any programme of entertainment 
for the gods. And the absence of players from religious, ceremonies 
was sometimes hardly their fault: it has already been pointed out 
how impossible it was for them to wait indefinitely when ceremonie



were liable to toe delayed toy as much as several months. Mention 
has toeen made, too, of how the Kanze group required its members 
to return for religious performances in Yarnato fi*om an area 
covering no less than eight other provinces. Of Zeami’s own 
attitude, there can toe no doubt. It is shown tooth toy his condem
nation of those who neglected performances "before the gods and
toy the numerous references he made to the religious associations

(b9)of Sarugaku. He described the entertainment as Kagura and,
although his explanation of the origin of the word Sarugaku as
toeing the same as Kagura ■f'f without the left-hand part of

(50)
the first character was probably no more than a rationalizat
ion of his desire to have the name written ^  * to tell of

A* Uitpleasure’ , instead of <)•& -rn ’monkey music’, the connection
with Kagura was valid enough at the time. Sarugaku was as much 
a part of Kagura as the characters Zeami used for it were part 
of the other word* The dances known as Shiki samtoan. the fore
runners of the present Okina, were more directly sacred than
other pieces in that they introduced representations of three 

(52)
Buddhas and had a long history as religious dances* As a
result, in the time of Zeami, they were not given except at

(530religious performances. Waki-no also represented gods, so
that they too stood apart to some extent from the other plays.
The special standing of these pieces meant that -they were not per-

(5U)formed toy any player who was in disgrace and, since it was 
considered an honour to perform the opening god-play in a programs 
quarrels sometimes arose over this when more than one group was
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talcing part in a performance; the traditional right of the Kom-
paru group to give the walei-no at ceremonies in Nara, for example?
was challenged by the other Yamato groups and the rivalry continued
despite the attempt to stop it by having the groups draw lots for 

(55)
the honour * Other types of plays were not inherently religjous; 
their only claim to he 'religious plays1 lay in their "being per
formed at shrines and temples to entertain the deities. It was 
sincerely believed at the time that the gods appreciated these
performances. Zeami expalins the performances of Takipci No at

(56)
the Kofuku-ji as being 'a prayer for peace in the land* , and
relates two or three stories of divine pronouncements in which
he was concerned, including one in which he performed ten No to
save a man*s life as required by the god Inari, speaking through 

(57)
a medium • Such reguests from the gods were hot to be ignored.
In the eight moon of 1278, for example, a performance of Dengaku
was arranged at the ICasuga shrine in i*esponse to a revelation.
from one of the gods there, The people of the time therefore
found it hard to understand why rain should sometimes be sent at
the time of a performance for the gods and would write in their

(58)
diaries 'What can the gods be thinking ?* But the sincerity
of the priests and others concerned with arranging performances 
of No at shrines is best illustrated by their provision of the 
entertainment even when this entailed very real hardship, There 
was such a case in'.iUj.21, when the yearly performances at G-o-ko no 
Miya were at first abandoned because of starvation in the land, 
but were later given as usal because T experience‘has shown, that it
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(59)is inauspicious to put off the Sarugaku • '

Whereas, until the end of the Kamakura period 
(1192-1336), most of the Dengaku and Sarugaku performances of 
which we have any record were connected with shrines and temples, 
with the fourteenth century performances in private residences 
became more and more common* From an early date priests had 
taken advantage of players being present in the temples for 
religious ceremonies to arrange extra performances for their 

own entertainment and these were , it is true,'a type of private 
performance. But the most important kind of private performance 
arose after Dengaku and Sarugaku attracted the patronage of rich 
and powerful lords. It became the fashion among the great daimyo 
and the nobility, from the Begents and shogun downwards, to lavish 
gifts and money on some particular player or players and to have 
them sing and dance at banquets in their houses. When, as often 
happened, a lord was attracted as much by the physical charms of 
one of the young men or boys who were always to be found in a 
troupe as by the artistic skill of the players, the favoured one 
often became a kind of privileged retainer in the service of the 
lord. As the power of the great temples gradually decreased in 
the course of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the 
importance of their protection to th§ Dengaku and Sarugaku groups 
grew correspondingly less and was replaced by the patronage of 
great families until, by the Tokugawa period (1603-1868), the 
players had become virtually entirely dependent on their popul

arity among this class.
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The private performances given by various players
before important personages from the emperor down ranged from
short songs and dances given spontaneously at the request of a
patron to full-scale entertainrnents for which much preparation
was required. When the Umewaka players performed in the palace
of the retired emperor in 1420, a stage and dressing-rooms were(60)
specially built , Then, in 1432, a group of women players were
invited to perform in the shogun* s palace, and two years later
Sarugaku was given as part of the entertainment provided for a(61)
Chinese embassy . Performances such as these raised no special
problems for the players, but it was not so easy when they were
suddenly asked to perform before a private gathering. Zeami
points out that, in such circumstances, it was essential to judge
the mood of those present and to suit one's performance accord- (62)
ingly . The player should also maintain his composure and not

(63)show unseemly haste in beginning his dance . Even when pre
arranged performances of No were given for a private party, the 
players had perforce to bow to the wishes of their audience. One 
of the difficulties to which this led was in the matter of the 
number of plays pex’formed and the balance of the programme as a 
whole. Players were sometimes required to give anything up to
ten pieces in all and this destroyed the progression through

-  (6̂ )introduction, development, and climax (jo-ha-kyu) which 
experience had shown was most effectively produced by the tradit
ional programme of five pieces, consisting of three true No plays 
with two Kyogen in between . The players were clearly not to
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blame if the performance as a whole did not come quite up to
expectations, but their reputations were nevertheless likely to
suffer in the eyes of their audience, who were unaware of the
real reason for any disappointment they might feel. The players
had also to be careful that nothing in their words or actions
offended the tastes of the nobility. This was no easy matter for
those who were accustomed only to the less exacting conditions of
performances outside the capital and Komparu Gon-no-kami, for one,
did himself more harm than good by his performance in the re si- :(66)
dence of one of the great lords . Sometimes, too, there were 
personal reasons for a player not wanting to appear on a particular 
occasion, but these can seldom have excused him once he was 
summoned. Juhi-goro found this when, as already mentioned, he 
finally had to perform with On-ami before the shogun Yoshinori 
despite his distaste for such an appearance because of the great 
debt he owed Zeami.

Such reluctance must, however, have been rare indeed, 
Few players can have realised, even in those troubled times, that 
some degree of personal oppx*ession and, possibly, danger could 
ensue from patronage when political conditions changed, and there 
can have been few occasions when any of them gave thought to the 
possible disadvantages of private performances. Most performers 
must have seen these appearances before the great ones of the 
land only as a means of winning for themselves rich rewards, more 
fame, and powerful patrons.
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CHAPTER VII

Sarugaku And Dengaku Performances;
(2) Subscription Performances, The Stage, And 

The Content Of Performances.

The special open-air performances had as their main, 
object the raising of money. To accomplish this as successfully 
as possible, amphitheatres were built-in most cases to accomodate 
at one and the same time large numbers of ordinary people and a 
smaller number of rich nobles, warriors and high-ranking priests. 
Before these performances could exist at all, it was necessary 
for Dengaku and Sarugaku to enjoy a great popularity among all 
classes, for the members of the audience were required to pay 
a subscription (kanjin) to gain admission to the theatre on these 
occasions; and this means that large numbers of people must have 
enjoyed the entertainments so much that they were willing to pay 
to see what, to many of them, was available at some religious 
festivals for nothing. Kanjin performances, it is true, were 
usually on a lavish scale, but their success and continued exist
ence, at times as a regular annual event, bear witness both to 
a high standard of performance and to the wide popularity of the
entertainments presented. The increasing success they enjoyed(1)may be seen from the statement in the ’Sarugaku dangi* , which 
was compiled in II4.3O, that in recent years theatres had had to 
be built- even larger than usual to accomodate all those who 
wished to attend. It had long been the practice for authority to 
be grantedto some responsible person, usually a priest, to coiled
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donations from the public for such purposes as the erection or 
repair of shrines, temples, statues and the like or, occasionally, 
some form of public amenity. Previously a priest had been able 
to offer in return only a blessing in the after-life, but the 
addition of some entertainment gave the subscriber a more immedi
ate return for his money. It cannot be said that Dengaku and 
Sarugaku were the first types of entertainment used to raise 
funds for such purposes, but there is little doubt that they were 
the first forms suitable for large-scale public performances.

The earliest known records of subscription perform
ances date from 1346 for one by Dengaku players, and 13-64 for

( 2.)
one by Sarugaku players , but it is unlikely that these were
the earliest dates at which such performances took place. There
are, however, very' few mentions of them in contemporary records
until 1413 when the first of ten yearly kan,iin performances of

-  ^^engaku took place in Kyoto » Most of these were given on the 
dry river-bank in the capital, a favourite site for the bigger 
performances. The last two, in 1421 and 1422, were given in the 
twelfth and tenth moons respectively, but the earlier ones were 
all given in the third or fourth moons of the year. In each case

(4)performances were given on three different days , separated 
from each other by intervals usually of three or four days but 
sometimes of twelve or more. When the stage and stands were 
specially built for the occasion, the expense of this alone 
would doubtless have made it necessary for performances to be 
given on a number of days, but there was probably more than one



reason for the breaks between performances. The audiences no 
doubt attended in greater numbers than would have been the case 
if they had been expected to watch all-day performances on several 
consecutive days, and the players must have welcomed the chance 
to rest before the next performance and to rehearse their next 
plays, an important point when a large number were given in one 
day. The irregularity of the intervals between performances must 
often have been due to postponement because of inclement weather 
for, at least in the specially built theatres, the whole audience 
was in the open air except the nobility occupying the boxes form
ing the perimeter.

Less than a dozen records of kanjin performances of 
Sarugaku before 1450 are known, but these show that they too 
were usually spread over three days and often given on the river- 
bahks in the capital in special theatres* But it was not mvariabDy 
so* The performance given by Kan-ami at Daigo some time before

(5)
1374 was presumably a kanj.in one and that lasted seven days e 
The place of performance, too, depended on the particular cir
cumstances, If it was hoped to raise a big sum of money a 
large-scale undertaking, probably in the capital, would be 
necessary, and for this permission would have to be obtained 
from the authorities* The special theatre on the river-bahk in 
Kyoto is thus the best-known setting. But the essential element 
in the type of performance under considex'ationi was that the 
audience was required to make a donation in order to be allowed
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to watch, and* by this standard* many such performances to oh place 
under varying conditions* Some* Doth in Dengaku and Sarugaku* are 
known to have been given in temples or even particular halls of 
temples* and these would clearly have entailed no new building 
work and no special arrangements beyond the collection of entrance 
money* One such was a performance ihll.j.22 by the head of Yata Saru
gaku at which donations were given to enable him to buy back the

- . (6) 
office of gakuto at the Go-ko no Miya Shrine at Fushimi . He

(7)was highly regarded* in spite of his turbulent career * and as 
the perfoiraance was given at the shrine on the day after an 
annual performance there* there can have been no need either to 
inform the secular authorities or to make any preparations beyond 
those required for the regular annual festival. As a kanjin per-

W    i.iijrn^rni.MirTiMnTi

formance* therefore* it was untypical on these points. It was
also unusual in the purpose for which it was held. Subscription
performances at which the proceeds went to the players themselves
were not uncommon in the Tokugawa period* but before that time
the money was almost always intended for some purpose unconnected
with the performers* who were merely employed as an attraction by
the organiser* The case of Yata was thus an exception in this
period and* in fact* there is no other known record of a similar(8)
kind of performance for nearly a hundred years .

Some idea of the more usual large-scale kanjin per-
” i9)formances is to be had from a description in the Taihei-ki of 

one given by Dengaku groups in 13k9 “to collect money for the
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"building of a bridge at Shi jo in Kyoto:

fIn this year* when one strange event followed hard
upon another* the popularity of Dengaku in the capital stood out(1 0)
from all the rest* The passion of the shogun for it likewise 
had no match. As a result* the people at large neglected their 
work and wasted money on it without cease. The pleasures which

(11)Takatoki Zemmon found in it when the eastern provinces were 
on the point of collapse "brought about the downfall of his line 
in the period that has just passed, A shameful business* it has 
been called,

!0n the eleventh day of the sixth moon in this
year* a wandering priest who planned to build a bridge at Shijo
brought together the Dengaku players of the Shinza and Honza and*
dividing them into old and young* set them against each other in
a trial of skill0 The stands were built on the river-bank at
Shijo. As it was to be a rare spectacle* men and women of all
ranks thronged to it in extraordinary numbers. The entertainment
was to be ebjoyed by nobles such as the Regent and ministers*
by abbots of noble blood such as the head of the sect at that

_(12)time* Kajii no Nihon Ho-shinno * and by warriors such as the 
shogun; because of this* their servants* together with nobles* 
Gourt officials* warrior retainers of the various houses, and 
even priests from shrines and temples* vied with each other in 
setting up their stands. Together with other material* pillars of 
wood from the province of Nagato measuring five inches by six and
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eight inches by nixie in thickness were cut and shaped* and a great, 
imposing structure built* four hundred and fifteen feet in circum
ference and three or four tiers high,

’When the time arrived* fine carriages made from
sweet-smelling wood jostled for places and there was no space
left in which to tie the richly furnished mounts, Drapings leapt.
and danced in the wind and the air was filled with the fragrance
of incense. The old and young of the two groups had tents to the
east and to the west, with a bridge to the stage on each side.
The curtains of the dressing-rooms were made of px*inted cloth;
the hangings were of gold brocade which* as they fluttered in the
wind* looked for all the world like leaping flames. On the stage*
where folding chairs and stools were ranged* red and emerald rugs

(13)were spread and leopard and tiger skins hung * so that the 
eye was dazzled at the sight and all other thoughts were driven 
from the mind. Then* as the first sounds of stately music brought 
a murmur from the eagerly listening audience* the sound of the

(14)
drums in the opening piece and the leading notes of a flute
came from the dressing-rooms on each side. Eight beautiful chil-

(15)dren* all dressed in suikan of gold brocade* richly perfumed
and with highly painted faces* slowly emerged from the eastern 
dressing-room. From the west eight priests filed out* handsome 
with lightly made-up faces and blackened teeth* and resplendent 
in fantastically coloured suikan embroidered with all manner of 
flowers and birds* which they wore over silver-patterned trousers

gathered at the ankles where the dye was deepest. As they came in
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beating time* with rush hats worn at an angle* the whole scene 
was magnificent indeed* Ako of the Honza, the leading player of

(16) _

the sasara * Hiko-yasha of the Shinza, who danced a ramb.yoshi,,■ ■ 40«■ ^ ,1 v  w 1 . i.awiu Iiwwf»iwiiil^li»n#iin|i *

and Do1chi* who juggled with knives* were all wondrously talented 
and their performances amazed all who saw and heard them®

’The combined performance thus completed, a most
impressive performance of a Sarugaku about a miraculous blessing

J17)
from Hiyoshi San-o was given. Here a child of seven or eight, 
wearing a monkey mask* came out from the Shinza dressing-room 
reverently carrying a sacred staff. His top-robe was of gold 
brocade on a rd ©?ound and on his feet he wore slippers of fur. 
Entering to a tripping beat and stepping diagonally along the 
red and green arched bridge* he jumped up on to the handrail* 
turned this way and that, then leapt down and up again. The scene 
as he did so was like something from another world. The excite
ment was unbearable as people told themselves that the god of the 
shrine must surely have suddenly taken possession of the boy, to 
show such marvels.

’Bo it was that the people in the stands covering
more than five hundred feet, unable to contain themselves or even
to remain in their places, filled the whole arena with gasps and
cries in a sustained clamour of excitement and suspense. At this
point even beautiful ladies-in-waiting, watching near the shogun’s
box with the \ hems of their shot-silk x̂ ohes held high, could be

(18)seen to lift the hanging curtains with their fans. A stand
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built of heavy wood five inches by six began to tilt* and before 
one could even catch his breath, the other stands, with upper and 
lower tiers covering twelve hundred and forty-five feet in all, 
came crashing down one afterthe other. The number of those who 
died among the great piles c£ fallen timber is past all knowing.
In the confusion thieves began stealing swords; some ran off with 
them but others, having found swords, stayed to lay about them. 
Gries and shouts rose up from people who had had limbs broken or 
slashed; from others, stained with blood, who had been run through 
with swords or halberds when they joined in the fighting; and 
from others still who had scalded themselves-with the boiling 
water used for making tea. The scene might well have been that 
of evildoers crying and wailing in the Gommon Hell. The Dengaku 
players, still wearing devil masks and brandishing red canes, 
gave chase to thieves escaping with stolen costumes. Young ser
vants unsheathed their weapons and went after men who had carried 
off their masters’ ladies. Some turned and fought* Others were 
cut down as they fled and lay with reddening bodies. It was as 
if Hell’s unending battles and the tortures of its demons were 
being carried out before one’s eyes.’

The collapse of the stands at this performance was
certainly an unexpected disaster, but bloodshed was by no means
an uncommon accompaniment to Ho in the Ivluromachi period. Many
cases of brawls and killings are mentioned even in the recox*ds

(19)
written within the first half of the fifteenth century .



Sometimes* when the audience was involved, we are told that ’many,
people, both men and ?/omen, were killed1, or that, although 1 some-
one watching was slashed’, the performance continued when the
disturbance was over. Often the players themselves were directly
concerned. They, or the gakuto responsible for them, might only
be struck for making fun of priests or drunken nobles, or for
not putting in an appearance to perfoxmi as arranged. But it also
happened that they met their deaths fighting, like the head of
Yata Sarugaku and a flute player who were cut down in a quarrel
after a performance. Similarly, when a dispute arose between
Dengaku and Sarugaku players over the former wearing a mask in
a performance in Nara, someone who tried to come between them
was killed by an arrow® The significance of such stories is that
they show how far removed were the performances of No in those
days from the hushed, solemn atmosphere in which the plays are
usually given today® The people of the time crowded to theatrical
performances to be entertained by the splendour and skill of the
No players and amused by the buffoonery of the Kyogen* Once there,
they ate, drank, chatted with their neighbours, and cheered and
shouted with excitement at the parts which pleased them most, so
that the scene more closely resembled that of a present-day sumo
stadium than a modem/ theatre. If the Engl&ncl of the sixteenth
century in which Shakespeare’s plays were given was a savage
place, Japan in the early Muromachi period was no less so. Players
and audience lived in what has been described as a ’destructive,

(20)subversive age’ where violence and war were everyday hazards
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and the disasters of disease, fire and famine bred still more 
fear and superstition. To the ordinary people the music and 
colour of No wa,s something of an escape from their own wretched*-, 
ness, hut for the entertainment to have maintained its popularity 
among all classes in those full-blooded times, the manner of its 
performance must surely have had a vitality and force that would 
appear strange to it today.

In the Muromachi period, the situation concerning 
the place of performance was exactly the opposite of what it is 
today. Then, there were no permanent theatres and, except when 
No was played in such places as the houses of the nobility, per
formances in the open air were taken as a matter of course. In 
the theatres built for kan,iin performances and in many of the 
shrines and temples where No was given, the stage itself was 
roofed; but the part where most of the audience sat to watch v/as 
uncovered, and the stage was open on all sides. It was probably 
only provided with a roof to protect valuable rna&ks and costumes 
from sudden showers and, in warmer weather, to give the heavily 
robed players some protection from the glare of the sun. Kan,iin. 
performances are particularly interesting because they were 
virtually the only ones which used a stage and auditorium built 
exclusively for No and, because of this, they provided the model 
for the later No theatre.

Fortunately, there exist two sketches which show
„ ( 21)the allocation of boxes for a kan.iin performance in lij.614. , and



although no more than simple diagrams, they yield valuable evi- 
dence about the early open theatres against which to check other 
contemporary references* The raised boxes which formed the peri
meter of the auditorium served both to accomodate people of rank 
away from the crowd and to shut off the performance from the view 
of anyone outside the theatre* The sketches show that these 
raised stands were built in a circle, verifying the impression
given by a remark in Z.eami's Mritings that the stands were !built (22)
x*oundf * The size of this surround was described by the number 
of spaces between the pillars forming its framework* The space

(23)between two pillars, known as a ken, was unfortunately not fixed , 
but the perimeter usually measured 62 or 63 ken when a ken was(24)
approximately 5 feet ; that is, it measxired about 3*12 feet.
This size of 62 or 63 ken is confirmed as a common one for 
No arenas in the early Muromachi period by its known use for a 
number of performances, including two at Tadasu-gawara in Kyoto

(25)
in ii-̂33 and 1U61+ 9 There was, of course, variation from this
standard size on occasions. Perhaps the quaintest instance of 
this was the limitation of the structure to 3U sections, ox'* 270 
feet, when the Dengaku player Kiami performed because his voice

(26.)
was not strong enough to fill an arena of normal size , On
the other hand, some stands certainly contained more than 70 

(27)sections and, if the figures in the Taihei-ki are to be
believed, those at the performance in 13̂1*9 had three or four
floox̂ s and formed a circle, or part of a circle, extending for

(28)at least 83 sections, or 415 feet . It seems, therefore, that



the arena of a theatre of this kind usually had a diameter of 
about 100 feet, but that this might vary from less than 90 to 
133 feet or more®

The stage itself was set in the middle of the arena. 
(29)

and the Writings contain a warning against it being nearer
one side than the other in case it became difficult to heax* from
the places farthest away. The same passage stresses that the
stage should not be off centre in any direction, so that the
audience must have been equally distributed on all sides , except
for the very small space occupied by the hashi-gakari. The most
important members of the audience took the boxes directly facing
the front of the stage, and since 'Whatever happens, the voice

(30)
must be clearly heard in the part facing the stage' , it was
certainly to this section that the players gave most attention.
But there must also have been a constant need to remember the
audience on the other three sides, and the 'all-round' style of
performance that this made necessary must have been very irksome
to the players. Nothing is known of a move away from it, however,
until the end of the sixteenth century. A sketch of a stage built

(31)
in 1599 shows that it was set in an arena measuring 28 ken 
across, with its front edge 16-|- ken from the shogun's box and its 
centre 18 ken from the east side, towards which the hashi-gakari 
ran. Thus, the whole stage was well within the lower half of the 
arena and to one side, and this had the effect of leaving only 
a very small proportion of the audience viewing the piece from
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behind. There is, strangely enough, no mention of the size of 
the stage in the records of the time, but as this question is 
closely linked with the size and position of the hashi-gakari 
or 'bridge* from the dressing-rooms to the stage, it is convezrimt 
to discuss that point first.

It seems from the passage in the Taihei-ki quoted
above that, at that particular pe,rformance in 13U9<> there were
two hashi-gakari0 curved like bridges, which ran to the stage
from points behind and on opposite sides of it so that they
formed a V-shape with the stage at the point of junction. It may

(32)
be, as some Japanese writers have assumed , that the hashi- 
gakarl joined the stage at its back corners and that the part of 
the perimeter behind the stage and between the hashi-gakari was 
taken up by dressing-rooms to the exclusion of stands for spec
tators. If this ware so, it would mean that the total circumfer
ence was perhaps 100 ken, since the 83 ken occupied by stands 
would then have formed only part of the arena. But, on the 
information available, it is not possible to say exactly where 
the hashi-gakari joined the stage, or to rule out the possibility 
that they ran throzzgh the stands to dressing-rooms on the other 
side, as in some later cases. What is certain is that they were 
two in number, raised in the middle, and slanting in relation to

(33=)the direction of the stage. The ’Sarugaku dangi' , however, 
advocates a slightly different type of what it calls simply a 
'bridge*. It says, *The bridge should be built so that it runs 
flat and downwards, the higher end being at the entrance to the
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dressing-room. It is not right for it to he curved so that it is j
raised in the middle* It should be built with the edge of the
bridge more to one side, away from the centre point between the
pillars of the awning, so that there is a space of about half a
ken between the pillars on that side.' There is another reference
to a sun-awning in one of the texts to which the sketches of the
1^6^ performances belong, and there seems little doubt that it
ran along the back edge of the stage which, since the stage usually

(34)
faced north, was the south side . The Writings, therefore, 
recommended that the hashl-gakari should not be arched, as was 
sometimes the case, and that it should join the stage at its back 
edge nearer one side than the other. They do not say in which 
direction the bridge should run from the stage to the perimeter, 
an omission which may be thought significant, particularly in 
view of evidence' on the point from the performances at Tadasu- 
gawara in lLj.64** The texts and illustrations dealing with these 
leave no doubt that the hashi-gakari, which was one ken wide, wasHiHi.miMi. II ii 1 1 1110 rî li m n n  11 m  w V A j

not slanting but straight, running to the stage from a point on
(35)the perimeter directly behind it . It is not until 1599 that 

there is another diagram of a kanjin theatre available, and this
shows similarities with the present-day arrangement in that the
hashteakari starts from a point to the left of the stage, as 
viewed from the front, and joins it at the very back of the left-

(36)
hand side. The angle which it makes with this side, however, is 
much greater than is the case with the modern No stage, where it(37)
is usually only slightly more than a right angle ,



The main problem, therefore, is to decide the
type of hashi-gakari likely to have been in common use in the j
time of Zeami. Before going any further, it must be pointed out
that the two slanting hashi-gakarl used in 13̂1-9 were probably
very exceptional. They were necessary then because two separate
troupes of players were performing at the same time*, A similar
arrangement xxxxxxxmKnis in Ennen performances can be traced back 

(38)
to 1619 s and it is possible that two such approaches were
used in Bugaku for dancers of the Left and the Right from an eari.y
date;, but if it was the normal practice in the time of Zeami to
build a single bridge to the stage from one side or the other,
some direction as to how this should be done would surely have
been given in the passage from the Writings quoted above. A
number of stages, including the usual ones for Kagura and Bugaku,
are known to have had straight entrances coming from behind the 

(39)
stage , and the Takigi performances before the Great South 
Gate of the Kofuku-ji, to which Kan-ami and Zeami attached such 
importance, were given with a straight corridor joining the area 
used as a stage at its back edge and nearer one side than the

(ho)
other, exactly as recommended in .the * Sarugaku dangi1 . When, 
it is also remembered that in only twenty-one years after
Zeami's death, just such a straight hashi-p;akar 1 was definitely 
used, it seems reasonable to conclude that, having mentioned where 
along the back edge of the stage the hashi-gakari was to join, the 
writer of the 'Sarugaku dangi' did not make specific mention of 
its direction because he took it for granted that it would be
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straight; and, therefore, that such a hashi-gakari was the kind 
in common use,

The size of the No stage before the death of Zeami
is not known0 Nor is it even known whether its size was fixed*
Japanese writers who have discussed the question have tended to
conclude, on the strength of little more than an assumption that
if developed from the small Kagura stage, that the early No stage

(i+i)
was two ken square • Whatever the truth may he about its origin, 
however* it can be shown that it was not, in fact, of this size® 
The hashi-gakari at the performances in 1̂ .6̂  and 1599 were one 
ken wide, and practical considerations alone mean that it was 
never likely to have been less than this. The recommendation in 
the *Sarugaku dangi* that the bridge shoxild join the stage away 
from the centre of the back edge and about half a ken from one 
side would, therefore, be meaningless if the stage were only two 
ken wide, since the hashi-gakari would be exactly in the middle
!■* Lin iiuiiiu » mi in wiii n mi* n m i ii. In Jm ii îi i ill ■ Ji i m i ■ m ^

when it was half a ken from one side. Thus, whatever its depth 
may have been, it can at least be said that it was more than two 
ken wide0

Apart from the possibility that the awning at the
back of the stage led to an extension of the stage beneath it,
there is nothing to suggest that the fifteenth-century stage had 
anything to correspond to the present-day ato-za® One of the

(42)
plans of the site of the performances at Tadasu-gaw^ra in 1 464 ,
however, shows something like verandas on the sides of the stage®
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On the stage left are indicated places fox* the waki® at the front, 
and the players of the flute, ko-tsuzumi.> and o-tsuzumi* They 
were faced* on the stage right, by the chorus and, towards the 
back of the stage, the player of the taiko drum. If this were the 
only indication of an extension to tbhe stage proper, it might be 
possible to dismiss the marginal areas in the plan as indicating 
nothing more than, say, a gravel surround to the stage, with the 
names on it showing that the performers occupied the corresponding 
positions on the stage proper. But in a passage thought to refer

(43)to the chorus , the Writings recommend that * the place where 
the group sit* should be built lower than the rest of the stage;

twoand Nose mentions that, in an old sketch belonging to the 
Kanze house, this place is shown to have been built on the stage 
right, as in the 1464 plan® It seems, therefore, that with the 
hashi-pcakar.l joining the back of the stage, it was hardly con
venient to have subsidiary actors and musicians at the back of the 
stage and, to avoid this, extra sections for their use were built 
on to the' sides of the stage. The sketch of a stage used in 1599s 
which has been mentioned as having been in the lower half of 
the arena and to one side, and as having had a hashi-gakari of 
the present-day type, shows no sections at the sides of the stage 
but one at the back corresponding to the present ato-za. The 
evidence concerning these changes is at present too scanty to 
determine exactly why and when they took place, but the general 
line of development may be surmised. During the time that the 
stage was set in the middle of the auditorium, it seems, the



hash!-gakari joined the stage along its back edge, and subsidiary 
actors, chorus and musicians were ranged along each side of the 
stage to give the main actors unrestricted access from the hashi- 
gakari* Perhaps because the performers seated along the sides ofruiiiii [■■ni— iihin tffrtfin w

the stage blocked the view of many of the people present and 
because the attempt to play to an audience surrounding the stage 
was found to be unsatisfactory and unnecessary, the musicians and,

U5)possibly, the chorus, were moved to the back of the stage, which 
was itself taken further back in the arena. To allow easier access 
to the stage after such a rearrangement and to make the hashi- 
gakari more visible to the audience, most of whom were now in 
front of the stage, the hashi-gakari was made slanting and so 
arranged that it joined the stage along one side instead of at 
the back® In Zeami*s standard kanjin theatre measuring 100 feet 
across, the straight hashi-gakari behind the stage would have»■ ■ ■— ■ ■■■--■ ■ ■ Ml A I M.i I m !■! in

measured about 43 feet, if the stage was 3 ken, or about 15 feet, 
in depth® The change to a slanting hashi -.galea ri would have made 
little difference to its length so long as the stage remained in. 
the same place. Kven in the case of the stage used in 1599? which 
was built further back in the arexia than the early ones, the 
slanting hashi-gakari was 7 ken in length which, as they are

NfJ 11 l nil l iff Ilf f ll ll~Tlf l| IJ I I III' ll l l| |f11  ̂ »l I P

described as * ordinary* ken® would be equivalent to at least 42 
feet; and, at a- kanjin performance in 1702, the bridge was more 
than 11 ken in length . Thus, although the development of the 
modern covered No theatre has led in general to a shortening of 
the hashi-p;akari, the view that long ones are more correct is
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(47)■based on an ancient tradition

The organizer of a subscription performance, usually
known as the kan.iin-hi tjiri « allowed about one month for the erect-

(48)
ion of stands and stage, when these had to be specially built , 
The arrangements for the building of the amphiteatre itself must 
necessarily have been left to the organizer, but the Taihel-ki 
account showed that nobles, warriors, and high-ranking priests, 
whuXd have their boxes fitted out according to their own stan
dards of comfort and elegance* Most of these people took one or 
two boxes, but some took three and the shogun1 s attendance at a
kan,jin performance meant that at least five and, sometimes, seven

(49)
sections would be reserved for the use of him and his party *
It was far from cheap to take a box at any of these great per
formances, and some of those who were expected to do so were hard 
put to it to find the means* One diary tells how the writer was 
led by a reduction in price to attend a performance one day with 
a group of his friends and how, after being approached bjr the 
organizer himself, he was obliged to find someone to share the
expense of another box for the following performance two days 

(50)
later * But the ordinary people, content to be groundlings and
watch from the part between the stands and the stage, paid very
much less, perhaps only one-thirtieth or one-fiftieth of the

(51)price of a box «

The theatre being only a temporary construction, 
the condition of the stage often left much to be desired from
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(52)
the players 1 point of view. The 1 Sarugaku dangiT . warned that,

ibefore a performance, the stage and the bridge leading to it 
should be carefully examined so that protruding nails and other 
things likely to cause a mishap could be set right - a very 
necessary precaution when an actor1s vision was so often restrict
ed by a mask. The boards used in such a stage clearly did not 
give the even, polished surface of the usual No stage today, but 
the discomfort of sitting on them for long periods at a time 
could be lessened for the chorus by the provision of straw mats 
and for the subsidiary actors such as the waki by the spreading

(53) 'of fine rugs and skins , just as described in the Taihel-ki
and shown in a number of paintings of early Kabuki stages
The way in which the stage and hashi-gakari were usually boai*ded
in the Ivluromachi period was perhaps the opposite of what it is
today. In the presbnt-day No stage, the boards run lengthwise
along the hashi-gakari and from front to back on the stage
itself, but in a number of drawings and paintings made between

(55)about 1590 and 16I4.O they are exactly the opposite . That is, 
they were laid.aci^oss the width of the hashi-gakari and cross
wise on the stage itself. Since other illustrations from the same 
period show the boarding as it is today, at that time both types 
were to be found. From this, the possibilities seems to be either- 
that, in the last years of the sixteenth century, an old system 
of boarding was in the process of being reversed and was eventually 
supplanted altogether, or, what is perhaps more likely, that the 
method of laying the boards did not become fixed until after the



(56)
middle of the next century

The content of Sarugaku and Dengaku performances
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries naturally varied a
good deal according to the particular circumstances in which they

(57)were given, a variety recommended by Zeami * Of the items 
usually given when conditions allowed a complete performance, 
however, the more‘important were common to both types of enter- 
.tainrnent, while those of lesser importance included some peculiar 
to one or the other.

Sarugaku no longer had the variety which had belongec 
to it in the Heian period and which was still to be found in Den
gaku* Its entertainment was now based almost entirely on song 
and dance forms* Within this field, however, it covered a wide 
range from No plays, through certain types of Kyogen in which
songs and dances were used, to various pure song or dance forms

(58)
such as Kusemai and lion dances . Pieces known, as shugen
Auspicious words1 were often given when appropriate to the 
occasion* They were intended as prayers or thanks to the gods 
for such blessings as long life, good crops, and peace in the 
land, and are perhaps best typified by the ceremonial dances now
known as Okina. To Zeami the inclusion of such sentiments was

“  _(59) _essential to a good waki-no * Shugen pieces were, and still
are, part of the short performances given before the great pine-(6°)
tree during the processiorx in the Kasuga Wakaraiya Festival , 
and in the time of Zeami it was fitting to include them when
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(61)
playing "before persons of rank at a private function * They 
are still to "be found in No today* On special occasions, when the 
programme opens with Okina* the pieces described as shugen custom
arily take the form of a full No play or the second half of a 
play of appropriate content; and* on other occasions* they consist 
of a few lines of song from the chorus* But whereas they now* 
with the exception of Okina, come at the very end of a programme* 
the way in which they are discussed in the Writings and the fact 
that giving them as a finale would have run counter to 2earaiTs
theory of gradually building up the tension of a programme to(62)
a final climax , make it likely that shugen were given only 
at the beginning of a programme in his time* Often, one of the 
first pieces given in both Sarugaku and Dengaku performances was 
sung and danced by two or more actors from different groups* Such(63)combined performances were known as tachi-ai and are well
represented* in Dengaku, by the one given by eight players from 
the Honza and Shinza at the performance in 1349 at which the

(64)
stands collapsed * and* in Sarugaku, by those which the four
Yamato schools used to give* two schools at a time, during the

(65)Wakamiya Festival procession e Another item common to both 
Sarugaku and Dengaku was one known as kainasashi, the exactimrnwiin  i ■ mm~ Tii* iit bfc—Mi i in  n 'n  ■

nature of which is not clear* There are only a handful of known(66)
references to it, covering a period from 1168 to IqJK) » and 
all that can be said on the strength of them is that kainasashi 
was something done at the very beginning of performances at shrines 
The one or two Japanese writers who have discussed it suggest
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that it referi*ed to the 01cina dances or, in the face of the 
difficulty of reconciling this with mentions of it in the war

(67)novel G-ikei-kl,, that it was at least some kind of dance . The
other mentions are more reliable than the G-ikei-ki, being in
temple records and private diaries, and these make it seem likely

*

‘fc*ia’k kainasashi signified some kind of preliminary greeting or 
obeisance to the gods before the performance proper, rather than 
a dance; but, in the absence of more material, the point remains 
obscure* There is, likewise, little to show the extent to which 
acrobatic movements (haya-waza) were .used in Sarugaku performances 
in the early Muromaohi period* Such things as tumbling, balancing 
and juggling had formed part of the Sarugaku of the Heian period 
and survived to some degree in Dengaku* Few mentions of such'.. ̂ 
activities are to be found in connection with Sarugaku from the 
fourteenth century onwards, largely because the main source of 
information is the Writings of Zeami and he had no time for such

Wl—f  frump

vulgarities* There will be reason to discuss in the last chapter 
the little that can be discovered about acrobatic movements in 
Sarugaku, but it can be said here that they were certainly still 
to be found, though probably only in the course of dances and 
other actions in plays and not as independent items of entertain™ 
ment.

The main fare provided in ^arugaku, however, con
sisted of No and Kyogen pieces* The contribution of Kyogen players 
nowadays is of two kinds; they, and they alone, give the independ* 
ent farces which form part of a full No programme and, in addition



they take minor parts in No plays * when their most common function!
is to give an account of the situation dealt with in a two-act
play in the interval between the acts. The functions of Kyogen
players in the time of Zeami and their relationship to the No(68)
groups is still a matter of discussion * It was demonstrated 
earlier that their status* like that of players of other roles* 
was different from their present one in that they specialized in 
Kyogen parts within a larger group of which they were members* 
instead of belonging to small groups of their own. But* from the 
evidence available* it seems reasonable to conclude that Kyogen 
players were carrying out the two functions described above not 
only in the first half of the fifteenth century* when Zeami pro
duced most of his Writings* but during at least a good part of the 
previous century as well. As far as the Kyogen comedies were 
concerned* the point is not when they began to be given but* rather* 
when they began to be overshadowed by the serious No plays. The 
marked similarity between the subject-matter of pieces found in 
the Sarugaku of the Heian period and later Kyogen plays leaves no 
doubt that the latter formed the main line of descent from early 
Sarugaku and that it was the No play that was the newcomer® It 
is* of course* impossible to produce a succession of documentary 
references to illustrate the continuity - however much people 
may have enjoyed the buffoonery*- there was seldom reason to record 
it - but there are mentions which show that* in the thirteenth 
and early fourteenth centuries* Dengaku included comic pieces 
typified by one in v/hich a character who has been struck hits an



innocent "bystander in return* instead of the person who had struck 
(69)

him . Since Dengaku formed part of Heian Sarugaku* this at
least shows that the tradition was not lost* Furthermore* in the
early Muromachi period* Kyogen players were sometimes known as
okashi and* although it has "been said that* "by derivation* the
origianl meaning of this word was not the obvious one of 1 comic1
but ’transgressor* violator’* signifying one who parodied a
serious piece that had just been given* the object of this was
undoubtedly to amuse and ’comic’ must very soon have become the

(70)
predominate meaning • Finally* when we come to the time of
Zeami and the years immediately following'his death* there can be
no doubt that Kyogen comedies were performed in No programmes*
often alternating with the No playse Zeami talks of programmes

_ (71)consisting* for example* of three No and two Kyogen * and at 
the Tadssu-gawara subscription performance of Sarugaku in 1M=>̂  
more than twenty Kyogen were given between No plays during the

(72)
three days of the performance * The role of Kyogen players in 
holding the stage during the interval of a two-act play is also(73)discussed by Zeami * and he points out that* when doing so* it 
was no part of their task to amuse the audience - further evidence* 
if needed* that their usual aim was to provoke laughter.

It has been shown above that the number of No plays 
given in any one programme was likely to vary greatly according 
to the circumstances involved. The players’ dislike of the in
creasing number of No that had to be given to satisfy their patrcns 
may be seen from the ’Shudosho’* which was written in 1i0O and
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also states that, even then, only three Wo plays and two Kyogen
(7k)would be given at religious and sub sc r.ipti on performances ; in

other words* when the players were still comparatively free to
arrange for themselves the content of their performances* This*
and the fact that similarly restricted programmes were also the

(75)rule in earlier days* show that what is regarded as the trad
itional programme of five No with Kyogen between them was the 
result of the situation which developed during the lifetime of 
Zeami* when players frequently had no choice but to give a larger 
number of No than they had previously. Zeami’s objection to extra 
’request No’ (ko i-no) did not come from any inherent difficulty 
in arranging a big programme into a balanced progression accord
ing to the principle of .jo-ha-kyin but from the fact that* since 
such requests were made on the spur of the moment after the ordin
ary programme was completed* the extra plays could never be other 
than an ill-fitting appendage. Such requests must also have made 
unreasonable demands on the memories and physical stamina of the 
players at times* even though the conditions under which they 
performed were very much less exacting than they are today. To give 
only one example* two request No were given on the last day of the 
performances at Tadasu-gawara in II4.6I4. after a programme consisting 
of no fewer than ten No plays and nine Kyogen*

The fact that both players and audience could with
stand .programmes such as these* which would now be unbearably 
long* gives rise to the question of how long a No play took to
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perform in the Muromachi period,..One of the most striking things
about reco3?ds of Ho performances in the fifteenth century, for
example, is the large number of plays given at one time, as many
as fifteen or seventeen being by no means uncommon*, Unless they
also include details of the time taken, it is not possible to
conclude very much from the number of plays alone, but there are
a few records which do this. Briefly, the information they give
is as follows © In the second moon of fourteen or fifteen

(76)
pieces were given between dusk and dawn and, in the fifth

(77)moon ten years later, fifteen were given by dusk so that, in
each case, the time taken would have been, at most,- about thirteen
hours* In the fourth moon of the following year, 1l|.30“ eleven

(78)
pieces were given in less than seven hours e But any conclusion
from these figure alone would be hasty, since it is not known
whether the numbers mentioned included Kyogen plays as well as
No* Since Kyogen players were among those given presents at the
performance in *lU30, they almost certainly gave some comedies on
that occasion, and probably did so at the other times as well* It
is known, however, that the final performance at Tadasu-gawara in
the fourth moon of 1^64 consisted of twelve No plays and nine 
_ (79)Kyogen 8 Since this was a subscription performance, it presum

ably took place during the daylight hours but, as it clearly 
would not have started at dawn, it can be assumed that it did not 
last more than about twelve hours and, in fact, probably lasted 
a good deal less, Dengaku programmes, too, can be of help on this 
point, as they also had No as their main attraction at this time. .
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For instance, at. one performance in the third moon of U4I4.6, eight
No and two or three Kyogen, as well as the traditional Dengaku
items at the 'beginning, were given between about one p.m. and(80)
dusk, that is, in about six hours * If it is assumed that the 
miscellaneous Dengaku items took about as long as one Kyogen, and 
that a Kyogen took about half as long to perform as a No, it can 
be deduced that, at the two performances, one of Sarugaku and the 
other of Dengaku, the equivalent of sixteen or seventeen No were 
given in twelve hours or less, and the equivalent of ten No were 
given in six hours. This means that a play took forty-five minutes 
at the very most on one occasion and thirty-six minutes on the 
other, an average time of, say, forty minutes compared with any
thing from about an hour to an hour and a half at the present 
time. And even these calculations have been, if anything, over- 
generous in the time allowed; they assume that the performances 
were continuous whereas, in fact, there were probably some short 
breaks between items and, perhaps, one or two longer breaks for 
meals and relaxation^ and, since a No play was clearly performed 
in a comparatively short time,‘to equate two Kyogen with one No 
in terms of performance time probably assumes a much greater 
difference between the two than existed in fact. Because of this, 
it is not'possible to go back to the three performances mentioned 
above which may or may not have included Kyogen plays and, on the 
basis of the figures arrived at, conclude that they must have 
consisted predominantly of No plays. That the results represent 
maximum times is also indicated by the fact that the time taken



to perform one No play was little more than forty-five minutes
(81.)

even in the latter part of the sixteenth century *

In addition to such things as tachi-ai and kaina
sashi which it had in common with Sarugaku, Dengaku had a number 
of items peculiar to itself* The order in which the various items 
were given in Dengaku is known from a number of sources, and 
although there are slight variations and omissions her© and there 
among the minor miscellaneous items, all show that these preceded 
the main part of the entertainment, consisting of No and Kyogen9 
One of the fuller lists of these minor items is that given in
correspondance arising from an enquiry for information about

(8fi)
Dengaku made by the Tokugawa authorities in 1755 • The items
given there are described by the following names: chumonguchi; 
mo dole 1; kaiko; tachi-ai ; katana-dama; and taka-ashi *

Chumonguchi, which all the records agree was the 
opening piece in Dengaku in the mediaeval period, was a musical 
item so named because it was given originally as the players 
approached the place of performance through the chumon or 1 inner 
gate* • It was usually played on the flute, drums, and the sasara 
(or bin-sasara)„ an instrument peculiar to Dengaku and associated 
with it since the days when that entertainment was connected with 
agricultural ceremonies® The type of sasara most commonly found 
in Dengaku consists of short strips of wood set vertically and 
threaded together side by side to form a connected piece about 
two feet long. The strips gradually decrease in length so that
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‘the sasara tapers towards the ends; these are held in the hands
and jerked up and down to produce a harsh, rattling sound. Ho
mention of mo dole i or kaiko in Dengaku has been found in programmes
■before the Tokugawa period, and their absence from such detailed
records as the Bun-an., Dengaku No-ki makes it unlikely that ‘they
existed as independent items with those names in the Dengaku of
the early Muromachi period. But, since it seems from the text of

(83)them given by Takano that they were.short sung pieces in the
nature of shugen. which led on to the taehi-al or combined dance,
it is possible that some such sung part was included in the item(810
described only as tachi-ai in earlier records 0 Together with
Dengaku itself, katana-dama or juggling with knives, and taka-ashl
existed in the Sarugaku of the Heian period, but there is some
confusion about the meaning of taka-ashi. In works by Qe Tadafusa 

(85)
(d. 1111) , taka-ashi is given together with something called
issoku (or hitotsu-ashi) and these are taken to mean, respective!}?
stilts and a single pole with a cross-piece on which the performer

■ (86)
stands and hops around » In the form in which they are now 
known, the writings of Tadafusa do not describe either taka-ashi

t r

or issoku., but a quotation from one of them, the Rakuyo Bengakkig 
in a work completed in the first part of the eighteenth century 9 
describes taka-ashi as a type of wooden footwear with tall 
suppox*ts underneath, a description reminiscent of the geta with 
bars six or more inches high which, with the decorated *flower- 
hat*, are part of the traditional costume of the Dengaku flute- 
player at the Walcamiya Festival. This explanation of taka-ashi
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was probably a later interpolation and, equally probably, was due
to confusion between taka-ashi meaning a *riding-pole* and taka-
ashi-da. ones of the names used for the tall clogs. The early
meaning of taka-ashi is further complicated by the fact that,
although a comparison of two works written at the end of the
eleventh century seems to show that taka-ashi was also called(88)
ni-soku * two legs* , which would seem to support the meaning
of * stilts*, another work of the same period lists them both, thus

(89)showing them to be different . Ever since the beginning of the 
Murornachi'period, however, taka-ashi or takashi has meant the

0Ojsingle pole with the cross-piece , and issoku has hardly been
(91)mentioned at all. Even if the early history of taka-ashi remains 

inextricably tangled, then, it can be said that, in the period 
undex* review, the Honza and Shinza Dengaku groups performing at 
Nara used the term to mean the riding-pole with crossbar, and that 
this use has continued down to the present.

Throughout the one hundred and fifty years under 
consideration, Ho and Kyogen were the main attractions in Dengaku 
performances, but some mention of the part they played there has 
already been made and all that remains is to point out one or two 
things concerning the No. The Qkina dances, whose special position 
in comparison with the other No pieces has led to their being 
described as *a part of No, but apart from it*, have been performed 
in Sarugaku since the Heian period. Although virtiually all religious 
Sarugaku performances of any importance began with Qkina, there



is scarcely a mention of the piece being performed in Dengaku®
Nose, however, has found a record of 1126 which associates the
three figures now represented in Okina with Dengaku as well as
with Sarugaku, though even this seems to show that they belonged

(92)
primarily to the latter. Another indication that Dengaku groups

(93)might have performed Okina comes from the fSarugaku dangi* « 
This states that, at ceremonies at the Hie Shrine, three Dengaku 
players used to wear black masks, and it is thought likely that 
these were the same as the black mask now worn only by the player

_(9U)3*n Okina who represents Sambaso . But such records of a possible
connection between Okina and Dengaku are clearly very exceptional,
and there is no doubt that the piece was intimately connected with
Sarugaku alone. Zeami regarded it as the model of Sarugaku song 

(95)and dance , and the drawing used to represent a Sarugaku player
(96)

in an early sixteenth-century work is one of Okina himself *
The greater popularity which Dengaku enjoyed.in comparison to
Sarugaku until late in the fourteenth century at first led scholar
to assume that the No plays, though common to both forms, must
have originated in Dengaku and been taken over by Sarugaku at
some later date. But, when attention was drawn to the fact that
No plays in Dengaku programmes were almost always referred to as
*Sarugaku*, it was realized that this could only have been because
the plays were primarily associated with, and had their origin in, 

(97)
Sarugaku « It is known that as many as six *Sarugaku* ptees of 
this kind were being given in a single Dengaku programme by the 
year 1310, when they clearly formed the most important part of the
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(98)
whole performance e The concentration directed ‘by the Dengaku
players on to this new attraction, which must surely have been
the main cause of the ’Dengaku epidemic* in the early years of
the fourteenth century, seems to have led to their neglect of the
traditional Dengaku entertainments. As early as 1316, for example,
the members of both the Ilonza and Shinza groups were reprimanded
by the authorities of the Kofuku-ji becaixse, on the day of the
Wakamiya Festival, all four performers on the taka-ashi had fallen

(995----- -from them in the course of the entertainments , The continued
decline of the minor arts seems to have resulted in some of them
being omitted altogether at time for, at a performance given in
1i[46 by the combined Honza and Shinza groups, juggling with knives
was done by two players but the riding-pole did not figure at all(1 0 0)
among the items given *
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Notes To Qhapter VII,

1 a TZN 320®

2f NO 10^8-9.

3<* See recox*ds qt&* NS under the years in question and NO 1053-U
4. Since the Manga 1 Jugo nlkki mentions iDerformances on three

days? including the 22nd., and the Kammon gyoki states that 
there was one on the 23rd, (see NS 48), it appears that the 
performance in 1419 took place on four days® But, as all 
the others were on only three days and none on two consecu
tive days, it is likely that the writer of the Kammon gyoki
was a day late with his entry.

3* See NO 697*
60 Kammon gyoki, qtd. NS 56*
7. After Being exiled from his native place, he was kept in

detention for long periods on several occasions; But the 
writer of the Kammon gyoki. qtd. NS 120, gives the news of 
his death in a Brawl with the comment, ’Sad Beyond measure, 
..•this will Be a loss to Sarugaku here.!

8. NO 1063®

9o Bk027 ’Dengaku no koto’, Yuhodo Bunko ed« vol.29, 190-2.
10. Tae shogun Ashikaga Takauji, referred to in the text as Daiju

* Ofreat Tree**
11* The last Hojo regent, who lived 1303-33*
12* More commonly known as Son-in Ho-shinno, he was first appoin

ted head of the Tendai sect in 1333*
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13* Presumably on the chairs* to judge from ^rsen paintings of 
the Momoyama period (1568-1615)•

1k0 Qhumonguchl ; see p. 21/4,
15o A high-necked robe with cords threaded through the outer

edges of the sleeves and hanging from the neck* front and 
back,

16. An instrument peculiar to Dengaku; see p.21l4-5«
17* The god worshipped at the Hiyoshi (or* strictly* Hie) Shrine 

at the foot of Mt. Hiei*
18* That is* the curtains hung in front of the boxes to shield

the nobility from the public ga&e.
19* Por the examples given below* see records gtd. NB 12li.* 57*

63p 52* 120 and 173 respectively. Only the last of these 
falls outside the period mentioned* having been written 
in 1lk58.

20o Sansom* Japan; A Short Cultural History 371«
21« The sketches belong to the Tadasu-gawara Ican.iln Sarugaku

nlkkl and another short work dealing with, the same per
formance and known as the Ihon Tadasu-gawara Sarugakki.
The two texts and the sketch belonging to the latter are 
given in G-unsho rui.ju series 1* vol.19 bk*363? 717-23; 
two sketches alone are reproduced NGrS. nos.. UP & 1|1.

22. Uchi-mawashite; 1 SD1* TZN 320.
23. The * S'D1 5 T2N 320* gives 1 ken as being 5 shaku* approxi

mately 5 feet* but the term commonly indicated a kyo-ma, 
which was 6*6". In at least one case* it was even taken
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as equivalent to 8 shaku (see Yamazaki, !No butai*, Nogaku 
zensho vol.4, 7”8, on a performance in 1593)** In the 
following discussion it has been taken as equal to 5 feet, 
and the figures therefore represent minimum distances®

2U..' f TSDT , TZN 320.
25« See records qtd. NS 55? 101, 105 and 258.
26. * SD! , TZN 320.
27« ibid.
28o The figures in the Taihei-ki are probably connect since the

performance was a particularly large one involving both 
the main Dengaku groups, and an arena measuring 86 ken, 
for example, is known to have been built for a Kanze per
formance in 1599 (see ggZ no.iilj.)® See p. 198 on the size
of the arena in 13̂ *9? however.

29« 1 SD! , m r  320.
30o ibid.
31® HSS no 051u
32o Takano, TNihon kodai engeki-shi ! , Nihon bungaku koza vol. 10,

39$ and Kokugekishi gaikan, qtd. and followed by Takeuchi,
M  UH-.

33® TgN 320. The misinterpretation of this passage by Yarnazaki, 
op.cit. 28, in which he was followed by Takeuchi, NOZ 66, 
led him to conclude that the hashi-gakari described in 
it was slanting; but see below on this0

3L\.a The mention of a sun-awning, together with the information
that the stage and hashi-gakari were roofed and the hand-



rail of the hashi-gakari was of ba&iboo etc., are given in
tTTinrr<j« m u  H  r i  r~ ~if i>ftri~n w ■■ i m n ir 11 ) *  ^

the Tadasu-gawara kanrjin Sarugaku nikki, op.cit® 721®
i i i i« i» i| iw m > iM  i«ifwi iii A n  nwiM if®  iw i® m >  ■ —>■■■ i>— *■ n*Sr« rnmmtf ■ n •  ■! .  r~i~irn—m ■ ■ mf-t  i f    ~ i lit iinl~T"IT

One of the sketches of the site (see NG-2 no®
I4.O) marks the hashi-gakari as being on the west and it is
' » /rmtrriima 11■.i n i> 1113*11 iiii«»*T> wm» — »—»!»■— 1

no doubt this that led Nose to say that the awning that ra; 
along the back edge of the stage (ZJH vol.2, 500) was on 
the west side (ibid® 502) ® One of the texts, however* stats 
that the boxes occupied by the shogun faced south (Tadasu- 
gawara kaniin Sarugaku nikki, op.cit® 720) and this means

.VfwllEMErm'OM »JHi I®*11 l ' l » l l i »  ■,» ihU jm i l l j  .lĤ IIiEJ ■■■>!■ II I i» I|I>M1II III IIUI 11 !■ Ill I II , ■ I IK itl.m w H B H  ^  *

that the stage would, necessarily, have faced north® This 
apparent contradiction between sketch and text may well 
have arisen because the position of the shogun’s boxes 
resulted in the stage not facing north exactly. His seven 
sections are described as being on the ’east /pide/, facin 
south’ (ibid.)] strictly speaking, therefore, the stage 
must have fa.ced his boxes in the direction of N.N.E., so 
bringing the hashi-gakari on the far side of it into the 
west half of the arena, thus*

7 ken occupied by sho 
gun.

~E

28 ken occu
pied by 13 
nobles.

27 ken for 18 
nobles (28 for 
19 according to 
sketch in dunsho. 
EUijJi; two mis
takes in M£L2 no. 
ij-1 make that copy 
show only 26 ken.)

v  t tn tH U n r ®  •

1 ken for hashi
X
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In general terms, therefore, there is no need to regard 
the stage on this occasion as differeing from the tradit
ional north-facing No stage as found in NGZ. nos. 39? U4? 
67 etc*

35* See Z.JH vol*2, 501-2 and n,3U above for explanations of thi
36* See NG-Z no0.̂ 4® Takano, Nihon engeki-shi 619? mentions that

a record of the Kongo house states that the slanting 
hashi-gakari was first used in No in 1565*

37*. Nor did the position of the hashi-gakari i»emain fixed from 
then 011, for later paintings, sketches etc® show stages 
with bridges on the left, right, or both sides; or, some
times, with no bridge at all* See NGZ nos* 21, 35? 59?
60, 50-2, Lj.2 etc*

380 Takano, Nihon kayo-shi 5hk*
39* See NGZ nos* 6, 9, 10, 35, 36 etc,
il.0* See ibid* nos. 37"”9«
IpU For example, Goto*, Nihon geki.jo-shi 61, and Takeuchi, NGZ

60®

^2. NGZ nos/±0*
I43® ’SDf, TZN 320o For a discussion of various interpretations 

of the passage in question, see ICojima, * Zeami no kanjin 
No no butai1, in the periodical No 1952, vol®6 noe11o 

I4U0 ZJH vol02, 500*
* * n u i n n t f u o  »

i+5. While there is no definite eveidenee for including the
chorus, a number of illustrations of stages from the
Keicho period (1596—16U4) onwards show no additional
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section on the side* and in present-day performances of 
01cina the chorus does sit at the very hack of the stage* 

Li.6* See NGZ no.35.
Lf7® ^ee Yamazaki? op*cit8 19? concerning the length of present-

A
day hashi-gakarl*

Li,8* See Manzai Jugo nikki* qtd* NS 37.
Lj-9e Tadasu-pcawara kan.iin Sarupcaku nikki; Kaei sandai-ki, qtd.

IS 55? 58? etc*
50. See KG -1061,

n v t n u )

51® ibid*
52* TgN 320*
53. ibid*
5U* See? for example, NGZ nos* 72? 73? 82 and 8lp*
55. See NGZ nos. 21? 14.5? iff9 50? 89? 99 and 10Lj. for examples

of this kind in the period in question? and nos* Lj.2? 53? 
72? 73? 80? 81? 109? 111 and 116 for the present-day type 
of hoarding in the same period.

56* Although it is not possible to arrange the illustrations 
mentioned into exact chronological sequence? a gradual 
change from one type of stage to another is indicated by 
a comparison of those attributed to the Keicho period 
(1596-161L',) with those of the Kan-ei period (162lp~Lj.3) *
But as the Void1 tywpe of boarding is to*be found in 
Kabuki stages as late as the second half of the 17th* 
century (see? e*ge ? Konakamura? Kabu ongaku ryakushi lLf7s 
150-1; also reproduced "by Goto, op.cit, nos, 23 and 27),



this appearance of change is probably due only to the 
restricted material available.

*Fukyokushu * , TZN 182.
* 354.
'Kadensho1, $ W  22-3*
See Takano, Kabu ongyoku kosetsu 216; Miyatake, Kasuga Waka- 
miya On-matsuri to Sarugaku 70 et.seq,

'Fukyokushu1, TZN 182..
See *SD*, T2N 292-3? 306, 310. Zeami*s discussion of the 
musical style of shugen shows that it was a simple, basic 
one, as found in waki-no, that led on to other types; see 
*Oo-ongyoku jo Jo* , TZN 186 on this.

A term which als© signified, on occasions, a competitive 
performance between actors of different schools. See, for 
example, TZN 63 and 345®

*SD*, rJ?ZN 286-7 o
See Miyatake, op.cit. 71-2C
See NO 1476-8.
ibid. and Ogata, Ocho engei-shi 181Q
See, for example, Furukawa, Kyogen no kenk.yu 2-3. See also 
Ohap.JI 35 above on the suggestion that the Tmiddle group1 
of a za may have contained the Kyogen players.

Uchiyama Eikyu-ji kiroku, qtd. NO 1497-8, and Oempei sei su 1 - 
ki, qtd. Takano, Nihon engeki-shi 168.

In an article in Kanze (1955? vol.22 no010, 3)? N&shitsunoi 
derives okashi from the verb okasu ’transgress* and
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equates it with the modokl of Dengaku (see p®213)e But 
the reference to the okashi hoshi in the account of the 
13̂ -9 Wakaraiya Festival (see App. 25 390 ) and the use of 
the character flaughtexiT for okashi in an entry of
1 k3 2  in the Kamrnon p;y ok 1 (qtd, NS 101) seems to show that
the word had nothing of that meaning then,

71 o 1 Shudbsho19 TZg 250*
72, Tadasu-gawara kanfjin Sarugaku nikki s op. cit# 718-20 *»
73. 'Shudosho!, TZN 2Lj.8-9*
7^« ihido 230,
73* ibid®
76. Kammon gyoki9 qtd, NS k7*
77* Manzai Jug a nikki9 qtd, HS 76.
78, ibid. s qtd, ITS SLj.—5 s and hy Kop.omura, Mvluromachi oidai no

enno jxkan1 s Noen nissho 187®
79o T ada su-gawara kan.lin Sarugaku nikki, op.cit.
808 Bun-an Dengaku ITo-ki, contained in G-unsho ruiju series 1,11nil,1111 m bip I 1 iiI'iiiiii 1111  II 111 ■ 1 ■■ i 11 » III III.i. 1 |-| nr in 1 *■ 1 »ipi >uf nr * r --------- »| I 111 — ■ ■ ■! 1,1 p»m ■ T J |-■ rr *

vol919 hk.363•
81 o Nonomura, op.cit. 183-7®
82o Dengaku hoshi yurai no koto, contained in Shiseki shuran 

vol. 16 bk,262a
83* Kahu ongyoku kosetsu 99-100 etc.
8/4.. Like C-akano, Nishitsunoi (op<,cit0) explains modoki as mean

ing a !parodysupporting this hy the use of the term in 
Dengaku and Kagura in certain parts of Shizuolca-ken where 
each piece given is immediately followed hy a parodied



version. But, in view of the text given hy Takano and the 
fact that modoki was given at the beginning of a perform
ance, immediately after chumonguchi, this does not seem 
a very satisfactory explanation of the use of the term in 
Nara Dengaku.

Goke shidai. qtd. NG 1^76? and Rakuyo Dengakki, contained ii 
Gunsho rui.iu series 1, vol#19 hk0711.

For example, hy Nose, 'No no sehko geijutsu', Nogaku zensho 
vol.2, 7; Geino .jiten Ij46; and Takano, Nihon hungaku dal- 
jiten volo5, 160, who states that the distinction is 
clear in the Sairel e-maki of the Kitano Shrine. The 
single pole with the cross-piece is very similar to what 
is known to English children as a Pogo stick.

Shiojiri hy Amano Nohukage, cxtd. Takano, op.cit., and Ogata,
Ocho engei-shi 193

See Ng IZ4.63,
See Ogata, op.cit. 193®
See, for example, the record of the 13̂ *9 Kasuga Wakamiya 
Festival (qtd. as App.2); the Tsukumo garni soshi e-maki 
illustrations (given in Kawatake, Nihon engeki zuroku. 20) 
the Kasuga Omiya Wakamiya go-sairei-zu (given in Takano, 
Kahu ongyoku kosetsu 98 and Miyatake, Kasuga Wakamiya 
On-matsuri to Sarugaku 39)I and, for a present-day use, 
Motoyama, Geino minzoku zushi 8 and 10-1.

The Tsukumo garni soshi e-maki (qtd. Takano, ibid„9<> and
Kawatake, ibid.) illustrates issoku as a riding-pole with
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92.
93.
94.
95.
96.

97.

98.
99.
100.

a circular disc for the performer to stand on instead of 
a cross-bar, but no other example of this is known.

HO 1478-9.
'EM
See NGf 220-10
! SD* , TZN 268 fi
The drawing, from the Shi chi tjui chi-ban shokunin uta~awase3 

is reproduced in Konakamura, op,cit* 111*
See NO 367-”70 for an account of this point* The Taihel-kj., 
for example, describes a No given in the great Dengaku 
subscription performance in 13̂ *9 as a ’Sarugaku* (see p* 
192 above) <>

m  369®
ibid* 1^97*
Bun-an Dengaku ho-ki, op„ci t•



CHAPTER VIII

Sarugaku No Plays :
(*0 The Plays Before Zeami,

It is estimated that about three thousand No plays 
have been written since the second quarter of the fourteenth cen
tury and that, of the thousand or so which date from the Muromachi

(1period, about half have at some time been performed on the stage 
Few of the remainder have ever been performed and even the names 
of some ax’e no longer known, but almost all of the two hundred 
and forty or so plays in the repertoires of the No schools today 
were written before 1600. This shows the high quality of the plays 
of that period and, from this, the outstanding ability of Kan-ami 
and Zeami, for more than half the plays given today are the work 
of the one or the other. But so overwhelming in both number and 
quality were those written by Zeami that little can now be dis
covered about No plays before his times he has always been unrival 
ed as a No playwright and, if earlier plays were not discarded 
altogether, they were often modified or recast by him*

One of the few sources of information about No plays 
in the period before Kan-ami was old enough to take any effective
part in their development is the document describing performances(2)
at Nara jh.̂ 3h9 «> The Sarugaku entertainment was given then by
miko of the Kasuga Shrine but, as they had had lengthy training 
from Sarugaku masters, the No they gave may be taken as examples 
of the plays being used by the professional players of the time*



The rniko were to have presented three plays but, as time was shor'
1| Mi L> n«iH» ■— v  ^

only two were givenQ The first of these depicted the story of Sat 
Norikiyo, better known as Saigyo, writing ten poems in one day 
for the retired emperor Toba and receiving gifts from him and the 
empress in return. It seems to have been closely based on the

(30
account of this given in the Saigyo monogatari , the actors 
who appeared taking the parts of the retired emperor, the empress 
the two retainers who delivered the gifts, Norikiyo himself and 
his companion Noriyasu. The second play is described as dealing 
with the illness of Izurni Shikibu and the visit to her of Mura- 
saki Shikibu but, in spite of the literary associations of both, 
no source for this story has been found in earlier literature.
The characters in this piece were the two lady writers, the god 
Musubu-no-kami, and two figures described in the text as Tflowers 
Judging from examples in later No, these last two roles may have 
represented the spirits of two tjrpes of flower. The connection 
between them, the god, and the two main figures is not known, bui 
it seems at least possible that the flowers were the cherry and

(h)
plum blossom and that they sybolized the two Oourt ladies ; the

(5)god, who appeared last , was peihaps summoned to settle some(6)dispute or rivalx̂ y between the two • No details are given aboul(7)
the third play other than the name, which was probably Fuji

Neither of the plays which were performed is ref era 
to by a short name but only by a somewhat cumbersome decription. 
of the subject-matter. Since the document gives such details



about the performance as the names of the characters and players
in each piece, the wearing of masks, the date when rehearsals
began and" where they were held, and even the names of the teacher
it is inconceivable that the writer would not have known the shor
names for the plays if there had been any. The fact that the thir
piece is called simply Fuji lends weight to the idea that the
other two had not yet evolved the short titles found in later No,
including most, though not all, of the plays mentioned by Zeami(6)
in the Writings • The reason for this may have been connected.
with the fact, evident from the same account, that No itself had
not yet evolved the form in which the shite overshadows all other
roles. Zeami ensured this dominance in the plays he himself wrote
and advocated a complementary subordination of other roles in the

(9)manner of performance , but there is no sign that anything of 
the kind existed in i3U9« The first play had six players and the 
second five and, although Norikiyo was presumably the main char
acter in the first play, neither appears to give any precedence 
to one particular actor. The Shakesperian tragedies bear witness 
to the fact that even drama on the grand scale gains power and 
effectiveness in proportion to its concentration on one main char
acter on whom the sympathies of the audience can focus. In No, 
which in its characteristic form does not set out the progression 
from cause and circumstance to the final result but is essentially 
a small-scale representation of one isolated incident, such con
centration is a necessity if a piece is to be fully effective. 
Since the second Sarugaku p}ay in the 13^9 performance had both



Izumi and Murasaki, its dramatic force was probably weakened by 
a division of interest between these two characters, to say nothiz 
of the other three. Another interesting point about the plays is 
that, so far as can be seen, both were presented in a straight
forward way in one act as if the scene was taking place during 
the normal lifetime of the characters concerned. That is, they 
are what would now be known as 1 present-life1 plays (genzat-mono) 
and show no sign of the two-act form, so common in No, in which 
the spirit of someone long since dead appears first as an ordinar; 
figure of the contemporary scene and then, after revealing his 
true identity and disappearing, returns in the form in which he 
was known when alive. It seems, then , that although earlier lit
erature was already being widely used as material for No plays in 
the middle of the fourteenth century, the plays themselves were 
direct representations of stories with little or no dramatic unilj

Kan-ami was only a boy of fifteen when this perform 
ance took place at the Kasuga Shrine, and if little is known 
about the plays before his time, even less is known about their 
authora. Before the discovery of Zeamifs articles on the art of 
No, the high literary quality of the plays had led scholars to 
suppose that those which dated from the Murornachi) period must 
have been written by members of a highly educated class and mere! 
set to music by the No performers to whom they were traditionally 
ascribed. It was thought that 1iie texts were the work either of 
members of the nobility- who had become interested in the perfon



ances, ox* of priests, who not only had the education thought 
necessary hut who would also have heen concerned to see that the 
plays performed before the gods at religious festivals were worth; 
of the occasion* The Writings malce it clear, however., that able 
players such as himself and Kan-ami before hirn were responsible

(10)
for the texts of plays as well as for their music and dances *

What happened about the writing of plays even earlie 
in the first half of the fourteenth century, is still uncertain* 
The musical settings were almost certainly the work of the profess

(11)ional performers themselves , but their ability to write the 
texts at this time is a matter of some doubt® Being only popular 
entertainers with low places in the society of the time, Ho playex 
can rarely have had much, or indeed any, education* This was true
even of famous players® Kiami, for one, could hardly read the tex1

(12) _ _ (13)of a play and Juni-goro was quite illiterate * Furthermore,
the fact that all four of the plays mentioned in the 13U9 docu
ment were based 011 earlier literature may be thought to indicate 
that the writers had not only attained literacy but were widely 
readj and if the players themselves cannot be credited with suffic 
ient learning for this, the most likely alternative seems to be 
the priests* The now discarded theory of priests having written 
No plays may, therefore, have some basis if it is limited to the 
period before Kan-ami. One play is, in fact, known to have been 
written by a priest, for the ’Sarugaku dangif states that ’Shii 
no shtfsho was originally written by a travelling priest in Yamato



and played by Komparu Gon-no-kami at To-no-mine, but it was
OS-)revised later*1 A few others are known to have been written(15)by amateurs . Most of these date from the late fifteenth or 

sixteenth centuries, but Zeami mentions that the play Uki-fune» 
for which he wrbte the music, was the work of an amateur called

_ (16)Yolco Mitsuhisa who must, therefore, have been contemporary
with, or earlier than, Zeami*

Yet the possibility that professional players 
before Kan-ami wrote No plays cannot be dismissed. Even though 
the majority were uneducated, there may well have been others who 
like Kan-ami himself, were literate enough to put together the 
text of a play. It is true that, from 137*4- onwards, Kan-ami en
joyed the favours of the shogun Yoshimitsu and this may have give 
him an unusual opportunity of leisure in which to study. But, 
since this period covered only the last ten years of his life, it 
is unlikely that it accounted for the whole of his studies. In 
any case, Dengaku groups had received lavish patronage for more 
than fifty years before those of Sarugaku and this would have 
given their players all the advantages enjoyed later by Kan-ami* 
If it is allowed that he wrote No, therefore, there is no reason 
to deny the same capabilities to certain of his predecessors.

Underlying this whole question of authorship is the 
problem of what was entailed in the writing of a No play at this 
time. There are, of course, no texts of early plays in their ori~ 
ginal form from which to judge, and even those few pieces known
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to have been the work of Kan-ami have probably been modified to 
some extent by later hands* In the absence of such texts, howevei 
we may assume that the plays before the time of Kan-ami were no 
doubt a good deal less polished from a literary point of view 
than those produced during the lifetime of Zeami and, in the ligi: 
of what is known about the plays of 13*1-9 mentioned above, certair 
a good deal looser and simpler in form* Is it likely that earjy 
No actors of only modest literary ability were able to create 
such plays with the material at their disposal?

The most important point to be considered in this 
connection is that the composition of No plays did not necessarH; 
require a high degree of literary or dramatic ability. There was 
certainly scope for literary talents, a.s Zeami showed so well, bn 
the basic requirement was rather the skill to blend together old 
songs, poems, and stories dealing with a suitable literary or 
historical figure or famous place. Zeami himself, recognizing 
the advantage of using such material, said, T01d literary pass
ages, old poems, and even writings of ones own which strike the
hearer as familiar, are suitable for No. Anything which is too

(17)deep is not readily understood.’ Many of these songs and 
poems appeared not only in works of earlier literature but also 
in the wide variety of popular entertainments so characteristic 
of the period. Through these, numbers of songs and poems became 
universally known and, as popular entertainers using similar 
material themselves, No players would have been especially well



acquainted with, the stock-in-trade of their rivals, Greater farail;
arity with poetry and facility in verse-making were often acquire
at parties where renga. or ’linked verses’ were composed. In the
Heian period this type of verse-making consisted of one person
composing the first three lines of the traditional five-line poem
and another person the last two. By the "beginning of the Kamakura
period its popularity had increased and there was a vogue for a
more developed form, a kind of ’chain verse’ in which three more
lines were added to the last part of one complete poem and follow
in their turn, hy two more lines; the process was repeated until
fifty or a hundred parts had Been strung together. The renga
reached its height in the Muromachi period, however, when it
Became a ovaze indulged in By all classes. Zeami nointed out the

(18 ) ‘
practical advantages of an interest in poetry and, as a group
whose livelihood depended in large measure on the arts of poetry
and song, No performers: were probably more interested in renp;a
than most other people. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
subject should have been familiar enough for Zeami to refer to a
change in style at renga gatherings to illustrate a point of his 

(19)
own , Stories from certain types of earlier literature were 
also readily available, even to those unable to use written texts 
The military epics on which so many No plays have been based were 
familiar to all from the dramatic recitations- of the biwa-hoshi. 
These blind minstrels began by merely playing the biwa. but, to
wards the end of the Heian period, they came to use this four- 
stringed instrument to accompany recitations which often describe
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among other things, the stories of famous shrines and templesQ 
In the Kamakura and Muromachi periods, the material they used 
consisted overwhelmingly of the military epics, above all the 
Heike monogatari9 dealing with the struggle between the Taira am 
Minamoto clans. Usually they gave these dramatic narrations in 
the grounds of shrines and temples, beside the various other 
entertainers who congregated there. At times, though, nobles and 
warriors would summon them to pei’form at banquets in their house 
and, on such occasions in the Muromachi period, they would not 
confine themselves to the recitation of war tales but would also 
sing roei, ko-uta and the like to add variety to their perform
ances, Although they are known to have existed in many parts of 
Japan, they flourished most in the capital and their porjularity
there may be judged from the estimate that, in 1^62, more than

_  (2<
five hundred of them were to be found in the area of Kyoto alone
Finally, but most important of all, the would-be writers of Ho
plays must have found excellent models in soma forms of the Enne:
entertainments given after ceremonies in Buddhist temples, in
particular, In those known as Tsurane, Dai-furyu and Sho-furyu(21)
about which something has already been said , Tsurane seems 
to have been the earliest of these, the first known record of a 
performance being dated 1310, All three wex»e based on various 
types of song and dance and often used ten or more players and 
elaborate properties representing such tilings as palaces and 
temples. Their texts were in the form of conversation-pieces 
reminiscent of the rongi in Ho, In the case of Tsurane, this■ mi   ■■‘■'him
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served to make a setting for songs and dances like roei and those 
associated particularly with Shirabyoshi, which were thus con
tained within the piece as a whole; and in the case of Furyu, it 
introduced either a Bugaku dance in Dai-furyu, or a dance derived 
from Bugaku in Sho-furyu, The connection between these forms of 
Ermen No and Sarugaku and Dengaku No, especially the question of 
which arose first, is still uncertain and an examination of it 
would require a separate study, but the similarities between the 
two are so striking that they leave little doubt that there was 
such a connection, Tsurane and Furyu have roles equivalent to the 
wakl in No, michiyuki and chorus parts, and are constructed in a 
way which combines song and dance with stories mostly religious in 
content but oftm dealing with Chinese subjects or incidents in 
earlier secular literature. EVen if No1, as the combination of 
song, dance, and mimicry, did not begin in Ennen^and Dengaku and 
Sarugaku players did not learn from it how songs and dances could 
be fitted into the presentation of a particular incident on the 
stage, the Emen of the priests may still have provided these 
playeî s with ready-made material for their own performances in 
the first half of the fourteenth century. Since Dengaku and Saru
gaku often formed part,of the religious ceremonies preceding 
Emxen and were themselves sometimes given as additional items in 
the Ennen entertainments, the players would have had ample opport 
unity to see the temple performances. They would thus have been 
introduced to stories which th^ey could use and made still more 
familiar with a variety of songs and dances. Tsurane and Furyu



are themselves simple forms of the Bo of ^eami, and the composit
ion of similar pieces hy Bo players Before the time of Kan-ani 
would have required little more than choosing and arranging 
stories, poems, songs and dances with which they were already 
familiar, and introducing and linking them "by spoken passages* 
Certainly, Zeami did not overrate the difficulties involved in 
this; *The writing of Bo texts is the life-blood of our art* Ever
if one does not possess outstanding brilliance, dexterity itself(22)
will lead to a good Bo*1 The lack of education of early play
ers at first seems inconsistent with Zeami1s statement that, afte 
the deaths of Kan-ami, Inuo, and Kiami * such supreme skill as 
theirs died out and, as there were no longer any masters, writers

( 23.)of Bo disappeared in both Omi and Dengaku. * As the previous
quotation makes clear, however, the main factor* was not literary 
ability but skill in the various arts of Bo as a whole* Indeed,
Bo plays in general contain so many grammatical irregularities 
that they were the main cause of a wholesale but short-lived 
revision of the Kanae texts carried out in the eighteenth century 
by scholars headed by Kamo Mabuchi. In view of the circumstances 
described above, therefore, there is no reason to doubt that 
Sarugaku and Dengaku had players, even before the time of Kan-ami 
who were responsible for complete Bo plays, although these may 
have lacked the dramatic effect and literary beauty and complexit 
of some of those written later*

Thus, although some pieces are known to have been.



written originally by priests or other amateurs, the other plays,
probably the majority, were produced by the professional players
themselves* It was a great advantage to actors to write their own
plays, if they were to hold their own in competitions with other

(210
players* Zeami explains this in the 'Kadensho* : 'One should 
have a number of Bo and perform something different in style from 
that given by a rival* That is why I said in the Introduction that 
one should have some taste for poetry* When the author of a part
icular Bo is someone other than himself, /.the actor/ is never 
completely at ease with it however skilful he may be. When it is 
his own work, words and actions are just as he intended. Thus, if 
a man able to perform Bo has the corresponding abilitŝ , there wil 
be no difficulty in his composing Sarugaku......However skilful
he may be, an actor without B'o /of his owî / is like a warrior who 
though brave enough to face alone a thousand of the enemy, goes 
unarmed on to the field of battle.* But, in fact, to talk of 
'writing1 a Ho in the early period suggests a more formal process 
than was often the case, for many pieces must have resulted from 
the adoption and alteration of what was being performed in other 
types of entertainment or of what had been produced earlier in 
the same line. The players would necessarily have had the last 
word as to the final form in which a piece was given. Even if a 
text was put together by other hands, the elements of music and 
dance which are also needed in make a complete Bo must usually 
have been left to them. If a player found it convenient to alter
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the text in the process, there would come a point when it could 
fairly he credited to him rather than to the original writer* As 
a resuit5 the confusion and uncertainty about the authorship of 
many No plays is often no more than a reflection of the changes 
undergone hy the plays themselves* Whatever their origin, however* 
No plays of the early Muromachi period have a common character
istic; they were written to he performed, often hy particular 

(25)actors , and not to he read. In this they differed fundamental; 
from the hundreds of No plays written as literary diversions in 
the Tokugawa period, which were as much closet plays as anything 
produced in the west hy such writers as Seneca and Racine.

In order to discover something of the plays that 
were written and performed in the* period of about thirty years 
between the performances at the Kasuga Shrine in 13^9 and the 
time when Zeami would have been able to begin writing, we must 
seek those written, set to music, or acted hy Kan-ami and his 
contemporaries* The plays of this period were, to Zeami, in an 
’old style’ and the almost inescapable revisions which this pro
voked now make it impossible to be sure that the present texts of 
plays known to date from this period are still in their original 
form* Of the do^en or so No plays (as distinct from Kusemai) know
to have been the work of Kan-ami, for example, only the one calle(26)
Fushlmi seems likely to have survived unchanged . The evidence 
for plays having been modified is mostly fragmentary, often con
sisting of no more than the same piece being attributed to differ 
ent writers by different early works. It is, therefore, difficult



to know how much of the original writer* s work remains but, just 
as alterations to a building usually mean a modification of the 
internal arrangement rather than a change in the main structure 
of the building itself, so in No revisions of a work have mostly 
entailed changes in textual detail. Where greater changes were 
thought necessary, a completely new play was usually yrritten or, at 
least, a new name given to the piece, probably to avoid confusion 
with the original play which other groups would often have contin
ued to perform. As a result, the hand of the original writer is to 
be most clearly seen in such fundamental elements as the subject- 
matter, roles, and general structure. The more detailed the point 
discussed, the less certain is it that it was part of the original 
The present purpose^ however, is not to consider the character
istics of any particular author. It is to see, if possible, what 
plays were being performed during the period in question and what 
general trends emerged in their development from one age to the 
next. In this, it is the fundamentals that are of greatest import
ance. Furthermore, at least in the case of this early period, 
consideration need not be limited to plays which can be said with 
some certainty to have been written by Kan-ami or one of his con
temporaries. Plays which can be shown to have been performed, or 
to have had their music written by, one or other of them will 
serve as equally valid material for a general view of the period 
provided always that too much reliance is not placed on the detail 
of such plays as they exist at the present time.



The main sources of information about the authors 
of plays written during the Muromachi period are the Writings
of Zeami and various lists of plays and authors compiled within

J27)
the schools of No '. The most important of these are the Kanze
Tayu kaici-ap;e (hereafter referred to in lists and notes as KTK)
and the Konrparu Hachizaemon kaki-age (KHK) , which were compiled
in the middle of the seventeenth century at the direction of the
Tokugawa authorities; the No-hon sakusha chumon (NSO)9 written
in 1524 from information provided by Kanze Yajiro Nagatoshij the
Jika densho (JD), a work handed down in the Komparu house and

. (28)
thought to date from the late Muromachi period ; the No-kayo 
sakusha-ko (KB) and a variant text, the Ihon okyoku sakusha (IQS) 
which clearly derive from the No-hon sakusha chumon; and the 
Nihyakuin-ban utai mokuroku (NUM), which was compiled by Kanze 
Salmon Motoakira in 1765 from a number of the earlier works*

The Writings of Zeami, suoported in many cases by
_(2 - 9 )some of the later lists, indicate that among complete No 

written by Kan-ami were those called Komachi9 guru, Jinen ko.ji* 
Shil no Shosho, Toro 9 Fushimi, Koya, Mekura-uchi 9 Toru no otodo,
Shiguka, Matsukaze, and Saga no Dai-nembutsu no onna-mono- 
guru! * The fSarugaku dangi* shows that, in addition, Shosho, 
Sumiyoshi no sengu and Kusa-kari were performed by him, and the 
1 Go-on* that Bguchi no yuno and Motomezuka had music by him. All

111 nii i Miiirr ~rrr wimw fit r r f n ’fiTmrr^n Jili. r < ii>i ■

these plays were therefore in existence before 1384* the date of 
Kan-amifs death, but Mekura-uchi, S.hosho, Sumiyoshi no sengu*



Toro and Toru no otodo are now lost and little is known of themQ
(32)

It is known, however, that Mekura-uchi was a Vornan-play* ; and,
(33

from a connection between Sumiyoshi no sengu and Kuzu no hakarna
that the former dealt with an Imperial envoy1s journey to Sumiyosh;
and his meeting there with an old man who talked to him of the Ise

(3b)
mo no gatari; and the 1 Sarugaku dangi1 describes the last two
as * devi 1-plays *■ and makes it clear that they were in two acts.
The others can be connected with extant plays; Komachi with Sotoba

(35) (36)Komachi , Jinen ko.it with the one of the same name , ffuru
(37) _ _also with one of the same name , Shii no Shosho with Kayoi Ko-

(38) (39) _ „ (kO)
machi , Fushimi with Kinsatsu , Koya with Koya monogurui

(u-i)Bhizuka with Yoshino Shizuka , Matsukaze with the one of the 
same name , Saga no Dai-nembutsu no onna-monogurui with Hyaku-

(43) "TUblman „ Kusa-kari with Yokoyama , and Eguchi no yu,jo v/ith
—- . <  p MWMrt n u in n  W £ ■l ii i i fn o r m u * +  m l i  i i^ t iW iii ia m 'p i im i*   .... .

(k5)Eguchl 0 With the exception of Furu and Yokoyama» all these 
extant plays are in the present repertoires of the schools of Ho

Plays which are credited to Kan-ami by later lists 
without the backing of a mention in the Writings can only be 
ascribed to him with a good deal less certainty than those given, 
above* but Awa.ii, Shirahige and Jogu Taishi were definitely con-

m giwmt.wmaiijm JiVfiWm'kg*  >i imp tai«irtiinii>i|iCii aid * ■ h  .......   i i am

nected with him if only because the Ho plays having these names 
used earlier sung pieces by hiiru All three are given under his 
name in the Kanze Tayu kaki-age, but the * Oro-on* (or, in the case 
of Awaji, a variant text of this) gives them as Kusemai by Kan-am; 
and it is impossible to know whether the attribution in the Kaki-
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age was "based on anything more than this. Other plays given as 
his work in lists include Do.io-ji» Matsu-no-o, Maki-ginu, Hachi 
no ki an.d Soshi-ara.i Komachi. There are many doubts about the 
authorship of Dojo-.ji and all five plays are to "fob found in other 
lists under'7 the name of Zeami* but the strong dramatic element ir 
the last three make it more likely that they at least originated 
with his father. Finally* the Jika densho' also gives Kikusui9 
San2Op Bhinobu no Taro0 Shosa and Ro-shakuhach 1 as having been 
written by Kan-ami• All these plays exist still and there are 
mentions of some of them at early datess Sanzo is given in the

_ - (U7)Kammon pp/oki under the name Sanzo hoshi in an. entry for 1 102 
Ro-shakuhachi, if this is the same as'the play known as Ro-shalcu-

158]-
hachi or Shakuhachi, is mentioned in the ’Sarugaku dangi* as
a Dengaku play performed by zfoami; and both Shakuhachi and Bhosa
(as Shosha) appear in the Bun-an Dengaku Ho-ki account of the   „ — --------
Dengaku performance in lifUo • But if these five plays are 
given at all in other lists their author is said to be unknown* 
and since the Jika densho' seems unreliable in its referenaes to 
the plays of Kan-ami in that the ones it credits to him are not 
those known with some certainty from other sources to have been 
by him* the value of its unsupported evidence in the case of 
these plays must be considered doubtful®

The early death of Kan-ami* when he was only fifty 
or so* meant that he was outlived by most of his contemporaries. 
Strictly speaking* therefore* their plays cannot be limited to



such an early date as his* hut as they were of his generation and 
are unlikely to have changed their performances to any great ex
tent during the last years of their lives* the plays they used car 
fairly Toe regarded as examples of what was performed in the period 
before ^eami. That he considered them as belonging to the past is 
shown by the fact that even Inuo* who did not d,ie until 1U13 when
Zeami was fifty* is classed by him with Itchu* Kan-ami and Kiami

J50)
as one of the fathers of No , Apart from Inuo* Kongo Gon-no- 
kami and Komparu Gon-no-kami are the only Sarugalcu players active 
in the same period as Kan-ami about whose plays anything of value 
can be discovered.

Being identified with the player called Sakato Mago- 
taro Ujiakira in the genealogical tables of the Kongo house* Kongc

(51)
Gon-no-kami is thought to have lived from 1328 to 1399 9 and
is credited with a number of plays;, Aku Genda, Utenno, Kumatekiri< 
Genio, Sanada* Zashiki-ron* Saigu ema9 Jikken Banemori* Jomyoho9

C52)
Tori-oi* Hime-komatsu* Muma-koi* and U.jiyama . Unfortunately* 
no fewer than ten of these thirteen plays stand in his name throug 
the unsupported testimony of the Jika densho. These are Salgu ema

(33)which, as Ema, is still in the Ho repertoire ; Aku Qenda, Uten-
”(5i+)no, Sanada* Zashiki-ron* Jikken Sanemori* and Muma-koi * the

J 551 _ _ _texts of which are still extant; and Kumatekiri * Jomyoho, and 
Hime-komatsu which are now known only by name• Of the other threej 
Uiiyama is likewise no longer extant * but both Gen.io and Tori-oi

i i* i«  11 1 «  ¥ > mw inrii i>ir»iptiw  ) i i ,  i ,

are to be found in the modern repertoire. Although the author* of



these last two plays is given as Kongo in "both the Jika densho 
and the Hihyakuiu-ban utai mokuroku, this adds little to the
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nrobability of its being correct as the Jika densho was one of
U I ||j mr if • ■ I I [■■llmwll Mllilll II ll

the works from which the latter was compiled* What is more, other 
lists give G-en.io as the work of Kawakami no Kannushi, a figure 
whose identity is a matter of doubt* It is clear, therefore, that 
Kongo’ Gon-no-kami cannot be regarded as the author of any one of 
these plays with very great certainty, but it is unlikely that 
the attributions in the Jika densho could have been altogether 
without foundation*

It is not known exactly when Komparu Gon-no-kami 
lived but, since he was the grandfather of Zenchiku and performed

- - (56) 'Shii no Shosho before it was rewrittexi by Kan-ami , he was at 
least no younger than him* The one play known to have been com
posed by him still exists and is in the modern repertoire* This
is Qshokun* now balled Shokun* which Zeami lists under his name

(57) _ _
In the !Go-on* * In addition to Shii no Shosho, he is known to
have performed Kashiwazaki* probably both In its original form
as written by Enami Saemon Goro and in its present form as reviset 

(58)
t>y Zeami .

_(59)Inuo wrote music for Ho and, although there is no 
definite record of his writing the texts of plays, Zeami implied 
that he did this too when he spoke of writers of Ho dying out in 
both Omi Sarugaku and Dengaku after the deaths of Inuo and Kiami.



The * Sarugaku dangi1 mentions that he performed plays called Aoi 
no Ue9 Hembut su, tTermyot , Shiba-fune ■> Morikata, and Eo wa ko nite 
naki, and as the last three have not "been found attributed to any 
other writer, it is possible that they were written by Inuo him
self. Tennyo is, in fact* the name of a tyioe of role, that of a 
supernatural female such as a goddess, aixd not the name of a part
icular play; but Zeami uses the term in describing Inuo* s perform-(60)
ance in a play which he does not specify by name and it is
convenient to use it here to indicate that play® The piece in(61)
question is thought to have been a version of Taema ; this and 
Aoi no Ue are in the present repertoire. The other four plays no 
longer exist and all that is known of them is what is mentioned 
in the Writings. From this, it seems that Hembutsu was similar to 
the present Hyakuman and that Morikata was not a warrior-spirit

t .  n f  i n J* i W  Dll ^ nwn»nT*iTrlt

play (shura-mono) but a ! present-life* play (genzai-mono) in whicl(62)
the characters included Morikata, his wife, and his mother
The usual lists of plays and authors do not mention Inuo, but the

(63)!Zempo Sarugaku dangif states that the Ho Go was by him. The
Rika densho brings this into doubt by giving Zeami as the author 
but, on balance, the earlier record citing Inuo should be the mon 
reliable.

In the following list the plays shown to have been
connected with, but not necessarily written by, these actors have
been arranged according to the traditional five groups, together

(610with the number of acts and the roles where these are known.



Alternative names for them have heen added in brackets* and when 
a play is thought to he directly connected with one in the modern 
repertoires* the present name has heen given in block capitals* To 
give some idea of the structure and nature of the plays* they have 
been described as consisting of either one act* two acts or, when 
the shite makes a change of costume and character without leaving 
the stage* two scenes; and either as a 1 spirit play* (that is, one 
based on the appearance of a spirit, usually that of a dead persor 
or a god), as a !drama* (that is, a play in which the dramatic

(65)
content is important), or as a combination of the two

FIHST

Kan-ami; AWAJI«, Two-act spirit play;, waki, (2 waki-zure), tsure
shite; nochi-shite*

Funu Two-act ‘spirit play; waki, shite; no chi-shite*
Fushiml (KINSATSU) „ Two-act spirit play; waki* (2 waki- 

zure), shite; nochi-shite*
Joftu Taishi. Two-act spirit play; waki* shite; nochi- 

zure, nochi-shite*
? Kikusui * Two-act spirit play; waki * (? 2 waki-zure)» 

shite; nochi-shite*
? MATSU—NO—0• Two-act spirit play; waki9 (2 waki-zure) 

tsure* shite; nochi-shite*
SHIEAHIG-B, Two-scene spirit play; waki * (2 waki-zure), 

tsure* shite; nochi-shite* 2 nochi-zure.
Bumiyoshi no

Kongo;; Saigu ema (EMA). Two-scene spirit play; waki, (2 waki-
zure), tsure* shite; nochi-zure* nochi-shite 
nochi-zure.

Total: 9 plays®
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Kan-ami s

Kan,-ami ;

Inuo:

Kan-ami

SECOND GROUP (Warrior-spirit plays)

Shlnobu no Taro (Shinobu* Shlnobu. Kagetoshi) * Two-act (?) 
spirit play; waki* shite; nochi-shite*

Total: 1 play*

THIRD GROUP (.Woman Plays)

Eguchi no yu.io (EGUCHl). Two-act spirit play; waki * (2 
waki-zure), kydgen* shite; nochi-zure* no chi- 
shite.

MATSUKAZH ( early version) (Mat sukaze Mura same)» One-act 
spirit play; waki? kydgen, tsure, shite*

Mekura-uchi .
Shizuka (Y0SH1N0 SHIZUKA). Two-act drama: waki * shite*

2 kyogen; waki* nochi-shite*
? Shosa (? Shosha. Izumi' Shilcibu). One-act drama: waki* 

shite, (tsure), kyo gen.
SOSHI-rARAI KOMACHI. Two-act drama; waki* kyogen* shite;

ko-kata, nochi-shite* 3 nochi-zure* (2 nochi' 
zureTT"*"waki ** * KJrtO.MPKWI

? go (Gro Utsusemi). Two-act spirit play: waki * shite 
tsure; nochi-shite.

Total; 7 plays

FOURTH G-ROUP (Miscellaneous Plays)

? DOJO-UJ. Two-scene drama; waki, (2 waki-zure) 9 2 kyp;
shite; nochi-shite.

HACHI NO KI. Two-act drama; tsure* waki9 shite, kyogen; 
waki* waki-zure» kydgens nochi-shite.



Kongo ;

Komparu:

Inuo

JIHEH K0J1 (early version), One-act drama; Kyo,gen, shite 
ko-kata9 waki, wale i-zure B

Komachi (SOTOBA KOMACHl). One-act drama; waki9 (waki- 
zure), shite,

Iloya (early version of KOYA MONOG-URUl), Two-act drama; 
shite, kyo gen 9 ko-kata,, waki, (waki-zure); 
nochi-shite.

Kusa-kari (Yokoyama)» Two-act drama; waki, shite, tsure, 
tsureTltsure); nochi-shite, waki,

MAKI-G-IHU, One-act drama: waki 9 kyo gen 9 tsure9 shite,
MO TOME ZUKA, Two-scene spirit play; waki, (2 waki-zure), 

3 tsure, shite; nochi-shite,
? Ro-shakuhachi (Ro-shakuhachi, Shakuhachi), One-act 

drama; waki, shites tsure,
Sa,ga no Dai-nembutsu no onna-monoguru:t (HYAKIMAH), One- 

act drama; ko-kata, waki, kyogen, shite,
Shii no Shosho (early version of KAYO I KOMAOHl), One- 

act spirit play; waki, tsure, shite,
Aku G-enda, One-act drama; waki, shite, tsure,
Jikken SanemoM, One-act drama; shite, tsure, (tsure), 

waki.
Muma-koi, One-act drama; shite, tsure, waki, (waki-zure
TORI-OI (TORI-OI-BOTS), Two-act drama; ko-kata* shite,, 

waki-zure; waki, kyogen, ko-kata,, nochi-shite, 
waki-zure 0

KASHIWAZAKI. Two-act drama: waki, shite, ko-kata, walci- 
zure; nocM-shite,

Shii no Shosho (see entry above)®
<■ i n ig .tw n i i ip n iKTtfii m h J im n i in i  »

AOI HO US, Two-scene drama: tsure, waki-zure, 
shite, waki; nochi-shite,

Morikata, Shite, 2 tsure,•.
Nembutsu.

Total; 19 plays.



FIFTH GROUP (Devil & Ghost Plays)

Kan-ami; ? Sanzo (Sanzo hoshi, Dai-hannya)« Two-act dramatic
spirit play; waki, shite* (tsure); 2 nochi-z 
zur e * no chi -shi t_e

Kongo

Komparu

Inuo

Toro, Two-act spirit play,
Toru no otodo (early version of TORU ?)« Two-act spirit 

play,
GEN JO. Two-act dramatic spirit play; tsure* waki» (2

waki-zure)* tsure* shite; nochi-shite* nochi- 
zure*

U tenno a Two-act (?) spirit play; waki* shite; no chi-shite 
nochi-zure*

Oshokun (SHOKUN)* Two-act spirit drama; waki, tsure* 
shite; ko-kata9 nochi-shite*

* Termyo1 (TABMA. ?)* Tv/o acts*

Total; 7 plays.

The total number of these plays is thus forty-three 
approximately one-sixth of the number in the present repertoires, 
Si&ce their distribution is. consistent in having in each group 
a similar proportion of the plays of different actors* and since 
they have been taken from a number of different sources* the list 
seems reliable enough for the number of plays in each group to . 
be taken as a fair indication of the frequency and* hence* the 
popularity of that type of play at the time. The modern reper
toires still show a wide variation in the numbers of plays in 
the five groups* if the total is taken as two hundred and forty* 
thirty-nine are in the first group* sixteen in the second* thirty



eight in the third* ninety-four in the fourth* and fifty-three in 
the fifth* It is interesting to note that the plays known to have 
existed in the time of Kan-ami show much the same proportions. If* 
as a hasis of comparison* the figures for the plays in the modern 
repertoires are reduced to one-sixth and are followed hy the num
bers, in the above list* the following approximate results are 
obtained: first group* 6*5 (9); second group* 3 (1); third group*
6 (7); fourth group* 16 (19); fifth group* 9 (7)* The list has so 
few plays in each group* however* that even though it seems to be 
reliable so far as it goes* it can only be taken to suggest poss
ibilities and not* without other evidence* to justify conclusions,

The most striking thing about the list is the almosi 
complete absence of warrior-spirit plays* which form the second 
of the five traditional groups* Even the one play that does rep
resent this group is only doubtfully attributed to Kan-ami* hut 
there seems no reason to think that such plays were not performed
at all in his lifetime. The warrior-spirit role is discussed in(66)
the 1Kadensho5 as one of the standard types* and it is clear
from the construction of plays in other groups in the list that 
the ’spirit5 type of No was already in use in the time of Kan-ami, 
Other plays are presented as if the audience were watching a 
scene from real life while it was taking place but* in the 5 spirit 
play* a local person usually meets a traveller arriving at a plao 
with historical, or literary associations and* after talking with 
him about the place and the person for whom if is famous* van!she



from sight only to reappear later in his true form as that very 
person,, This form of play, which first presents a dead person 
speaking and behaving as an ordinary living man, would not have 
seemed at all strange to the audiences of the period, for such 
happenings were familiar to all. In Japanese folk tales, for ex
ample, people are frequently possessed by animals such as badgers

(67)and foxes . It was also a common practice to communicate with 
those who were dead or far away through the help of mediums, of ter 
miko attached to shrines, whose bodies would be temporarily poss
essed by the spirit of the absent person. It is, indeed, possible 
that the Tspirit1 type of No was a direct adaptation of this prac
tice to which was added, for dramatic purposes, a second act

■ (68)
showing the dead person as he was in life . The apparent reluct 
ance to apply this form of play to stories of famous warriors 
before the time of Zeami may simply have been because No had not 
yet reached the same degree of aesthetic refinement as it did 
under his guidance and, being a more robust form of entertainment.; 
treated such stories as suitable material for plays with dash and 
drama rather than the restraint inevitable' in reminiscent descrip
tions of battle by a single character. The realistic and, it would 
seem , more popular kind of warrior play is well represented by 
the plays of Kongo G-on-no-kami. Zeami, on the other hand, dis
dained! the cheap acclaim won by actors who played warrior roles

(69)and the like and would only admit that warrior-spirit plays
(70)were worthwhile if they had an air of elegance and beauty



In general, however, he thought that fThere is little interest in 
them even when they are well done* They should not, therefore, he

(71)
given all that often*f

Kongo’, however, was not concerned with the aesthetic 
representation of the spirits of famous soldiers. To him the nat
ural setting for such figures was some brave military incident 
from real life. With the exception of Tori-oi, all his fourth- 
group plays deal with warriors and are comparatively dramatic in
content. Aku lendals the story of the capture of Yoshihirs at

/Ishiyama-dera. Sanada is a battle scene showing the death of Sa- 
nada Yoichi* Jikken Sanemori is based on the story of the aged 
warrior who dyed his white hair black so that he might be able to 
play a full part in battle like a young man, and shows the identi
fication of his head after his death in battle when it is washed 
in a pond and the dye removed. Muma-koi describes how Yoritomo 
gave the famous horse Ikesuki to Sasaki Takatsuna after he had 
refused to give it to Kajiwara Kagesue and how, when Takatsuna 
and Kagesue then meet before a battle, the latter is placated by 
being told that the horse has been stolen. Zashlki-ron is alsoW  I W H I M  IJI .iiM h iiM .  *.1—

set in real life, but it is less direct and dramatic than the 
others in that it represents a group of warriors telling of their 
battle experiences at a banquet.

The plays in the list which fall into the fourth 
group outnumber the plays in all the other groups put together 
and Kongo, Kan-ami, and Inuo - and Komparu, for what his contrib
ution is worth - all have more plays in this section than in any
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other* The plays of Kan-ami, however, are markedly different from 
those of Kongo, Hone of them* except, to a small extent, Hachi no 
ki, has anything of military valour or the excitement of "battle® 
Instead, they are gentle in tone, as "befits the frequent use of 
female roles seen in his plays. Of his eleven fourth-group plays, 
six have a female character in the main role, and two of the 
others, Shii no Shosho and Kusa-kari, have female roles which are•.................. iw m a .ij | ji»h , |>im, fciwrnyind n i l  *

of. scarcely less importance than those of the present shite0 The 
difference "between Kongof s tendency to excitement and violence 
and Kan-amifs quieter and more subtle approach is well illustrated 
by the plays Tori-oi and Kusa-karl which are somewhat similar in 
construction, even though the latter cannot be shown to have 
been written by Kan-ami, In Tori-oi, Kongo depicts the anger of 
a man of rank who returns to his estates after .a long stay in the 
capital to find that his wife and son have been put to work scar
ing birds away from the crops, Kusa-kari3 on the other hand, is 
the story of a man who, with his lands usurped and his cousin 
long absent in Kamakura trying to obtain justice for him, grows 
ever more poverty-stricken and deserted until, finally, only he 
and his wife remain. Then, one day, when he himself has gone out 
to exit grass for his starving horse, an old love of his from 
Kamakura comes to the house. His wife does not grow angry and 
turn her away, but entertains her and then hurries out to meet 
her husband with fresh robes for him to wear so that he might 
pretend to be returning from a hunt and so hide his true state 
from his guest, Kan-ami also made frequent and skilful use of



Icyogen roles within the action of a play, and this, too, is at 
variance with thee practice of Kongo who is only known to have 
used such a role in his Tori-oi, There is, however, a more basic 
difference between the two men for, in his fourth-group plays, K 
Kan-ami shows a dlstict leaning towards stories of madness or 
mental suffering, Shii no Shosho' and all the plays with a female 
character in the main role except Maki-ginu have such affliction 
as their main element. There is, perhaps, no better evidence of 
the ability of Kan-ami and of his -part in the development of Ho 
than his success in winning and maintaining his popularity among 
the varied audiences of the day by the use of such material, 
while contemporaries like Kongo* Gon-no-kami were content with 
pieces which had a more immediate appeal and demanded less from 
both player and audience,

Qhietness, elegance, and restraint are the sources
(72)of the beauty known as yugen , and Kan-ami had complete mastery

of such a style. His uncommon ability to entertain audiences by
means of it is shown by the fact that all the ! woman playsT known.
with any certainty to date from this period are connected with
him. As Zeami shows by his statement that woman roles *may be

(73)called the basic style of y up; erf , it is in plays of the third
group above all others that the elegance and beauty of yup;en. find 
their fullest expression; and,although Kan-ami was not the first 
player or the only one of his generation to portray it in No and 
it represented only one of a number of styles he had at his comm
and, it is no doubt true to say that his skill in the yugen style



was unrivalled in his day, in Yamato Sarugaku at least,

Kan-ami! s standing in comparison with hie contempor' 
aries in Omi Sarugaku and Dengaku, however, is impossible to 
determine from an examination of the plays known, to have been 
performed by them, since these are so few, Kan-ami and Kongo Gon- 
no-kami can be discussed and compared with some validity, but 
reservations must be made, even with them. Since the Writings 
of Zeami were one of the main sources of information about the 
plays of Kan-ami, many of his less aesthetic, more dramatic plays 
which did not suit Zeami*s taste are likely to have been passed 
over, and those that have been mentioned are, inevitably, dis
proportionately numerous compared with others of the period® 
Similarly, on a broader scale, the fact that only the schools of 
Yamato SarugaLcu and some of their records have survived to the 
present day means that the players of other Sarugaku groups are 
hardly represented® Inuo, in particular, has suffered from so 
few of his plays being known* For these reasons, the number of 
plays attributed to an individual player in the list can in no 
way be taken as an indication of his comparative fame or ability*

Omi Sarugaku placed yugen before everything else, 
and Inuo could therefore be expected to have performed more plays 
in this style than are shown in the list® Yu,gen in Ho is not 
limited to any particular type of play, but it is true to say 
that it is generally found most in woman plays of the third group 
and least in plays of the fourth and fifth groups® But, strangely



enough, the known plays of Inuo, apart from go, all belong to 
these last two groups* Since he was the greatest player of Omi 
Sarugaku, learned from Itchu of Dengaku as Kan-ami did, and was 
classed with them and Kiami as one of the fathers of Ho, he was 
certainly one of those Zeami had in mind when he said that 1 those

(74)whose reputations have lasted have all followed yugen,1 In
fact, to judge from the present-day play. Taerna which, although 
belonging to the fifth group, is a stately and elegant haya-mai 
monoo !Tennyof at least was not lacking in the beauty of yugen*
The failure of the list to support what is known about Inuo from, 
other sources can only be due to the inadequacy of our knowledge 
of his plays*

The fifth group also has plays connected with all 
four of the actprs who appear in the list* The typical role in 
such plays is usually given as that of an oni, a devil or demon, 
but by no means all the plays in this group in the modern reper
toire have such a ro3.e and only three of the seven plays in this 
part of the list appear to have done so* The term oni, which does 
not necessarily mean something evil, is now used only of an essen
tially supernatural being and not, say, of the spirit of a dead 
person. But if plays with such a role now form only part of the 
fifth group, Zeami seems to have used the term in a much wider
meaning, for he applied it to roles in plays which would not now

(75)be put into the fifth group at all « In a section dealing with
(76)

oni in the ’Kadensho* y he mentions ’true oni from Hell’, cor
responding to the type referred to above, and also oni in the



form of spirits which are in anger or have taken possession of 
someone* When he spoke of ’true devils from Hell’, he obviously 
meant such parts as those of the ho chi-shite in Ukai v/ho represents 
Emma, the King of Hell, and is refexn^ed to as an oni in the ’ Saru-

(77)gaku dangi’ , and the nochi-shite in Toru no otodo which he 
stated in the same place to have heen the model for the role in 
Ukai* When such roles are compared with the two types of oni which
raviai iiMnm ■ m il -** v —■ * _ ■

Zeami distinguishes in the ’Hikyolcu santai ezu* and the ’Nosakusho 
it becomes clear that, in general, they must have corresponded to 
those which were suitable for the rikido style of performance, and

(79)being ’devilish in power, form, and spirit.’ The other kind of
oni was more suited to the saido style of performance, since it(80)
had ’the form of a devil but the spirit of a man’• The group
which Zeami distinguished from true oni in the ’Kadensho’ included
angry spirits (onryo) and oni concei*ned in the spiritual possess-

(81)ion of a person (tsuki-mono); and the 'BFosafcusho1 gives as
examples of this saido group the plays Koi no omoni g Sano no Funa- 
bashi (the present ffunabashi) 9 Shi i no Sho sho (an early form of 
the present Kayoi Komachi). and Taisamrnoku (now known as Taisarn-- W  i ii<i ur^  up'iiii^'ii ■■■..!■ i i f c - ir r w i B W u f iM l  • *  m  iit iu  '  '"J 1 ■ ■ 1

bukun) • Since Taisambukun is one of the kings of Hell and a son.
of Emma, it is somewhat surprising to find that his role in the
play of that name was not intended by Zeami to be played in the(82)
more extreme rikido style. But his dislike of that style , for

(83}
which he quoted no typical plays in the ’Hosakusho’ as he did
for the other basic roles and styles, no doubt influenced his 
view of how the role should be played. The shite or nochi-shite



in the other three examples all represnt angry spirits and the 
plays are now put into the fourth group. Other plays of the same 
kind would he Aoi no tie. and Fuji to. When Zeami spoke of possess
ion plays in which oni were concerned, he meant pieces in which 
the main character was possessed by a supernatural being for some 
evil purpose. Such plays are rare enough now, but are represented 
in the repertoires by Kanawa, a play in which a jealous woman 
appeals to the god Kibune to help hep gain revenge and has her 
prayers ansy/ered by being turned into a devil possessed by the 
spirit of the god. It, too, is now included in the fourth group 
of No plays. With so many plays representing what Zeami classed 
as oni no?/ being put into groups other than the fifth, there is
no inconsistency between his statement that devil roles belonged

(84)
essentially to Yamato Sarugaku and the fact that few devil 
pieces figure in the fifth group in the list despite three of 
the four actors dealt with there having belonged to that province. 
The particular association of Yamato Sarugaku with oni is, in any 
case, reflected to some extent in the pieces connected with its 
early players even when the term oni is interpreted in its narrow
er sense, for Toro, Toru no otodo and Utenno contained roles whici 
belonged to the true type of supernatural being.

To sum up, it may be said that, in this middle 
period, by far the most common type of play was the present-life 
piece of the fourth group which was comparatively dramatic in 
content. But, if the present-life setting was the same in most



of the plays of Kan-ami and Kongo* Gon-no-karni, the only;'players 
at all adequately represented in the list, their content and style 
was very different. The plays of Kongo exemplified his * country 
style’ of performance, as Zeami described it. Kan-ami, though 
master of a number of stjries which he used according to the 
circumstances of his performance, is represented by plays requir
ing a more restrained and, at the same time, a more developed 
style of acting. It is thus not possible to speak of one style 
of acting or one type of play as being typical of a particular 
period in anything but the broadest of terms. There was no 
uniform development from one age to the next. Both the plays and 
the acting would vary according to the player and, where he had 
a sufficient rqnge, according to the time and place of the per
formance o The plays given in J\3kS were clearly more similar in 
type and content to those of Kan-ami than to those of Kongo. They 
are remarkable in this, in view of their date, but they themselves 
must likewise have been only one of sevex̂ al kinds of Ho play 
current at the time®



Tanaka, ’Yokyoku no haikyolcu1 , Nogaku zensho vol«3?3i+2-4« 
Translated as App*2.
Saigyo died in 1190; the author and date of the work are not
known, "but it seems to have heen completed before the end
of the Kamakura period (1192-:}'336) • relevant passage
may he found in the work given as Saigyo hoshi e-kotoha inW  W  »■>! IT Iini>n ■ it I riffiriTTlT ' I ̂  I Hlinhjfr utMII m l Till ■ ■ *■

I

Zoku gunsho ruiju series 2? vol.32a_ bk.9̂4-1 $ 351 “5«
Izumi Shikihu is associated with plum hlossom in the Ho 
Tohoku» fo r examp1e•

If, as seems likely, the characters appearing the Sarugaku 
and Dengaku plays have heen given in the order of appearana 

They ?/ere contemporaries and acquainted with each other, and 
Murasaki expresses biting criticism of IzumiTs poetry in 
her diary (see Waley!s introduction to A Wreath Of Qloud
23).

The kana in the text, which does not use nigori signs, is 
*Fu~chi * but no Ho play of this name is known. The Kokon. 
yokyolcu kaidai gives two plays named Fuji» both still in 
the repertoires* If either has any connection with the 
piece in question, the more likely seems to he § v/hicJt 
was referred to by Zeami both as Fuji-san (* Go-on1, TZH 
200), its present name, and simply as Fuji, (’SB*, TZH 300), 
If this is the play, however, the kana spelling should .have 
heen fu-shl.
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8® Of* such pieces as Saga no Dat-nembutsu no onna-Monogurui
(TON 276) and Ko wa ko nite nakl (TZN 275) *

9® *Shudosho*, TON 2^.*
10* See Nonomura, *Yokyoku salcusha ni kan-suru gigi% Kinki

nqgakki9 for a brief account of tlie problem of the author
ship of No plays*

11. No case is known of an amateur writing the music for a No
play, though Nan-ami wrote music for Kusemai.

12. fSD*, TON 357.* . u l  ii M *

13* ibid* 333®
TZN 319* Since this passage follows a list of plays in which 

Shii no Shosho is included among the works of Kan-ami, it 
was doubtless he who rewrote the play. The later version 
of the same piece, however, was Kayoi Kornachi by Zeami (see

•** »  w fcww  -m wraflmJ muT»imh M i i m w n n iJ f l iiM '

pp.22.0-k).
15. See Nonomura, op. c it„ 2+ , for some names, and -U09-UO

for a short detailed list.
16. *SDf, TON 319* The NUM gives the name as Yoko Motohisa, the

difference clearly arising from confusion between the
characters tL and 70 •

/

17. *SD!, TZN 318« Kawase’s reading of waga kotoba seems to fit
the context better than the walca kotoba * words from poems* 
suggested by Nose. For the same reason, fukaki as given
in the Kanze text etc. has been preferred to furuki Void*
as given in the Yoshida text.

18. * Kadensho * , TZN 23 *
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19« * G-o-ongyoku j o j o* , TZN 188 .
20® 0-ej.no iiten 556.
21 o The texts of 13 Tsurane, 24 Dai~furyu and 15 Sho-furyu from 

a 1544 collection are given in Koknbun toho bukkyo sosho 
2nd. series? vol®7« The Nihon kayo shusei vol*5 contains 
the texts of the Tsurane only . Translations of one Tsurarus 
and one Nuryu are given in Lombard, An Outline History Of 
Japanese Drama 76-810

22* *Kadensho1, TZN 45*
23. 1 0o~on* , TZN 197.
24® TZN 23© The phrase Corresponding ability* (i.e., ability to

write texts, as distinct from the performance of No) depend 
on the Sosetsu text given by Kawase; that used by Nose 
would give only ’ * * „ (has) the ability' , which would make 
the sentence somewhat monhingless®

250 If they couild not write their own, they would often have
pieces written for them. Z.eami, for example, wrote ! devil 
plays* for the illiterate Juni-goro (*SD*, TZN 353) and 
states in the *Nosakusho*, TZN 122, that it is of the 
utmost importance to bear in mind the style of the actor 
when writing No.

26. See YSK 52-4.
27. The lists mentioned below are given in NO 1326-44*
28. Kobayashi, however, dated it at about 1516; see his f Jika

densho no shiryo-teki kachi*, YSK*
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29s The fact that Kan-ami wrote certain Kusemai which were used 
in No plays, often of the same name (esgE Shirahlge), does 
not mean that he wrote the complete No.

30® Also referred to in the Wri tings as Shi zuka ga mai and Shi zu
ka no mai.

31® See YSK 1-92; NG 1351-62; and Nogami, Kan-ami K:Lyotsugu■ 61 -
118, on the plays of Kan-ami®

32. 1Nosakusho’, TZN 122®
33» It is 'known from the * Go-on*, TZN 212, and the *SD*, TZN 2JG$

that Sumiyoshi no sengu had textual similarities with Kuzu
no hakama and that the latter had words and music by Kan- 
ami. Both Nose, NO 1353s and Nogami, op.cit* 72, regard 
Kuzu no hakama as another name for the No Sumiyoshi no
■himtiii ■ ■iiimniiwi®! iinpiHtTfi' T  tt . i

sengu, but it seems clear from the (Go-on* that it was 
written as a short sung piece. It is, therefore, not cer
tain that Kan-ami was responsible for the whole text of 
the No although, in this particular* case, it is very likely 
since he is known from the * SB* to have performed that No®

34. TZN 279® The *Shugyoku tokka*, TZN gives Toru no otodo
as an alternative name for Shiogama, which was the same as 
the present Toru (see Ohap.IX 307 n*24 below); and Toru 
is given as the work of Kan-ami and Zeami by the KTK, and 
as the work of Kan-ami alone by the NUM. But since it was 
a play in which the nQuQhiczBhlka., an angry oni, oppresses 
the nobleman who gives the piece its name,, it seems to 
have been very different from the present-day Toru,



There is mention of* a play called simply Komachi in the
«A» W *-----1 iiii  mr*—>rn— nfrT®-—r f

T Ongyoku kowadashi kuden*, TZN 77? the *Nosakusho*, TZN 
122, and in two places in the * SD* , TZN 311 and 319* From 
the Quotations given, there is general agreement that the 
first of these must refer to what is now Sekidera Komachi9 
and the first of the mentions in the *SD* to the present 
Sotoba Komachi. Opinions vary, however, about the identity 
of the plays referred to in the other places. Kawa.se, for 
example, thinks that ^ekidera Komachi is meant, as in the 
* Ongyoku kowadashi kuden* ; but since it may be assumed 
that the. second mention in the *SD* also refers to Sotoba 
Komachi9 and the plays in the list there are stated to be 
the same as those in the *Nosakusho*, it seems clear that 
‘̂ie Komachi in that work too must be the later Sotoba Ko
machi , This conclusion is borne out by the fact that,

. whereas Kan-ami is known from the *SD*, TZN 319? to have 
been the author of the (Sotoba) Komachi in the list there, 
later lists of plays and authors all give Sekidera Komadij 
as the work of Zeami 0 The KTK and the NUM give Kan-ami as 
the author of Sotoba Komachi but others give Zeami* He 
states in the *SD*, however, that what has been shown to 
be Kan-ami * s Sotoba Komachi * was formerly a long No* (TZN 
311), and if it was he who shortened it, this would accoimi 
for it being attributed to him as well as Kan-ami0 

There were at least two plays of this name* The remark in 
the * Nosakusho*, TZN 123, that * Jinan ko.il is to be found



both now and in the past*, and the fact that lines quoted 
in the * Go-on* , TZN 209? are not found in the present 
version, are taken to mean that someone made a revised 
version of Kan-ami*s original. But, as plays dealing with 
Jinen koji existed before the time of Kan -ami (Nose men
tions one performed in Emien in 1313 in ZJH volQ1, 66.2), 
Zearni may have meant even earlier versions than Kan-ani * s«,

Although the * Go-on* states that it was written by Kan-ami, 
the NUIvI» NSQ„ KS, and 10J3 all credit it to Zeami alone, 
and a ms* by him of the play is still extant. The KTK 
gives it as the work of both men, an indication that Zeami 
may have rewritten an early version by his father. The 
text of the play is given in Yokoi, No.gaku zenshi vole1,
77-82*

No direct eveidence is known for the general agreement that 
Kayoi Komachis by Zeami, was based on Kan-ami*s Shii no 
Shosho, but a comparison of the contents of the piece 
shows that this is highly likely® The figure who gave 
Kan-ami*s play its name was Fukakusa no Shosho and it is 
his spirit that is the shite in Kayoi Komachi; Shii no 
Shosho nortrayed an oni in the saido style (*Nosakusho*, 
TZN 123) and the evil spirit in Kayoi Komachi even now 
wears the long black wig appropriate to such a role.

This Fushiml by Kan-ami is apparently the same as the present 
Kinsatsu (see qtn® in * Go-on*, TZN 198), but there is an
other play called Fushimi (qtd* *Go-on*, TZN 214) which it



a x>ioce by Zeami not now in the Ho repertoires*
There appear to have been different plays of this name by 

Kan-ami, Zeami and Motomasa. Since neither the line qtd* 
from the ]5iece which had music by Kan-ami (Co-on*, TZN 
208) nor that described as being from * the old song 
text of Koya* (* SB*, TZN 305) appear in the present text 
of Koya monogurui, which is the play by Motomasa- it

w ^a»*  u i iim ■ J ill ■■■■<*■■■» » “  — “  *

seems that the earliest version was by Kan-ami. See also 
Ohap«IX 305 n® 14 below®

The * Go-on* , TZN 202, states that Shi zuka was by Kan-ami, 
and the *81)*, TZN 319? that it was by Iami® But there 
were probably two pieces of this name, for the * Nosakusho 
TZN 123, implies that this was so and the KTK gives the 
names of both men as the authors* The NUM gives Yo&hino 
Shiauka as being by Kan-ami but, since the present-day 
text does not contain the line quoted in the ’Go-on* , it 
is '.thought > that this must be by I ami.

From the * Go-on*, TZN 203 and 205? it seems that Zeami
amended the later part of Kan-ami*s Matsukase, or per
haps added a new section altogether.

’Nosakusho*, TZN 123®
From the fact that qtns. from Kusa-kari given in the *SD*

are appropriate to the story of Yokoyama and are said to 
appear in the text of that play. So far as is known, the 
complete text of Yokoyama has not been published and, in 
giving the kuse section as a Nankyoku, the Yokyoku tai-
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kan states that the full play no longer exists* The in- 
formation given in the Kokon yokyoku kaidai, however*, wasriffwrvifv-iTTihTi iiitiT— fr  frwn*T '.r• ■tft-i t- «nnrt—r~m» ■ * a i «tt ti»r*r» ■* *

"based on a 1737 ttis* copy of the whole play*
45® The line qtda * Go-on* , TZN 2065 is found in the present ffguehi
1̂ 6* For summaries and details of roles etc* see the Kokoii yokyoku

kaidaig which deals with more than 800 plays* For similar 
information on plays in the modern repertoires only, see 
such works as the Yokyoku talkan ; No garni , No nihyakuyonju- 
ban; or my Guide To Noe The texts of a number of playsw  >i mil in im ■ ■■■mu il ill i n i i ■ i l i iiiiiim 11 i nr i ■ “* y

mentioned in this chapter which are not now performed are 
to he found in the Yokyoku sosho ,

1+7. Qta. NS 97-8.
1+8. TOT 272.
l|-9s op.cit. 7U+.
50. ' SD’, TOT 270.
51. See NCt 589-90.
52» ibid* 1 ii.36-8*
53e The name of the present play and its setting at Saigu leave

little doubt that Saigu ema was an early piece dealing
with the same legend*

5k* Probably the play given in the Kokon yokyoku kaidai under
Urna-gol Sasaki and numerous other names, and in the
Ybkyoku sosho vol* 2 as .Sasaki,

55® Doubtless the play called Kumangiri in the Onryoken nichiroku 
gtde NG 1262, which states that it was performed by Kongo 
players in 1U65*
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* SD* , TZN 319* Bee p. 233-4- above*
37* TZN 205* Borne lists attribute Shokun to Zeavni and others to 

Zenchiku (see NG 14-2-1)? but the reference in the !Go~on! 
makes it clear that the music at least was by 'Komparu**

58, 'SD*, TZN 319 and 331*
’ 59. Zeami states in the * Go-on', TZH 197s that the musical style 

of Omi Sarugaku was that of Inuoe
60. 'SD' , TZN 27U.
61. Or, according to another opinion, hma® Bee ZJH vol.2, 316*
62. *80*, TZN 274.-5«
63® KJ 220.
64.0 Since players were not strictly divided into shite, waki etc.

even in the time of Zeami, the roles given in the lists
are necessarily based in the main on what is found in 
present-day performances of the plays, and -.are intended 
only as a guide to th e number of separate characters in
volved in the plays. Tsure etc. who have 110 independent 
part in the action of a play have, therefore, been put in 
brackets, and a Kyogen player has been mentioned only when 
he '.has a function other than that of giving an account of 
an account of the story to the audience during the inter
val; that is, when he is in some way directly concerned in 
the action of the play.

65. Inmost cases this corresponds to the division .into mugen-no
and geki-no etc. used by Sanari in the Ybkyoku taikan*
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66* TZN 16.
67® See Mlnzoku to rekishi Aug* 1922, vol.8 pt.1, for a number 

of articles on this subjects 
68® ffutari Shizruka is unique in showing,at the same time, a 

woman possessed by the spirit of ShizukaGo^en and the 
ghost of Shizuka herself®

69® fSD', TZN 268.
70* 'Kadensho1, TZN 16.
71 * ibid®
72o See Chap. XI 337-8 on yugen and its influence within No*
73* 'Nxlcyoku santai ezuf , TZN 100*
7k. ' SD' , TZN 270.
75® Conversely, he would use the term kurui-no, which would nor

mally be taken in its literal meaning of 'madness play', as 
another name for oni-no (see 'SD', TZN 269 and 279)®

76* TZN 17®
77® TZN 279®
78. TZN 103-4- and 119-20 respectively*
79® 'Nikyoku santai ezu' , TZN 104*? and 'Nosakusho' , TZN 120e
80. ibid* 103 and 119 respectively.
81® TZN 123®
82* 'Kadensho', TZN 17-8, and 'Nosakusho' , TZN 120.



OHAPTlilR IX

(2) l’he Plays Of Zeami.

Zeami was a prolific writer of plays and in discuss
ing the types of play with which he concerned himself it is x>osslbk 
as it was not possible with his predecessors, to limit oneself to 
plays known., or thought, to have been written by him* So outstanding 
was he in this field that almost nothing is now known of the No 
written by his contemporaries, and Zeami*s plays are virtually 
the only ones remaining from his day in sufficient numbers to 
make generalizations possible*

In the following list, the plays believed to have
been written by Zeami have been given as far as possible in
descending order of reliability* They have been set out in the
same way as those in the list in the previous chapter, but details
have only been given for plays which, on the evidence of the *Saru 

0)gaku dangi* or the fGk>-on , are known for sure to be his work,(2)
or‘exist in the form of manuscript texts in Zeami*s own hand »
It might be said that the existence of these manuscripts does not 
in itself prove that the plays in question were written by Zeami, 
but his position as head of the Kanze group and his own skill as 
a playwright make it most unlikely that he would have copied out 
the texts of plays by other people. Similarly, the thirty-five 
plays in the list of those sent by Zeami to Zenchiku, which has 
also been used as a source for the lists given below, were obvi
ously Kanze plays, probably by Z&atni himself, and this enables the



attribution of some of them to Komparu writers to be disproved. 
Where alternative names for plays reliably derived from the Writ
ings or the manuscripts have been found used therein, thejr have 
been given with a reference to the place in which the3r occur* As 
there are many extant plays by Zeami, those derived from sources 
other than these have been limited to plays found in the present 
No repertoires, and pieces given as his work in the Writings have
been omitted if the texts are no longer extant and little is known

(3)about them , In addition, plays given under Zeami Ts name xn 
some lists have been omitted if there is stronger evidence against

(idthis. The following list contains, then, the extant plays which 
can be credited to Zeami either with confidence or, at least, be
cause the weight of evidence indicates that they were his.

FIRST GROUP (God Plays)

1Sarugaku dangi*
& ! Go-on* ;

*Sarugaku dangi’:

Hakozaki. Two-act (?) spirit play: waki, shite 
nochi-shite.

Ai-o.1 (TAKASAG-0). Two-act spirit play: waki,
(2 waki-zure), tsure, shite; no chi- 
shite.

Akoya no matsu. Two-act spirit play: waki9 .̂ _zure  ̂̂ shite; nochi-shite.
OIMATSU. Two-act spirit play; waki, (2 waki' 

znre), tsure9 shite; nochi-shite.
U-no-ha. Two-act spirit play; waki, tsure, 

shite; nooh1-shite•
,  _  .r .(5)Yawata«(HOJO-GAWA). Two-act spiri t piay: 
waki 9 (2 waki-zure), tsure, stiite 
no chi-shite.
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’ Gfo-on1 ;

35 Plays,H3P,HDM,
IIS, IPS, JP:

35 Plays,lTSG,KS5
IQS:

SSfH§P»SPM,|^,
108,JD;

HBO,NtJM,KS5 IPS,TO: 
NSG » HUM, I OS s JTD.: 
NOT, JO;
*EaS2*wn^«*s3 r itM tfta u

gBOpKS^IOB;
JD;

YORO. Two-act spirit plays waki? (2 waki-zure).
£,9tsure, shite: nochi-shite

YUMI YAWATA. Two-act spirit plays wakia (2 
waki-zure)s tsureg shite; nochi- 
shite,

FUJI—SAH (Fuji.) ® Two-act spirit plays waki^
1*2 waki-zure), tsure3 shite; no chi
zur e, no chi-shi t e.(6) . .

Fushimi. Two-act spirit play; waki9 tsure, 
shite; no ch. i - shi t e

MI -M0SUS0 (Ml -mo sus o - gawa) .
(7).

MATSU—HO—0

HAHIWA (Naniwa no ume).
DOMYO —rJI P HAKU RAKUT33H, KBHEHA, SAOYAMA, UK30N 
SHIGA.
SBI-OBO.
?SAKAB0K0.
IWAPUNE, 9SHIRAHIG-E.

Totals 23, plays,

SgOOHI) GROUP (Warrior-sptrit Plays)

Sarugaku dangi!
& ’G-g-ozi1 :

1Sarugaku dangi * .

Sat suma-no-kami (T G-o-oni: TAUAHORI). Two-act 
spirit plays waki» (2 waki-zure), 
shite; nochi-shite0

ATSUMOKI. Two-act dramatic spirit play; wakis 
shite,, (3 tsure); nochi-shite.

KIYOTSUHE. One-act dramatic spirit play: tsure 
waki5 shite.



SAHEMORI. One-act spirit play; waki9 (2 waki*
zure), shite; nochi-shite.

YORIMASA. Two-act spirit plays waki, shite; 
no chi-shite.

Ms.,35 Plays,HSG,mJM,KS,IOS/jD: TOMOAKIRA. Two-act spirit plays waki , shite;
* BIIHi ><ll 9 H*f' w MMl ■ J ll« I I p-' ““ 1 t~ I 1nochi-shite,

35 Plays,EgO,HIJM,KS,I0S“TOs TAMURA, TOMOHAGA.
NBO.HUM.KS.IOB.ro: EBIRA, KAHEHIRA, TSUNEMASA, YASHIMA.
JD: 9T0M0E.

Total; 13 plays.

THIRD GROUP (Woman Plays)
    I ■ ■■<*!! IIHIW III Bi' HIHW<'il» B«»lllTlTlT1llririlll* • tllt'|Tilll.~TI I II i ■f~CL——r

’Sarugaku dangi1
& ’Go-on1

’Sarugaku dangi

’Go-on’s

t .

Ms.,35 PlaysoHSO.
KS,I0S,ro

MATSUKAZE (’S. dangi’ etc.; Matsukaze Mura- 
same) . Two-scene spirit play; wakis 
kyngen^ tsure, shite.

Higaki no onna (HIGAKl). Two-scene spirit play 
wakis shite.

IZUTSU. Two-act spirit play? waki. shite; 
nochi-shite.

/ ' - G 9)Saigyo no uta (SAIGYO-ZAKURA) • One-act
“ ~^*13Siiatic spirit play; waki, kyogen,

3 waki-zure, shite.(10)
SEHJU. One-act drama; tsure, wakis shite.

a nEGUCHI . Two~act_spirit play; waki, (waki-
zure) , kyogen, shite; (2 nochi-zure1 
nochi-shite

35 Plays, NSG, HUM, 
KS,ios,ro T0B0KU (Hokiha no mume)

KTK, NSG, HUM, KS,
108 9 ro SEKIDERA KOMAGHI.
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NSG.NUM.KS» IQS. JD;' HAGOROMO, HOTOKE-NO-HARA, KAKITSUBATA, NOMIYA, 
■ " SBIGAN-JI UNEME, YUYA.

NSC.NUH.K3. JD; FUTARI SHIZUKA.
NSO.KS,IOS, JD; GENJI KUYO, KAZURAKI (or Fourth Group).<r MAttug /  H°n|H ¥  w J a w n  * /   V

( 1-2.)
NSO.KS.IOS: YOSHINO SHIZUKA

(13)
NUM.JD: OHARA GO-KO, YUGAO¥ o*>4W»a *

KSsIOS: OMU KOMAGHI.
JD: GIO (Iiotoke Gio). SUMIZOME-ZAKURA.
KTK.NUM: ?TBIKA.
NSO.KS: 7S0SHI-ARAI KOMAGHI.

Total: 26 plays.

FOURTH GROUP (Miscellaneous Plays)

'Sarugaku dangi' __
& 'Go-on': ARI-DOSHI. One-act drama; waki, (2 waki~zure)5

shite.
KOI HO OMOHI. Two-act drama; tsure s waki, kyp- 

gen, shite; nochi-shite.
Saho no funahashi (’Go-on1: FUNABASHI) c Two

act spirit play; wakig (2 waki-zure) 
tlUre9 shite; nochi-shitee

’Sarugaku dangi’& Ms.: KASHIWAZAKI * Two-act drama; waki g shi t e,
ko-kata, waki-zure; nochi-shite.

_ (u),Koya (Ms.: Koya no inonogurul a Tadatsu no
Saemon) c Two-sc ene drama ; shite, 
tsure, kyogen, waki,

’Sarugaku dangi’; HYAKUMAN. One-act drama; ko-kata, waki9 kya
gen^ siiite

KIE'UTAo Two-act spirit drama: waki9 tsure 
shite; waki, (waki-zure), nochi
shite
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-  _  05)Osaka (Osaka monogurui, Osaka rnekura ). One- 
act TTJ drama: waki9 shite, ko-kata,

-  ('i6),Saigyo (Sanekata Two-act (?) spirit play:
waki, shi te; no chi-shi te,

’Tajsammoku (TAISAMBUKUN) * Two-act dramatic spirit 
play: waki, shite, kyogen; nochi-shite, 
nochi~znreg

TS UGH I -GURUMA* One-act drama: waki , kyo.ccen» shi te g 
ko-kata,(77)---Go-on1 : AO I NO US * Two-scene drama: tsure, waki-zure,

shites waki
HAH JO. Two-act drama:kyop:en9 shite, waki, (waki- 

znre)p nochi-shite,
HANA-GATAMI • Two-act drama; waki -znre 9 shite, ko- 

kata, ( 2. waki-zureTT waki; nochi-zure,
a w tfn a j-iu x n n , * \ iiwunim in ^ i ...mi.,,.., ,,s»i • * I i1, ,  i 0 i i " v  rw4i Bi.tn iii.n l iii *n n J in .« w i a * t >nochi-shite,

(18)
Iiashi-date (Tango monogurul ), Two-act drama;

"waki, ko-kata, shite, kyo&en; nochi-shite
KAYO I KOMAGHI, One-act spirit play; TOki,, tsure, 

shite.
MINAZUKI-BARAS, One-act drama: waki, kyogeiu shite

(19)Naniwa (ASHI-KARI )• One-act drama; tsure, waki 
(waki-zure)p kyogen, shite.

NISHIKI-GI, Two-act spirit play; waki9 (2 wakl-Z-ure) 
tsure, shite; nochi-shite.

SAKURA-GAWA. Two-act drama: waki-zure, shite; waki 
zurOp Icô ].£atap wakTT~~T2^walc i - zureT » no chi- 
shite Q

SHUN-BI. One-act drama; ko-kata, waki, kypgen 
shite*, tsure, waki-zure.

35 Plays,NSC,
NUM.KS,IOS,JDiTOGAN KOJI, T0KU8A (Puseya)
HSQ.MDM.KS,

IOSsJD;DAMPlIs PUJITOj HIBARI-YAMA, KAJ3EKIY0, MII-DERA,
MIWA, rU-daiko, SHUNKAK, UTO.



NSO.HUM.KS.JD: MITSUYAMA, TEKKO.
NSO.NDM.KS.IOS: KAGBTSU, SEMIMARU ( Sateagaml). UME-GA-E.
NSC, KS, IOS, .JD: OMINAME'SHI •
NSQomm, IOS, JD: AKOGI.
KTK,NUM,JD: SAGI.
NSC,KS,JD: AYA NO TSUZUMI
NSG, KS, IOS; ASUKA-GAWA, ?HAOHI NO KI, MANJIJ (NAKAMITSU)_  _  (20)
35 Plays,JD: Ta tsuta-hime (TATSUTA)0
NUMpJD; KANAWA, KAFTAN,
Ms., 35 Flays, (KEg), (21)Yoro-hoshi (?Y0R0-B0SHI ).
Ms. ,35 Plays,NSG, (22)

KS,IOS7J3>s ?morihisa
35 Plays,NSG,KS,

IOS.JD: ?SUMIDA—GAWA,
35 Plays,(KTK), (23)

NSOa.KS,JD.: ?UTA-URA
JD: AISOME-GAWA, ?KOGO, TOEI.

Total; 5[| plays.

FIFTH GROUP (Devil & Ghost Plays)

’Sarugaku dangi1 (21+) _
& ’Go-on1: Shiogama (’Go-on1; TORU). Two-act spirit

play; waki, shite; nochi-shite.
UKAI. Two-act dramatic spirit play: waki,

(waki-znre), kyogen. shite; nochi- 
shite.

i

Go-on1 : NOMORI. Two-scene spirit play; waki, shite.



HUE. Two-act spirit play:, walg.̂  kyo p;en9 shite;
nochi-shite.

SUMA GENJI. Two-act spirit play: waki, (2 waki* 
znre)5 shite; nochi-shite.

TAEMA, Two-act spirit play; waki» (2 waki-zure).
tsure., shite; nochi-shite.

Ms.,35 Plays.NSO, (25)
NUM.KSs IPS: Unrin-ln . Two-act spirit play; waki „ shite;

nochi-zure, nochi-shite.
35 Plays.H80.KS. (26)

IOS,TO: YAMAUBA
NSO, NUM 5 KS, IPS , JD: AMA, KASUG-A HOT JIN, KURUMA-SO, SHARI •
HSQ.HUMfl.ICS 9 IPS : K30-U.
NS0,KS,X0S,TO: TAKE NO YUKI.^  ( 2 ? )

KTK,NSO.KS,IOS: SHOKI
fM m 'fM iT O i *  * in i g j i^a * w ta i>»w w w  ± v(28)
NSC,OT,KB: SHOKON
NUM,JD: KUZU. (29)
JD: ADACHI-GA-HARA , ?KUMASAKA„

Total: 19 playsB

The plays written by Zeami thus cover all five 
groups. The list, which can by no means include the names of all 
the pieces he wrote, shows that no fewer than one hundred and 
twenty-six. of its one hundred and thirty-five plays are still in 
the present No repertoires, and that with only twelve of these is 
there any reason to doubt that Zeami was the main author* This 
means that 3ust under half of the two hundred and forty plays 
likely to be performed today are without doubt his work. Some of



them were written especially for other players aiad, since their 
particular styles of acting sometimes required plays which were 
not in keeping with Zeami1 s own tastes, it cannot he assumed that 
he performed,or even approved of, each and every one of the plays 
he wrote* His ability was more than enough to ensure, however, 
that each was a good play of its kind.

Something has already been said of Zeami!s ideas 
about warrior plays of the second group, but it is this section 
of the list which is again the most striking. This time, however, 
it is remarkable for containing all but three of the sixteen 
plays which comprise this group today. The three plays which do 
not appear in the list are Michinori by Iami, Shunzei Tadanori 
by Haito Tozaemon or perhaps Zeami, and Ikuta At sumo ri by Komparu 
Zempo* Tornoe, which was included in the list, may have been written 
by Kanze Kojiro Nobumitsu but, since he, Zempo and, it is thought, 
Naito Kawachi-no-kami all lived later than Zeami, they can be 
ignored in any discussion of the rise of this type of play. Apart 
from Shlnobu no Taro* which was doubtfully ascribed to Kan-ami, 
Shigehira is the onlv other warrior-spirit play which can be shown

(30)
to have existed in the time of Zeami , but its author is un-

(31)known. If, as Zeami himself affirmed and is now generally thought, 
the fKadensho* is substantially a record of the teachings of Kan- 
ami, its account of shura r*oles shows that plays based on this 
type of warrior must have existed in his time, even though they 
were perhaps more violent in character than those written later
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(32)
toy Zeami and not particularly popular. Iami and Zeami cannot* 
therefore* toe credited with having written the first warrior-spirit 
plays* although theirs are protoatoly the oldest extant iSieces. Noth
ing is known about I ami except that he was the author of one or 
two plays tout* -from what can toe discovered atoout their history* j 

he seems to have toeen an elder contemporary of Zeami* though 
younger than Iian-ami • This toeing so* his Mi chi mo ri is the earliest 
extant warrior-spirit play that can toe ascribed to an author with 
any certainty. Even this was revised toy Zeami* however* end it 
is his plays which dominate this group and make it overwhelmingly 
his preserve*

The question then arises of why this should toe so.
It has toeen suggested that the answer lies in the unique condit
ions under which Zeami lived and worked* compared with Kan-ami

(33)and his contemporaries • Before the Sarugaku players enjoyed 
the patronage of the notoility* they were dependent for their 
livelihood on their popularity with the common people whose ex
periences in the unsettled conditions of the time had left them* 
it is said* with no taste for warrior plays. Such plays were 
demanded of Zeami* however* toy his patrons and* although he was 
still dependent to a large extent on his appeal to the common 
people* the plays became acceptable to them with the peaceful 
conditions which grew up under Yoshimitsu. Contemporary condit
ions no doubt influenced the performances of Sarugaku players in 
a number of ways* tout they can hardly toe thought to have had the



effect suggested. The explanation given above ignores the fact 
that Zeami*s predecessors performed many warrior pieces® These 
were * pi'esent-life* warrior plays and not warrior-spirit p3.ays but, 
to an audience which has no liking for the portrayal of warriors 
as such, there is, after all, no essential difference betvfeen the 
two; and, as it has been shown that in the time of Kan-ami people 
saw, and presumably enjoyed, a large number of the former, dislike 
of the military was clearly not the cause of the absence of plays 
in which the ghosts of warriors appear® A more likely explanation, 
suggested in the preceding chapter, is that it was perhaps only 
the skill of feami as playwright and performer that gained some 
measure of acceptance for this treatment of warrior roles® And 
even his success may have been very limiteda Warrior-spirit plays 
do not appear to have been a very popular form at any period: in 
the time of Kan-ami, the treatment of famous warriors as saido- 
style devils in the same way as other beings suffering in the 
after-life was probably felt to be a waste of the drama and excite
ment associated with them; and,, in-view of the comparatively small 
number of Zeami*s warrior-spirit plays and his lonely occupation 
of this field, his presentation of them as a vehicle for elegance 
and pathos may have had an equally lukewarm reception®

Great credit has been given to Zeami in connection
(3k)

with the most typical woman plays of the third group* The 
pieces in this group show a good deal of variety but those known 
as * true third-group pieces* (hon-sambamme-mono), having the
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representation of a serene beauty as their sole aim, ai»e thpse 
in which the dance is a calm jo-no-mai, generally without a taiko 
drum in the accompaniment, and in which there is no dramatic 
element. These plays, which include Eguchi* Izutsu. Sen,iu and 
Toboku. are less colourful than chu-no-mai pieces such as 
Matsukaze, Soshi-arai Komachi and Yoshino Shizuka, which are 
sometimes close to plays of the fourth group in the importance 
of their dramatic element. True woman plays, representing as they 
do the highest poimt in the expression of yugen, can be expected 
to have attracted Zeami greatly. The number of them among his 
woiks shows that this was indeed so, but it does not seem that 
he was the first to write such plays. Eguchi and Go are true 
woman pieces known to have been connected with Kan-ami and Inuo 
respectively. The plays probably grew up with the rise of yugen, 
and although they cannot be said to have started with Zeami, 
it was undoubtedly he who brought them to their peak as the means 
of expressing this type of beauty*

In the case of the first four groups of plays,
the pieces known to have been written by Zeami amount to more
than one half of those found in the respective groups at the
present time, but his distaste for the more violent plays of
the fifth group is illustrated by a smaller proportion of little

. (35)
more than one third. In the *Kadenshol he speaks of the 
difficulty of satisfactorily performing the oni roles which are 
now typical of this group, saying that 1Fearsomeness is the
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main aim, and. feai»someness and entertainment are as different as 
black and white1 • He explains too that the perfoi*mance of an 
oni role is itself merely a rock and that on it should grow the 
flower which comes only from the unexpected performance of the 
role by an actor thoroughly versed in all other roles and known 
to the audience for his skill in the portrayal bf elegance and

(36)
grace. Thus, Zeami regarded these plays as suitable only for 
occasional performance by fully experienced players, and had 
no doubt about the eventual fate of those who sought to make a

(37)name for themselves by relying on the performance of such plays *

It has been found convenient to classify the plays 
of Zeami into the traditional five groups which, being based on 
the order in which plays are given in a performance, is the 
system most used* But he himself did not use exactly this class
ification* Under the system of no-ha-kyu it was the general 
character and tempo of the pieces that determined their order 
of performance, and since this was one of the standards by which 
the plays were divided into the five traditional groups, the order 
in which plays were given by Zeami probably ^coincided in many 
cases with their order under the present arrangement* Being an 
actor as well as a playwright, however, Zeami identified plays 
îore by the main role than by the content of the piece itself. 

Thus, he might regard a play in which a woman became deranged
after the loss of a loved one as primarily a woman piece and not

(38)
a madness play, which would be its classification today. His



division by the main character, therefore, cuts across the
(39) (kO)present one in five groups . In one section of the lladensho*

he gives notes on a number of different roles in Ho, such as
woman, old man, madman, pidest, warrior, god, devil etc., but
in later works reduced these to the three basic ones of old man,

( 1*1 )woman and Y/arrior . With these fully mastered, a player could 
go on to the representation of any other role. The stateliness 
and dignity of a dance by a god would come from experience in 
old man roles; elegance and grace from woman roles; and strength

(U2)and violence from warrior roles .

Plays listed by Zeami to illustrate the role of an 
old man contain some which would now be put into the fourth or

(1*3)fifth groups- • But he himself points out that the plays based
on this role may usually be equated with waki-no, that is, the

(1*1*)god plays which are given first in a normal performance, and 
all the other plays in the list are in fact now put into this 
group. Zeami stressed that the main essential of a waki-no was 
that it should contain shugen ! congratulatory words*, which often 
took the form of a god vouchsafing good crops and prosperity for

(1*5)the nation, so that the performance would start on a happy note.
In addition, it should be a straightforward piece like Yumi Yawata,

( )
with no action apart from song and dance. Even now, the music 
of the pieces in this group is almost entirely in what is called 
tsuyo-gin, the plainer and more stately style of singing which is 
well in keeping with the character of the plays.
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Zeami himself points out in the fNosakusho* that the 
class of woman roles includes a wide range of characters, from 
Court ladies like Aoi no Ue and Yugao through Shirabyoshi and 
Kusemai dancers to mad women. With the status and type of the main 
character varying so widely, the plays varied likewise, so that 
woman pieces are now by no means confined to the third group. The

(hi)
plays mentioned in the same work to illustrate woman roles 
are now distributed throughout all the present groups except the 
second, containing the warrior-spirit plays. And the existence of 
Tpmoe, which was perhaps written by Zeami himself, means that plays 
with a woman as the main character are now to be found in all the 
present five groups.

The main element in warrior roles was the represent-
(hQ)ation of strength . The plays given by Zeami as typical of 

these roles, being all shura-mono.. now form part of the second 
of the five groups. Warrior roles were the last of the three 
classes set out by Zeami, but they led on to the saido and, by a

_  (h9)
further extension, to the rikido styles of performance which 
have been seen to be typical of devil roles. Although these styles 
are best represented by devil roles, the saido style, for example, 
does not signify a group of plays comparable to the three main 
classes. Saido' was a style of performance and not limited to any 
particular role. It is expressed most clearly in devil roles, but 
is also present to some degi*ee in others as well - in madness 
pieces, and in vukvo-mono such as Jindi-.ko.ii and Kagetsu, which
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represent popular entertainers of the time known as Hoka
(50)

priests. Some idea of the characteristics of the saido style 
may he gained from the ’Nosakusho1 where Zeami, turning from 
warrior roles to the derived ’lively pieces with movements of 
the hody and stamping of the feet*, states that the hody should 
he held lightly, without too much force in mind or hody, and that 
the saido style is the hasis of hataraki» the term used in No 
to describe movements which, unlike those of pure dance, are to 
some degree meaningful in themselves. Zeami gives a drawing and 
a short account of the rikido style in the ’Nikyoku santai ezu’, 
hut in the ’Nosakusho1, he does not mention any plays to 
illustrate it, as he does for the other styles, for as he explains
earlier in the work, this extreme form ’is not accepted in this

(51)school’.

To Zeami, the writing- of No plays was achieved
in three stages which he described as shu, literally ’type’, to
indicate the subject of a play;Baku, its ’making’ or construction;
and sho, the ’writing’ of the text. His ideas on the subject are(52)
set out in the ’Nosakusho’ where, describing how a play takes
shape, he states, ’Having obtained a subject from an original 
source after a thorough examination of it, one builds up the threg: 
forms of introduction, development and climax into five sections, 
and then, gathering together the words and adding the music, 
writes the piece out.*

A writer was, therefore, expected to take his



subject from an earlier literary work, even when the play itself 
was a new one not based on any earlier version. Should the help 
of a literary source be dispensed with and an original play writto^ 
it should be set in a famous place or connected with some building 
on monument from the past, Zeami tells us, so that the emotions 
of the audience will be stirred. In either case, if his advice 
were followed, the writer would probably have a fund of poems and 
literary quotations on which to draw. But he considered the play 
not based on an earlier work so much more difficult to write that 
he described it as a task for ’one who is thoroughly accomplished, 
and both able and learned.’ The choice of subject, at least for 
the type of play with which Zeami concerned himself, v/as limited 
by the importance he attached to dance and song in No. The reason 
for this importance was that ’if the subject is a character un
connected withihe two arts of dance and song, no matter what 
historical figure or famous general it may be, the entertainment 
will have no attraction for the audience.’ But if the subject 
chosen is a person such as a priestess, Ariwara no Narihira, G-enji, 
Ono no Komachi, Shisuka G-ozen, or a Hoka priest, all of whom are 
renowned for the accomplishments in question, the interest of the 
audience will be held by the songs and dances which arise natur
ally within the play. His warrior-spirit plays, which often lacked 
the dance component, were without exception taken from literary 
sources. Indeed, all but Tamura and Tomonaga were based on pass
ages in the He ike monogatari which, he recommended, should be
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(53)
closely followed in the text • Since Iami’s Miohimori v/as also
based on this work and Kan-ami cannot be shown to have used it as
a source for any of his plays, it may be thought that Iami and

(5U)Zeami were the first to do so • But there are points which,
\

taken together, make it hard to believe that Kan-ami and other
early writers of No did not use the Heike monogatari as source
material. In the first place, Kan— ami1 s familiarity with the

(55)work is clear from the statement in the f Sarugaku dangi1 that
a section in Bguchi, which had music by Kan-ami, was sung in the 
style used by the reciters of the Heike monogatari. Furthermore, 
in the section on shura, the !Kadenshof says that the best char
acters to choose for these roles are famous figures of the Minamoto 
or 3?aira clans. The most obvious source of stories about these 
people would have been the Heike monogatari and, if it is accepted 
that Hie fKadenshof reproduces the teachings of Kan-ami, it is 
hardly possible to doubt that he used that work in some form. Fin
ally, it is probably incorrect to say that Iami and Zeami were 
the first writers known to have used the Heike monogatari as 
material for No plays. Gen.io. for example, was based on this work 
and was mentioned in the previous chapter in connection with Kongo 
Gon-no-kami. Its attribution, to him was admittedly uncertain, but 
an even earlier No dealing with the same story, the Dengaku play 
about Renshobu and the biwa melodies performed at the Kasuga Shrins 
in 13k9> v/as also probably based on the Heike monogatari. Such 
specific points, however, only strengthen the conclusion that is
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reached from a general view of the situation. The frequent use 
of literary sources evident from the plays given in 1349 makes it 
inconceivable that one of the greatest and best-known works of all 
should have been neglected until after the death of Kan-ami. Lit
erary sources have also been found for most of the other plays of 
Zeami, but there remain a good number which seem to have been 
prompted by only a short poem or to have had no basis in literat-. 
ure at all* Both kinds are also to be found in the plays of 
Kan-ami and his contemporaries, and there is no basic difference 
to be seen between the two generations. But present-day uncertain
ties about the sources of some No plays are only to be expected. 
There must be a number of pieces, for example, which were based 
on works no longer extant. -And, conversely, there is no certain 
proof that a writer took his story from a particular work unless 
quotations unmistakably from that work are used in the text of 
the play. In many cases, particularly when the story of a play 
has been discovered in a little-known work, it is likely that it 
came to the notice of the writer of the No after it had passed 
into some more popular form, perhaps unwritten.

The system of lo-ha-kyu. or introduction, develop
ment and climax, was apparently adopted into No from Bugaku, which 
based its dances on it. In No, it is theoretically the basis of
the composition of all plays and programmes, and indicates prim-

(56)
arily different musical moods . The change i?i tempo from one 
play to the next follows, on a larger scale, the development



within a single play. The ,io. being the first part, is the most 
simple and straightforward. The ha section introduces variations 
and is the most rich and colourful, besides being the most sustain
ed. It leads on to the final section, kyu. in which the tempo is 
quickened to bring the piece, or the programme, to a final climax. 
If a play consists of five parts Small, as Zeami laid down, the 
jo and kyu should form one part each and the ha section the other 
three. The character of the music as a whole would be determined 
by the type of play but, within the play itself, the musical mood 
should change from one section to the next, with the three parts 
of the ha sections being also musically * three-coloured*. The 
unity of the piece required the development of the content, in 
other words the 1 story*, to match the musical progression, but 
the standard form by which this could be done was very simple. It 
consisted of no more than:

do section: entry of deuteragonist.
Ha section: (i) entry of protagonist.

(2) exchanges between the two.
(3) account of main * story*.

Kyu section:climax, usually in the form of a dance.

Such a formula would seem to confine the freedom of the writer to 
an impossible degree and it is undeniable that, when strictly 
followed, it allowed only one isolated incident to be treated in 
a set way. This has led to warrior-apirit plays of the second 
group, which deal almost exclusively with the last battles of



famous Minamoto and Taira soldiers, being too alike to escape 
monotony. But No is not concerned with intricacies of plot and, 
for all its simplicity, the plan was capable of a surprising range 
of variation. In the first place, it was not inviolable. Zeami 
himself allowed that the standard, structure of five parts might 
be cut to four or extended to six. according to the nature of the 
source upon which the piece was based. Then, too, the formula 
could be used with equal ease for either one-act or two-act plays.
If a kuse was used in a play, it was normally to he put in the
third part of 'the ha section and, in most two-act plays, the 
interval comes after this. The kyu section then forms a short 
second act. But Zeami*s i*ecommendation that two-act warrior plays 
should have the kuse. and hence the third part of the ha section,

T57)
in the second act , is well supported by the plays of the(58)
second group , and a similar variation is not uncommon in 
pieces belonging to other groups. Among woman plays by Zeami, 
for example, those which have the interval after the second part
of the ha section include Iguchi, Uneme. Higaki, Toboku and Goo;
and the last two are also irregular in having not five but four 
parts in.all, the' ha section consisting of only two. The frame
work suggested by Zeami was also suitable both for plays depicting 
a scene from real life and for * spirit* plays, in which the 
appearance of the dead person or god in his true form constituted 
the second act. Further variety was possible by the introduction 
of minor characters as servants, messengers and the like; by the 
use of properties representing such things as caves, houses, and
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palaces, from which the main actor might emerge or into which he 
might go before the interval instead of leaving the stage entire^ 
and, finally, by changes in the degree of dramatic relationship 
between characters from one play to another. In most of the plays 
by Zeami belonging to groups other than the fourth this amounts 
to little or none, but in such plays as Yuya. Aoi no Ue and Han.io 
such a relationship is an important element.

Zeami offers no guiding principle by which to decide 
whether a play should be in one act or two, and it is likely that 
it was merely a matter of which was the more convenient form to 
suit the material in hand. Both kinds are mentioned in the Writ
ings and both kinds are found among the plays of Zeami. The plays 
in tv/o acts are much more numerous, but this is probably because 
such a form is essential in the normal type of spirit play. It is 
possible, however, to have a one-act form even with spirit plays, 
though this kind is now uncommon. Only four of the sixteen warrior
spirit plays in the second group, for example, are in this form.

(59)Zeami makes it clear in the 1 Nosakusho* - that both kinds ex
isted in his time, and it can be seen from his Kiyotsune that the 
one-act type consisted of the appearance of a warrior in his true 
form without any previous appearance as an ordinary person; that 
is, it was in essence the same as the second act of the two-act 
type of play. Since plays in two acts usually had the advantage 
of a marked change in character and costume in the second act to 
hold the attention of the audience, Zeami considered them to be
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(60)
comparatively simple to write . The interest of the onlookers 
would not normally he quickened in the same way in a one-act play,
"but Zeami pointed out that, even within the single act, a distinct(61)
change of scene could "be introduced to stop the play dragging •
He gives as an example the play Matsukaze. in which there is a
definite break about half-way through, after the scene in which(62)
the fisher-girls appear and draw water •

In the 'Nosakusho* Zeami goes on to give directions
for the construction of various types of play in greater detail, 
in several cases giving the number of lines to be used in each 
section. Japanese writers have frequently shown that the stand
ards he laid down are closely followed by the present texts of 
many plays, usually taking as examples plays of the first group 
which, forming as they do the jo of a full programme, are the(63)most straightforward and least subject to variation • What is 
of more interest here, however, is the question of whether these 
teachings on the construction of plays originated with &earai.
There is no mention in the Writings that it was he who instituted 
the system, and evidence from plays known to have been written 
before the time of Zeami must be treated with care. The plays 
given at the Kasuga Sirane in 13U9 certainly seem to have followed 
no fixed pattern but are too shadowy to be of much help;, and,* iri 
the case of the extant plays connected with known actors, there 
is always the possibility that they underwent later revision in 
the course of which they were given a standard form or something
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approaching it* But the structure of a play is one of the most 
difficult things to amend, and many of these plays are, in fact, 
still irregular in form, Kongo Gon-no-kamiT s Tori-oi and Gen.io* 
Ko&paru1 Gon-no-kamiT s Qshokun and Inuo1 s Aoi no Ue all seem, to 
have preserved in their present versions an unusual order of 
appearance for their characters and, in some cases, an unusually 
large number of different roles. Kan-ami, too, seems to have used 
a very free form of construction. Plays of his which can still he 
seen to have had similar irregularities include Shizuka. Soshi- 
arai Komachi, Doio-ji, Hachi no lei, Jinen koji, and Koya monogurui. 
Kohayashi has pointed out this characteristic of the plays of 
Kan-ami and shown that even Fushimi (the present Kinsatsu), which 
seems the play of his most likely to have escaned amendment, is 
very irregular in content • If Kan-ami felt free to vary at 
will such god-pieces of the first group, it must indicate that 
there was no strict observance of fixed forms within a play in 
his day. But the beginnings of a regular pattern of presentation 
may already have been there. Since no-ha-kyu originally deter
mined the progression of mood within a single dance, it would 
have been natural for the system, when introduced into No, to 
have been applied in the first place to the unit of a play rather 
than to a programme as a whole. Kinsatsu has highly unusual 
features in its music and sung parts, and the latter vary greatly 
in sequence from what was laid down by &eami; but, for all that, 
the main frameY/ork of the play agrees with his recommendations as 
given above. That is to say, the piece consists of the entry of
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the waki, followed by the entry of the shite and an exchange be
tween the two, and a second half in which the shite reappears. At 
most, this can be taken as showing that the framework of what was 
to become the regular pattern was already used on occasions, but 
there is another indication of the early appearance of ,jo-ha-kyu 
in Ho. In the * Hondo’ jojo* section of the *Kadensho* which, though 
not written until 11+00, is one of his earliest works, Zeami already 
speaks of the principle of lo-ha-kyu applying to Sarugaku as to 
everything else, and explains its application to the composition 
of a Ho programme as a whole. Even if the ’Kadensho* does not 
consist solely of the teachings Zeami received from Kan-ami, the 
younger Kanze is hardly likely to have introduced so casaully a 
principle as fundamental as that of jo-ha-kyu, and the discussion 
of it in Zeami* s first articles on No can only be taken to indic
ate that it was not introduced into Sarugaku by Zeami. This, and 
what has been said of the structure of the plays of Kan-ami, show 
that here, as so often elsewhere, Zeami probably carried forward 
and improved an element which already existed in No. This would 
be more in keeping with what is known of his character than the 
assumption that the standard form of construction of No plays - 
and, hence, the use of the system of no-ha-kyu in Ho - began with 
him. While it is true that he raised No to new heights, he did so 
by blending and refining what was already in it rather than by 
exercising the kind of boldness and originality which led Kan-ami 
to introduce Kusernai into Sarugaku. It seems likely, then, that 
he took a three-part system of introduction, development and climax
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which was already known in No, and applied it consistently to 
the individual play in which a regular structural form was per
haps already beginning to emerge* Once the main parts of the form 
had been established, he only needed to lay down what songs and 
spoken passages were appropriate to each, with a few variants 
for different types of plays, to produce the body of teaching on 
the writing of plays found in the tHo’sakusho! •

When Zeami moves on from the construction of a play 
to the writing of the text, he begins by stressing that the words 
used should be appropriate to the particular type of play and to 
the characters represented in it* This does not mean, however, 
that common language should be put into the mouths of characters 
of lowly status such as servants and fishermen. Zeami warned(65) _elsewhere that this would spoil the piece and that even Kyo-
gen players should not be permitted vulgar speech or actions but
should confine themselves to what would be acceptable to the(66)
nobility . His meaning in the ’Nosakusho* , therefore, was that 
the form of the language should be made unexceptionable and the 
content varied to suit each particular case. He recommends that 
the literary source from which the piece derives should be made 
clear at some suitable point and, if there exist famous poems or 
lines connected with the subject of the play, these should be 
worked in at the end of the third part of the ha section. The 
climax in the performance of a play as a whole comes at the end, 
in the kyu section, but from a literary point of view this part
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of the ha section is the most important. Being the literary back
bone of the piece, it usually contains the kuse, if there is one, 
and gives a coherent account of the subject-matter of the whole 
play. Thus, any well-known lines added here would embellish the 
most important sung part of the play. Zeami also advised that the 
"best lines should "be reserved for the shite, an attitude reflect
ing his concern that 1he position of the main actor should he 
unchallenged,

Zeami approached the task of writing a Ho play with 
its stage performance, often hy a particular actor, always in

(67)view . If a play was "based on a well-known literary source 
and drew freely on it for quotations, the sense of familiarity 
that this would "bring to the audience would recommend the piece 
to them immediately* The ,io-ha-kyu system in Ho has little sig
nificance from a purely literary point of view, hut in an actual 
performance its form is seen to he effective. After setting the 
scene hy the introduction of the leading character and a secondary 
one who acts merely as a foil, it leads on to the main sung part
with the richest text, which it is the task of the author to(68)
provide in order to ’open the ears’ of the audience . Then, in 
the kyu section, it brings in the dance or its equivalent, hy 
the performan.ee of which tie main character should ’open their

(69)eyes’ . Fldys which were unbalanced hy undue emphasis on
(70)

either music or dance were not difficult to write , hut what 
was an achievement was for a writer to produce a play in which
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(71)song and dance were so blended that they were as one .
\

Originality has never been considered a transcendent 
virtue in Japanese.literature, and Ho* has perhaps drawn on earlier 
works more than any other form, for there can hardly be a play 
which has not taken from outside either the incident on which it 
is based or quotations to enrich its language. In a similar way,
Ho plays themselves soon became a rich source of story and song 
which was freely used by later playwrights, both in Ho itself and 
in later forms of drama. A writer of Ho could use an existing play 
in one of two ways. He could either extract from it certain songs 
which, being in keeping with the subject-matter of the play he 
himself was writing, could be fitted into the text without diffi-

CGUld
culty; or hq7modify the earlier play by making deletions, additions 
or other alterations to one or more of the elements of text, music 
and dance which together form the amalgam of Ho. A new writer 
might leave the piece largely unchanged, or he might carry the 
modification to such lengths that the work could in all fairness 
be described thereafter as his own.

Setting, as he did, a new standard in the richness 
of the language of Ho plays and in the skill with which he used 
it, Zeami had no need, so far as this aspect of a play was con
cerned, to borrow parts of texts written by other people when 
preparing his own plays. Other considerations, however, may well- 
have led him to do so at times. The absence of reliable early 
texts makes it impossible to give specific examples of this by



comparing various plays, but since he recommended the use of old 
poems and phrases that were familiar to the audience, it is likeDy 
that he gladly adopted suitable passages which had been set to 
music by such skilful musicians as his father or Kiami and whose 
words and music were already popular. It was no doubt something 
of the kind that caused the rongi from an old version of Toei

(72)to be used in Matsukaze and led Zeami to incorporate into
(73)Kashiwazalci the kuse section from his own Tsuchi-guruma . More

than a dozen plays by other writers can be shown to have been
revised by Zeami and there must have been many more now unknown.
He advocated such revision of plays and was prepared for later
alterations to his own pieces, for he states in the ’Sarugaku 

(7k)
dangi’ : ’In Ho, as in other things, one should have regard
for the times and not consider only how something has been done
in the past....... Thus, a little colour may be added to these
newly written Ho to suit the times, so long as what is essential 
in them is not lost.’ Reference has already been made to evidence 
that plays by Kan-ami which Zeami revised include Furu, Hyakuman. 
Kayoi Komachi, Koya monogurui. Matsukaze, and Tqru, of which at 
least Kayoi Komachi and Matsukaze were themselves based on still 
earlier pieces. In addition, Zeami’s Mekura-uchi, which was not 
included in the list of his plays because so little is known 
about it, was perhaps based on a play of the same name by his

(75)father . The clearest statement about the revision of plays by(76)
Zeami concerns Ukai and Kashiwazaki which, the ’Sarugaku dangi’ 
states, ’...are by Saemon G-oro of Bnami. Since both have had their
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poorer parts omitted and good parts put in, however, they are 
more the work; of Zeami.* As might "be expected, Dengaku plays were 
adopted and revised in the same way as those originating in Saru-

J77)gaku. Zeami!s ffunabashi, for example, was based on a Dengaku No 
Thus, many of the plays which now stand deservedly in the name of 
Zeami were, in the first place, the work of other writers.

One of the main ways in which Zeami amended the
plays of eaidier writers was "by shortening them. He not only cut
out verbiage, as in the case of Iamifs Mi chi mo ri. hut also removed
whole scenes where he considered this advisable, as with his(78)
father1s Botoba Komachi . The discarded scene in this play 
showed an offering being made to a god and the appearance of his 
messenger in the form of a raven and, as the play also had an 
earlier sung piece cut out, it must have been a good deal longer 
originally than it is at present. These earlier plays, it would 
seem, were often very loosely constructed. Zeami1 s revisions, by 
giving them form and balance, must in many cases have turned 
shapeless material into works of art.
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Notes To Chapter IX.

In the case of most of the plays, TZN 318-9* Those which 
depend on references elsewhere are Yumi Yawata, SaiCTo 
and Akoya no matsu. TZN 3*10; and Kinota, TZN 278.

The seven included in the list are those given by Kawase as 
photographic reproductions in his Zeami shinseki densho 
fukusei-shu. and in print in his Zeami jihitsu densho-shu. 
(one of them, Yoro-boshl, is in fact a copy of a ms. by 
Zeami.) These two works also contain the list of 35 plays 
mentioned below.

Plays omitted although mentioned in the * SD* or 'Go-on1 are 
Ashibiki-yama, Shiki-.iima, Tobu-hi, Yukiyama, and Mekura- 
uchi. In addition, Sobu+has been omitted because this was 
probably not a No play but merely a shoi»ter sung piec.e; see 
Kobayashi, Zeami 2L|-5, and Kokon yokyoku kaidai W?*

In the main, the judgement of Nose, NGr 135i“lW+3> has been 
followed for plays given only in lists.

Opinions differ as to whether the name Yawata, which is alsd 
found in the *Nosakusho* TZN 122, refers to Yumi Yawata 
or to the play called in the Writings either Yawata hojo-e 
or simply Ho.io (the present Ho.io-gawa). But it cannot refer 

Yumi Yawata. since there can be no doubt that this was 
not written until after llj.23, the date of the *Nosakusho* 
(see vol.2, J+61; Kawase* a argument on this point in
TZN 310 n.10 will not stand examination). It seems likely
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that Yumi Yawata. itself by Zeami, was so named to avoid 
confusion with the earlier Yawata ho.jo-e which had some
times been referred to as just Yawata.

6. Not to be confused with a play of the same name by Kan-ami 
which appears to have been connected with the present 
Kinsatsu (see Chap. VIII 268-9 zi.39 above).

7* Perhaps a revision of Kan-ami* s play.
8. Zeami gives this play as his own work in the *SD*, TZN 318,

and indicates by two entries in the * Go-on*, TZN 203 &
205, that he rewrote the music of the second part of the 
flay, keeping the musical version by Kan-ami for the first 
part.

9. Kobayashi, Zeami 2^6, suggests that Sajgyo no uta was used
as the name for a certain passage from Saigyo-zakura when 
sung as an independent piece.

10. The identification of the present play with the one by Zeami
is not altogether certain. There is evidence to suggest 
that it is a revision of Zeami*s play by Zeanchiku.

11. There seems no doubt that this was finally Zeami*s play but,
since the * Go-on* , TZN 206, and the KTK credit Kan-ami 
with a play of this name, Zeami*s was perhaps a second 
version.

12. Probably a later version of Kan-ami* s Shizuka.
13. The use of this name in some lists to indicate two different

plays, the present Hajitomi and Yugao, makes it uncertain
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at times which was meant, hut it is likely that at least 
the play now known as Yugao was by Zeami. See NG II4.01.

1i4., The play in Zeami* s own hand, dated *114.21]., is entirely differ
ent from the Koya monogurui in the present repertoires 
which, since it contains the qtn. given in the * Go-on*,
TZN 213, under the name of Motomasa, was probably written 
by him. If so, however, it means that the *SD* (wr.*114-30) 
uses the name Koya in connection with three different plays 
but identifies the writer of only one, for it quotes a line 
found in neither of the extant texts from an *old* Koya 
(TZN 305)? which was presumably by Kan-ami (see Ohap.VIII 
269 n.ij.0 above); quotes two lines which are found in the 
present-day text (TZN 283 & 285); and gives Koya in a list 
of Zeami* s plays (TZN 318). Although such confusion is not 
impossible, it is strange that the Writings show no dist
inction between the versions by Motomasa and Zeami, no 
qtns. from the piece by the latter, and no mention of its 
full names Koya no monogurui and Tadatsu no Saemon, as 
given in Zeami* s ms. text.

15* It has been suggested that Osaka, is the present Semimaru,
but this is referred to by its old name of Sakagami else
where in the * SD* (TZN 326). Since Mekura Osaka (TZN 123 
n.13) is not listed in the Kokon yokyoku kaidai, it is 
perhaps only a printer*s error for Osaka mekura.

16, The spirit of Sanekata is the shite and Saigyo the waki in
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this piece. Zeami described it as being very similar to 
Akoya no matsu (*SD*, TZN 310).

17* This play was doubtless based on, or was the same as, the one
of the same name performed in Omi Sarugaku by Inuo

18. The line qtd. in the 1 Go-on*, TZN 208, under the name Hashi-
date is found in the text of Tango monogurui. A play of 
this name, based on a piece called ffue monogurui (*N.osaku- 
sho*, TZN 123-), is known to have been written by lami (*SD*, 
TZN 319); snd Zeami probably gave the name Iiashi-date to 
his version of this play.

19* The qtn. from Naniwa in the * Go-on* and the one in the *S3D*
beginning Naniwa. no ashi both appear in the present text of 
Ashi-kari. It therefore seems that, although Zeami also 
wrote the play now known as Naniwa, the play of that name 
in the Writings is the one now called Ashi-kari. The pres
ent Naniwa* s old name of Naniwa no ume (or Naniwa no mume)
was probably used to distinguish the piece from Naniwa no
ashi.

20. The KHK. NSO, NUM. KS and IOS all attribute this play to
Zenchiku, but its inclusion in the list of 35 plays shows 
that it was a Kanze piece sent him by Zeami.

21. Prom a mention in each part of the * Go-on*, it seems that the
version of this play by Motomasa may have been based on a 
Kusemai by Zeami. The existence of a text written by Zeami 
(the ms. now extant is a copy of this dated 1711) shows 
that he too wrote a version of the whole piece. His text
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is, in the main, the same as that of the current play, hut 
some differences of text and roles (see Kawase •, Zeami 
jihitsu densho-shu intro.58-9) indicate that the play now 
given is the version hy Motomasa. The KTK gives the play 
as their combined work, but the NUM. credits it to Motomasa.

22. The f Go-on*, KTK, and NUM credit this play and Sumida-gawa
(given next in list) to Motomasa.

23. Since the * Go-on’, TZN 2.13* attributes the music of this
piece to Motomasa, it may have been the result of work by
both him and Zeami, as the KTK has it.

2l+. A long cjtn. from Qhiogama in the ’Ongyoku kowadashi kuden*,
TZN 76, is found in the present text of Toru. The first 
line of the same qtn. is given in the * Go-on*, TZN 203* 
under the name Toru*

25* The present-day text differsso much from this ms. version
that it is doubtful if it can still be regarded as the work 
of Zeami. See Kawase, Zeami jihitsu densho-shu intro.57-8.

26. Its inclusion in the list of 35 pl&ys and the mention of it
as a No in the ’SB*, TZN 310, leave no doubt that it was 
by Zeami, nad not by Zenchiku as stated in the KHK & NUM.

27. Other lists and also the NSO, which has two entries under
this name, indicate that Zenchiku was the author. But since
the * Go-on*, TZN 206, quotes an untitled line found in the 
present text of Shoki and, by not specifying an author, in
dicates that it was by Zeami, it seems that he at least 
wrote one version of the play.
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28, Zeami may have revised the play hy Komparu Gon-no-kami. The
KHK, followed hy the NQM, attributes it to Zenchiku, hut 
this was perhaps only because it was known to he originally 
a Komparu play,

29, From the JX>. entry it seems likely that this play was written
hy Zeami and then sent to Omi. The NSG gives it as a play 
of Omi Sarugaku,

30, The name, with q,tns. showing that it is the same play as
that later known as Kasa sotoba, occurs in two places in 
the 1SD* (TZN 294 & 304); and the KammOn gyoki, qtd, NS 
98, mentions a performance of it in 1432,

31* 'Kakyo', TZN 161.
32, In his article !Zeami to shura-no*, Bungaku 1954* vol.22

no.9, Toida suggests that warrior-spirit plays changed 
from the representation of ’devil-warrior1 roles in the 
time of Kan-ami to more humanized roles in the time of 
Zeami. Yfhile some such lessening of the violent aspects 
is very likely, Toida does not seem to have allowed for 
Zeami*s application of the term oni to roles which are not 
now considered to represent devils,

33, See Kanai, *Zeami to shura-monof, Kokugo to kokubun 1954
no.9*

34, Kobayashi (Zeami 162), for example, states that Go is the
only true woman play known to have existed before the time 
of Zeami and that even this was not polished enough to be 
kept in the repertoires.

-
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35. IS*
36. * Kadehshof, TZN 58.
37. ’Nosakusho*, TZN 124.
38. For example, Hyakuman (see ’Nosakusho1 , TZN 122.)*
39. In the f0ngyoku goi! and fGo-ongyoku jojo*, Zeami has a five

fold division according to the musical mood, hut this too 
does not correspond throughout to the usual groups.

40. TZN 9-19*
41. There are many references in the Writings to these three

basic roles (santai) but the most important sections deal
ing with them are the TNikyoku santai ezu* and the 'N.osaku- 
sho*. Kobayashi, Zeami 167, stated that the word santai was 
to be found in the tKadenshoT and that this concept was, 
therefore, already in existence when that work was written; 
but, in fact, the sentence in question is clearly a later 
interpolation (see) ZJH vol.1, 21), Kanai, op.cit.29, is of 
the opinion that Zeami derived the idea of the santai from 
Dengaku; but all the evidence points to earlier mimicry 
having consisted merely of many separate, different roles 
(as in the fKadensho!) and to Zeami later systematizing
them and reducing them to three. Thus, when he spoke of

/

Itchu etc. being accomplished in the santai (’N'osakusho* 9 
TZN 124), his meaning was that their skill covered what 
was, under his system, the full range of mimicry.

42. ~ * Shikad"o1 , TZN 87.
43-. Î or example, Ari-doshi, Shiogama (Toru). The plays illustrat

ing the santai etc. are given in the ’Nosakusho* ,TZN 122-3.
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44* ’Nosakusho’ , TZN 112..
4 5 .  t K ade nsho , , TZN 2 2 -3 .

46. f SD! , TZN 310 and 1 KakyoT , TZN 135.
47* E M  11 ̂ “5 and 122.
48. *Nikyoku santai ezu*, TZN t02.
49. ibid. 102-4 and tNosakush.ot , TZN 119-20.
50. ibid. 103 and 117 respectively. Since there is no special

mention oj£ Hoka pieces in either the !Nikyoku santai ezu* 
or the 1Shikado’, Nose (ZJH vol.1, 635-7) suggests that 
Zeami put them into a separate section in the tNo’sakusho1 , 
between warrior roles and saido-style devils, because he 
came to realise that they did not fit satisfactorily into 
either of these categories.

51. TZN 120.
52* This and subsequent gtns. and information concerning Zeami! s 

theories on the construction of plays are, unless othex̂ - 
wise stated, taken from the first sections of the fNosaku— 
sho! , TZN 109-12..

53. ibid. 116.
54* Toida, op.cit., stresses the absence of plays based on the 

He ike monogatari before the time of Zeami.
55. TZN 297.
56. See No garni, x Jo-ha-kyu no rironf, No - kenkyu to hakken.
57. ’Nosakusho’ , TZN 116.
58. Of the twelve two-act plays now in this group, only Tadanori

and Ebira have no kuse section in the second act.
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59. E M  116-7.
60. !SDT, TZN 315-
61. ibid.
62. Following the rongi, at the end of the first part of the ha

section* Nose (ZJH vol.2, 477)? quoting Yamazaki, states 
that Matsukaze is unique in having the musicians act at 
this point just as they do at the interval in a two-act 
play, but adds (ibid. 483) that similar, though less marked 
breaks are to be found in other plays.

63. Nogami, for example, analysed Takasago in TYokyoku no kosei’,
Nogaku zensho vol.3? and Yumi Yawata in Zeami Motokiyo 
110-9.

64. YSK 67-75.
65• * KadenshoT, TZN 46•
66. 1Shudosho1, TZN 249.
67. It must be admitted that purely literary cleverness, some

times in the form of plays on Chinese characters, is to 
be found here and there in pieces by Zeami. But such points 
must have been missed entirely by all except intimates wit! 
access to a written text, and Zeami nowhere recommends or 
even mentions such a practice in the Writings.

68. ’Nosakusho* , TZN 120.
69. ibid. 120-1.
70. * Kadensho! , TOT 47.
71. ibid. 49.
72. 1 SDf , TOT 308.
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73* ibid. 319; but see Ohap. V 145 above on this.
74. TZN 511-2.
75. The 1 G-o-on1, TZN 205? shows that Kan-ami wrote the music to

Meicura-uchi, but the 'SD1, TZN 318, credits the play to 
Zeami. Since Zeami would probably have been capable of 
writing a play during the- lifetime of Kan-ami, it is un
certain whether the references are to the same play or to 
two different ones.

76, TZN 319.
77* ibid.
78. 'SD', TZN 311.



CHAPTER X.

Bengaku No Plays.

Although records of the fourteenth and early 
fifteenth centuries frequently mention performances of Bengaku, 
they seldom say anything dsout the plays that were performed. All 
that can be learned from the Taihei-ki. for example, about the 
plays given at the subscription performance in 1349 is that one 
of them was a !god play* dealing with the deity of the Hie Shfine 
and his messenger in the form of a monkey.

The record describing the 1349 Kasuga Wakamiya
(1)Festival , however, says something about the Bengaku plays giver 

in Nara in that year. Shinto priests performed the plays then, but 
as they had been carefully coached by professional Bengaku players 
and the performance is described as Bengaku No, it may be taken 
as an example of the kind of entertainment given by the profess
ional players themselves. The account shows that, by the middle 
of the fourteenth century, Bengaku performances contained plays, 
referred to as sarugaku or omo-sarugaku, which were not necess
arily of a religious nature and which were based on stories found 
in earlier literature.

The first play given by the Shinto priests told ho?* 
an Imperial envoy was sent from Japan to China wher4 he was taught 
three biwa melodies by Renshobu, a master of that instrument, and



how, during his voyage back, they were seized by the Dragon King 
who coveted them. This story is found in a number of works, includ
ing the Heike monopcatari. It is similar to the first part of the

U)account of the biwa Seizan given in that work and, although 
there are differences between the two, such as the period in which 
the story is set, the play may well have been based on this. One 
would expect a play dealing with the sending of an envoy from 
Japan to China, his stay there, and his experiences on the return 
journey, to be presented in more than one act, and the way in 
which the Dengaku piece is described in the text seems to show 
that this was so. After stating that a retainer was sent by the 
Emperor Murakami to China, where he met Renshobu, the ducument 
gives the names of the priests who took these three parts. It 
goes on to say that when Teibin, the envoy, was on his way back, 
two Dragon Cods and the Dragon King beset him, and then gives the 
names of the three new actors. Thus, the play was apparently givoi 
in two parts, with only the envoy appearing in both. To this ex
tent he could, perhaps, be regarded as the tayu or main actor of 
the piece, though neither he nor anyone else is so described in 
the text. Nor is there anyone corresponding to the ai-kyogen. in 
later No to relate the story of the play in an interval between 
acts. Since all the other roles and the names of the players are 
carefully listed, it is most unlikely that there was any such 
player in this performance or even an interval of any duration.
It is possible 'that the player taking the part of Teibin never 
left the stage, since he represented the same character throughout}
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and that the two parts of the play arose naturally from the story 
on which it was based, rather than from any conscious moulding of 
the material into two acts. In short, the piece is unrelated td> 
the common two-act type of No in which the shite makes an exit at 
the end of the first act and reappears in the second in a changed 
role. The two parts of the story are, indeed, only tenuously re
lated and in later No would have been used as material for two 
quite separate plays.

The second Dengaku play given at this performance
represented a story found in the G-okoku-bon section of the Nio-

a sutra known in Japan since the Nara period, and retold in
(3)the Soga monogatari . Hanzoku, a prince in ancient India, plans 

to increase his power by capturing and killing a thousand other 
princes; but, at the request of his thousandth captive, Prince 
Fumyo, he allows a day1s respite before the executions are carried 
out. Because of the Buddhist sermons he then hears, he suddenly 
repents of his evil designs and, after urging his prisoners to 
be henceforth devout followers of the Buddha, sends them back to 
their domains. As the document gives no more than a brief mention 
of the play, followed by the names of the seven players taking 
part in it, it is not known what form the presentation took. It
is interesting to note, however, that there is again no mention
of an interval within the piece itself.

Although the evidence of these two plays alone is 

not enough to warrant generalisations about Dengaku plays as a
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whole at this time, there are points common to hoth these pieces 
which take on some significance when compared to what is found in 
later No* Both these Dengaku plays were similar in all important 
respects to those of Sarugaku given at the same time, and much 
that has already Been said ah out the latter can he taken to apply 
equally to them. One similarity is the literary flavour of the 
sources oh which the plays were prohahly hased hut, in view of 
the first Dengaku piece heing quite unconnected with religion and 
the second heing didactic in the extreme, it would perhaps he as 
well to add here that a consideration of all four plays together 
points to the religious element having heen only incidental. In 
other words, it seems to have heen the literacy and dramatic 
possibilities that attracted the writers of the plays to the 
stories in question. Also, there is again an apparent absence of 
emphasis on one particular role and none of the characters seem 
to have heen in a position at all comparable to , tha-• supremacy of 
the shite in No. Teibin, it is true, is involved throughout the 
first Dengaku play, hut his role comes closest to that of the waki 
in later No and, at least in the second half of the play, he must 
have heen completely overshadowed hy the Dragon King and his aides 
Finally, it can he seen that each play had at least four or five 
different characters in it, even allowing for the effective iden- 
tity of some subsidiary roles with a major one, on the lines of 
some tsure in modern No. Teibin, as an Imperial envoy, may he an 
early example of what was to become a stock role for the waki in 
No, hut neither of these plays appears to have resembled later No



in its concentration one one main character in one particular in
cident* The impression given is rather that stories with obvious ,l
dramatic possibilities were presented in a straightforward way by 
as many players as this method required. This resulted in a lack 
of form and looseness of construction far removed from the concen
tration and unity so characteristic of traditional No.

Four or five years after this performance in Kara, 
Dengaku players are known to have given a No play called Shihiki

_  ik)no oni at G-ion in Kyoto . The historical incident connected with
the piece is known, and it seems possible from this and the title

(5)
that the play was a ! spirit No’ in which four ghosts appeared • 
If this could be proved, it would be a most interesting example 
of an early spirit play, but there is no direct evidence about 
the play itself and nothing more is known about Dengaku No plays 
until ’Zeami began to write his series of articles nearly half a 
century later.

The information about these plays which can be
gleaned from the Writings consists almost entirely of references
to pieces set to music or sung by Kiami. Some of these can be
related, with varying degrees of certainty, to Sarugaku No* plays.

(6)
Shiokumi, for example, which had music by Kiami , was the basis
of the Sarugaku No called Matsukaze Mura same or, dimply, Matsu-

(7) 1 )  (9)
ka-ze , which was written by Zeami and had music by Kan-ami .
Ominaeshi* Atsuta. Kaburo Koya and Taketori-uta were also pieces
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(10)
for which Kiami wrote the music . Ominaeshi seems to he conn
ected with the play now called Qminameshi, this probably being

(11)Zeami* s version of the original piece with music by Kiami*
From the fact that part of a quotation from Atsuta given in the

.(^8) - - ~  f Go-on* is found in the present G-endayu. and that this play is
set at the shrine at Atsuta, it seems likely that the one gave
rise to the other. Kaburo Koya may have been rewritten as Karu-

(13)kaya. a Sarugaku play not in the present repertoires , but 
Taketori-uta has been lost without leaving any known trace in 
later No. The same ihing has happened to the Dengaku play Shaku-

(ii+)hachi , but the piece called Sumi-yaki which Zeami, as a boy,
saw Kiami perform in Nara, was apparently used by Zeami when he

(15)wrote Akoya no matsu , for this contains a passage sung by(16)
Kirnai oh that occasion . Sano no funabashi was another Dengaku

 (17)----------
No which was rewritten by Zeami , and it remains in the reper-

(18)
toires as Funabashi •

The No Ishikawa no iratsume. the name of which is *
included in the list of thirty-five plays apparently handed on to

(19)Komparu Zenchiku by Zeami , contained a passage beginning
* Ur ami wa sue mo toraneba* which Zeami felt he would perhaps like(20)
1 sung more smoothly in the Shinza style* * This same line was
quoted by him as having been sung be the Dengaku players perform-(21)
ing Koi no tachi-ai at the subscription performance in 13U9 ,
but the connection between the two pieces is not known* On this 
evidence alone nothing can be said with certainty, but since Zeami
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mentions the passage in Ishikawa no. iratsume being sung in the 
style of Shinza Dengaku, the connection was perhaps more funda
mental than the chance use of the same song in two different
pieces. A Dengaku play called Hatsuwaka was definitely found in 

( 22.)
the Shinza , but little is known about the play and it has not

(23)
been connected with any now known .

Apart from the way in which Zeami describes perform
ances by Dengaku players and discusses their singing of certain 
passages, the very inclusion of pieces originating with Bengaku 
in the 1 Go-on* list of those recommended for particular attention 
shows clearly thattaese pieces were known and played in Sarugaku 
too. Judging from the later No with which some of them seem to 
have been connected, even the four or five pieces set to music by 
ICiami and mentioned in the Writings covered a wide range: Atsuta 
was a stately god play; Shiokumi was a play of the third group, 
a woman play expressing a delicate beauty; and Qn&naeshi represent
ed an unhappy spirit and is now put in the fourth group of plays. 
Thus, during the lifetime of Kiami, if not before, Dengaku used 
plays of widely differing character. There is no mention in the 
Writings of a Dengaku warrior play - except, perhaps, Hatsuwaka. -

1 1

but this does not mean that there were none. The number of Dengaku 
plays mentioned is comparatively small and,, since most of them 
were pi*obably noteworthy because their music was by Kiami who,

_  ( 2U)Zeami tells us, * played only musical No* , the more strong and 
forceful style needed in warrior plays would have had little
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appeal for M m  and there would have been no reason for Zeami to 
mention them.

There is no material available to show Just how a 
Dengaku play was constructed at this time. What signs there are 
point to their construction having been the same as that of Saru
gaku plays, albeit sometimes in what Zeami considered the old (25)style , It has been shown above that much of the teaching about
the structure of a No play which Zeami sets out in his 'Nosakusho1
was probably handed down from Kan-ami and, since hven he would
hardly have formulated the whole system himself and relations
between Barugaku and Dengaku had been so close since at least his
early years, it is likely that the standard form of construction
gradually arose through developments in both Sarugaku and Dengaku,
There is no sign of a standard form in the plays given by the
priests at the Kasuga Shrine in 13̂4*9» but the free adoption of
Dengaku plays during the time of Kiami and Zeami shows that they
must then have been acceptable in general form to Barugaku players,
Even in points of detail they were probably the same as Sarugaku
plays, for some of the short quotations from Dengaku pieces given

(26) (27) (28) 
by Zeami are referred to as sashi , age-no-Jo , shidai ,

(29)
and issei , all of which are still standard song forms in No,

The question of whether or not kuse were used in 
Dengaku plays, however, is rather a special one. The Kusemai style 
flourished so in Yarnato Sarugaku that it became inseparably identi

fied with the groups of that province. But this does not exclude



the possibility of other groups having adopted it to a lesser 
extent; Kiami has been seen not to have shrunk from singing Kuse- 
mai, even though his efforts did not meet with the approval of an 
expert like Zeami; and the style cannot.have been beyond the 
reach of such a versatile performer as Zo>ami. Furthermore, among 
the quotations from Dengaku plays mentioned above are some re-

i

ferred to by Zeami as age-no-.io (that is, what is now usually
(30)

called the kuri ) and sashi. Now, although the sashi may also 
be used elsewhere in a play, these two sung forms regularly intro
duce a kuse section* There are one or two No - Yoro and Tadanori * 
for instance - in which the kuri and sashi are not followed by 
a kuse* but these are such exceptional cases that the presence of 
kuri and sashi in Dengaku plays would lead one to expect a kuse 
also. The sashi Zeami quotes from Shiokumi does not appear in 
the present text of Matsukaae, but the kuri from Atsuta appears 
in a slightly changed form in a sashi in the present G-endayu and 
this does, in fact, introduce a kuse passage. This adds weight to 
the idea that there may have been a kuse in the original Dengaku 
version also. It therefore seems that, although plays written 
within the groups of Yamato Sarugaku were probably more likely 
than others to contain kuse sections, the presence of such a 
section in a play cannot be taken as evidence that it originated 
in Yamato Sarugaku.

The point is of some relevance in a consideration 
of such texts of Dengaku plays as still exist. Due to the decline
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Dengaku suffered with the rise of Sarugaku, the texts of its plays 
have not been preserved in the same way as those of its rival. One 
of the few places where vestiges of Dengaku are still to be seen 
is the Kasuga Shrine in Nara on the occasion of the yearly Waka- 
miya Festival. But no plays are given there now, and although the 
names of about a dozen are given in records of the shrine u p  to(31)the first years of the Meiji period , this does not necessarily
mean that they were in fact performed. Either because of the lack
of texts or probably, in the first place, because of inability
to perform all the pieces, the main actor would give the first
play and then, it is said, plead illness as a reason for discon-

(32)
tinuing the performance . It is from these descendants of the 
players of the Honza and Shinsa, however, that the only known 
texts of Dengaku No have come. They are the complete texts of two 
plays, Kikusui and Jisei, and a few lines of a third, Kappo, which.(33)were obtained from the players and given in print by Takano .

Kikusui, 1 Chrysanthemum Water*, is based on the 
legend of the health-giving properties of chrysanthemums which 
began in Ohina and passed over to Japan, where it was current in 
some parts until recent times. In the play, an Imperial envoy 
goes deep into the mountains and there meets a hermit with an 
elixir of life which he intends to present to the emperor. The 
envoy learns that, in his boyhood, the hermit was exiled there 
from Oourt where he had been a favourite of the emperor, but that, 
before he left, he was taught some holy words from the Buddhist



scriptures to protect him* These he write on some chrysanthemum 
leaves and, finding that the dew which fell from them into the 
nearby stream gave the waters a magic power, kept himself alive 
for many hundreds of years by drinking them. He then presents the 
envoy with some of the elixir to take back to the emperor, and 
withdraws into his retreat.

The other complete play, Jisei or ’The Two Stars’, 
is also a version of a popular legend which spread from China to 
Jgpan, where it still survives. It is the story of two stars, 
Tanabata the Weaving Maid and her lover Hiko-boshi, the Male Star 
or the Herdsman, who live one on each side of the Milky Way. They 
are allowed to meet only once a year, on the seventh day of the 
seventh moon, when a raven stoetehes its wings across the river 
of Heaven to giake a bridge for them. In the play, an Imperial 
envoy who comes to the Milky Way is welcomed by the stars on the 
day of their meeting. After he has been shown all the v/onders 
there, he returns to report to the emperor all that he. has learned 
of the Joys of Heaven.

Although very short, the fragment of Kappo which 
remains is apparently the whole of the second half of the play, 
the text being almost identical with that section of the present- 
day No of the same name. In this play, a villager living by the 
bay of Kappo in China pays a fisherman to release a strange-lookiqg 
fish that he has caught. A .child later appears before the man and 
tells him that he is the spirit of the fish, a wondrous creature



whose tears fall to form rare jewels. Before disappearing, the 
child tells the man to go down to the bay ̂ gain. When he does so, 
in the second half of the play, the creature appears in its true 
form and gives him a miraculous jewel which will ensure him long 
life and protect him from all ills.

These three plays which remain are, thus, all ausp
icious in character and, although not strictly god plays, would 
have heen suitable for performance at the beginning of a programme 
as shagen. a play of good omen and rejoicing. Kappo is, in fact, 
so described in an illustration of a Dengaku performance given(310in the Kasuga Wakamiya G-o-sairei ryakki , and although the
play corresponding to it in modern Ho is regarded as belonging to
the fifth group of plays, and the one corresponding to Kikusui
as belonging to the fourth group, both are recognized as suitable

(35)for performance as initial pieces in a modified programme . It 
is possible that the suitability of these Dengaku Ho as opening 
plays accounts in some measure for the survival of the texts. In 
any event, the fact that the important element in all three is 
the joyful nature of their subject-matter makes their lack of 
dramatic content understandable. Kappo is potentially the most 
dramatic of them but, if one is to judge from the present-day Ho, 
even here the interest lies not in the events leading up to the 
reappearance of the sea-creature, but in the reappearance itself 
and the sense of joy and comfort which comes from his gift to the 
villager. Considering also that this is the only part of the Den
gaku play still extant, it is likely that this part was used on



its omi as a 'half No1 , as is said to have "been the case with the 
first parts of Kikusui and Jisei and is usually so with the second 
parts of such plays as Iwafune and Shakkyo in modern No.

Although the printed versions of the three tests 
given by Takano are furnished with some indication of the division 
of the text between the various actors and chorus - they presumably 
follow the manuscript texts in this, though this point is not made 
clear - they are manifestly incomplete in this respect. Another 
point which gives rise to some doubt about their reliability on 
such matters of detail is that, in the early part of Jisei which 
is stated to have been used alone as a half No, the main actor is 
indicated by the term tayu and, in the second part of the same 
play, by the term shite. This at least indicates that thetwo parts 
were taken from what were originally different copies of the play*

All three pieces, however, closely resemble existing 
Sarugaku texts and, in the translations of the two complete plays 
given as Appendix 3, a suggested distribution of the texts among 
the various roles has been based on a comparison with these. Kiku
sui is. in the main, the same as the Kiku Jido contained in the    (36)
Nlhyakuban gai-hyakuban collection published in 1686 , and in

- - C57)parts the same as the Kikusui Jido published in the Y'okyoku sosho .
It is, however, basically unrelated in text to other plays based
on the story of Jid’o such as those called Makura Jido in various
collections. Jisei is little different from the text of Tanabata(38)given In the Sambyakuban gai-hyakuban collection of 1688 . The
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part of Kappo which remains is almost identical to the Sarugaku 
play of the same name in the 1688 and later collections.

Ho author is known for either Jisei or Kappo.•The
(391Jika densho attributes Kikusui to Kan-ami , but since this work 

is not wholly reliable and other similar lists of plays do not 
mention the piece at all, this single entry can carry little 
weight. Paced with the virtual identity of the Dengaku and Saru
gaku texts, however, Takano states that the language of Kikusui 
and Jisei is somewhat the older and concludes from this that the 
Sarugaku plays were taken over from Dengaku at some later date.
But such differences in language as there are between the Dengaku 
texts and the others hardly warrants a conclusion of this kind, 
especially as the language of Ho plays is generally so formalised, 
and .rich in quotations from earlier literature that it is, in any 
case, a highly unsuitable means by which to judge their age. Nor 
is there any reason to suppose that Kikusui and Jisei have a 
similai* history in respect of either age or origin, even though 
the material at present available is insufficient to decide finally 
on either of these points.

Kappo was already being played in Sarugaku by 1102* 
since it is given under its old name of Kappo no taina in an entry(Uo)
in the Kammon gyoki in that year • The extant part of the Den
gaku play covers the whole of the second act of the present-day 
No, and the construction of the entire piece was presumably the 
same as that of the Sarugaku play which, it may be noted, has only



two parts in the ha section and no kuse: An examination of the 
structure of Kikusui and Jisei shows that they follow with remark
able fidelity the precepts laid down by Zeami in the tNosakushot* 
Both are in the standard five sections (one in the jo. three in 
the ha, and one in the kyu), nearly all of which contain the 
regular sung forms and spoken parts appropriate to them ,as follows

Kikusui

Act I
Jo section: entry and introduction by waki.

waki: shidai, nanori 
waki & chorus: age-uta 
waki: tsuki-serifu

Ha section: (i) entry and introduction by tayu
tayu: issei. sashi, sage-uta. age-uta

(2) dialogue between waki and tayu
waki & tayu: mondo 
tayu & chorus: age-uta

(3) main story by chorus; exit of tayu
waki: kotoba
chorus: kuri
tayu: sashi
chorus: kuse
waki & tayu: kotoba
tayu &•chorus: age~uta

Act XI
Kyu section:, second entry of tayu (and dance ?)

chorus: uta
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Jisei

Jo section: entry and introduction by waki
waki: shidai, nanori 
chorus: age-uta (miehiyuki)

Ha section: (i) entry and introduction by tayu (and tsure ?)
tayu & chorus: issei, sashi 
chorus: age-uta

(2) dialogue between waki & tayu
waki: kotoba _ 
tayu & waki: mondo 
chorus: age-uta

(3) main story by tayu and chorus
waki: kotoba 
tayu!: sashi 
chorus:, age-uta 
tayu & chorus: rongi

Kyu section: meeting of the stars (tayu and tsure)
tayu & chorus: rongi 
chorus: uta

Although the texts are shown as assigning to the 
various roles and the chorus sung parts which are now normally

(w)distributed differently, the parts within each section are 
regular enough to make the pieces as a whole more orthodox in 
construction, by Zeami* s standards, than many Sarugaku plays, 
particularly in the first three sections, which coincide with-'-the

_(u 2)parts used as half No. In the third part of the ha section, 
however, the strictly regular combination of parts which had 
marked the earlier sections falls away to leave sung parts of



doubtful kin. This is the section in a Ho which usually contains 
the kuse if there is one, and the main problem in the case of* this 
section in Kikusui and Jisei is to decide whether or not they 
have what may reasonably be regarded as a kuse. Since the texts 
do not give names to the sung parts', they give no indication of 
whether a certain passage was traditionally regarded as a kuse. 
so that the only way of trying to decide the question is by con
sidering merely the form and content of the section. Even this 
method, it must be said, is throughout bedevilled by the uncer
tainty of which parts were sung by the chorus and which by the 
main actor. The Sarugaku texts give some help on this but some
times, when the name they give to a particular passage is itself 
suspect, they only add confusion to uncertainty.

The kuse section in Ho is notoriously variable in 
form, but there are standards by which a passage may be judged.
The more general of these, that a kuse will usually come in the 
third part of the ha section and contain the main sung part of 
the play, the essence of the story, are conditions clearly met 
by the passages in question in both Kikusui and Jisei. neither 
play, however, can show the full form of a kuse section in which. 
the kuse itself (consisting of sung par;ts by the chorus separated 
by one or more short interpolations from the shite) is introduced 
by a kuri (from the chorus, sometimes with the first part sung 
by the shite) and then a sashi (usually begun by the shite and 
finished by the chorus, often with other parts by shite and chorus 
interposed), In spite of the fact that the text of Tanabata marks



the cprresponding passage as a kuse. it is at this point that 
Jisei can he dismissed from further consideration because this 
passage includes what is clearly an ap;e-uta. complete with a line 
repeated at the beginning and another repeated at the end, in a 
modified form. Although Kikusui does not have all the elements 
required in a full kuse section, it is not uncommon to find an 
incomplete one in which the kuse itself consists of one song by 
the chorus (there being no age-ha or interpolation by the shite) 
and the kuri and sashi are either modified or missing altogether. 
The passage in Kikusui beginning TSono koro Jido wa! is such a 
kuse without an age-ha. whether judged by its position in the play3 
its content, language, or the irregularity of its metre, and the 
corresponding passage is so named in both the 1686 Kiku Jido 
and the Kikusui Jid? texts.

Kikusui and Jisei have nothing particularly to 
recommend them as plays but, since the texts have been handed 
down in the houses of Dengaku players, they are of some interest, 
as examples of a type of No once given in Dengaku. Although Kiku
sui cannot be dated, the kuse section it contains means, unless 
the second half of the play was never performed, that Dengaku, 
as well as Yamato Sarugaku, did in fact use plays of this kind.
It may be that not all Dengaku players sung the kuse sections in 
such plays in the Kusemai style characteristic of Yamato Sarugaku, 
but Zbami and others like him were probably capable of doing so. 
There was, in any case, no reason for plays with kuse sections
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to be av°i&e<3* ^  Dengaku or any other No players, since they did 
not necessarily have to sing them in a thorough-going Kusemai 
style. The flourishing interchange of plays between Sarugaku and 
Dengaku evident from the Writings means that plays containing 
kuse sections were probably performed in Dengaku very soon after 
they made their appearance in Sarugaku and that, so far as can 
be discovered now, there was no essential difference at .all be
tween the plays given in the two forms of entertainment.
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Notes To Chapter X

1# Translated as Appendix 2.
2. Bk.7 1 Seizan no sata’ , Yuhodo bunko ed. vol*25, 3^0-1. It is 

interesting to note that the last part of this story, con
cerning Renshobu1 s appearance before the emperor, is 
depicted in the Errnen Furyu Renshobu no biwa-kyoku no koto. 
(A translation of this appears in Lombard, An Outline 
History Of Japanese Brama 79-81•)

3% Bk.7 !Hanaoku-o no koto1, Yuhodo bunko ed. vol.30, 612-3*
Wm Rakusho roken, qtd. Takano, Nihon engeki-shi 189-90.
5* See ibid.
6. ’Go-on* , TZN 203*
7* ’Nosakusho*, TZN 123,. Both names are used in the Writings.
8. 1 SD! , TZN 348•
9* ’Go-on* , T M  203.
10. ibid. 206-1U*
11. It is credited to Zeami by the NSC and to Kiami by the NUM.
12. TZN 21ii..
13* The two plays have similarities of phrase and setting. The

text of Karukaya is given in the Yokyoku sosho vol.1.
iij,. Zeami remarks on a performance of this by Zoami in ! SBt,

TZN 272.
13* This is not now performed as a No but the Rankyoku of the 

same name is still found in the Kanze school. See the 
Yokyoku taikan vol.7 for the text of this.
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1 6.
17.
18.
19.
20. 
2 1.
22.
33.

24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.

1 SD’ , TZN 271. 
ibid. 318-9.
This name is to be found used by Zeami (e.g., ’Go-on1,TZN 2T7) 
Bee Kawase, Zeami ,iihitsu densho-shu Intro. 46-7; and 147.
’SD’, TZN 311. 
ibid. 286-7. 
ibid. 329.
See Ohap.XI 349 on the role of the Kjogen player in this 
piece.

’Sff, Tm  270.
See, for example, his remarks on Sano no funabashi in 1SD’,
TZN 319.

re Shiokumi in ’Go-on’, TZN 203. 
re Atsuta, ibid. 213-4* 
ne Taketori-uta, ibid. 214.

Bumi-yaki - in ’ SD)’ , TZN 271 •
In the ’SD1 (TZN 314)* this section is also called the’Kuse- 
mai no jo1.

See Takano, Nihon kayo-shi 571. 
ibid. 572.*
In his Kabu ohgyoku kosetsu 89-97. Nihon kayo-shi 575-9* 
and Nihon kayo shusei vol.5* 223-7 • Some minor but inex
plicable differences are to be found among the texts given 
in these books, but those in the last one seem to be the 
most reliable. Texts of the three pieces, presumably taken 
from Takano, are also given by Yokoi, Nogaku zenshi vol.1,
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31-7* The text of Kikusui is also given in Dengaku hoshi 
yurai no koto, Shiseki shuran vol.lS; and a translation of 
the piece given by Lombard, op.cit. 83.-6,*

34. Reproduced in Takano, Kabu ongyoku kosetsu 82-3, Nihon kayo-
shi 570, and Nihon kayo shusei vol.5* 224-5*

35* That is, they are described in Japanese as ryakushiki sho-
bamme-mono, signifying that they are suitable for perform
ance in place of true waki-no in an abbreviated programme.

36. Reprinted in Yokyoku aenshu vol.2, Kokumin bunko kahkokai ed.
37* Vol.1. The date of the original collection in which this play 

appeared was 1737 (see the Kokon yokyoku kaidai 407)*
38* Reprinted in Yokyoku zenshu vol.2. The Tanabata text in the

Yokyoku s’osho vol.2 is also the same.
39* See NG 1340.
40* Qtd. NS 98.
41. See the translations given as Appendix 3 for some indication

of what would now be a more usual division of the texts 
among the actors and chorus.

42. It is strange that the first parts of these plays should
have been used as half No and not the second, as is always 
the case Y/ith such plays at the present day. The first 
parts are so lacking in interest by comparison with the 
ha (3) and kyu sections that a mistake seems possible some
where. If it was the first parts that were performed and 
the ha (3) sections of both plays could be shown to have 
a kuse. one would be tempted to seek some connection betwear,



this and the evident unwillingness of the Dengaku players 
to perform these parts of the plays. As their skill deter
iorated, they may, in any case, have wished to avoid the 
dances which were no doubt required in the last parts of 
the plays.



CHAPTER XI

Artistic Standards In No Performances.

In the course of his Wrilings. Zeami gradually 
evolved an impressive system of theory about the aims and stan-

(1)dards of his art • Although the purpose here is not to consider 
Zeami* s ideas in themselves but to attempt to shoyir the standards 
of performance which applied in practice during the early Iviuro- 
machi period, the fact thatihe Writings are virtually the only 
source of information on the subject makes it necessary to begin 
by considering briefly some of 'the main terms by which Zeami 
described his art and the performances of various players.

The title of Zeami1 s earliest article, the ’Kadensho’,
means literally ’Writings On The Transmission Of The Flower’. By
the term ’Flower* Zeami meant the power of a player to captivate

( 2-)his audience, that is, his artistic effectiveness ; and it was 
because this quality was all-important to No actors, as to any 
others, that Zeami was concerned to pass its secrets on to his 
successors. The Flower could be revealed only by performance and 
existed only when the performance produced the desired reaction 
in the particular audience watching it. The essential element in, 
the appeal of a performance was its freshness: ’Of all the myriad 
trees and plants, each blooms only in its season; and because of 
the rarity that comes from each awaiting its time, people find 
delight in flowers. So, in Sarugaku, it is the feeling of witness
ing something rarely to be seen that gives people pleasure. The
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Flower, the pleasure, and the rarity are, all three, parts of the 
same feeling* Vtfhat flower remains, unfailing ? It is because a 
flower falls that it is a rare event when the time comes for its 
blooming. So, in No, the Flower should be understood as the ab
sence of uniformity. When a performan.ee, avoiding uniformity, moves 
on from one style to another, then is it felt to be a rare experi-

(30ence.* Before a player could produce the Flower needed to
delight any of the variety of audiences he might have to face, it.
was necessary for him to have a mastery of all the basic roles
and of many different styles of performance. ’Since people’s
tastes are of many kinds and music, actions and miming are also
many and varied, differing from place to place, even a single
style ignored will leave one ill-equipped. A player, therefore,
who has mastered all the styles, holds within him, as it were, the
flowers that bloom throughout the year, from the plum blossom of
early spring to the chrysanthemum of autumn. He canihen bring out
whichever of these flowers best suits the tastes of his audience(10and the requirements of the time,’

The means by which a player could create the Flower 
were described by Zeami as the nikyoku santai, ’the two arts and 
the three forms’• The ’ two arts’ were those of music and the dance, 
and the ’ three forms’ were the basic roles of old man, woman, and 
warrior, which represented the third element in No performances, 
that of mono-mane or mimicry. Mono-mane had been the fundamental 
element in Sarugaku ever since the comic mimicry of the Heian
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period (?9^-ii9i)9 nnd its importance was still emphasized by(5)Zeami * The ideal state in mimicry was such an identification 
with the character being represented that the actor no longer felt 
that he was giving an imitation * Such an identification of 
actor and role must have increased the tendency for the mimicry 
to lead to a type of realism, but Zeami was not advocating a 
thoroughly realistic and detailed form of imitation. It is clear 
from his notea on the representation of particular roles that the 
important thing was to grasp and convey the essential character

(7)or spirit of a role • Once this understanding of the true nature 
of a role was assured, some characters could be represented more 
faithfully than others. The appearance, speech, and behaviour of 
nobles, warriors and other members of the upper ranks of society 
should be obsei»ved at every opportunity and representations of 
such people made as rich and full as possible; but accurate repre
sentations of figures like woodcutters and charcoal-burners, who 
belonged to the lower orders, should be avoided, except perhaps
for some characteristic actions which could be made artistically(8)pleasing to a discriminating audience .

The aesthetic standard for this, as for all other 
elements in a performance, was that known as yugen. This term had 
been closely associated with the art of poetry, where its exact 
meaning as a term of literary criticism had undergone changes 
since its rise in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries and has, 
moreover, never been easy to determine. Fortunately, by the end of



the fourteenth century, it had passed into common use as a word
indicative of little more than elegance and beauty, and it is now
assumed that it was from here that Zeami adopted the word and not
from the specialised field of poetic theory. He in fact explained
that ’The basis of yugen is nothing but beauty and gentleness’,
^  that « . « . » • »  o f  ^  W

the appearance and bearing of the nobility . B.ecause Zeami held(10)
yugen to be of primary importance in Sarugaku and the elegant, 
beauty it signified was characteristic of the nobility, it is 
understandable that he should have recommended a faithful imitat
ion when a member of that class was depicted in a play. It was in 
mimicry that the beauty of yugen found its clearest expression, 
but it was also to be derived from the words, music, and dance,

(11)
all of which played their part in the total effect . In a 
word, then, Zeami’s theory of Ho was that song, dance, and mimicry 
should be expressed in a style of elegant beauty, and that, if 
this were done, the Flower could be achieved.

(12)
In the ’Kadensho’ Zeami talks in general terms

of the differences in style between Omi and Yamato Sarugaku*
!In this art of ours, styles differ ih Yamato and

03)Omi provinces. In Omi province they make the artistic element 
the main consideration by establishing the furthest reaches of 
refined beauty (yugen) and making mimicry (mono-mane) of second
ary importance. In Yamato province, we establish mimicry first and, 
having exhausted all its forms, go on then to strive after a style
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of refined beauty. One who is truly skilled, however, will not b.e 
lacking in either of these styles. Tof perform in only one style 
or the other is to be someone who is not truly accomplished. So 
it is that, although the Yamato style is generally recognised to 
be based on mimicry and plot and to excel in a varied represent
ation of such things as awesomeness and anger, and although the 
training also concentrates on these things, it is everywhere known 
that the praise and renown my late father won when he made his 
name at the height of his career came from a style in which he 
was particularly accomplished, in roles in the Ho Shizuka ga rnai 
and Saga no Dai-nembutsu no onna-monogurui - and this style was 
the acme of elegant beauty.1 <

Zeami claimed that all outstanding players from 
earlier times, including Itchu, Kan-ami and Inuo, had been masters

(i u)of this style of elegant beauty, that is, of yugen . Although 
his object in saying this was to stress the importance of yugen 
and he himself had never seen Itchu, there is no reason to doubt 
the claim provided it is understood to mean that these famous 
players were capable of performing in this style when it was 
appropriate, and not that it was necessarily their most character
istic style. Kan-ami has already been shown to have had the ability 
to delight an audience by a yugen style but, in view, of his gift 
of being able to give any type of performance appropriate to the 
occasion, and the fact that only in the last decade of his life 
did he have to cater for a preponderantly cultured audience, he
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may be regarded as the embodiment of the Yamato style which made 
yugen a secondary consideration, Kan-ami deliberately matched his 
style to the tastes of his audience and, such was his skill, he

(15)carried all before him at whatever level he set his performance

inuo had no such sweeping range of styles but, being
a great player, his performances never fell below the three grades
which made up the highest of the three groups into which Zeami

(16)
classified levels of performance . It was clearly lie who typi-
fied for Zeami the style of Omi Sarugaku, and his influence on the 
younger Kanze was probably considerable. It was from him that 
Zeami derived his understanding of yugen, and it was no doubt his 
example that led Zeami to adopt it as the foundation of his No,

(17)perhaps with the active encouragement of his father * A master 
player like Inuo could give life to the most delicate perform
ance, but in the hands of lesser men the traditional Omi style 
led only to enervation: TIt is the way in Omi not to pay the 
slightest heed to points at which a pause would bring gasps of 
appreciation, but to base everything on a full representation of 
artistic charm (k a k a r i In the case of Inuo, who was of the 
Upper Flower, this style had an inherent appeal, but now, when it 
is beyond the reach of Dini players, they give it only in its out
ward form so that both their style and music are flaccid and 

(18)
corrupt,1 ' It being easy to see how this could happen with such 
a style, the criticism can be accepted, even when allowance is 
made for the Kanze dislike of Inuo1 s successors.
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(19)Talking of* Dengaku in the tKadensho* , Zeami
said: 'The Dengaku style is something quite distict and even on
lookers feel without exception that it does not "bear comparison 
with the styles in Sarugaku, I have heard, however, that in recent 
times Itchu of the Honsa, who has been called the sage of his art, 
was in no respect lacking in the styles which depict devil-gods 
or anger, even though these were part of a particularly exhaustive
range of mimicry* Hence, my late father never failed to refer to
Itchu as the teacher from whom he learned his style** It is diffi
cult to disco vex* how the Dengaku style was so distinctive, many
parts of the description of it in the Writings being far from

\clear* The most important passages are to be found in the 1 Saru- (20)
galcu dangi* in connection with Itchu, Kiami, and Zoami.A1 thougjb
their interpretation presents a number of problems, their meaning 
seems to be as follows:

'Zeami never saw Itchu but, to judge from what he
was told by others such as Kyogoku no Doyo and Bbina no Nan-ami da-(21)
butsu, his performances seemed rather weak * This was because
they were Dengaku No* In the Dengaku style the actions are given
by themselves and the music likewise. /Performers/ line up and
sing whatever it might be; on their reappearance after leaving(22)
the stage the sound of the dx*ums beats out and things go 
steadily on, with somersaults and the like, until /the performers/ 
swiftly leave the stage   * * •

1When Zeami was in his twelfth year, he heard that



there was a costume-presentation No at the Houn-in. in Nara and 
went along there* As he wondered what sort of thing he would hear, 
Kiami appeared as an old man, wearing a hempen wig hut unmasked, 
and sang through the piece 'Mukashi wa keiraku no hanayaka narishi 
mi naredomo' in a straightforward way without any elaboration*.*•* 
In the No Sumi-yaki he wore a hempen wig taken up and tied on top
of the head. Wearing the old man's mask which Zoami now uses....
and with his sleeves tied back with a sash, he carried brushwood 
on his back and leaned on a stick. Clearing his throat on the 
bridge, he sang ' Are naru yamabito was.......... yama. no ko.zue
yori' and passed on to the issei - it was altogether most remark
able.....

* In the No Shakmhachi /Zoami/ played a tune on a 
shakuhachi flute , sang through the piece and then, without any 
elaboration, swiftly left the stage. It was a very thin perform
ance. Zoarni does not play Dengaku and nothing else. He performs 
anything. The Dengaku style is to be seen when players stand in 
a line and sing, and when one appears in Sumi-yaki carrying brush
wood on his back.'

(23)Nose makes out a case for assuming that, when 
the above passages mention songs and action being kept separate 
in Dengaku and songs by players standing in a line being followed 
by actions that included somersaults and the like, they refer to 
the miscellaneous entertainments in Dengaku performances and not 
to the presentation of Dengaku No plays. Much of what is known



about such plays and the artistic skill of the famous players in 
this period would seem to support this view which is, perhaps, the 
correct one. Yet, on examination, there is no good reason to doubt 
that is was Dengaku No that was being described.

There is, for example, no indication in this descrip
tion of the Dengaku style of performance that anything other than 
No is being discussed, and there would have been no point, in any 
case, in recording in the 'Sarugaku dangi' for the sake of Kanse 
Sarugaku players accounts of items found only in Dengaku. It is 
known that the Dengaku style was different from those of Sarugaku
but that the difference was not so great that skilled players

(210could not have them all at their command • It could be, there
fore, that Dengaku differed from Sarugaku in having a traditional 
method of presentation which, instead of blending song, dance 
and mimicry together into one, gave the singing first with little 
or no action and followed this with the appropriate miming, accom
panied by a dance and other actions, exactly as in the 'Sarugaku 
dangi' account. The form of performance in the early Muromachi 
period, whether in Sarugaku or Dengaku, was always very fluid 
and, after the time of Itchu, this traditional style of Dengaku 
performance may have existed in Dengaku side by side with other 
styles and, finally, have given way to a unified form of present
ation similar to that found in Sarugaku No. Kiami performed only

- (25)'musical No' and, since his performances were apparently not
clearly divisible into song and action parts, it was perhaps the



vulgar realism exemplified "by his carrying of "brushwood in Sumi-
yaki that stood out as his most typical Dengaku trait, Zoami,
however, performed all styles and the statement that ’the music
is lifted up "by his performance, and his performance is lifted up (26)
by his music’ probably only indicates that he was at his best 
in a unified type of No performance that did not belong tradition
ally to Dengaku. The mention of somersaults is perhaps the most
difficult thing to accept as referring to Dengaku No. Although

(27)
present-day No is not entirely without spectacular leaps and
complete turns which, according to the ’Sarugaku dangi’, should(28)
be done with the speed of a released bow-string , the more 
obvious forms of acrobatics and tumbling would certainly now be 
out of the question. It appears that this was not always so, how
ever, even in the time of Zeami. The description of the great 
Dengaku subscription performance in i3k-S contained in the Taihei-ki 
tells how a boy who appeared in a No play dressed as a monkey 
jumped up and down from the bridge leading to the stage on to the 
handrail beside it and, although this is unlikely to have been 
an accurate eye-v/itness account, it does show that such a thing 
was by no means impossible in that period. Even Zeami allowed
certain set movements which, although their descriptions are no

(29)longer understandable, probably verged on the acrobatic. Still 
more significant is his remark that beating time with the knees 
(hiza-byoshi) and turning while kneeling down (hiza-gaeri) were

i

not to be found in his school, and his warning against the use of 
acrobatics (haya-waza) because they were not seen in his father’s



performances . Such a warning could only mean that they were 
likely to be used by Kanze players in some types of No and, there
fore, that they would not have been unthinkable in certain plays 
given by Dengaku or other groups. These various movements were 
only mentioned by Zeami in connection with the said? devil style 
and it may well be that the use of somersaults in Dengaku was 
limited to similar violent roles but that, being an extreme form 
of the acrobatics frowned on by the more restrained Kanze players, 
they were scornfully mentioned in the ’Sarugaku dangi’ as being 
typical of the rival form of entertainment.

There are a number of other points, some of them 
small but none the less significant, which indicate that even 
famous players gave their performances in an atmosphere far re
moved from the still, critical tension experienced in a modern 

>

No theatre. One of the main reasons for this must have been the 
effect of performances being given so often in the open air. Atten
dance at a performance of this kind today makes one keenly aware 
that the open-air setting itself, to say nothing of possible 
distraction from clouds, trees and wind, makes it impossible for 
either players or audience to attain the same pitch of concentrat
ion as they do in a closed No theatre. Because of this, some of 
the tappenings on the No stage of five or six hundred years ago, 
when performances were normally given in the less exacting, more 
relaxed atmosphere associated with the open air, must have appeared 
much less strange at the time than they would today. In 13^9* for



.example, when Itchu was singing with other players before many 
of the nobility and a vast audience at the subscription perform
ance at Shi jo-gawara, he brought the song to an abx*upt end by

(31)
momentarily choking, much to the amusement of those looking on •
Kiami did not hesitate to clear his throat before he started to
sing and, after his voice began to fail, did not sing a whole
piece himself but joined in at certain poixits as it was being{32)
sung by the chorus . Some Sarugaku performers were no less 
cavalier in their professional behaviour. There can be no criti
cism of Juni-goro’s concentration on devil roles, fox* it was there

(33)
that his particular skill lay and Yamato Sarugaku was, after

(3^)all, traditionally noted for such roles ; but Komparu Gon-no-
kami overcame his lack of ability in the dance by avoiding it

(35)altogether in some of the No he gave . He was also liable to
use wigs and costumes that were highly unsuitable for the role
he was playing and, on one occasion, when giving a private perfcxm-
amce before membex*s of the Akamatsu house, his uninhibited whirls(36)
and turns brought protests from his audience • Although Kongo
Gon-no-kami had more all-round ability than Komparu, he too he.d
little sense of what was fitting to a particular occasion and
would do such things as beat time with his knees and turn while

(37)
kneeling even at private performances in the capital . Neither 
Komparu nor Kongo achieved very great success: their subscription 
performances in the capital were not attended by the shogun, and 
a performance of this kind by Komparu was brought to an end after



(38)
only two days . Similarly, when Kongo took part in a competi-

(39)tiv:e performance, he was eliminated after giving only two pieces * 
Oare was taken in the ’Sarugaku dangi’ to point out, however, 
that even such results as these repx*esented no mean achievement in 
an age of such strong competition. From this it will be realized 
how crude must have been the performances of the mary-ptayers vdio 
did not succeed in appearing in the capital at all*

The unrestrained style of Komparu, Kong? and those(40)
like them was described by Zeami as the ’ country style’ , in
contrast to the more polished performances demanded by audiences 
in Kyoto. Even when artists were skilful enough to acquire this 
polish, it was easy for them to lose it agaixi without realizing

(M)it if they were away from the capital for very long • It was 
the standax*d of taste prevailing in the capital which pi*ompted 
players like Zeami to prune away the vulgar and more directly 
dramatic elements in the No they gave. The resulting trend towards 
a more restrained, refined, and indirect form of expression 
progressively lessened the popularity of N? among the ordinary 
people but, because of the patronage of the influential nobility 
and many powerful wai»rior families, this was no longer the necess
ity it had been before. Under this patronage, No continued-to 
veer away from the dramatic and to develop more and more the 
repi*esentation of beauty through song and dance; without the 
patronage that made this possible, popxilar taste would probably 
have led No steadily on to a Kabuki-style form of theatrical



presentation which., in.fact, only arose in the early years of the 
seventeenth century with a resurgence of dramatic activity among 
the people.

Bven though there were marked differences he tween, 
performances in town and country, almost all of them arose from 
nothing more fundamental than the method of presentation. The 
situation regarding Kyogen players is a good illustration of this. 
Sometimes the way in which they played their roles was so indecor
ous that 2eami found it quite impossible to take them to the 
capital, in spite of the high reputations they may have had in(IjA)their home province • Bven those who were less of a risk in 
this respect were usually illiterate and, like other minor players 
who could not follow a written text, were liable to improvise

(U3)lines in a most disturbing way . There was probably nothing to 
choose between the various types of No performance in terms of 
theatrical effectiveness for, in general, the professional sense 
and experience of the players must have ensured that each was 
suited to the audience concerned. When the Writings describe the 
importance of the flute in quietening the audience at the start 
of a performance and in then bringing it up to a pitch of expect-(WOancy for the first entry of the players , or when they attempt

U5)to explain how to judge the psychological moments in a performance, 
they show that conscious efforts were made to see that the theatri
cal effects were as telling as possible. But such things as a 
good sense of timing are the stock-in-trade of any adequate public



performer and, although, credit may be due to Zeami for analysing 
these things when he did, they do not necessarily indicate an 
artistically high level of performance.

Similarly, although Zeami propounds what is now a 
basic theory of No, namely, that the performances of all minor 
x’oles should be subordinated to and in keeping with the style of

(k&)
shite 9 was probably a comparatively new theory at the 

time and by no means universal in practice, There had been no 
sign of any concentration on one particular role in the plays

U7)given at the Kasuga Wakamiya in 1314-9* and in the ’Sarugaku dangi* , 
written over eighty years later, a Dengaku play is described in 
which the role of the Kyogen player was that of a servant who, 
ordered by his master to see who it is lying nearby mortally 
wounded aftei* a battle, discovers that it is his master’s own 
son. This son had been disinherited but, hearing of the impending; 
battle, had returned to fight for his father. The part played by 
the Kyogen. was a dramatic one and, as it was apparently exploited 
to the full, it must have diverted attention from the shite in a. 
way that would not be allowed in later No. The use of masks also 
probably had a high degree of dramatic effect until recent times: 
the movement of clouds and shadows when performances were given. 
in the open air and the flicker of lamplight when they took place 
inside must have given the masks a mobility of expression that 
is lost under the unrelenting glare of electric lights. Perform
ances in the early Muromachi period, moreover, seem to have



employed a realism that would he unthinkable in modern No, even
when they were given hy players who had won acclaim in Kyoto.
Real armour and horses were used, for example, when they were
given in the style of those at To-no-mine, and when Aoi no Ue
was given in Omi Sarugaku, the shite appeared inside a property
intended as a carriage, to the shaft of which clung a tsure,
thereby representing literally a scene that is now only mentioned(1*8)
in a line of the text •

There is thus a very real danger of over-estimating
the level of the art of No in the time of Zeami and, hence, the
level from which he himself discussed it. There were many players
who did not base their performances on yugen but specialized in

(U9)a more full-blooded style, and although, as Zeami claimed , 
they may not have enjoyed the same lasting reputations as their 
more artistic colleagues, they were certainly more numerous and

V
must equally be allowed their places in the picture of No at that 
period. It was a handful of players like Zeami who devoted them
selves to the expression of yup;en, and even they can still be 
shown to have acted in ways which would appear strangely foreign 
to No today. Since Zeami' s eyes were turned always upwards, his 
general discussions of his art were concerned primarily with 
ideals and not with current practice. But the more commonplace 
the background against which he worked, the more remarkable are 
his achievements seen to be. Pie gave to No an effective form and 
unity and, by his choice of aims and methods, set it on a course



of theatrical expression which, though not popular enough to 
have survived unaided, won the continuous patronage of the Ashi- 
kaga and Tolcugawa shogunates. Such ideals as those set out by 
Zeami were not capable of full and universal realisation in a 
single lifetime. It must have been several generations before 
they were generally accepted by performers of No, and much later 
still before a gradual progress brought them to a peak higher, 
perhaps, than anything envisaged even by Zeami himself.
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Notes To Chapter XI

1. Among the many works on Zeami*s artistic theories, see Nose,
Kodaigeki bungaku, Nogaku kehkyu and Nogaku geido; No garni, 
No' no yugen to hana and Zeami to sono geijutsu shiso; Ko- 
bayashi, Zeami 101-35; and Konishi, Zeami jurokubushu 159- 
90* Nor accounts in western languages, see McKinnon, ’The 
No and Zeami*, Far Eastern Quarterly 1952, vol.11 no.3; 
and Beni, Seami Motokiyo und der Geist des No-Schauspiels
109-227*

2. For a detailed account 01* this aspect of Zeami* s theory, see
Fu j i i, * Zeami no .hana*, B.ungakul9^2, vol.10 nos.1 & 2*

3. *Kadensho*, TZN 55-6. The idea expressed in this passage is
also found in the first part of a poem in the *Miyakodori*
section of the Ise monogatari: ’Because it falls, the
cherry is all the more prized - what can long endux’e in

\

this fleeting world of grief ?*
lu ibid. 56-7*
5. ibid. 9.
6. ibid. 59.
7. Referred to by Zeami as hon-i. See, for example, his remarks

on this in connection with madness, warrior and devil roles 
(’Kadensho*, TZN 1ij., 16 & 18 respectively),* Nose’s general 
account of this point in Kodaigeki bungaku 56-8; and Oka
zaki, ’No no hon-i-setsu’, Bungaku 19̂ *0, vol.8 no.5*

8. ’ Kadensho ’ , TZN 10.
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9. *Kakyo’, TZN 144.
10. ibid*
11. ibid. 1i+5*
12. TZN 39-40.
^3* Kakari* This term is usually explained as being roughly

equivalent to fuzei ’elegance’, ’artistic taste’ etc., but 
when it is used with mono-mane Kobayashi (Zeami 130-5) 
sees it as signifying the non-dramatic elements in a per
formance; that is, song and dance.

14. ’Nosakusho ’, TZN 124.
15. *SDT , TZN 276.
16. ibid. 273. The lower two groups were also divided into three

grades each, making nine in all. These are explained by
Zeami in hi s ’ Kyui ’.

17. It was through a dying wish of Kan-ami’s, for example, that
Zeami performed for the first time in Yamato Sarugaku the 
dance of a goddess (’SD’, TZN 356-7) which, being Inuo’s 
especial forte (’Koraika’, TZN 255 & !SD*, TZN 274), was 
said by some to be the basic dance in Omi Sarugaku (*Ko- 
raika’, TZN 255). Zeami himself recommended that it should 
be regarded as the model of its kind (ibid.).

18. ’SB’, TZN 275-6.
19. TZN 39-40.
20. TZN 270-2.
21. A doubtful rendering, there being as yet no satisfactory



explanation of the key-word, written shi-ya-ku, in this 
sentence (’shaku?-meitaru shite nari’). Japanese writers 
have suggested a variety of characters in explanation, 
ranging from yfe j aku * young1 to ^  zoku f vulgar1, hut 
some can he eliminated because it is clear from the follow
ing sentence in the text that this unknown characteristic 
of Itchu’s arose because he performed Dengaku and, hence, 
the term was almost certainly pejorative to some extent* 
Kobayashi (NK M ) suggested shaku which, from its
Buddhist associations, would give the meaning that Itchu’s 
performances ’smacked of the temple’, on the grounds that 
Dengaku was closely associated with Buddhist temples and 
Sarugaku with Shinto shrines* But this is itself open to 
question and it cannot, in any case, be allowed that, such 
a connection was strong enough to have influenced the style 
of performance. Both he and Nose (ZJH vol.2, 300), who makes 
no positive suggestion, object to ^  on the grounds that 
it is irreconcilable with the statement in the ’Nosakusho’’
(TZN 12L[.) that Itchu* s style was based on yug;en* The pass
age in the ’Nosakusho’ cannot be taken too literally, how
ever, especially in its reference to Itchu whom Zeami never 
saw, and there would seem to be no objection to such a 
meaning as ’he had something of the common touch as a player.’ 
The real objection to accepting is the difficulty of
linking it with the kana spelling shi-ya-ku as is clearly 
done, for example, by No garni (Kan-ami Kiyotsugu 120); the



fact that the character is found with the reading shoku or 
joku in a dictionary of the late Kamakura period (see TZN 
ili-6 n.2 & 326 n.18) does not appreciably lessen the diffi
culty* A reasonable alternative is j||j tjaku. ’ weak’ * since 
the idea of ’weakness’ is used in the Writinp;s to describe 
a certain style of performance (see TZN 30, 87 etc*).
Briefly, Zeami’s theory as set out in the ’Kadensho’ (TZN 
l49"32) was that if the imitation of a character was exactly 
right, it would achieve its aim of either being ’strong’
(tsuyoki) or of having yugen, according to its nature; if 
it was not right, it would in either case result, in being 
merely ’violent’ (araki) if it was overplayed, or ’weak’
(yowaki) if it was underplayed. If the sentence .in question 
refers to a ’weakness’ of this kind, it would be a criti
cism similar to that describing Zoami’s Dengaku as having 
been ’ thin’ ( see below) •

This interpretation of the phrase iri-kawarite wa differs 
from that given by Nose, ZJH vol.2, 301. Probably because 
he took it that the passage refers to miscellaneous enter
tainments and not to Dengalcu No, he explained the phrase 
as meaning that the singers ’ exchanged seats’ on the stage 
with those who danced etc. But the use of iru at the end 
of the same sentence shows that it must mean ’leave the 
stage’, and if iri-kawarite is taken to refer to an exit 
and subsequent entrance, as in a two-act W5 play, the
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mention of the sound of the drums gains some significance, 
for these instruments now play an important part in the 
entrance of the no chi-shite and could have done the same 
when they accompanied the mimed part of a Dengaku No per
formance (see below on these performances). For other uses 
of forms of iri-kawaru with the meaning suggested above, 
see ’Nosakusho1, TZN ii6 and 117.

23. ZJN vol.2, 312.
24. ’Kadensho’, TZN U1.
23# ’SD’, TZN 270-1.
26. ibid. 272.
27. At one point in Kumasaka, for example, the shite jumps into

the air and comes crashing down with his legs folded under
neath him.

28. TZN 287-8* This movement is still used in Kanehira etc.
29. See ’Nikyoku santai ezu’ TZN 107> on movements called ’musoku-

gaeri’ and ’ musoku-mawari’ which are explained as ’ ashi mo 
nakute kaeru ashi nari’ •

30. ibid.
31« *SD’, TZN 286-7.
32. ibid. 271-2. The word shizuya has been understood in the

sense of ’chorus’ or ’place where the chozus sit’, follo?/-
ing Kawase (TZN 271 n.lU); but Nose (ZJH vol.2, 3Oip-5 & 307) 
takes it to mean ’quietly’. In either case, the point about 

, Kiami’s singing is unaffected.
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33. 'SD’, TZN 333.
3I4. ’Kadensho’, TZN 17. Nose (ZJH vol.1, 6I4) concluded from this 

that oni -no must have arisen in Yana to Sarugaku.
35* The ’SD’, TZN 331, tells of his doing this with what was 

apparently the play Kashiwazaki. He either omitted the 
dance entirely or, as Kawase understands the passage int
question (TZN 322 n.13)» made his exit by leaving his tsure 
to perform the dance.

36. ibid. 331.
37. iMcL. 332.
38. ibid. 330-1.
39. ibid. 331.
40. ibid. 330.
41. 'Kakyo', TZN 147.
42. ’SD’, TZN 332. In the 'Shudosho', TZN 249, Zeami deplores the

use by Kyogen players of any words or actions that would 
be unacceptable to the nobility.

43. 1SD’, TZN 324.
44. 'Shudosho', TZN 245-6.
45. 'Kadensho', TZN 20-2.
46. 'Shudosho', TZN 244. ^ee Nogami, 'No no shuyaku ichinin shugi',

No - kenkyu to hakken, on this practice.
47. TZN 329.
48. 'SD',  TZN 274. See also ZJH vol.2, 315.
49. ’Nosakusho1, TZN 124, qtd. ’SD’, TZN 268.
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APPENDIX 1

The Kusemai Hyakuman 
And The Rankyoku Togoku-kudari.

The Hankyoku Togoku-kudari has been known since the 
time of Zeami as a Kusemai but, as explained In Chapter V, there 
is good reason to think that it was so described only because of 
its musical setting* It is translated here to show how different 
it is in form the typical Kusemai represented by Hyakuman, whiph. 
is now to be found as the kuse section in the Nc> play of that 
name.

Hyakuman was originally an independent Kusemai but, 
in the No play, it represents one of the songs and dances per
formed at a temple by a woman who is demented with grief at the 
disappearance of her young son. As she finishes giving the piece, 
a man who has found the boy and brought him to the temple to pray, 
reunites her with her son* So far as is known, independent Kuse
mai were sung throughout by the same performer, but in the follow
ing translation of Hyakuman the division of the text between shite 
and chorus In the present-day No has been shown by giving the 
singer or singers of each part in brackets.

Togoku-kudari, which was written by Rin-ami after 
he was forced to leave the capital by the shogun Ashikaga Yoshi- 
mitsu, ostensibly describes the feelings of Taira Morihisa while



he was making the same journey to the eastern provinces after 
being taken prisoner during the wars between the Taira and Mina- 
moto clans* It consists in large part of a succession of place- 
names which are used punningly as a means of introducing sentiments 
befitting the occasion. This use of place-names was so common in. 
poetic writings from the Kamakura period onwards that certain 
turns of phrase came to be used almost inevitably in connection 
with particular places, especially those on much used routes. This 
device, by which the stages of a journey could be fused with des
criptions of appropriate scenes and feelings, could be effective 
but, as in the present text, it was frequently only achieved at 
the price of some illogicality and internal- contradiction*

The texts used for the translations are those of 
the Kanze school as given in the Ybkyoku taikan. When kake-kotoba 
have been worked into the translation, the *pivot-word* has been, 
given in the notes in block capitals, thus: yado o mo KASHlwabara,

Hyakuman

(Ohorus) shidai My fluttering sleeves tell of my hope
That I shall meet my child.
My fluttering sleeves tell of my hope

0)That parent and child shall meet 
Watch, then, the dance of Hyakuman.

(Shite) My sleeves dance a hundred times



(Ohorus)

(Shite) kuri

(Oho ms)

(Shite) sashi

(Ohorus)

(Shite)
(Oho ms)

(3)

(Shite)

(2)And then ten thousand ,
As I pray to know 
Where my child has gone.
Well, indeed, do I realise/
That wherever one lives, there is home.
And when one has nowhere to live,
There is nowhere to call home.
But what time is there left 
In this world of ours ?
’Gattle and sheep return by precipitous paths,
And birds gather deep in their leafy shelter.’

(4)Life is truly but a ripple on a pool.(5)With nothing to cling to ,
I drift like cloud or water -(6)What will become of me ?
In my village, where the dew 

(7)
Would settle on the leafy branches of the oak^
Sad months and years have I passed.
The vows between man and wife
That were to carry us
Through this world and the next,(6)
Led to parting even before we were joined,
An unending separation, an empty dream,
That has vanished without trace.

,(9)Our pillows were set side by side,



(Ohorus)

(Ohorus)

But just as the pounding waves(10)
Foam for a moment and are gone,
So did the sad bond between us disappear.(1 1)kuse Heartless he must have been
To die and leave me to my tears
Which never cease to flood my sleeves.
Deeper and deeper in my grief I sank(12)
As the years flowed on
And the moon waxed and waned,
Until, by the light of this same moon,

(13)Among the green shadows of the willows 
In the Great Temple of the West,04)My child was lost to me ,
Disappearing I know not where,
Like the silvery dew.
In an agony of unhappiness,
I left the Imperial city of Nara

(15)And, having looked back at Mikasa-yama
Grossed the Sao river.
Going on into Yamashiro, I arrived(16)
At the village of Ide , only to find 
That the waters of the Tamamizu there 
Were beautiful only in name - 
For what a pitiful sight I saw 
Reflected there.
So time passed and I wandered on,



(Shite)
(Ghorus)

Now as slowly as a sheep 
On its way to the slaughter,

(17)Now as eagerly as a galloping pony ,
Until I arrived at the temple 
At Sagano to the west of the capital.
Looking at the view around me, I see (18)ageha Kameyama with the cherry gaily blooming 
And the river Oi flowing through 
The clouds of blossom -

(But the way of the world is everywhere the same 
For here at saga the flowers of the mountain

cherry,
When they have passed their prime, (20)
Await the mountain winds from Arashi-yama .
As the evening mists rise over Matsu-no-o
And the village of Ogura,
People of all ranks, wearing fine clothes(21)
And flowers in their hair ,
Throng to the temple and make me feel
The majesty of its teaching.
This temple, more than any other,
Has my grateful devotion for,
Though one so unworthy
Trembles to speak of such things,
The holy figure made in scented cedar-wood(22)
By Bishakatsuma. to light a way



(Shite) ageha 
(Ghorus)

For those who, like myself, were wandering lost, 
Awaiting the arrival of the second Buddha,
This figure forthwith showed its mystic power 
By crossing India and Ohina, too,
To this land of ours,
And revealing itself, to my eternal gratitude,
In this temple here.
The ninety days of summer devotions

(23)Done in gratitude to Maya-hunin 
Show how even the Buddha 
Felt deep love for his mother.
How is it, then, that we
Who are so full of human emotions
Do not love our mothers even more ?
Thus do I reproach my child 
And mourn my fate,
But when I pray it is with a full heart.

(Ghorus) shidai My fluttering sleeves tell of my hope
(2k)

That parent and child shall meet
Watch, then, the dance of Hyakuman.

Togoku-kudari 
’The Journey Down To The Eastern Provinces’

kuri (25)This Morihisa , now, was a samurai
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sashi

kuse

Of the Taira clan, a fearless warrior
Whose military skill had carried his name

(26)
Even to the lord at Kamakura •
Unable to deal with such a prisoner
Ther§ and then, his captors
Send him to the east.
As he leaves behind
The splendours of the capital127) (28)
And crosses the Karnogawa and Shiragawa
The cries of the wild duck
Mingle with the sound of his weeping
As .he wonders what the end will be.
He next reaches Awadaguchi,

(29)But there is none to await him there.
On he journeys then to Matsuzaka, 
Shi-no-miyagahara and Yotsu-no-tsuji. 
Rain-showers on the mountain road

(30)
Beyond the barrier
Gan only wet still more
Sleeves already soaked with tears*
People who know him

(3.1)And others who know him not(32)
Meet Morihisa on the Osaka road 
Where even the sound of the stormy wind 
Strikes chill.



(33)Coming out at the post-town
Of Matsumoto, they journey on
To Uohide-no-hama.
From there they see the moonlight,
Spread across the lake so that
The waves appear to tumble
On a bed of ice#
So it was perhaps, he thinks,
When Han Rei poled his small boat
Over the waves of the five lakes
After giving up the state of Etsu.

(35)Then on they went to Nagara which, 
Though a mountain village,
Still bears the name it had

(36)
When it was an emperor’s capital , 
Albeit in days gone by*
He worships at the Ishiyama temple

(37)
And to the deity enshrined there
Will he consign his hopes -
For did not she, in her great compassion,
Make the vow supreme
To rescue all mankind ?
At Seta the long bridge 
Is reflected in the water
Like a rainbow stretched across the waves.

(38)
Weary of this wretched life



And sodden "by the morning dew(39)That settles on the autumn grasses 
Through Noji and Shinowara he goes. 
Morihisa journeys on,
Rising each morning and leaving 
First one place and then the next 
As night follows night 
How many more will he spend thus ?
On Moriyama where dew

(ho)
And showery rain seep through ,
Even the lowest leaves of the maples
Are stained a colour
To make the evening sun look pale.
fWhat man will there he who,
Reflecting on things past and px*asent

(42)
Will not recall my sad state
Here on Mount Kagami ?’
No cause is there for Morihisa
To he of good heart,
Though the town of Musa
Through which he passes

(U3)Is bravely named .
(44)His journey is hut started 

And from the post-town of Ono 
Where scanty reed-grass grows,
He gases out at the pass of Suri-hari



Wi th. nee die-ro ck s eno ugh
(45)To edge the Ono axes ,

.tod at Bamba, famous places "both.
At the end of the day Morihisa drinks 
From the well at Samegai,
But when he rests so far from home, 
Pillowing his head on grass 
He gathers there,
A stormy wind from Matsuyama

(46)
Snatches even his dreams away .

(47)At Kashiwahara who is there 
To afford him lodging ?

(48)
When he crosses the hills at Yamanaka 
Where even the moonlight scarce can penetra 
8r waits "beneath the eaves of the 
Of the guard-house at the Fuwa "barrier,
What longing he feels for the capital, 
Though his journey is "but started.
B.eyond the post-town of Tarui 
He reaches Aono-ga-hara,
But finds the greenness there

(49)Is only in the name ,
For everything is white with evening frost
And every "blade of grass lies withered.

(50)
In this unhappy state 
He goes through Aohaka



ageha

sashi
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(51)
And, regretting the feelings
He cannot forsake,
Gomes to the Kuisegawa*
Then he passes Su-no~mata
And Ashika, and going on beyond
Oritsu and Kayatsu,
Gomes to the shrine of Atsuta.

_(52)
Horai-kyu , they call it,
But this is nothing hut a name,
For what elixir
From the wonderland of Ilorai
Is there here for the prisoner
Facing punishment by death ?
At Narumigata where the wind 

(53)Moans through the reeds,
A small abandoned boat 
Is taken by the outgoing tide 
And, with none aboard,
Will surely drift far out to sea.
At Yatsuhashi where the bridges 
Reach out like the legs of a spider 
And the iris splash the side 
Of the marsh with colour,

(5i+)The feelings of the General Ariwara 
When he composed the poem 
1 Oh *. how far have I travelled*
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Strike home to Morihisa
In his sad plight*

(55)Not knowing where 
His journey is to end,
He comes to the post-town 
Of Yahagi and, later, Akasaka*

(56)Arriving at Miyaji-yama ,
He. sees wistaria-blossom
Hanging in the branches of a pine
From the stems of a creeper
Clinging to the tree*
Then on through \¥atauto

(57)
And over the bridge at Imabashi.
He moves on further still

(58)
To the heights of Mount Futamura
Where cloud and smoke hang
And then arrives at Takashi
Which, though its name means !highf,
Is, in fact, low-lying
And has a road which surely leads
To villages on the moors*(60)
From Shiomizaka can be seen the waves 
That come and go with each successive tide 
Blue sea and sky merge into one 
So that a rowing-boat offshore

Seems to x*ide amid the clouds,

low.
(59



As the sun by day and the moon by night
Appeared to float upon the lake
Which lay between Go to the east(61)
And the land of So to the south .
Whether he will make the journey back again(62)
Is more than he can tell ,
And during the short stop at Shirasuga 
His heart was anxious and as disturbed(63)As a sea-bird riding on the waves .

(62*)
The evening tide at Hashimoto
Creeps ever higher
As it laps against the bridge.
He sees the aged boughs

(65)
Of a pine at Hamamatsu
And wonders how many seasons
Have followed one another
Beneath that tree.
In front lies Maezawa
And behind it rise the hills.

( 66.)
Night fades and the light of dawn

(67)Shows clouds stretched over 
The distant hills at Hikima,
Where a view of the Tenryu river 
Can be seen. Thus utterly brought low, 
Through the post-town of Ikeda 
He passes, and then through Sagisaka.



No longer heeding even the strangeness
Of the places where he rests,(68)
He finds dreams come to him after he reaches 
The official town of Hitsuke.

(69)Y/aves rush o’er the beach at Kakegawa;
Aid at S a y o -no-nakay ama 
He wonders whether, in his life,

(70)
He will ever see this place again .

(71)
The ’Listening River1, the Kikugawa,
Is deaf to all
But the sound of his grief as he passes..

(72)
They reach Komaba-ga-hara
To find the ponies spent
With the toild of the long journey.

(73)The Oigawa , like life itself,
Oft changes from shallows to rapids - 
If only the pine on the river-bank there 
Gould tell him what he would know I

(7k)
When, at Fujieda , he sees the purple blossom 
Hanging from the wistaria boughs,
There comes to him the wistful thought 
That spring will return year after year 
To touch the flowers with colour.......
He and those who travel with him 
Have grown to be on friendly terms,



So that, by the time of their arrival
(75)At the town of Okaba ,

His companions feel ill at ease with him. 
Making their way through overhanging vines. 
Along a narrow lane,

(76)
They come to Utsunoyama
And there, wrapped in his well-worn cloak
Which his wife oft beat
On her fulling-board,
He feels that perhaps reality itself
Is nothing but a dx*eam.
While he watches the fishermen
Haul in their nets beside the anchorage
On the Tegoshi river,
Thoughts settle on him
With the pale shadows of evening
And the pale light of dawn.
On they go, through the chief town

(77)Of Suruga and then Kiyomi-ga-seki 
Where the barriers afford no respite 
From the journey which brings such grief. 
Looking across from Satta-yama,
He sees Mio-ga-saki 
Standing out in the distance.
Yfhich the line of the coast 
And which white-crested waves



(78)
He cannot tell. ,
And as he gazes out beyond Matsubara 
A small fishing-boat appears to drift 
Into the very tree-tops.
Overcome by the beauty of the scene-,
Ivlorihisa weeps, and his sleeves 
Grow wet with tears.
Once Yui and Kambara are left behind.
The sweep of the bay at Tago-no-ura 
Is close at hand.
Unrivalled in India, China or Japan,
Fuji stands with lofty peak 
Supporting the clouds of the heavens.
When they have passed 
Ukishima-ga-hara,
To the left of them
The waves of the lake come lapping in,
And water-fowl resting 
In the shallow waters among the reeds 
Sleek from their feathers 
The clinging frost.
To the right, on the wide blue stretch of sea,
A lone sail from a fishing village 
Is faintly to be seen.
Here it is, perhaps, that the carriages turn back, 
Carx*iages like those drawn by sheep,
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Deer and oxen
Which stand ready to carry mankind

(79)From the burning house where still he dwells. 
When they arrive at Mishima,
The main town of lz.u,
He offers up fervent prayers to the god there.
T In the very 'beginning,
At a time now past the ken of man,(80)
The Buddha from whom you come 
Brought light into the world.
Light for me now, I beg,
A way through the trackless void 
Between this world and the next.’
At such a heartfelt prayer
Even an .old and withered branch, in driving snow 
Would surely bloom once more.
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Rotes To Appendix 1.

1, This shidai is slightly irregular in that the first couplet 
of 7 and 5 syllables is not repeated exactly.

2. There is here a play on the characters of the name Iiyakuman,
3* The original lines are a Japanese reading of two lines from 

a Ohinese poem by Tu Fu.
Yo no naka wa ADA-nami no.

3 • Rami no YQRUbe wa izuku.
?ka ni NABA Ho ha.

7* Tsuyu no FURUsato ni.
8. Ohigiri no sue wa. HMAkaaura.

Makura SHIKI-nami no.
10, Rami no AWAre.
11* The original quotes a poem from the Manyoshu (Kokka taikan 

no,3836) of which the only truly meaningful part is the 
last two lines* the rest being merely a long introduction,

12. Toshi"RAMI no nagaruru.
13* Yanagi-kage MIDORI go.

Yukusue SHIRA-tsuyu.
13* Kaeri-Mikasa-yama.

■ i if------------------------------------------ 1-----1 m il i n i| ' 1 n  1* 11 i«i ~n<

16* Yamashiro ni IDE: no sato.
17. The simile of a sheep going to the slaughter is found in such

sutra as the Maya-kyo and Rohant-gyo. The picture of a gallop
ing pony* frequently used to illustrate the swift passing 
of time, is found in Ohinese sources which include the
Shih chi and the writings of Ohuang Tzu*
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18. Hama no UKI-ki no Kameyama.
19. Ukiyo no SAGA.
20. ARASHI no kaze MATSU-no-o.
21. Kazashi zo oki EAHAgoromo KIsen kunju*
22. Sans.: Visrakarman. The Buddhist patron of* artisans* he is

said to have taken human form to carve the image in question 
23* Buddha’s mother (Sans.: Maya). It is said that the Buddha

preached for ninety days in summer as a token of his piety 
towards her.

2lj.. *̂ s is usual with the second shidai of a kuse, the couplet of
7 and 3 syllables is not repeated.

25. This Rahkyoku deals only with his journey to Kamakura after
his capture by the Minamoto. According to the Ho Morihisa. 
for example* when he was about to be executed at Yui-ga- 
harna at Kamakura, he was saved by the divine intervention 
of Kamon.

26. The shogun Minamoto Yoritomo.
27. He ni naki-someshi KAMOgawa.
28. Sue SHIRAgawa.
29* Tare o ka MATSUzaka ya.
30. That at Osaka in Omi province, it figures frequently in

travel poetry*
31. Lines based on a poem in the Gosenshu (Kolcka taikan no. 1050).
32. 0(AU)saka.
33» Shuku ni UOHIDB-no-hama.
3^* Han Li, a minister of Yueh. in the 5th. century B.C. who gave
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up office and returned to his home at the peak of his 
career.

35* Mukashi-HAGrARA no yamazato.*ii.w■ riTir I >cia — bum I \w ii* Uinaj *niri, mjiim

36. It was the capital of the emperor Tenchi, who reigned from 
662 to 671.

37* Hyoirin Kannon.
38* Ukiyo no naka o AKI-kusa.
3-9* Asa-tsuyu OKI-wakare-yuku♦
40* Shigure mo MORU-yama. The place-name is Moriyama* but the

attributive verbal form moru is used to link the preceding 
phrase grammatically with the noun yama. The lines are 
based on a poem by Ki no Tsurayuki in the Kokinshu (Kokka 
taikan no,260).

Ltf • Ima o KAGAMI-yama.
i-i-2. Yama-KATAOHI o tare ka wasurebeki.
43* The first of the characters with which the name Musa is 

written means ’military virtue’, ’valour’.
UU. Kayoi-tji mo ASA-ji.
lj.5* The text repeats the word ono here, using it once as a place- 

name and again to mean ’axe’.
i+6* The text is full of kake-kotoba at this point: yume mo SAME- 

ga-I no MIZUkara MUSUBU kusa-makux^a.
■̂7* Yado o mo KASHIwabara.
U8. Tsuki mo mare naru YAMAnaka.
49* The first part of the name means 1 gx’een’ •
30* Ukiyo ni Aohaka.
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31 * Kokoro o KUIse-gawa.
52. Popular1 name for the Atsuta Jingu, the shrine which housed

the sword said to have Tbeen taken from the dragon1 s tail 
by Susano-o.

53* Kaze no Ni\PUmigata*
5U. Ariwara no Narihira, the 9th. century noble and poet around

whose poems were written the stories of the Ise monogatari.
53. Yukusue wa SHl'RA-may urni.
56. Hana o Mlyaji-yama.
37 • ImaBABIil uchi-wataru.
58. Kumo to kemuri no FUTAMtlRA.
59. Futamura-yama wa TAKASHI,
60. Mi chi-hi no SHIOMIzaka.
61. These lines are "based on two in a poem by Tu Fu.
62* Kaeran koto o SHIRAsuga.
&3* Shibashi ORI-IRU mizutori.
6k* YUshio noboru HASHImo to.
65. HamaMATSU ga e.
66. Yo wa AKEgata.
67* Ybkofimmo no HIKIma.
68. Yume mo MITSUKE.
69. ! .Kami o EAKSgawa.
70. A reference to a poem by Saigyo in the Shinkokinshu (Kokka

taikan no.987) 1 Toshi takete Mata koyubeshi to Qmoiki ya 
Inochi narikeri Sayo-no-nakayamas x Never did I think that, 
thus grown old, I should come this way again, here to
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Sayo-no-nakayama - but such has been my life. ’
7*1* Ukikoto o nomi KIKUgawa.
72. Tabi no tsukare no KOMAba-ga-hapa.
73* Fuchise no Olgawa.
7k* Hana-murasaki no FUJJRDA.
73* Kokoro OKAbe no shuku.
78. Ki-nare-gox^omo o UTSUnoyama UTSUTSU. These lines are based

on two poems in the Yatsuhashi story in the Ise monogatari. 
In the phrase ki-nare~goromo there is an echo of the famous 
poem in which each line begins with a syllable of the word 
kakitsubata: Kara-goromo Ki-tsutsu narenishi Tsuma shi are- 
ba Ilaru-baru kinuru Tabi o shi zo omou. ? Thought of the 
wife I came to know so well, and memories of the Chinese 
robe she used to wear, make me realise how far from home
the wanderer has come.’ The second poem is Suruga naru
Utsunofyama~be no U tsutsu ni mo Yume ni mo hi to no Awanu
narikeri, 1 Beside Utsunoyama here in Suruga, my love comes 
to me neither in dreams nor in reality.*

77* Omoi o SURUga. The place referred to is the modern Shizuoka.
78. Soko to mo SHI RAW ami.
79* This is a reference to the parable in the Iiokke-kyo hiyubon 

which, after saying ’There is no rest in the three worlds, 
which are like a burning house*, tells how a rich man’s 
house caught fire while his children were still inside 
absorbed in their play. They were only persuaded to leave 
by being told that waiting outside were three carriages
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drawn by sheep, deer, and oxen. The rich man represents the 
Buddha, the burning house the present world, and the carri
ages the Three Vehicles of Buddhist doctrine.

80. Daitsuchishobutsu (Sans.i Mahabhijnanabhibhu) * Under the
theory of Ryobu Shinto, which held that the Shinto gods 
were manifestations of those of Buddhism, the god honoured 
at Mishima was ' regarded as the avatar of the above Buddha.

81. Yuki no FTIRUe.



APPENDIX. 2-

The Record Of The Special Festival 
At The Kasuga Wakamiya Shrine In 13U9*
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This document was found in about 193̂ 4- in the poss
ession of the Suzuka family, members of which had for long been 
connected with the Yoshida Shrine in Kyoto as priests. Parts of 
it were first published by Nose in 1937 in an article in the 
periodical Bungaku and in the following year in his Nogaku genryu-
_(i)ko . There most of the text, including all the most important
parts, were quoted from a copy of the original in the possession
of Kyoto University. In 1939 & few lines only were quoted by(2)
Miyatake in his Kasuga Wakamiya On-matsuri to Sarugaku , but in 
19U8 Nagashima gave the complete text as an appendix to his Qhusei 
bungei no genryu.

The text may conveniently be divided into the follow
ing sections, which have been indicated in the translation by
numbers in brackets:

(1) Date of Festival.
(2) Procession of the priestesses (miko).
(3) Performance of Sarugaku No by the priestesses in

the Prayer Hall (Haiden)
(1|) Names of the Dengaku players (male kagura players

attached to the shrine), and their performance 
at the Main Shrine.

(5) G-eneral account of the procession.
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(6) Performance of Dengaku No in the Prayer Hall.
(7) Seating in the Prayer Hall during the Sarugaku by

the priestesses*
(8) The official on duty and details of provisions.
(9) Money provided by the priestesses.
(10) Expenditure of this.
(11) Money provided by the male kagura players.
(12) Dengaku teachers.

Section (5) explains that all those taking part in 
the procession assembled at the Oarriage-house (kuruma-yadori) 
below the second torii and moved in procession from there to the 
Main Shrine. The priestesses went on from there to the Wakamiya, 
leaving the male kagura players behind to give a short Dengaku 
performance. The priestesses waited in the Prayer Hall of the 
Wakamiya until the kagura players had passed beyond it into the 
Purification House (chozu~ya), and then came out to perform their 
Sarugaku in front of the shrine. When they had finished, they were 
replaced by the men, who performed Dengaku. A more logical order 
for the early sections would therefore have been (1), (5)? (2),
(ij-), (3)» (7), (6).

The sections of greatest interest, those dealing 
with the performances of Sarugaku and Dengaku No, can be satis
factorily understood. But, in a number of other places, difficult

ies of interpretation are caused by most of the text being in 
kata-kana with no nigori signs, by some of the kana spellings



apparently following colloquial corruptions, and "by the text 
having characters, words or whole phrases missing here and there# 
There are, too, some minor differences between the versions of 
the text as given by Nose and Nagashima. The later one, having 
been taken from the original document, is the more reliable and, 
being also complete, has been used for the following translation# 
Variants in Nose* s text have been noted only when they would give 
a different meaning. The readings assigned in the course of trans
lation to words and phrases of doubtful meaning have been given 
in the notes when they have not been suggested by Nagashima* Where 
characters are shown by him to be missing in the original text, 
an indication of this has been given in the translation by putting 
a corresponding part in square brackets. The annotated illustrat
ions of the Wakamiya Festival procession given in the Kasuga Omlya

(3)Wakamiya G-o-sairei-zu were found especially useful for cornpai’-‘—m i m T *  r  ml i i r  ~ ii~*~tt~tut. I i r  n i l  ■ i# i .nx ■■■* r iMna^rnn-HiuTrum tm u  —*

ison with the part of the text dealing with this subject. The
Yamato shi-ryo,vol* 1, was also a help on detailed points concerning
shrine buildings and the titles of officials.

The Proceedings Of The Special Festival In The Prayer
Hall On The Tenth Day Of The Second Moon Of The Year 

Of The Earth (Younger Brother) And Ox,
^  l|,jy

The Fifth Year Of Jowa

(1) This Special Festival should have been on the 17th. day of 
the 1ith. moon of the Z.Uths/r year of Jo/ysj , but it did 
not take place in that year because of the thirty daysT



/moiqZrning following the death of the retired-emperor 
(5)priest • It /took/ place, therefore, on the /l^h./ day

—  J< &■•)of the 2nd* /nioo^Z of the 5th. year. The^gjkuto pleaded
that, a/11^7hough the part before the Translation Hall

(7)(utsushi-dono V and the Golden Hall was shut off, the
prayers were of such national importance that the transfer (6)of the office to him should be /^announced/ to the priest

_ (9)in charge of supplies and to Zenshi-bo of the To-in. from
the Prayer Hall. Yftien he was told that the announcement
would be made and that /the performances/ should be given,
it was arranged that it should take place on the 8th. day
of the 2nd. moon. As this fell on the wrong day for those(1 0)
taking part in the /Sa/rugaku , however, it was post
poned for two days, until the 10th.

The proceedings were as follows:(11) (12)
Shira-tsue : Sa no Ichi-dono Kaga Go#6nZ

(13) _  (HOShe wore a chihaya over a /r/ed kariginu robe.
She wore this although snow had made the roads muddy.

(15)She also/vpte finely woven okuchi .
Bearer of the sacred staffs: Otozuru Gozen.

She, too, wore a chihaya over a red kariginu robe, and
finely woven okuchi. The five sacred staffs were made(16)
at the general expense of the Prayer Ilall. Stiff
paper to be inserted into them had five...

(17)Two totsura hoys : Sonkiku dozen, Ato G-ozen. (18)
haoshi top-coats.
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(19)
J20)

/Se/ ino : Tokuo Gozen, Hiko Gozen.
Both Y/ore finely woven okuchi.(21) _

Ilitotsu-mono : Mumeo G-ozen,_ (22)
/Two/....... : Shunzai Gozen, Bmmei Gozen.

_ (23)Heri-hoshi : Shurikaku Gozen.
With a fine imitation sword, she wore a wide-brimmed
hat.

Two bearers of spare bows: Gho’ju Gozen, Haruehiyo Gozen.
(24)

Target bearer : Kanze Gozen.
She performed this duty immediately after joining. 

Archery on horseback: Shun.•. Gozen.
Two military aides: Tsuruju Gozen, Iioju Gozen.
Sarugaku during the procession: Miya no Ichi-dono Iyamasu 

Gozen, Harutatsu Gozen.J 25)It oho : Amamasu Gozen.
Over a /kazn/ginu she wore a waistband into which both 
her hands were pushed.

(3) Sarugaku by those attached to the Prayer Hall, performed
(26.)

when the procession had passed
(27)Tsui-harai no mai : Mumeo Gozen.

Okina omote : Otozumi Gozen.
Samba Sarugau : Sa no Ichi-dono Kaga Gozen.
Kaja-no-kimi : Amamasu Gozen.

The part of Kaja-no-kimi should have been taken by



Hiko Gozen, but slxe was unable to appear because of 
fatigue after the procession and /Amamasu GozenT* playec 
it at a moment* s notice.*

Chi chi—IP" .jo* : Harutatsu Gozen.■ TTT M *  iiM^iiwrtiriiif i i< m i.....

Two Sarugaku, the first of which was about Norikiyo com-
(28)

posing tem poems in the Toba Hall . The names of
the Sarugaku players were:
The retired Emperor: Amamasu Gozen.
The Empress: Sonkiku Gozen.
Otome-no-mae: Mumeo Gozen.
To-no-ben: Harutsuru Gozen.
Horikiyo: Tsuruju Gozen.
Horiyasu: Hoju Gozen.

The interval following this Sarugaku being extended, Oto-
_ - (29)zuru Gozen danced a rambyoshi , dressed as she was 

for Qkina-omote.
The second Sarugaku was about the illness of Izurni Shikibu

(30)and the visit of Murasaki Shikibu . Murasaki Shiki
bu was played by Sonkiku Gozen; Izurni Shikibu by Tsum-

(31)ju Gozen; two flowers by Harutatsu Gozen and Hoju
(32)

Goz.en; and Musubu-no-kami was played by Mumeo Gozen, 
At rehearsals the Sarugaku ffu.ii was taught, but

as evening was coming on it was not given.

Hames of the Dengaku players:
(33) (3li)Gakutff : the senior player ' Kiyohisa.
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(35)The hats were at the general expense, and the other
robes left to private arrangement. But the /r/obes for
this gakuto were borrowed from the head servant of the
Daijo-in . In addition, he wore straw sandals,socks,
and a skirt over his robes. Over the top he wore a
coat. In his fine 'okuchi he carried a handsome sword.
He also borrowed a rosary of white beads from a child
priestess and hung them round his neck.

(37)
Bearer of the sacred staffs:. Naka-no-mono Hiko-taro.

(38) (39) _(ko]
He wore a kubitate and an oshire-koshi , a suo
jacket, sandals, socks and, similarly, a coat on top.
Since Hiko-taro1 was told that he should wear a robe
with a skirt attached, he wore this oshire-koshi,
being pressed for time.

He carried the sacred staffs from the Carriage-
hmise and passed them on to the gakuto in front of
the Hall of the Main Shrine. gakuto- Kiyohisa took
four of the staffs from him, offered them up at the
shrine and handed them over to Kagetada, a priest of
the northen district. The remaining staff was similarly
taken by him and passed on to a priest before the Hall
of the Wakamiya. The official in charge of prayers at
the Main Shrine was the head priest Morotoshi-dono.
Wakamiya the head priest Suketo-dono.

Payment for this was the sum of 1 kammdn to the
Main Shrine, consisting of 500 /in0$$? granted to the



head priest and 500 mon to Suketane, the chief offi-
(41)cial .1 kammon was sent to the Wakamiya, solely 

for the head priest there.
Of the servants’ sacred staffs, four were like

wise taken to the Main Shrine and one to the Wakamiya. 
(42)

Warden t Iiarutane, the shrinekeeper resident at the
Wakamiya. lie is the senior member at the Wakamiya. He 
said that everyone was so well behaved that, in view 
of his age, he was allowed to excuse himself from/the 
duties of/ warden.

(43) (44)Administrative officer : Haruiya, sasara .
Harumasa, sasara.
Kiyoaki, sasara.
Kiyomichi, sasara.

Drum t Ha rut$da.
Big drums: Kiyotane, Hisaharu, Haruyasu, Kiyoari,Kamitoshi,
Pluteplayer; Harufuru.

(45)Plower-hat and high clogs. For the crests on his
costume, he had dragon-and-tiger crests on the shoul-

(46)
ders of his suikan; large-crested sashinuki • He 
did not wear socks.

Hats and accoutrements for the Dengaku players - 
since the /professional players of/r Dengaku had all 
gone back, the sashinuki were all borrowed'from the

(47)chamberlain * The suikan, and even the undergar
ments, were borrowed from Ivlago-saburo* Hyudo of the



(48)
secondary shrine ; on payment.

For hats, they used made-up ones. With hats of 
woven cypress strips as a base, yellow-dyed paper was 
covered with silk. Dyed leather was also pressed on

(49)in the same way. Eight were done like this •
(50)

For the big drums and riding-poles , accoutre
ments were borrowed from Iiirose and re painted; payment 
for the painting.

'^e sasara were new ones made by Iwai; payment 
for the five.

Juggling with knives was done by Harutane.
The comic priest (okashi hoshi) was played by Harutada.

Oomic priest’s assistant: Hisaharu.
Pole-riding: also by Harutane.

(51)But as this was only an act of piety, he did not
mount the pole.

Pole-riding by the comic priest was the same - as it was
only an act of piety, he did not mount the pole either. 
Nevertheless, this Harutada is an amusing fellow and 
plays the comic priest splendidly. He is also skilful 
at Ho.

Account of the procession:
It was arranged that those taking part in the procession 

would leave the Prayer Hall and the various places 
where they had been staying and go to the Oarriage- 
house at 8 a.m. on the 10th. day of the 2nd. moon.



Prom the Oarx*iage-house they passed through the second
torii and went up from there to the shrine. Passing

(52)
the front of the Arrival Hall , they went in at 
the South Gate, passed between the Dance Hall (mai- 
dono) and the Leeture-house (hakko-ya), went along the 
eastern side of the Sumiyoshi /Shrine/" and, cix^cling 
round the surrounding fence, left by the South Gate 
again. Then they passed the Prayer-house (hai-no-ya) 
attached to the Wakamiya Hall, The Sarugaku players 
went into the Prayer Hall and, when the pi*ocession 
had passed, hurried out and pei*formed Sarugaku - in 
the Prtayer-house, that is-,*

The procession of the Dengaku players was the 
same except that, when, during the procession, they 
came to the front of the Main Shrine and passed be
fore it, they then entered the Dance Hall from the 
back on the east side. After juggling with knives 
merely as an act of piety and giving one comic priests 
dance, they went in procession to the Wakamiya Iiall. 
forthwith. Passing in front of it, they went as far

_ (53)as the ̂ Shrine of the/ Thirty-eight Places where
they reheax^sed various parts. Prom there, they went 
into the Purification House and had a meal while 
awaiting /.the end of? the Sarugaku by the priestesses. 
When this was over, they assembled behind the Waka
miya Sutra House, on the north side, and entered from



from that side. After they had entered, the gakuto" 
and the hearers of the sacred staffs sat themselves 
on folding stools beside and to the east of the Prayer 
house. The Dengaku players sat in rows on mats on the 
north and south sides of the Prayer-house, with the 
leaders at the eastern end. The mats were the bordered 
ones from the Prayer Hall. They quickly laid out those 
that had been put down there by the priestesses.

Account of the He by the Dengaku players;
The first dance was given by Harutada, who then went on

(54)just as he was to play in a tachi-ai Sarugaku • 
There were four players in the tachi-ai - Harutada, 
Hisaharu, Haruyasu, and Iiarutami - and they performed 
Take no Sarugaku.

(55)
The first main Sarugaku told the story of how 

the Emperor Murakami sent a retainer as an envoy to 
Ohina where he met a master of the biwa named Renshobu 
and brought three biwa melodies back with him to Japan,

Kiyotane took the part of the Emperor Murakami; 
Haruyasu took the part of Teibin; and Harutada took 
the part of Renshobu.

When the envoy is on his way back to Japan bring
ing with him the three melodies, the Dragon King and 
Dragon Gods appear and seise these three melodies.

The Dragon Gods were played by Kami to shi and



Harutami. They were the Dragon Gods, and Kiyoari took 
the part of the Dragon King. These three wore masks. 
Kiyoari was dressed as a king.

Then, in the internal between the Sarugaku, a 
Shirabyoshi dance was given. AKi yoyo shi - a child* s 
dance, a rambyoshl.

(56)
The last “arugalcu, the Sapugaku Prince Hanzoku

was about the capture of King Fumyo.
Haruyasu took the part of King Fumyo" and Kiyotane 

that of a Minister of State. Harutami took the part of
(57)

a holy man and Harutada that of Prince Hanzoku.
(58)

Harumasa took the part of a king. Two of the five
(59)

guardian Bosatsu were Hisaharu and Haruiya •
(60)

The seating in the Prayer Hall duripg the Sarugaku by the 
priestesses;
The priestesses in the Prayer Hall were on the south side,

with the leaders at the eastern end. Kiyoari, playing
the small drum, sat on a folding stool. He played the
drum behind the pillar in the south-west corner of the
Prayer-house. Naka-no-mono Hiko-taro sat under the
eaves in the south-west corner of the Prayer-house,
and Sakon no Shiro at the back on the western side.
As there was no flute-player, the servant Masayuki was
employed to play the flute. He too played sitting on
a bordered mat at the back of the Pr^er-house on the 
we stern side.



The dress at this time consisted of a pinkish (6*0 _ (62) hitatare and an okatahira worn hy Kiyoari with a
finely woven okuchl; and pale yellow hitatare worn like
v/ise hy the other three. On the entry of the Dengaku
/players/7** Kiyoari went into the Purification House
and changed this dress.

The tenth day of the second moon;
The day duty for this Special Festival was taken "by the

priest in charge of Buddhist ceremonies (Dai-gyp,ii-dono 
On this occasion* the priest holding this office was 
Shodo~in~dono.

(63)Big salted tad. A long-handled ladle provided with the jar. 
Four kinds of fish;.

(6ti)Hasu - ten pieces* one hox.
Dried cuttlefish - one hox;(covered hox with legs;

(6&) sliced ).
Ahalone - one hox (fifteen skewers of hig ahalone).
Salted salmon - one hox* three fish.
All were covered hoxes on legs* with tops measuring
one foot three inches.

Rice cakes wrapped in hamhoo leaves - ten hoxes._ (66)
Saemon Jiro* the deputy for the land officer , came
with these.

Three priestesses were admitted for the sake of this Special 
(67) (68)

Festival . Properly , 27 kammon are required, "but
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they were excused 7 and admitted for 20 kammon*Names 
of those who joined on this occasions Tsuruo Gozen,
Ato Gozen, Kanze Gozen.

Amounts provided by thems
Ato Gozen came first on the 27th. day of the 8th. moon, 
134-8, and gave the sum of 20 kammon, as stated* Since 
the Prayer Hall was so cheeifLess at the time of her 
arrival, she provided rice-wine. Accompanying one keg 
of wine was pickled foods hasu (mixed with vinegar);

_  _(̂ 9)taro roots (horyu )* These victuals were duly given1767to the elders .
Tsuruo Gozen came on the 1st. day of the 10th. moon, 

of the same year, payment being 20 kammon.
Kanze Gozen came on the 6th. day of the 2nd. moon, 

134-9, payment being 20 kammon. She provided rice-wine 
on arrival. One keg of wine, and two food dishes; one 
bowl of yams; ten boxes of ojrsters, and tangle* Wine- 
cups on a small tray were given. These were likewise 
all given to the elders.
Totals 60 kammon.

Payment by those who had no function on this occasion was
(71) (72),300 mon. Names (not given in order of rank ) s

(73)Tsuruo Gozen (25th* day, 1st* moon); Toku-yasha Go
zen (same day); Senzai Gozen (27th. day); Shun-ichi 
Gozen (same day); Haruwaka Gozen. (same day); Kamematsu 
Gozen (28th. day); Fujimatsu Gozen (29th, day); Pukuju
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Gozen (same day); Haruwaka Gozen (same day); Harutora 
Gozen (same day); Shunko Gozen (1st. day, 2nd. moon); 
Shuntoku Gozen (2nd. day, same moon); Haru-yasha Go
zen (2nd. day); Mimasu Gozen (same day); Tora Gozen.

{ 7 k K(same day); Shundo Gozen (same day ); Umematsu Go
zen (same day); Harumi Gozen; Harunaka Gozen (2nd, 
day); Shuncho Gozen. (2nd. day); Hatsu Gozen (2nd. day).

Manzai Gozen (2nd. day); Wakamatsu Gozen (2nd. day) 
absent because of her monthly days); Ishimatsu Gozen
(2nd. day); Harumasa Gozen; absent because in mourn-

(75)ing); Naka Gozen (2nd. day); Uta Gozen (2nd. day);
Harumatsu Gozen (2nd. day); Gohai Gozen (2nd. day);
Haramasu Gozen (2nd. day; absent because, in mourning.
She had been coached in Sarugaku but suddenly became
unclean); Senshoin (2nd. day)* Joruri-in (2nd. day);
Shunko Gozen (2nd. day).

(76)
Total: 10 kan 200 mon.

(10) Uses to which the above sum of 70 kan 200 mon was put:
To the men performing kagura, 35 kammon. 1 kammon of .this, 

however, was given to Harutada, who was employed by 
the men performing kagura, when he was invited to the 
Prayer Hall and given wine. This was the amount paid 
to them.

The Sarugaku master To* Tayu suffered the death of his son 
on the 13th. day of the 11th. moon of 13̂ *8 and, as an. 
expression of sympathy, 3 kammon were sent to him hy



the hand of Haka-no-mono Hiko-taro* As his period of 
mourning was over at the time of the farewell on the 
11th. day of the 2nd. moon of 1349* he was invited to 
the Prayer Hall. and given 3 kammon. 2 kammon were 
likewise given to his son Saburo.
Total given:- 10 kammon.

A gift of dyed oloth was presented in the official resi
dence to Mago-taro, the fiute-player brought by To 
Tayu. Paid for out of general expenses.

The rehearsals for this performance were held in the resid
ence of the head priest of the Wakamiya. Those who 
were in mourning or whose monthly days had come re
hearsed on the veranda.

The sum of 1 kammon was given to Kiyoari for playing the 
drum.

1 kammon was given to Nalca-no-mono Hiko-taro; 1 kammon to
Sakon-no-Shiro; 1 kammon to Saburo; and 500 mon to Mama 
3- kan. 50-0 mon to the four.

2 kammon given to the tot sura teacher (the boy cousin of
Ohilcuzen, belonging to the Prater Hall; he is a pupil 

_ (77)of So no Ichi )m
(76)

1 kammon to Masayuki, who played the flute. (100 mop.
were also given to him to buy a ceremonial hat). 

Payment for the sacred staffs for the Main Shrine and the 
Wakamiya, 2 kammon.
Total:. 5U kan 600 mon.



Uses of the money remaining after these expenses:
On the 1st. day of the 10th. moon of 1348, 2 kan 534 
mon were paid from the general purse of the Prayer Iiall 
for crests on the rohe of Otozuru Gozen.

170 /SobT" in payment for a drum ring.
100 mon spent on rice-wine for the gathering of the 

men who played kagura and the priestesses in the Trans
lation Iiall*

100 mon for food to go with this, used for the 
same purpose.

Total: 3 kammon.
12 kan 600 mon were spent he tween the 2nd. day of 

the 10th. ijioon of 1348, when rehearsals hegan. in the 
residence of the head priest of the Wakamiya, and the 
11th. day of the 2nd. moon of 1349. This makes up the 
70 kan 200 mon. Apart from this money, however, char
coal and oil were hought with money for kagura, out of 
that for kagura in the Prayer Hall* Those from the 
Prajrer Hall did their rehearsals separately from 
the priestesses.

Wine for the residence /was dealt with by/ Tamon Gozen.
(80)

Mama was sent in to ask about this, and the amount 
required was drawn hy sending a chit first and the 
money for the wine later.

For food at the residence, payment was made to 
Kiyohisa, a minor official. With it, he provided the 
food.
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The Sarugaku master To Tayu was fed in the kitchen of the
Purification House, Bean-soup and vegetables were sent
from the house of the minor official Kiyohisa. Later,
after he went into mourning, he stayed at the house of(81)
Kiyohisa, purified himself night and morning, and

(82)
went to the Prayer Hall to watch ,

(11) Siim contributed by the men who performed kagura:
Money provided from the Prayer Hall, 35 kammon; in addition, 

the amount given individually by the fifteen kagura. 
players, ^9 kan 63I4 mon, was it ?

(12) There were at first two teachers for the Dengaku by the male
kagura players, but /one? died before the training in
their Sarugaku A)lay^r was finished. This of(83)Handa Dengaku » The other was Iwai 110 Kyox*embo, who 
finished off the training on his own. This was only 
the part up to the first exit. The later °arugaku were 
presented by appealing to Ohuko no Shunkembo.
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Notes To Appendix 2.

1. 1 Jowa no Sarugaku No1, Bungaku 1937? vol.3 no,3; and NG
355-67.

2. p.47.
3. A work by Fujiwara Jun in 3> bks., dated 1742. It is also

referred to as the Iiasuga Wakamiya Go~sairei ryakki9 but 
this is, in fact, only the title of one section of the 
work, The illustrations are reproduced by Miyatake, Kasuga 
Wakamiya On-matsuri to Sarugaku 20-39*

4* 1349.
5* The retired Fmperor Hanazono, who abdicated in 1318 in favour 

of his cousin G-o-Daigo.
6. The title of the official in charge of entertainments form

ing part of religious ceremonies. Two gakuto were usually 
appointed for the Wakamiya Festival but, on this occasion* 
there seems to have been only one, probably because it was 
not a full-scale ceremony with performances by professional 
players. (See n.33 below, however, concerning the use of 
this term in the text.)

Due partly to the sentence being incomplete, the trans
lation is only tentative. MiyatakeTs gtn. of it shows some 
characters missing between na-ka-e and kumokudai , but the 
text given by Nagashima runs straight on; Nose does not 
quote this part.

7* Kondo. Strictly, this is a Buddhist term for the main hall of
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a temple where the deity is enshrined, but here it clearly 
refers to the part of the Kasuga Shrine housing the four 
buildings of the four gods worshipped there.

8, Reading the textsas on-na-gae. AD-though at some shrines the
office o£ gakuto was the monopoly of one person, at the 
Kofuku-ji, which organized the Wakamiya Festival, such 
appointments were made annually.

9* Officials of the Kofuku-ji, of which the To-in was part.
10. That is, some of the priestesses were unclean because they

were having their periods then.
11. This reading is given in kana in the text, but the Ghipese

characters for these words were later read suwae, zuwae, 
op zubae in connection with the Wakamiya Festival. The 
object referred to is a young branch from a plum tree which 
is carried at the head of the processioix beside the sacred 
staffs (gohei) and offered up at the shrine in the same 
way as them.

12. T Ichi-dono1 was a general term for miko who perform religious
dances, but among the miko attached to the Kasuga Shrine 
the senior members of the Main Group (Honza) were known as 
So no Ichi( -dono), Sa no Ichi, U no Ichi, and Gon no Ichi; 
and those of the Fast Group (Toza) as Miya no Ichi, Sa no 
Ichi, and U no Ichi.

13* Said to be the most ancient of all Japanese garments, the
earliest type of chihaya consisted simply of a long roll
of cloth with an opening for the head cut out about two
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feet from one end. The shorter end hung down in front of 
the body and the remaining length of about sixteen feet 
trailed behind. The fact that such chihaya are still worn, 
by the carriers of the plum branch and gohei at the Waka
miya Festival, and the reference in the text to the muddy 
state of the road, make it clear that, although the bearers 
were in this case miko. it was this type of chihaya that 
was worn and not the later type of sleeved jacket worn 
particularly by miko.

14. A high-necked garment with wide sleeves sewn to the body 
part only at the back. Being originally a robe used for 
hunting, the hanging sleeves had cords threaded through 
their outer edges by which they could be drawn up out of 
the way. When the kartginu became more widely used, the 
cords were kept for decoration.

*15. Seigo Okuchi. Seigo, or seigo-ori, was a type of fine v/eaving 
in which highly glossed thread \̂ as used for the warp and 
unfinished thread for the weft. The cloth was sually white 
or red in colour and was widely used in the Kamakura period 
(1192-1336), especially for various kinds of hakama, of 
which okuchi was one. These garments resembled very wide 
trousers or a long divided skirt.

16. So no sata nite. Although this meaning has not been found in.
any dictionary, it is clearly indicated by the first of the 
three other uses of do in the text (GBG- 222. 1.6), where it. 
stands in opposition to watakushi no hikei.



17* The text has nashichi hut no meaning is known for the word 
in this context, The only other reference to nashichi in 
the text (QBGr 231 1*1) probably mentions a teacher, which 
indicates that the figures represented were connected with 
some form of artistic accomplishment* A comparison with the 
traditional participants in the procession strongly suggests 
that the priestesses here represented the * tot sura no chigp*. 
These are four hoys who, with headresses of cherry blossom, 
ride on horseback in the procession and later perform Azu- 
ma-asobi dances. The suggestion is supported by a reference 
'k° chi go in connection with the second mention of !nashichif« 
and by the possibility of misreading totsura, when written.

'7 7 , as t > t ,
18. Given in the text as noshi. Haoshi was a type of long, higix- 

necked over-garment, usually lined, which was the everyday 
informal wear of Gourt nobles.

19* Text incoraplete.
20. These dancers, usually six in number, and dressed all in

white, are peculiar to the Kasuga Wakamiya and one or two 
other shrines. They ride on horseback in the procession in. 
Wara and play flutes and drums in the ceremonies before the 
great pine known as the Eiko’-no-matsu. Later, before the 
Wakamiya, they play their instruments and perform a simple 
dance with their faces covered. Their origin is unknown, 
but legend has it that it dates from the time of the Empress 
Jingo, who lived in the fourth century. Among the many signs
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and portents which were connected with her intended invas
ion of Korea was one from the god Isora, who lived on the 
sea bed. He was only enticed from his home in the sea when 
all the other gods, who had obeyed the Empress and assembled 
at Kajima in Hitachi, performed a dance called seino. As 
his face was encimisted with sea shells and unbearable to 
look on, it was hidden from view by a cloth. One account 
of his emergence from the sea to join the other gods is 
given in the Taihei-ki bk.39 T Jingu Kogo Bhinra o seme- 
tarnau koto1, Yuhodo bunko ed. vol.29, 62.6-7®

21. The name given to boys v/ho, splendidly arrayed and heavily
made up, ride on horseback in religious festivals in many 
parts of Japan. Usually there is only one child of this 
kind in each procession, but sometimes as many as five are 
found. If he should doze while riding in the procession, 
this is taken as a happy sign that the spirit of the god 
has entered into him.

22. Text incomplete.
23. Eight of these people took part in the procession of the

Special Kasuga Festival in 1387 (see Kakyo gannen_Kasuga 
rinjisal-ki. in Zoku gunsho ruiju ser.2, vol.2a, 199) and 
they occasionally figure in accounts of festivals elsewhere. 
But they do not appear to have taken part at all x*egularly
in the Wakamiya Festival and nothing is known of the part
they played.

24* The text gives matsu-mochi T pine-bearers1 , but as no mention
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of such a role in the Wakamiya ceremonies has been found 
and this entry cdrnes he tween others for bow-carriers and 
archers* the word must surely he a corrupt form of mato- 
mochi 1target-bearers** People carrying wooden targets for 
archery still form a regular part of the procession*

25* Meaning unknown.
26. Since the kana su-ki-te is followed 'by ni* it seems at first

that it cannot he taken as the verbal form sugite. But 
there is no satisfactory alternative and a similar verbal 
form followed hy ni occurs later in the text (GBG 23-0 1.2). 
It therefore seems that ni could he used in the same way 
as the modern kara* with the meaning 1 (at the time) when1.

27* A corruption of Tsuyu-harai no mai, a name given to the open
ing dance of a performance. Here* this and the next four 
items were early forms of the dances which went to make up 
the special piece in No known as Okina. Samba Sarugau (or 
Sarugo) is a corruption of Samban Sarugaku.

28. This story is to he found in the Saigyo monogatari (see the
work called Saigyo hoshi e-kotoba in Zoku gunsho rui.ju ser. 
2* vol.32a bk.9̂ 1'> 351-5) • It tells how* in 1127* Saigyo 
composed in one day ten excellent poems to decorate the 
screens in the Toba Hall in readiness for a visit hy the 
Emperor. Saigyo’s lay name was Sato1 Norikiyo; Horiyasu 
accompanied him to the Hall; and Otome-no-mae and To-no-hen 
were Court servants who brought Saigyo" presents from the 
Emperor and Empress.

For discussion on the Ho given in the Sarugaku and
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Dengaku performances at this Festival* see above* pp. 229- 
3.2- and 313̂ -7 respectively.

29® A dance said to derive originally from B.ugaku and apparently
associated particularly with Shirabyoshi (see another ment
ion in this text* p.393* and Ohap.IV 123 n.3^ above.)

30* A literary source for this story is not known.
31* The nature of these roles is uncertain* but they may.have

been the spirits of the plum and cherry blossom* each rep
resenting one of the poetesses.

3.2# The god from whom everything comes* who provides all things.
33* The text gives only ■ka-to-u. but gato is commonly found for

gaicuto in documents of this and later periods. The fact 
that the word was spelt in full as/K^-ku-ta-u at the beginn
ing of the text suggests - if the incomplete sentence there 
has been understood correctly - that there may have been a 
distinction between the two; that is to say* that the priest 
in charge of all the entertainments was referred to as the 
gakuto, and the head of the Dengaku players as the gato.
But nothing has been found in other documents to support 
this idea.

3i+» Ichiro. The male kagura players at the Kasuga Shrine normally 
numbered twelve who. were known as ichiro, niro etc. and a 
thirteenth called suisanshoku.

35. Hagashima suggests that ho-u-shi should be taken as hoshi* 
but it is difficult to make sense of this in the context.
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36. He and the Ichijo-in were the two monzeki of the ICofuku-ji* 
Monzeki were nobles, usually of Imperial blood, who took 
religious orders and were appointed as heads of famous 
temples.

37* This title has not "been found in reference works, hut it
presumably signified a shrine servant similar, perhaps, to 
those known as uchi-bito at Ise and one or two other shrine

38. A robe worn with the collar standing up to form a triangle
hiding the hack of the head.

39. No such word has heen found elsewhere, hut it clearly indic
ated some kind of plain or divided skirt, probably a type 
of hakama.

40. A short sleeved jacket which developed in the eeaiy Muromachi
period, when it was part of the everyday wear of the people

Masa no azukari-dono. This was the name used at the Kasuga
Shrine for the senior administrative officer. Thera being
also two karniushi 9 one each at the Main Shrine andd the
Wakamiya, who were concerned solely with religious duties,
he was equivalent to the official now known as the gu,ii.

•̂2. Sento, a tex*m used for certain low-grade Buddhist temple
officials in Nara, who usually married and carried out
such miscellaneous duties as acting as guards etc. at
masses and festivals.

43* Reading koto for the koto* in the text; this indicated a
Buddhist official dealing withe general temple affairs.

4^« An instrument traditionally associated with Dengaku which
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consisted of short strips of wood set vertically and strung 
together to a length of two feet or so* When held at the 
tapered ends and jerked up and down, it produces a harsh 
rattling sound*

45. The wo I’d hari-kasa* given in the text, has not been found* 
The flute-player in the Dengaku troupe at the Wakamiya 
Festival, however, traditionally wears an enormous wide- 
brimmed hat decorated with flowers and a miniature land
scape which is known as a hana-kaaa, and it is presumably 
something of this kind that is referred to in the text.

46* A type of hakama» or long divided skirt, in which cords
threaded through the bottom of the legs are tied at the 
ankles.

hi* Bokan; here, the official who ran the household of a monzeki, 
in this case no doubt that of the Daij.o-in.

48* Nagashima* s reading of the kana as Ima-mikado no Mago-saburo
gives little meaning* In view of the possibility of con
fusing the katakana signs for ka and ya, the phrase before
the name has been read as Ima-miya-dono* An ima-miya is a 
new: or subsidiary shrine.

49® The interpretation of the last two sentences is doubtful*
r̂ e P.su (wo-su) in the first one may possibly refer to
the tanning of leather (cf, oshi-kawa etc.), but the 
meaning given seems rather more likely.

50* Taka-ashi * given in the text as takashi. These are wooden
1poles used like single stilts* They are usually six or
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seven feet tall* with a cross-piece about one-third of the 
way up on which the performer stands. Holding the top part 
of the pole* he then hops around. (See Ghap.VII 215-6).

yd.51 • Reading ki shin as ^  •
Ghakuto-dono9 the hall to which members of the Imperial familg 
and Imperial envoys came first when visiting a shrine. At 
Kasuga it is about half-way between the second torii and 
the South Gate of the Main Shrine*

53 • Sanjuhassho (Jinja)9 a shrine honouring three gods* situated 
just south of the Wakamiya. It was erected in the period
1154-6.

54* A piece given by a number of players in a combined perform
ance. Take no Sarugaku cannot now be identified* but such 
combined performances of certain pieces are still given by 
Sarugaku players at the Wakamiya Festival.

55• Qmo Sarugaku. Although an uncommon term, its meaning seems 
clear from the fact that it follows a mention of tachi-ai 
Sarugaku* which probably consisted only of song and dance* 
and- that the term omo has survived in Kyogen with the mean
ing of protagonist*.

The story of this first piece is found in several works, 
including the Heike monogatari (bk.7 *Seisan no sat a* * Yu- 
ho do bunko ed. vol. 25* 340-1). The account there has it 
that* in the year 850* the Emperor Nimmyo sent Kamon-no- 
kami Sadatoshi (called teibin in the text) to Ghina where 
he met Renshobu. From him he obtained three melodies and
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three biwa of great renown called Seizan* Genjo* and Shishi- 
maru. Only the first two of these instruments were brought 
back to Japan , however* because the last one had to be 
given up to the Dragon God who* in his envy* had raised a 
storm at sea. Over a century later the spirit of Renshobu 
appeared to the Emperor Murakami as he sat playing the biwa 
Genjo* and taught him a third melody.

56. According to the version of this story in the Soga monogatari 
(blc.7 *Iianzoku-'o no koto** Yuhodo bunko ed. vol.30* 612-3)* 
which is described as coming from the Rio-kyo* an Indian, 
ruler called Hanzoku planned to capture and kill a thousand 
other princes. During the day*s respite he allowed his 
thousandth prisoner before the executions were carried out* 
however* some Buddhist sermons he heard made him realize 
his wickedness and release all his prisoners.

57® Reading taishi as A  • The Rose text has taishin but* to 
judge from the way the other roles are given* this was due 
to the kat alcana sign for nd being misread as n.

58* The Rose text has so-u instead of wa-u; this would make the 
meaning *priest* instead of *king*.

59® The text gives Haruyoshi ^  * but this and Harutami are
the only names of Dengaku performers not mentioned in the 
earlier list of fourteen* and the last part of the text 
states that there were only fifteen in all. It therefore 
seems likely that this Is the same person as the Haruiya in 
the list* where -iya was written in kana* and that the
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character (-yoshi) has been confused with the form 
of the character read -iya.

60. The Nose text would give only * the seating during.•..1.
61. Ito no hitatare. The colour of the material comes from a warp

of pale red thread tinged with yellow* and a weft of white. 
& hitatare was a sleeved jacket which was fastened by cords 
across the chest and had other cords threaded through the 
outer edges of the sleeves.

62.. A type of unlined jacket with sleeves.
63. Meaning uncertain. It is possible that tai means the fish, of

that name common in Japan* but the * ladle provided with 
the jar* and the fact that the text goes on to specify 
four kinds of fish in a separate entry make this appear 
unlikely.

64* Aliohaelanp^ata; a fish which grows to about two feet in length
65. Tentative translation for sashimori.
66* Teishi no daikan. Teiahi was one of the titles given to off

icials concerned with the administration of the estates 
belonging to the great shrines and temples in Yamato.

67. It was customary for the miko taking part in the Festival to
include some* known as sato-miko„ who did not belong to 
the shrine itself but came from places within its lands. It 
seems that the three mentioned here* however* were allowed 
to join the miko groups of the Kasuga Shrine as permanent 
membex*s for the sake of their joining fees which* as is 
made clear below* provided most of the money for the Festi
val*
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6.8. Tentative translation, understanding shiki ni as ^  .
69 9 Meaning unknown.
70« Otona-kata. The terra otona was commonly used of the senior 

members of groups connected with shrines (see Higo, Miya- 
za no kehkyu 216-51 )• But the senior members of the raiko 
groups at the Kasuga Shrine, together with the chief kagura 
players and other officials, were known collectively hy 
the similar terra roshu, and it is perhaps this group that 
is meant, rather than the senior raiko alone*

71» The text gives the sura as *3 kammon’ hut, from what follows,
it is clear that kan is a mistake for hyaku*

72* Amending ra-mu-shi -̂to rasshi* If the latter was the pronunci
ation at the time, it is conceivable that the syllable mu 
was used as n is elsewhere in the text (e.g. QBG- 231 1*13 
has monte- for raotte), to indicate a doubling of the follow
ing consonant; alternatively, it seems possible for the 
chax*acter "A to have been misread as A and > «

73* The third character of this name, given In the text as ^ ,
is clearly a mistake for A  •

74* The text gives 1 fourth day1, but as the entries before and
after this refer to the ’second day* and there is no other 
mention of a later date, it pi>obably arises from a mis
reading of ^  Q as ^   ̂ •

75* ’dozen’ is given in the text as ’Mikado’*
76* This total would mean payment by 3k raiko» but the list con

tains only 33 names and two of these may have been given
\
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tv/ice* These are Haruwaka and Shunko*, "but the second char
acter in each of these names is written in kana the second
time the name is given and this may indicate that the four
names signified different miko and that, when they were 
first given, they should have been read Shunjaku (or Shun- 
nyalcu) and Harumitsu respectively.

77* The meaning of the first part of this note in the text is 
not clear. The reference to *Ohikuzen! seems strange and 
it is tempting to amend this to * G-ozen* so that the note 
mentions a ’Fukurai Gozen of the Prayer Hall*, hut no justi
fication for this can he found.

78. The Kose text mistakenly gives f 200 mon* .
79* Heading 7) for the in the text.
80. Heading Mama for the ama in the text, which seems inappropri

ate to the context. Payment to a person called Mama was 
mentioned ahove and the katakana signs for ma and a could 
easily he confused* The interpretation of this sentence 
remains uncertain, however.

81* Heading sa-u-shi as soshi, a corruption of sho jin * religious 
purification*, as suggested hy Hagashima.

82. The text is corrupt here, appearing as ke-n-n-wo-i-ta-su.
(The Hose text has a hlahk space instead of the second n.) 
Since it was stated ahove that those in mourning rehearsed 
on the vex̂ anda, the Sarugaku teacher presumably continued 
with his duties and, in the translation, the phrase has 
been read as * genzo itasu*. Genzo was a common corruption
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of the period for genzan ML ^  (see, e.g., * SD’ , TZH 352, 
and the Sambaso section of Qlcina); and the second Icatakana 
sign for n in the ahove phrase could easily have heen con
fused with that for so.

83. Following the Hose text, which shows part of this clause as 
missing.



APPENDIX 5

The Dengaku No Plays 
Ittteaaal and aiasi.

The texts used for these translations are those 
given by Takano in Nihon kayo shusei vol.5* They have been follow
ed in the apportionment of the texts among the various partici
pants in the plays whenever they give any indication of this; the 
names have then been given in block capitals, thus: WAKI* A more 
regular division of the texts has also been indicated as far as 
this is possible, on the basis of a comparison with, the texts of 
Sarugaku plays resembling Ilikusui and Jisei (see Chap.X 325 ahove) 
and the standard practice in present-day No; but, in this case, 
the various names have been given in brackets, thus; (WAKI). The 
text of Jisei calls the main player tayu in the first part and 
shite in the second; this has been followed in the translation.

Spoken parts have been put into prose and sung parts 
into free verse. Kake-kotoba which have been worked into the 
translations have been given in the notes in block capitals, thus: 
iku-tose ni NARUmigata.

Kikusui 
* Chrysanthemum Water!

The conception of chrysanthemums as symbols and 
bringers of longevity began in ancient Ghina, perhaps as a result



of the comparatively long life of the blooms themselves. In what 
is now the south-western part of Honan province is a mountain 
stream called Chii-shui (liikusui) beside which grew large numbers 
of chrysanthemums, and tradition has it that the villagers nearby 
lived to a great age by drinking water from the river which, like 
the air all about, was rich with the scent of the flowers. From 
the Han period onwards it was the custom to hold ’chrysanthemum 
feasts* on the evening of the ninth day of the ninth moon at 
which chrysanthemum wine was drunk to bring long life. This passed 
over to Japan as a Court ceremony and was carried 011 from the 
early part of the ninth century. In China the wine drunk on these 
occasions was apparently prepared by mixing the petals of the 
flowers with rice or barley before fermentation, but in Japan 
chrysanthemum wine consisted merely of rice wine into which petals 
had been dropped. In Japan there were many names for these gath
erings, the most common being Kiku-no-en and Ghoyo-no- en, the 
name used, for example, in the passage in the Taihei-lci mentioned 
below. An instance of the currency of the idea in the fourteenth 
century is to be found in the use by Kusunoki Masashige of a 
family crest containing a chrysanthemum, the Imperial crest, after 
the Emperor G-o-Daigo had. summoned his champion an d given him 
three cups of wine into which he put the petals of a chrysanthemum 
picked by himself. The history of the formal ceremonies at Court 
was not unbroken, but the custom was carried on in military circles 
and, in the Tokugawa period, by all classes.



Tile superstition regarding chrysanthemums also took 
other forms* One of these was known as kiku no kise-wata and was 
current in the early years of the tenth century, if not before*
It consisted of placing a small pad of cotton wool over a bloom 
on the evening of the eighth day of the ninth moon and then, on 
the following morning when it was wet with dew, rubbing it over 
the face and body to remove imperfections and ensure long life.

The play Kikusui, which is probably based on a
passage in the Taihei-ki , tells how an Imperial envoy in
ancient Ghipa meets.a hermit called Hoso (p*§ng Tsu). This figure,
the Methusaleh of Chinese legend, is said to have served the
emperors Yao and Yh so efficiently that he was granted the fief
of PfSng, from which he took his name. In 1123 B.O, he was already
767 years old and, so the story goes, was over 800 when he eloped
we the the last of his many wives and disappeared into the west. '
^ke Taihei-ki equates him with a figure known, in Japan as Jido*,
explaining that he only became the hermit Hoso after exile from(2)Gourt, but there is no known precedent for this*

Characters

Waki............  an Imperial envoy
Tayu.......   *,Jido, now the hermit Hoso> 11 w n n»n i .  /

Act 1

Jo section; 
WAKI (&hidai) Happy, indeed, that my lord 

Will live for many years;
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(3.)That his years will be many 
And his reign without end.

WAKI (nanori) Now I am an Imperial official serving in the reign
(4)of the Emperor Bun of Ofi e Although my lord is still 

a young emperor, his compassion for the people exceeds(5)even that of the Three Monarchs and Five Emperors •(6)
I am now hurrying to Teklcein-zan with an Imperial 
command that, since this is an auspicious reign., all 
the hermits in the mountains should hasten to the 
Palace.

WAKI & CHORUS
(WAKl) (age-uta) The reign of my lord

Will be a thousand ages
And then eight more;
Will be a thousand ages
And then eight more,

(7)Till pebbles become rocks 
O*ergrown with moss. (8)
For untold years his reign will last 
And untold ages will, follow

(9)One upon the other .
Having passed Narumigata 
And Tsumori Bay,
I have now come to Tekken-zan;
I have now come to Tekken-zan*

WAKI (tsufci-
serifu) Having hastened on my way, I have now arrived at



Tekkenr-zam* I will rest here awhile and seek out the 
people in this place*

Ha section (1) 
TAYU (issei)

(sashi)

(sage-uta)

(age-uta)

The chrysanthemums which bloom 
And hloom again for a thousand years 
Are the bounty of the Emperor*
Who will enjoy long life.
Although my lord is still a young king*
His compassion for the people 
Exceeds even that
Of the Three Monarchs and Five Emperors,
He is a most joyous Prince,
Some chrysanthemum water
Shall I present to him
And thereby offer him long life.
Whoever drinks this flowery water*(TO)
Ho matter who he be *

(11)G-ains release from all worldly ills
And* though not clad in many-layered robes*
Unheeding faces winter’s winds,(1 2)
Thus* it is known, by all 
As a. potion of eternal youth..
Having gathered some of this water*
I am on my way to the Palace;
Having gathered some of this water*
I am on my way to the Palace,



Ha section (2)
(inondo)

WAKI

TAYU

WAKI

TAYU

WAKI

TAYU

WAKI

TAYU

A hermit has just appeared* Where have you come 
from ?

I am on my way to the Palace of the Emperor to 
present him with a wondrous elixir.

Oh I happy tidings* happy news - for hermits 
leaving their hills and vid.se men taking office are 
signs of a peaceful reign. What manner of person are

(13)you ?
I was in Imperial service in the reign of the

(14)Emperor B.oku of Shu and was known as Jido. Seven
(15)hundred years have passed since then. an.d I am now 

known as Ho so.
But if. you were alive in the time of Shu* how does 

it come about that you have lived till now ?
The reason is not hard to find. It is because I 

have drunk of this same chrysanthemum water which I am 
bringing now.

Well* then* can anyone preserve his life by drink
ing this chrysanthemum water ?

Indeed* yes Just try it for yourself.
TAYU & CHORUS ( 1 6.)
(CHORUS) (age-uta) Doubt is there none

That this chrysanthemum water from Hanyoken.; 
That this chrysanthemum water from Banyoken



Is a potion which keeps man’s life intact.
Even after seven hundred years and more
One is as young as ever.
Let the Emperor partake of this*
And his officials* too*

(17)With reverence drink
He who takes this chrysanthemum water

(18)
Will meet no grief to mar his joy 
But* by breaking the dewy plants 
And picking the flowers*
Will turn back the passing years;

(19)Will turn back the number of the passing years .
Ha section (3);
WAKI Be so good as to tell me more about how you have

thus prolonged your life.
(OHORUS) (?sashi) At the time when Buddha

Was expounding the Lotus Sutra(20)
On Mount Ryojusen * the Emperor Boku*
Attracted by the Law* rode in haste
To the meeting-place on the mountain
And there listened to the Word,
The Buddha then spoke to the Emperor(21)
And* saying ’This law now is for you -
Pass it on to your descendants’•

(22Taught him a c o u pl e' f r o m  the Fumofnbon.
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TAYU Thus the happy tidings
Which come from the Throne
When a new Emperor succeeds,
Beĵ an even then, in that far-off age.

(OHORUS) ( ?kuse) At this time <Tido was so favoured
With the EmperorT s unbounded affection
That when, by mistake,
He stepped across his pillow,
The punishment for the wrong he had done

(23)Was exile to Tekken-zan. »
This mountain, hundreds of miles 
From the capital,
Was beset by wild beasts 
With shining fangs 
And no man passed there.
Piling Jido’, the Emperor taught him 
The couplet from the Fumornbon.
So it was that Jido,
For fear he would forget the words,
Wrote them on the lower leaves 
Of some chrysanthemums which grow 
Beside a valley stream 
At the foot of Tekken-zan.

(224.)
Kneeling there from morning till night, 
He spent his days reciting the holy words* 
The dew which then gathered on the flowers



Added their drops to the waters below 
And turned them into an elixir of life,
Sihce that time Jido has prolonged his days 
By drawing water from the stream.
It is thus a potion to carry life along 
For whosoever drinks it,

- (25)From Mount Ryosen the wondrous words 
Have come to rest 
On the chrysanthemums in Tekken 
YYhere they take the form of a liquid 
Miraculously holding back the passing years. 
Thus did he speak.
Let our lord, then, drink this chrysanthemum

water
And preserve the land by his unending reign, 

WAKI Many thanks, many thanks \ The Emperor will, be
pleased to make his way to Tekken and see this place.
Will you not then be his guide ?

TAYU That is indeed a small thing to ask. I, Hoso, will
go up there into the mountain and, gathering my compan
ions, will prepare some entertainment.

(26)
(age-uta) Returning now, I take my leave .

(OHORUS) May the years of the Emperor he as many
As chrysanthemum blooms in the Palace grounds, 
As the white flowers there which catch the Ijght

(27)
Of the stars in the glowing evening sky •
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Kyu section; 
(OHOKUS)

By Tekken too white chrysanthemums grow,
And up into the mountain Ho so goes;
And up into the mountain Hoso goes.

Act 2

Let our hearts he thanful for
The chrysanthemum waters of this river:
They will protest the purest of all reigns

(28)
Here in this world of ours ,
The sky shall he the symbol 
Of our Emperor1 s reign,

(29)Which will continue undisturbed •
There is a mountain called Arashi 
And on its peak the maple leaves 
Are touched with colour 
And the streaming clouds glow red.
The chrysanthemums, too, are so bright in the

sun
That the flowers may he washed 
By the fragrant water flowing by.
Rejoicing, I draw some fx*om the stream 
To offer up to my lord,
That his reign may last a thousand years
And then eight thousand more.
Among the wonders which bring long life
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_ (30)Are the peach flowers of Oho ,
_ (3,1)The fruit from the tree of Koyo ,

And the thousand-year elixir with the dev/
From the leaves of the soaring bagiboo.
A potion still more wonderful would result 
If all these things were added;
But by this chrysanthemum water I offer up,
The life of the Emperor Bun of G-i 
Is already assured for a hundred years.
By drawing this chrysanthemum water of Hanyoken 
From the lower reaches of the stream,
I shall prolong the years -
And, with these words, the hermit Hoso
Withdrew into his retreat.

Jisei 
*The Two Stars1

The story of the Herdsman and the Weaving Maid, one 
of the myths and legends which arose from the observation of the 
stars by the Chinese, is said to have had its beginning in the 
Chou period, perhaps as long as three thousand years ago. The 
Ruler of the Heavens, the story goes, had a daughter who, since 
she worked unceasingly at her loom, was known as the Weaving Maid,



Her father decided that she should marry the Herdsman,who lived 
on the east bank of the River of Heaven but, once this was done, 
she no longer applied herself to her loom but beglected her work 
entirely. Angry at this, her father decreed that she should leave 
her husband and return to the west bank of the river. Once a year, 
however, he summoned a raven to span the river with its wings so 
that she might cross to visit the Herdsman.

^Ae Manyoshu shows that this legend was already 
current in Japan in the first half of the eighth century, if not 
earlier, and it has continued to be recognised in various ways 
up to the present time. In the course of the long history of the 
story, differences have naturally arisen in matters of detail.
One tradition, mentioned in the play below, has it that the Weav
ing Maid crossed to her lover in a boat of mulberry wood instead 
of over the outstretched wings of a bird. This has led to the 
custom, current in Japan from the Ileian period, of women and girls 
writing their wishes on mulberry leaves on the evening of the day 
of the festival and offering them up to the Maid. This was done 
especially by women who desired to become skilled at spinning or 
weaving, but appeals for help in finding a good husband also be
came common, in spite of the Weaving Maid* s own misfortune in 
marriage*



Characters

Waki• • •.........an Imperial envoy
Tayu ( shite).... .Tanabata. the Weaving Maid

( W ~Tsure   Hiko-boshi, the Male Star or
Herdsman.

Jo section:
WAKI ( shidai) While I travel upstream,

On the further reaches of the river;
While I travel upstream,
On the further reaches of the river,
My guide shall be this raft of logs 
On which I ride.

WAKI (nanori) Now I am an official serving the emperor of
the kingdom of Han in Ohina. Having been ordered by 
my lord to report on the state of things in the
heavens, I am now poling this raft upstream to the
headwaters of the river.

CHORUS (WAKI)
(michi-yulci) River and blue sky drift into one,

And rippled clouds float on the stream
As it hurries along on the swelling waters.
When the skies clear, the traveller
Finds himself at a river-beach
He knows not where;
He finds himself at a river-beach
He knows not where.



Ha section (1):
TAYTJ & CHORUS 
(TAYU & TSURE)(issei)

(sashi)

CHORUS (TAYTJ & TSURE;)
(age-uta)

The stars of heaven
Throw down their light upon the man
Who poles the boat
Swiftly to the meeting-place.
Remarkable is it that, in the world of men,
The waters flow to the south;
And in the heavens the stars

(33)Revolve around the north .(310We await the first cry
Of the raven in autumn
With a love that is pledged
For eternity,, an everlasting love,
Unchanging as the colour of the pine*
They wait with heads on rocky pillows 
Beside the river of heaven,
But time passes all too slowly*

Even the sight of the waving heads 
Of grasses beside the water1 s edge,

(35)
Even the grasses bending before the wind 
Tell him that the time has come,
For they are the waves of autumn,
Tinged with red*
At the bridge across the flowing waters, 
Surely tiqsrwill realise that autumn has come



To the trysting place beside the stream; 
Surely they will realise that autumn has come 
To the trysting place beside the stream.

look at the scene about me, the people I see here are 
a man leading sfi. ox and a woman reeling thread.

Who are you, now ?

Though we live apart, 
Separated by this river,
The day has come at last 
When I see Hiko-boshi 
For whom I weave the damask; 
For whom I weave the damask.

Wonderful, indeed, to see 
Such heavenly joy as this I

From the upper waters of the river 
Seems to be waiting for the stars to meet; 
Seems to be waiting for the stars to meet.

Have never before been seen 
To shine so brightly.

Ha section (2);
WAKI I have come to an unknown river-beach, and when I

(mondo)
. iF n .T f " !  "

tayTT Tanabata and Hiko-boshi are our names.

WAKI Gan you be stars, then ?

(36)TAYU Look yonder I The boat of mulberry wood

WAKI To be sure, the starry dwellings
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TAYU The five-coloured carriage of clouds
WAKI Rolls on and in the thin mist
TAYU Autumn leaves “begin to fall

Upon the bridge 
WAKI Formed by

The outstretched wings of the raven
TAYU Sodden with the water

Which holds the floating clouds*
WAKI The shallows at the crossing-place,
TAYU Eight-score inlets —
GHORUS (age-uta) Untold wonders I wonders untold I

But rarely do the stars here meet,
So seek all there is to know 
About the affairs of the heavens 
Where you have come,
And when you return to the land of men,
Tell of what you have seen*

(37)In this way the teaching
That men can en^oy the blessings of heaven 
Will indeed be proved true.
The happenings of this autumn, day 
Will be remembered to the end of time;
The happenings of this autumn day (38)
Will be remembered to the end of time •

Ha section (3)s 
(39)WAKI Be so good now as to favour me further with this
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story of the heavens.
SHITE (sashi) Well, then - in Ghina in the land of Kei

Lived two peasants, man and wife,
_(¥))Whose names were Yushi and Hakuyo . 

They would just gaze at the shining moon 
And, from the top of a mountain high, 
Sadly watch its going down,
So that, throughout the autumn nights, 
There would be no rest for them 
On their straw mats.

(CHORUS) (?sag;e-uta) Yhshi is now the Male Star
And Hakuyo the Weaving Maid.

(OHORUS) (a&e-uta) Was this not because of their obsession
In the previous life ?
Was it not because of their obsession, 
Because they gazed out at the moon,
That they were reborn in the heavens 
As two stars, the Herdsman 
And the Weaving Maid ?
Signs are there still
Of the rustic life they used to lead,
For he who was a herdsman 
Leads an ox,
And she, the weaver, works still 
At her loom.
For whom is the autumn robe of 
Of woven cloth ?



(rongi) 
(CHORUS) "

(SHITB)

(GHORUS)

(SHITB)

(GHORUS)

This is the long-awaited night 
When the wife of the Male Star 
Sews the sleeves and hem 
Of the robe she has made for him.
How slowly time passes today;
How slowly time passes till evening 1 
Rarely do the two stars meet 
And, when they come together,
Dawn follows the five watches of the night 
Before they finish telling 
Of the torment of being parted,
And the cool breeze comes again and again. 
With its importunate murmur.

The robe she makes 
Is the colour of streaming clouds 
Interwoven with green - 
Such were her words.
In the brocade I weave 
The characters for mutual love 
And as she beats the robe 
Upon her fulling-block,
She adds to the sound.
A lament at separation.
The wind blowing over the river of heaven 
Joins its sound to that of the loom;
The wind blowing over the river of heaven



(SHITE)

Kyu section: 
(SHITE)

(GHORUS)

(SHITE)
(OHOfeUS for WAKI) 

(SHITE)

Joins its sound to that of the loom - 
Clackety clack,
Glackety clack,
Goes the darting shuttle,
Its swiftness matched only by the dream 
Wherein the floating bridge 
Is stretched across the river.
Bring forth the bridge,
And on with the robe of spun cloud 
Woven by hands that peep 
From damask sleeves.

Evening with its pale moon has come, 
When time slips fast away;
Evening with its pale moon has come, 
When time slips fast away 
And the wings of the raven 
Stretch above the dancing waves 
To form a wondrous bridge.
The raven was tended by these stars 
In a former life and so

(U1)It spreads its grateful wings 
To allow the two stars to cross.
So they come together,
And unwillingly I must return.
To the loom, now 1 to the loom I 
And finish off the weaving.
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(GHORUS) I will show this man still more,
The Weaving MaicL saya,
And pays out lengths of thread 
From the reel she holds.
What is it that she weaves ?
Threads of five colours,
Blue, yellow, red, white,and black,
Are enmeshed together 
And from them come the hues 
Of the lotus flower, (42)
Shot with sunlight and moonbeams
Which steal from the unseeing darkness
Of night’s brocade.

(ij-3)The weaving now accomplished 
With results as joyous 
As the understanding of the Holy Word, 
V/ith such joyous understanding,
The envoy sets out on his return 
To the Imperial capital.
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Bk.13 ’Ryume shinso no koto’, Yuhodo bunko ed. vol*28, 384-6.
The character known as Jido has survived in No as a distinct 

role and a mask representing a young boy. This, and the 
fact that the Taihei-ki states that Jido was a child, sugg- 
est the possibility that the characters 3. (or, at

TTtimes 1  ), with which the name is written, are ate.ii
fox* 31 or ^  31 and that they came into use as a 
proper name in order to make someone referred to in a atory 
merely as a ’child’ or ’page’ into a character more indi
vidual and, therefore, more interesting.

This line and the preceding one are the same in the original.
Wen-ti, the first emperor of Wei, who ruled 220-6.
The earliest rulers of China in legendary times. There are 

various opinions about their identity, but there seems to 
be agreement that the last two were Yao and Shun.

T’ieh-chien-shan, the Iron Sword Mountain. The Nihon kayo 
shusei text used for the translation has this reading in 
kana against characters normally read Reikent-zan or Reklcen- 
zan. (Li-hsien-shan). This seems to be a compromise by 
Takano between the Tekken-zan given in the text in his 
Kabu ongyoku Kosetsu and the Rekken-zan in his Nihon kayo- 
shi. Kindred Sarugaku texts vary between the two names. 
There are similar discrepancies in texts with the later 
mentions of Tekken below.
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7* The Nihon kayo-shi reading of sare-ishi. instead of sazare-
ishi, would give the same meaning and introduce another one
by* a kake-kotoba (yachiYO o SARE-ishi). but it may be due
to nothing more than a printer* s error* The lines in which
the words come are almost identical to the poem which, soon
after the Meiji Restoration, was taken as the words of the
national anthem (see Izumoji, Kogaku no shinzui 16 j8— 223 oh

thi s).8. iku-tose ni NARUmigata.
9* iku-yo TSUMORI -no-ura *
10* This line and the preceding one are identical in the original.
11. shubyo-shits,jo no TOKU o nashi*
12* tare mo kaku koso KIKU no mizu.
13# The text has kata-gata which is given in dictionaries only as 

a plural pronoun. The maift actor in this play is most un
likely ever to have been accompanied by a tsure. however, 
and it seems that the word must also have been used when, 
speaking to a single person, perhaps to show some degree of 
respect#

14. Mu Wang, fifth sovereign of the Ghou dynasty, who succeeded
in 1001 B*0. and died in 946 B.C.

15. If Jido had served Mu Wang and lived until the time of Wen-ti,
it would have been a period of about twelve hundred years#

16. utagai mo NAnyoken.
17. shin mo agamete KIKU no mizu.
18# The text gives urei wa naku wasure-mizu# but the 1686 Kiku
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19.

20. 

2 1.

22.

23.
24*

25.
26.

Jido text has urei wa nagaku wasure-mizu. The latter seems
> 11#  m I ti  1,7 I ■!■ i- t*— I I# I II III. rtwm w »  a m o u t m fm  pi p n u  ■»■■ i ■■

preferable both from the point of view of meaning (’the 
sadness /of approaching death/ would be forgotten for many
a year’) and because nagaku then provides an . introduction

\
for wasure(-mizu).

According to Takano, the part up to here was used as a ’half 
No’.

The mountain in Behar State, India, where the Buddha did 
much of his teaching.

Ima kono nori wa; but Ima tolru nori wa ’The law I now ex
pound’ , as found in the 1686 Kiku Jido text, seems prefer
able.

Ni-ku no ge. G-e (Sans. p;atha) are short verses, usually of 
four lines, occurring in sutra. The quotation from the 
Fumombon is given in the 1688 text of Makura Jidc> and some 
later versions and reads, in translation: ’Provided with 
all virtue, /£he Buddha/ looks at maxikind with compassion
ate gaze, across a boundless sea of happiness; therefore 
shall we pay him homage. ’

That is, instead of the xisual punishment of death.
Mukaite, literally ’facing’, presumably in the sense of 

’facing with reverence’ as in muka-busu. The Taihei-ki 
passage has jippo o ichirei shite ’making obeisance in 
the Ten Directions’ •

A shortened form of Ryo'jusen.
The 1686 text of Kiku Jido repeats this line, as is usual
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with the first complete ku of an age-uta.
27* These lines are based on a poem by Toshiyuki Ason in the 

Kokinshu (Kokka taikan no .269): Hisakata no Kumo no ue 
nite Miru kiku wa Amatsu-hoshi to zo Ayamatarekeru fThe 
chrysanthemums in the grounds of the Imperial palace looked 
for all the world like stars from heaven’.

28. There are several points to be noted about the phrase kasui
sumeru VH-jio nigoranu mi-yo:, (1) kasui may be either T  /K 
'the lower waters’, as in the text, or ^  ’the waters 
of the irlver’ • The second alternative would seem preferable 
were it not that the word karyu ’the lower reaches of the 
stream’ is mentioned in the last lines of the play. (2) 
kasui sumeru would at f irst be taken to mean ’ the waters 
of the river grow pure’. (3) sumeru yo ’the pure reign* 
combines with the following nigoranu mi-yo to give a 
meaning something like ’this purest of all reigns. There 
is antithesis here in the use of sumeru ’become pure’ and 
nigoru ’be muddy, dirty’. (4) Another possible meaning of 
sumeru yo is ’the world in which we live* but, in the con
text, this would probably have only a secondary force.

29. oto wa ARASHI (ARAJl) no yama.
30. Sei-obo (flsi Wang Mu), a lady who, in Chinese legend, has a

peach tree which blooms and fruits only once in three 
thousand years. A peach from this tree brings long life to 
anyone who eats it. (Bee the No play Sei-obo).

31. The text seems corrupt at this point and a short phrase in
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the original has been ignored*
32* The text mentions only a tayu, waki, and chorus, but from 

internal evidence and the example of Tanabata it seems 
clear that a tsure must also have appeared* In both Kikusui 
and this play the waki would now normally appear with two 
waki-zure but, in practice, their function consists of 
little more than singing some parts with the waki *

33* The Pi Yen Lu (Hekiganroku), a Chinese work by Ytlan Wu Ch’an
Shih (Engo Zenshi) says, 'In the heavens the stars all bow
to the north; in the world of men the waters all flow to 
the east*’ The alteration of ’east’ to ’north’ (which also
occurs in the same phrase in the No play Tenko) was perhaps
made so that the reference would be more appropriate to 
Japan, where the rivers run mainly from north to south.

34. aki o MATSUkage.
35* This and the previous two lines are one identical line re

peated in the original*
36. There is a play here on two meanings of kaji, ’oar* and

’mulb erry wood’•
37* The text has miyako here, but this makes 110 sense. As it

seems likely that this resulted from a misreading of the 
character oshie, perhaps in its cursive form, which
is the one given in the Tanabata text, this version has
been followed.

38. According to Talcano, the part up to here was used as a ’half
No’ .



Following the"indication in the text given in the Kabu 
P.hgyolcujcos e t su. The text given in the Nihon kayo shusei 
attributes this part to the chorus but, as it is a spoken 
passage, this must be a mistake#

The Aro kassen monogatari, a work of the Muromachi period, 
says: ’It is said that, in olden times, there lived a man 
called Yushi and a woman known as Hakuyo’. They married 
when he was sixteen and she was twelve, and their enjoy
ment of the moon together knew no bounds. YUshi grieved 
deeply when Hakuyo died at the age of ninety-nine, but 
gazed at the moon and remembered her until he himself died 
when he was one hundred and tkeee. The two of them then 
turned into stars and dwelt up in the heavens.’

The last four lines do not ax̂ pear in the text as given in the 
Kabu ongyoku kosetsu. 

kakurenu TSUKI no miyako.
There is a play here on nishiki which may mean (1) t'p ’bro
cade’ or (2) ’understanding by hearing’.
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Shotoku, 2* 117.
shugen. 206-7,215,286,324*
Shuku, 17*
Shunigatsu-e. 9,10,163-6.
shura-mono, 248,250,253-5, 
275-6,281-3,287,289,290, 
292-3,294.

Shushi, 9-10,13,17,173.
Shusho-e, 9.
f spirit* No. 254,260,317, 
see also ’shura-mono*.

stage, see ’No - *.
subscription performances, 
see 1 lean .1 in. performances *.

tachi-ai» 207,214.
Taihei-ki. 57,189-93,196,313.
taka-ashi (riding-pole), 8, 
“ T27215^6,218.
Takeda za, 20,23,25*
Takisci Ho, 29,80,163-6,177, 

200.
Tama-rin, see ’Rin-ami*.
Tamba Sarugaku, 14,17* 
tayu. 34.
Tob;L, 17,24,25,see also 
Hosho1 za.

Todai-ji, 3i172.
To-no-mine, 39,169-71,234,350* 
Toren, 56.

Uji Sarugaku, 17.
Umewaka za, 17,84,179.

waki. 316.
waki-no,(god-plays), 176-7,206, 

214.9727̂ -5,286,313.
warrior-spirit plays, see * shura- 
mono* •

woman plays, 250,257,276-7,
283-4.

Writings, 71,73,83.

Yamada, 23,24*
Yamashina, 17.
Yamato Sarugaku, 17,19,23,41,

346.
Yasaburo, 21,22.
Yata Sarugaku, 17*
Yata Tayu, 189*194.
Ybko Mi t suhi sa, 234•
Yoshimitsu, see ’Ashikaga - *.
yugen. 257-9,284,337-40,350.
Yusaki, 17,26,27,see also Kanze. 

za.
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za, 29-32,see also 'Sarugaku 
za1, 1Dengaku za'.

Zeami, 61-2,69-71).,79-80,81-3, 
& passim; list of plays toy 
- , 27l)--80; — & shura-mono. 
281-3,

Zempo, 281.
Zenchiku, 22,83/8^,318.
Zoami, 60-1,62,8U,3U2.


